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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General - The orbiting of Skylab has marked the beginning

In a series of large manned orbiting spacecra[t that will be timed
as bases from which a variety of experiments will be performed.

These experiments Include astronomy, Earth resources, biomed, space

physics, and various other technology areas. The orbital environ-
ment will enable measurements and observations to be made over ex-

tended periods of time that were not possible from the Earth or

high flying aircraft due to atmospheric obscuration, the gravity

environment, and limited observation times. These observations,

measurements, and experiments conducted in space will contribute

significantly to the understanding of the universe, its origin and

dynamic behavior, as well as the Earth, its resources, weather, and

its complex dynamic life cycles.

The Space Shuttle presently being planned by NASA will not

only be a logistics vehicle, but will also serve a crucial role as

a mann=a experiment base. In this role the _huttle will orbit the

Earth from 7 to 30 days performing various experiments with equip-

ment mounted in the cargo bay and/or deployed on various types of

booms and isolation mechanisms. Examination of the experiments

proposed for performance in low Earth orbit attached to a manned

orbiting spacecraft such as Shuttle indicates that attitude

stabilization of one degree or better is required by approximately

65 percent of the payloads with many of them primaril_in the
astronomy area requiring pointing stabilities of an _e_ or bette_.

In addition, all of the astronomy and plasma physics experiments

proposed are extremely sensitive to contamination. A CMG system

that will stabilize large orbiting spacecraft such as the Shuttle

is very attractive since it would provide a contamination free

environment and simplify the experiment integration equipment

needed to meet the stringent pointing stability requirements of

the astronomy and some of the physics experiments.

This study tltled "Study to Define Logic Associated With CMGs

to Maneuver and Stabilize an Orbiting Spacecraft" wili define a

CMG system capable of controlling a large orbiting spacecraft such

as a Shuttle and develop all of the software required to satis-

factorily manage and control such a system.

1.2 Study Objectives - The objectives of this study were the

following:

a. Define mission requirements and feasible attitudes for

a Shuttle-like vehicle that will meet mission objectives.
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b. Determine the CMG actuator _ype (i.e., Single Gimbal
CMGs or Double Glmbal CIICs) and system configuration

that will best meet overall mission requirements.

c. Define all of tile software required to manage and con-
trol the selected CM(; system.

d. Verify by computer simulation the adequacy of the

selected CMG system and specified software package in

meeting the overall mission requirements.

All of the above objectives were met during the course of the

study.

1.3 Relationship to Other Efforts - The Bendix Corporation

has been critically involved with the Skylab program since its in-

ception, performing studies in the areas of comanunlcations, mis-

sion operations, experiment integration, stabilization and control,

human factors, and test and reliability. Bendix has also furnished

the double gimbal CMGs, double gimballed star tracker and the

experiment pointing electronics assembly (EPEA) which form a

critical part of the total Skylab attitude and pointing control

system (APCS) in addition to the C&D console used to operate and

command virtually all systems aboald Skylab. During the course

of the Skylab program detailed studies have been made into the

behavior of CMG systems and the software required to satisfactorily

control and manage such a system. Valuable experience and insight

into the behavior and idiosyncracies of CMG systems has been gained

over the seven years that these studies were performed, and was

directly applicable to the performance of the present study.

Data generated during the course of the Research and Appli-

cations Module (RAM) study (May 1971 - June 1972) in which Bendix

was a prime participant, provided valuable input to the present

study in the area of proposed experiment payleads for the Shuttle

vehicle and the requirements placed upon that vehicle due to those

payloads. In addition the experience gained in the analysis and

design of candidate CMG control systems for RAM applications is

directly applicable to the present study.

The Astronomy Sortie Mission (ASM) Definition Ctudy (December

1971 - March 1973) in which Bendix was a prime participant, also

provided valuable inputs to the present study in the area of

Shuttle vehicle requirements due to proposed astronomy experimenta-

tion and in the design of possible attitude control systems which

included reaction control, CMG, and experiment isolation 3ystems

that could be used to meet these requirements.

I

I
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The experience and technical expertise gained during the

performance of Skylab, RAM, and ASM formed the technological

base which the present study _:as able to draw upon to further

advance ('MG technology for Shuttle-llke vehlcle applicatlon_

lhus yleldin_ the basis for the design of a roalistlc hardware

and _oftware package that could be used for this purpose.

1.4 Method of Ap_p_reach and Principal Assumptions -The

approach taken in the perfortaance of the present study was to

make maximum use of the results obtained in the RAM and ASM pro-

grams. These outputs st111 assumed applicable were used to

specify the requirements placed upon a Shuttle type vehicle by the

experimentation programs defined in these studies. In addition

whatever developed hardware (i.e., CMGs) available from Skylab

and other programs would be given maximum conslderatlon for use in

the present application Jn order to obtain an optimum and cost

effective system. _The _cfrware packages designed for Skylab,

RAM, and ASM were used as a starting point for the present study

which helped to optimize both system performance and computational

requirements for the software package specified to meet the present

overall mission specifications.

_erification of the specified CMG control system and asso-

ciated software package was accomplished on a hybrid computer.

The reason for choosing a hybrid machine to perform system veri-

fication was to enable the faithful simulation of the A/D and D/A

interfaces that would be encountered in an actual flight control

system. Effects of quantization and sampling time were taken into

account in the specification of overall system performance.

The Shuttle as defined in the July 1972 time frame was the

vehicle for which the CMG control system design was defined. The

Shuttle was modeled as a rigid body which was another assumption

of the present study. Modeling the vehicle in this manner obviated

the need for bending mode filters that might be required to yield

satisfactory vehicle stability when flexibility is taken into

account. These bending mode filters would probably be implemented

in the digital computer aboard the vehicle and therefore represent

an added software load. In addition the vehicle pointing stability

would be somewhat degraded when vehicle flexibillties are taken

into account. However, all of the software de_eloped for managing

and control]ing the CMG system specified would still apply when

vehicle flexibility is considered.
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1.5 Basic Study Output and Significant Results - The study

results and significant conclusions are listed below:

a. The Shuttle attitudes that will meet mission require-

ments can be divided into two classes, pseudo-inertial

and local vertical. The pseudo-lnertlal orientations are

longitudinal vehicle axis perpendlcular to the orbital

plane (X-POP), and the longitudinal axis of the vehicle

In the orbital plane (X-IOP). [n the local vertical

orientation, the vehicle Z axis is local vertical with

the vehicle X axls in the orbital plane (X-IOP, ZLV)

or perpendicular to the orbital plane (X-POP, ZLV).

b. CMG system is sized to allow attitude hold for one

orbit under the worst case gravity gradient momentum

accumulation.

c. The CMG system chosen for Shuttle attitude control

consists of six Skylab double gimbal CMGs modified with

slip rings to enable unlimited gimbal freedom. Each of

these CMGs have a momentum capability of 2,300 ft-lb-sec

and provides fail operational, fail safe capability.

d. A rate plus position control law is recommended for

vehicle stabilization with a closed loop bandwidth of

0.127 rad/sec and a damping ratio of 0.7.

e. The Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law is recommended

for commanding appropriate CMG gimhal rates. This

glmbal rate steering law will give decoupled vehicle

control while minimizing the energy expended.

f. The Optimal CMG Distribution Singularity Avoidance

Control Law is defined in order to avoid CMG singularity

conditions. This type of control will maximize the dis-

tance from a singularity condition for a particular CMG

system momentum state and is compatible with the Pseudo-

Inverse CMG Control Law.

g. Gravity gradient desaturation is the recommended

means of CMG momentum unloading. This will yield a

contamination free environment required by a number of

the proposed experiment payloads. The gravity gradient

desaturatlon control law selected maneuvers the vehicle

through small angles (i.e., <15 deg) in order to achieve

momentum dump. This type of contrcl law minimizes compu-

tational requirements and the momentum required to affect

the gravity gradient maneuvers.
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h. A hybrid computer simulation verified the adequacy

of the chosen CMG system configuration and associated

software package in meeting overall mission requirements.

1.6 Study Limitations - The present study was primarily geared

to define the software package required to manage and control a

representative CMG system that cc_ild be used to control the attitude

of a Shuttle type vehicle. Altholgh trade studies were performed to

select a candidate CMG system configuration from several alternatives,

they did not constitute a major portion of the study and hence were

top level in nature. When the design of an actual CMG system for

Shuttle is contemplated, conslderahly more effort wcuid be required

in trading various candidate CMG system configurations in order tc

determine the optimum configuration that would meet overall Shuttle

requirements in a cost effective manner. Shuttle mass characteristics

should be updated to reflect the present Shuttle configuration. Addi-

tionally the latest experiment payloads xlated to fly in a sortie mode

should be examined in order to better ascertain and update the require-

ments placed upon the Shuttle by these experiments. However it should

be noted that all of the techniques and some of the control laws

(i.e., gravity gradient desaturatlon) developed in this study will

be directly applicable to any CMG configuration that may finally

result for Shuttle attitude control.

Although the pointing stability achievable by the CMG system

selected has been estimated, the pointing performance that could

ultimately be obtained would require a more comprehensive simula-
tion for its determination. This simulation would include vehlcle

flexibility, CMG dynamics including all nonlinearities, and adequate

representation of man motion disturbances. A more accurate deter-

mination of the pointing stability achievable by the CMG system is

desirable since it would have a very strong effect on the type and

complexity of the required experiment integration equipment. This

in turn can appreciably effect the overall cost of the Shuttle

experiment program.

1.7 Suggested Additional Effort - The following additional

effort is suggested:

a. Review the experiments that are presently candidates

for the Shuttle sortie mode und revlse/update Shuttle

mission requirements.

b. Define candidate CMC control system configurations

that could meet Shuttle mission requirements. Perform

Indepth trade studies between the various CMG control

system configurations in order to detecmlne the optimum

CMG configuration that will meet overall mission require-
ments in a cost effective manner. These studies should

include detailed hardware trade offs with respect to size,
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weight, power consumption, reliability and cost as

well as the impact various CMG configurations have

on software complexity and overall software cost.

In addition candidate types of control logic (e.g.,

CMG gimbal race control laws, singularity avoidance

laws, etc.) zequlred to satisfactorily manage the

CMG control system should be evaluated from the

standpoint of software complexity, and required com-

puter capacity for implementation as well as overall

performance. These software trades will be of key
significance in determining whether a dedicated or

the central Shuttle computer be used to drive the

chosen CMG system configuration.

c. Define the software package required to satisfactorily

manage and control the resulting CMG system configuration.

The amount of revision to the candidate CMG control logic

described in this study will depend on _he final con-

figuration of the Shuttle CMG control system. If the

configuration consists of a cluster of double gimbal

CMGs, the modifications required to the defined control

laws would be minimal. If the chosen CMG system con-

sists of a cluster of single gimbal CMGs or a mixture

of single and double gimbal CMGs the requited software

modification would be more extensive. However, regard-

less of the CMG configuration chosen, all of the

techniques used to derive the various control laws

required to manage a CMG system detailed in this re-

port still applies.

d. Determine the accuracy that can be achieved by the

CMG system and the impact this accuracy has on the type

and complexity of required experiment integration equip-

ment.
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2. STUDY PLAN

Figure 2.1 is the study flow diagram describing the logic

flow used to perform this study. The study was initiated as

shown in block 1 by first selecting an appropriate vehicle that

would benefit from a control moment gyro (CMG) attitude control

system. The vehicle selected was the Space Shuttle. The assumed

Shuttle vehicle dynamics and baseline reaction control subsystem

(RCS) characteristics used in this study are contained in section

3. Proceeding onto block 2, the next objective is to determine

the vehicle mission requirements and how they impact the proposed

CMG control system. For this analysis, the Shuttle sortie missions

defined in the General D_am_cs/Convair Phase B Research and

Application Module (RAM) program were used. The results of

this analysis are contained in section 4. In block 3 of the study

flow, the mission requirements defined in the previous task are

translated into appropriate CMG system requirements, such as out-

put torque, momentum storage, and system redundancy requirements.

The analysis and the resultant CMG system requirements are docu-

mented in section 5. After the CMG system requirements have been

defined, the next step in the logic flow is to perform a survey of

available CMG actuators. In this study a survey of both double

gimbal and single glmbal CMGs was performed. From this survey, a

number of candidate CMG systems were configured to meet the CMG

system requirements defined in section 5. A reconm_nded CMG con-

figuration was selected based on system weight, power, volume,

availability, and software complexity. This task is documented in

section 6. In block 5, a CMG system stability analysis is performed.

In this task, a vehicle control law is defined along with a set of

appropriate control law Rains that insure CMG control system

stability. The resultant vehicle control law analysis is docu-

mented in section 7.

In block 6 of this study flow diagram, a trade study is per-

formed to sel_ct the CMG control logic needed to implement the CMG

control system configured and designed in blocks 4 and 5. The re-

quired CMG control logic consists of three components; they are:

(i) a CMG maneuver control law, (2) a CMG gimbal rate command law,

and (3) a CMG system momentum management scheme. The general rela-

tionships of these three CMG control logic functions are illustrated

in the block diagram shown in figure 2.2. In sections 8 thru I0 of

this report, various candidates for the above CMG control logic

functions are derived. From each set of candidates, a law is

selected based primary on computational complexity and performance.
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In section 8, three candidate CMG maneuver control laws are

derived; these three laws are based on (1) quaternion, (2) direc-

tion cosine, and (3) Euler angle strapdown implementations for

describing the attitude of a spacecraft. The function of these
three methods for computing the strapdown equations of motion is

to generate the appropriate error signals that will enable the
vehicle to maintain or track specific attitudes and to perform

particular maneuvers from one attitude to another. The resultant

attitude error A0 and/or rate maneuver command _D are implemented

by inputting these signals into the vehicle control law as shown

in figure 2.2.

The CMG glmbal rate command law shown in figure 2.2 consists

of two components; they are: (I) a CMG control law and (2) a CMG

singularity avoidance scheme. The CMG control law generates a

set of CMC gimbal rate commands as a function of the CMG glmbal

state that will produce the desired CMG torque TCO M as computed

by the vehicle control law. The purpose of the CMG singularity

avoidance scheme is to drive the CMG system away from singularity

points in its CMG glmbal space where the CMC system is physically

unable to generate a three axis control torque. In other words,

the function of the CMG singularity avoidance scheme is to insure

that the CMG system is always capable of generating the desired

CMG torque TCO M whenever the system is not in saturation. The

singularity avoidance scheme generates a_ additional set of CMG

glmbal rate coammnds that drive the CMG system away from singu-

larity without applying a net CMC torque to the vehicle. The sum

of the CMG control law and singularity avoidance scheme glmbal

rate cor_aands _ are routeo to the appropriate CMG actuators as
c

shown in figure 2.2. In section 9 of this report, various

candidate CMG control laws and CMG singularity avoidance schemes

are derived and from these candidates a CMC control law and a

singularity avoidance scheme is selected.

The function of the CMG momentum management scheme depicted

in figure 2.2 is to insure that the CMG momentum exchange system

does not saturate. Two types of laws are described in section i0,

accomplishing the above objective in different ways. The first

law described is a CMG desaturatlon law which desaturates the CMG sys-

tem by applying a torque to the vehicle which reduces the magnitude of

the momentum stored In the CMG system. In section I0, two general

types of CMC desaturation systems are described; they are (i) a

reaction Jet desaturation system utilizing the baseline Shuttle
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RCS and (2) a gravity gradient desaturatton system which uses
the gravity gradient torques acting on the vehicle. As illustrated

in figure 2.2, a RCS desaturation system desaturates the CMG sys-
tem by sending appropriate Jet firing commands to the baseline

RCS. For a gravity gradient desaturation system, CblG desaturation
is accomplished by sending the appropriate vehicle manuever command

e and rate co_maand _D to the vehicle control law where these com-

mands are implemented. In section 10, from among the various RCS

and gravity gradient desaturation systems, a preferred desaturation
law is selected. The second law described in section l0 is a

pseudo-axis alignment scheme which attempts to compensate for the

momentum build-up in the CMG system resulting from vehicle principal
and control axis misalignments. In this way, the pseudo-axis alignment
scheme minimizes the momentum that the CM(; desaturation law must
"dump" for any particular attitude.

In block 7 of the study flow, all of the selected components

of the CMG control system are brought tcgether into a hybrid com-

puter simulation. This hybrid computer simulation is used to verify

the effectiveness of the selected CMG control logic and to demon-

strate the overall operations of the selected CMG attitude control

system. The results of this computer simulation are documented in
section 12.
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3. VEHICLEANDBASELINERCS

The vehicle used in this study is assumed to be the Space

Shuttle. Using the Shuttle as the baseline vehicle, the mission

requirements and the sizing of the CMG attitude control system

are determined in the following sections. Since at the

beginning of this study no final Shuttle design existed, the

vehicle dynamics and baseline reaction control subsystem (RCS)

listed in this section are assumed to be representative of a

final design.

3.1 Vehicle Dynamics - The Shuttle is assumed to be a rigid

body with the following moments of inertia:

I = 1.04 X 106 slug ft2
xx

I = 8.21 X 10 6 slug ft 2
YY

I = 8.55 X 106 slug ft 2
zz

The vehicle cross products of inertia Ixy , Ixz , and ly z are
assumed to be negligible.

The vehicle dynamics are governed by the following Euler

equation of motion:

r = [I]_ + _ X [I]_
v

T is the total resultant torque acting on the vehicle; T
V _ _ V

of all disturbance torques TD, torques TRC S exerted on the

vehicle by the baseline RCS, and the CMG control torques TCMG

(T v = T D + TRC s + TCMG). [II is the vehicle inertia tensor;

[I] equals

°°1
XX

[ o[I ] 0 lyy

0 0 I
Zz

(i)

consists

(2)

Note that because the cross products of inertia are zero, the

X, Y, and Z vehicle geo_etrlc control axes are also the vehicle

principal axes. _ and _ are the vehicle angular rate and

acceleration, respectively.
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3.2 Baseline Reaction Control Subsys.tem (RCS) - Figure 3.1

is a sketch of the Space Shuttle showing the locations of the

baseline on-orbit reaction control subsystem. This system is

assumed to consist of three pods, a single forward pod containing

16 thrusters and two aft pods containing 12 thrusters each.

The forward pod thrusters in conjunction with the aft pod

thrusters control both pitch and yaw while the two aft pod

thrusters control roll. The normal control torque operating

mode for this RCS system is to fire thruster pairs. A thruster

pair firing consists of two thrusters fired simultaneously in

opposite directions so that no net translational force is

produced; the resulting pure control torque equals the engine

thrust level times the corresponding moment arm between the

two thrusters. The baseline RCS operaclng characteristics such

as thrust level, attitude deadband, etc..., are listed in

table 3.1.

3.3 Baseline Vehicle Orbit - The vehicle is assumed to be

stabilized in a 270 nautical mile circular orbit•
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Table 3.1. Baseline RCS Characteristics

Thrust level, F: 400 ibf.

Minimum pulse duration, tf: 0.i sec

Minimum aCtltude deadband, 0 : +0.5 deg
O m

Fuel: Monopropellant hydrazlne wlth a specific

impulse I of 200 seconds
sp

Roll moment arm, _ : 20.7 ft
x

Pitch moment arm, _ : I00 ft
Y

Yaw moment arm, £ : i00 ft
z
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4. MISSION REQUIREMENTS

In this section, typical Shuttle mission requirements are

defined that impact and influence the design ot a CMC attitude

control system. These mission requirements are used in

sections 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 to size, conf_Rure, and design a

Shuttle CMG control system.

4.l Vehirle Polntlng and Stabilization - The vehlcle

pointing and stabilization ¢apahl]lties of a CHG control system

aro in Reneral much sup_,rior to those of a reartlon ,let attitude
control system. The addition of a CMf; attitude control system

to a vehicle llke the Shuttle can drastically improve its

pointing and stabilization capabilities and convert the vehicle

into an accurately stabilized on-orbit experimental base. For

this study, a CMG attitude controlled Shuttle base stabilization

capability of three arc minutes is assumed. This projected

stabilization capability is a conservative value because other

studies for similar vehicles, reference i, indicate that a

stabilization capability of less than one arc minute is feasible.

The accuracy with which this vehicle can be pointed using a

CMG control system is assumed to be approximately equal to its

staSllization capability of three arc minutes. In general, the

accuracy with which a vehicle can be pointed is limited by the

accuracy of its attitude determination sensors; these sensors
therefore will need to have accuracies of three arc minutes or

Listed in table 4.1 are thi ty-seven Shuttle sortie payloads

defined in the General Dynamics/ onvair Phase B Research and

Application Modules (RAM) Study, reference 2. These payloads

are listed in table 4.1 by disciplines: astronomy, physics_

Earth observations, communications and navigation, materials

science, technology, and life sciences. Also listed are the

payload's pointing accuracy, stabilization, maximum observation,

orientation, and contamination control requirements. It should

be noted that the stabilization requirements listed in table

4.1 are specified either in terms of maximum allowable angular

velocity (e.g., 0.5 s_ec/second) or angular displacement (e.g.,

i sec/observation). This latter method of specifying a stability

criteria is preferred because angular displacement usually

determines the success or failure of an observation. Stability

requirements are specified in terms of angular velocity only in

cases of very short observation intervals where an angular rate

limit is essential. In the following paragraphs, the impact of

this proposed Shuttle CMG attitude control system on the payloads

listed in table 4.1 are investigated by scientific disciplines.
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Eight astronomy sortie payloads are deftned In table 4.1.

Six of these pa3/loads consist of a t,,lescope and a separate high

energy array; tht. two remainin_ pavlt_ads, A351B and A6SIB,

ronslst of ;i slllgle telesropt _. Th,, po|nt Ing at't'_lrat'¥

and ,;tabtllzat loll rt'qulremt'nts assorl;,ted with t,;ich tt'ir_t'_H_t,

slid hil_h ent'rRy array are llstt,d separatt, lv In labia, 4.1. In

gt'ner;l[_ the_e i_(_lntLng ;ict'ur;lt'_,t,s ;llltl st/|btlltv requirements

art, mort, strlngt'nt than the colrt, sl)ondlng pro]t, cted w, htcle

capabilities thu,q, an addltl_nal fine point [t_g and stabilization

system is required to meet these requtrom_-nts. Anotht, r problem

associated with the combined telescope and high energy array

payloads is that some of the telescopes and h tgh energy arrays

need to be pointed ;'t separate targets. For example, payload

A8SIV consists of a telescope, a photoheliograph, that must be

pointed at the sun and a high energy array that mu,,,t be pointed

at various stellar energy sources. This latter problem Implies

that the telescope and the arrays must have the capability of

being pointed independently. These pointing and stabilization

problems were solved in the RAM and the subsequent NASA A,qtronomy

Sortie btissions (ASbl) programs by mo_tntinq the telescope and the

high energy arrays on separate experiment :o_mts located In the

Shuttle bay as illustrated In figurt_ 4.1. _utlt into each

mount are: (1) a wide angle gimballing system so that each

telescope and arr;ay can be accurately and Independently pointed

and (2) a fine ,_;tabllizatton system to provide the additional

stabilization required. From table 4.1, note that the high

energy array stability requirements range from f_.5 to 6 arc minutes.

[f the eventual Shuttle base stabilization can be Improved to

within 0.5 arc minute using a CMG cent,el system, the high

energy array mount can be simplified by removing its fine

stabilization system; the array and vehicle stabilization

requirements and capabilities will then be comparable. In any

case, stabilizing the Shuttle to three arc minutes simplifies

the design problems associated with these nx_unts and therefore

from the standpoint of the astronomy payloads pointing and

stabilization requirements, the addition of a C/If;. co_trol system
to the Shuttle Is desirable.

Five physics payload, are defined In table 1_.1. Three of

these p,tvloads' pottattng and stabtltzatiou requirement_ can he

m_,t by a ('MC stabilized Shuttle. '['lit, two rematuing phystc_

pay [oad_ have potent InS and st_d_ i l it y requ iremrnts that ex_'eed

tht, prelected Shttttle capabilities. To these two payloads,

additional fine pol_tlng and stabilization system,a will have to

be added to their affected scientific instruments in order to

achieve these instruments' point ins and stabt l izat Ion requ| rements.
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Six Earth observation and three communications and

navigation payloads are listed in table 4.1. All of these

payloads have pointing and stabilization requirements that are

compatibh, with the projected CM(; stabilized Shut/h, capabilities.
Only one other pnyload contained in tabh, 4.1 has drflnlte

point ing and stabl 1 I zat ion requl rL.m_,nt s ; th l.,i payload is the

tc¢'hnology payload TIS3A. Its pointing and stability rt, qulre-
ments are also compatible with the projected CMt; Shuttle
capabilit tes.

Of the thlrty-seven sortie payloads defined in the RAM

program, twenty-three have definite pointing and stabilization

requirements. Ten of these payloads' pointing and stability

requirements can be directly met by the projected pointing

and stabilization capabilities of a CMG stabilized Shuttle.

These payload pointing and stability requirements cannot be

realistically met by the baseline RCS system defined in

section 3.0. The remaining thirteen payloads will require

additional fine pointing and stabilization systems. The com-

plexity of these additional systems can be simplified due

to the improved Shuttle base pointing and stabilSzatlon

capabilities afforded by a CMG control system, in total, the

pointing and stabilization requirements of twenty-three of the

thirty-seven sortie payloads listed in table 4.1 can be met

or partially met by the projected Shuttle CMG control system.

4.2 Vehicle Attitudes - The Shuttle payloads listed in

table 4.1 requires two types of attitudes; they are: (I) an

inertial attitude which allows the experimental payloads to be
pointed towards the sun or a distant celestial target and

(2) a local vertical attitude with one of the Shuttle axes

normally the Z axis pointed towards or away from the Earth.

Three Shuttle attitudes were selected, two inertial and one

local vertical, for meeting the above payload pointing require-
ments. The three selected attitudes are:

a. An inertial attitude with the X axis perpendicular

to the orbital plane (X-POP).

b. An inertial attitude with tile X axis in the

orbital plane (X-IOP).

c. A local vertical attitude with the Z axis

aligned along the local vertical (Z-LV).
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The stellar and solar payloads can be pointed and stabilized

using either inertial attitudes a or b. These two inertial

attitudes impact with the designs of the CMG attitude control

and experiment pointing systems in different ways. For an

illertlal X-POP attitude, attitude a, the vehlc]e's Y and Z axes

are constrained to the orbital plane thus redurln_ the space-

craft's rotational degrees-of-freedom from three to one. The

vchlcle can be rotated about only the X axis. In order to

permit a hemispherical experiment coverage capability to within

an accuracy of thr_,. _rc minutes, at lea_t one wide anRle

glmbal (range: _ 180 degrees) must be added to the experimental

instrument to provide the second degree-of-freedom required.

For an inertial X-lOP attitude, attitude b, the vehicle's

X axis is constrained to the orbital plane thus reducing the

vehicle's rotational degrees-of-freedom from three to two.

The vehicle can be rotated about the X axis and an axis normal

to the orbital plane. Because the vehicle still has two

rotational degrees-of-freedom, the experiment package can be

pointed anywhere in the celestial sphere hardmounted to the

spacecraft; no wide angle gimbal is required. The cost of this addi-

tional rotational degree-of-freedom for an X-IOP attitude is a larEe

increase in the CMG momentum storage requirement per orbit

over that required by an X-POP attitude. This increase momentum

storage requirement significantly impacts the size of the CMG

control system; it can be directly related to additional CMGs

required and more frequent CMG momentum desaturatlon "dumps".

Depending on the experiment payload and its pointing and

stabilization requirements, one of these two inertial attitudes

may be required or exhibit certain characteristics that are

particularly attractive for this specific mission or class of

missions. For example, if on-orbit access to the payload's

sensors or other components by the experimenter is required it

may be Impossible to add the wide angle gimbal to the experiment

required by the X-POP attitude therefore, a X-IOP Shuttle

attitude would have to be utiilzed in order to provide a

hemispherical pointing capability.

The Z local vertical attitude, attitude c, is required by

certain experiments such as Shuttle payloads CISIF and P7S3A

that must either remain pointed towards or away from the Earth.

Payload CISIF is a Communication and Navigation payload that

must remain oriented towards the Earth while payload PTS3A,

the Combined Cosmic Ray Physics and Chemistry Laboratory, must

be kept pointed away from the Earth. By mounting these payloads

along the Shuttle Z axis, the experiments can be either pointed

towards or away from the Earth using this Z local vertical

attitude.
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4.3 CMG Momentum Desaturation - CMG momentum desaturation

will be performed by either firing the vehicle's baseline

reaction Jets or by performing gravity mradlent desaturation

maneuvers. The select CMG desaturation system is assumed to

have the capability cf desaturating the CMG system once an

orbit. Therefore, the maximum momentum that the CMG system must

be sized to absorb corresponda to the maximum momentum that

the CMG system must store during one orbit for the worst possible

vehicle orlentation. The possible vehicle orientations are

limited to those contained in the classes of vehicle attitudes

linted in nectlon 4.2.

4.4 Vehicle Maneuver Capability_ - The Shuttle Is assumed

to have a maximum maneuver rate capability of a 0.I degree
per second about each vehicle control axis. It is further

assumed that this maneuver rate can be achieved in 15 seconds.

4.5 Baseline Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS_ for On-Orbit

Vehicle Stabilization - In this section, the on-orbit fuel

requirements for stabilizing the Shuttle with the baseline

reaction control subsystem described in section 3.0 are computed.

Using the baseline RCS for stabilizing the vehicle while on-orbit

is a viable alternatlve to adding a CMG control system to a
vehicle like Shuttle.

To compute the fuel consumed by the baseline RCS during one

orbit, the namber of reaction Jet actuations per orbit must be

determined. The vehicle's on-orbit torque environment is

assumed to be comprised of only gravity gradient torques. The

resultant counteracting RCS control torques are generated by

expelling mass. The minimum rate at which this mass is expelled

corresponds to the case where the resultant RCS control torques

Just counteract the effects of the gravity gradient torques.

For this case, the amount of fuel consumed is directly proportional

to the rectified gravity gradient momentum acting on the vehicle.

If on the other hand the RCS system is continuously llmit

cyclin_ back and forth through the ECS deadbands, the resultant

fuel consumption can be excessive.

The maximum average rectified gr=vity gradient torques that

can exist alone the Shuttle X, ¥, and Z axi_ are:

3 2

Tgx Ira =--_ _o (Izz - Iyy) (i)

3 2

Tgylra = _ _o (Izz - Ixx) (_'

3 2

'l'gzlraj . _ ([ - I ) (3_o yy xx
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where

2 gR (4)
o 3

r

is the vehicle orbital ratc_ g is the gravitational acceleration
O

of the Earth, R is the mean radius of the Earth (R = 3.48 nautical

miles), and r is the distance between the center of the Earth

and the vehicle center of mass.

For a 270 nautical mile circular oroit,

2 I
= 1.23 X 10-6

o 2
sec

Tgxlra, T

= 1.11 x 10-3 _L_ (5)
o sec

gylra, and Tgz[ra equal

Tg xlr a = 0.396 ft-lb (6)

Tgylr a - 8.75 ft-lb (7)

Tg zlr a ffi8.36 ft-lb (8)

The minimum angular momentum impulse bit (MIB) i, i - x, y, z,

that can be imparted along the vehicle X, Y, and Z control axes

due to firing the appropriate RCS pairs equal

(M£B)i ffiF£it f i ffi X, y, Z

Using the RCS parameters defined in section 3.0, the minimum

impulse bits (MIB) i equal

(MIB) = 828 ft-lb-sec
X

(9)

(i0)

(MIB)y = 4000 ft-lb-sec
(ii)

(MIB) = 4000 ft-lb-sec
Z

The vehicle body rates _i along the X, Y, and Z vehicle axes

due to firing the appropriate momentum impulse bits (MIB) i equal

(12)
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(MIB)I (i = x, y, z)
_i = I

ii

(13)

where

_i is the angular rate along the ith vehicle axis,

radians per second

Ill is the vehicle moment of inertia about the ith axis,

slug-ft 2

Using the vehicle inertias given in section 3.0, fox, _y, and
_ equal
z

co ffi 0.796 m rad/second
X

(14)

= 0.487 m rad/second
Y

(15)

0.468= m rao/secono
Z

(16)

Assume that the Shuttle is in a torque-free environment.

In this environment, the vehicle will limit cycle between the

limits of the baseline RCS attitude deadband +8 . Figure 4.2
-- O

is a sketch of one of the RCS deadbands. The lower limit, -eo,

is designated state a, and the upper limit, +e , is designated
o

state b. Assume the ith vehicle axis is at state a. At this

point, the appropriate RCS thrusters will fire one (MIB) i sending

the ith axis towards state b. As the ith axis traverses the

deadband from a to b, the ith axis angular velocity _ab equals

coab = _i + _ab (0) (17)

where Wab(0) is the ith axis velocity Just before the appropriate

ith axis RCS reaction Jets are fired. The resultant angular

displacement of the ith axis within this attitude deadband equals

eab= [wi + _ab(O)]t - eo (18)
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STATE a

_ab ' _°ab

-0
0

J
0

Oba ' _oa

STATE b

+0
o

Figure 4.2. Sketch of RCS Attitude Deadband
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When the ith axis reaches state b, another set of RCS thrusters

will fire sending the ith axis back towards state a. The

corresponding angular velocity _ba and displacement 0ba as the i

axis travels back towards state a equal

th

_ba = -ui + _ba (0) (19)

8ba = [-_Ji ÷ _ba (O)]t ÷ 0o (20)

_ba(O) is _he angular velocity of the ith axis Just prior to the

reaction Jet firings sending this vehicle axis back towards state

a. From equation 18, the time tab for the ith axis to traverse

the deadband from state a to state b equals

Oab = 0 = + Wab(O)] - 0o [_i tab o

20
ffi 0

tab _i ÷ _ab (0) (21)

From equation 20, the time tba to return to state a equals

8ba = -e = + + 8o [-_i _ba(O)]tba o

28
O

tba = c_i - _ba(O)

Under steady state conditions

tab = tba

(22)

(23)

Therefore, from equations 21, 22, and 23,

_ab(O) = -_ba(O)

Because the angular velocity of the Ith axis cannot change

instanteously at either boundary of the deadband, the following

expressions can be written using equations 17 and 19,

(24)
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Wba(O) = w t + _ab(O)

Wah(O) - -_oi + O_ha(O)

(25)

(26)

Solving equations 24, 25, and 26 for Wab(O) and _ba(0) in terms

of w i, Oab(O) and _ba(0) equal

_ab(0) = _ _--

_ba(0) = _--

(27)

(28)

Substituting the above expressions into either equation 21 or

22 yields the time tTi required to transverse the ith axis attitude

deadband, 28 .
o

4e

tTi = tab tba _i-- (i = x, y, z) (29)

For the baseline RCS described in section 3.0, 0 equals 8.75 m rad
o

(0.5 degrees). Substituting the values of _i given In equations

14 thru 16 into equation 29 yields the transit times to tzaverse

the X, Y, and Z axis RCS attitude deadbands, respectively.

tTx = 39 seconds

tTy = 63.6 seconds

tTz = 66.2 seconds

(30)

(31)

(32)

The assumption that the vehicle is in a torque-free envltonment

is valid if the actual gravity gradient torques acting on the

vehicle are unable to prevent the baseline RCS from limit cycling

with every RCS actuation. The gravity gradient decelerating

angular momentum impulse, Hgi, for the above deadband transit

times, tTi, equal
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ttg i ffi (Tgilra)tTi (i- x, y, z) (33)

Substituting the appropriate values of Tgilra and tTi into

equation 33, Hg i corresponding to the three vehicle axes equal

H = 15.4 ft-lb-sec (34)
gx

H ffi556 ft-lb-sec
8Y

(35)

H - 554 ft-lb-sec
gz

(36)

Note that the above values of H are less than one-seventh of
g£

the corresponding RCS minimum momentum impulse bit (MIB) i indicating

that the gravity gradient torque environment cannot prevent the

baseline RCS from limit cycling. The assumption that the

vehicle is in a torque free environment is therefore valid.

Because the vehicle can be considered to be in a torque-free

environment, the rate of fuel consumption is independent of the

vehicle attitude and only depends on the average time tTi it
takes to traverse the RCS dcadband.

The number of engine firings per orbit equals

NEF/°rblt " 2T i_ i-_- T°i_o tTi "

(MIB) i

I
ii

(i - x, y, z) (37)

where T
o

is the period in seconds of one complete orbit.

2_
T ffi-- (38)

o W
0

For a 270 nautical mile circular orbit, T equals
0

T - 5 700 seconds (39)
o
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The weight of fuel per orbit equals

Ftf

WOF/orblt - (NEF/orbit) 7
sp

T°Ftf I (MIB)
i (i = x, y, z)=30 i i

o sp ii

(40)

For the baseline RCS described in section 3.0, the weight of fuel

p,.r orbit rt.qulred to stat, ilize th,, vehicle within a +0.5 degree

attitude deadhand equals

WOF/orbit = 114 Ib/orblt (41)

The amount of fuel consumed per dey equals

WOF/day = 1,730 ib/day (42)

Th_ conclusions from the above analysis are: (I) the

baseline RCS fuel consumption rate necessary to hold the Shuttle

attitude within a +0.5 degree deadband is two large and (2) the

resultant RCS contaminates produced are excessive. Increasing

the baseline RCS deadband can drastically reduce the fuel

consumption and therefore the RCS contaminates produced but, at

the expense of vehicle pointing and stabilization. Contamination

is an important consideration because the astronomy payloads

listed in table 4.1 require a clean vehicle environment. Three

possihle alternative exist to thls contamination problem; they

are: (l) eliminate the astronomy payloads, (2) add a low thrust

RCS system, or (3) add a CMG attitude control system to the Shuttle.

The first alternative is unacceptable because the astronomy

payloads are one of the principal reasons for having a Shuttle

sortie program. "[_e second alternative, adding a low thrust

RCS, can improve the vehicle pointing and stabilization capabilities

and reduce RCS contaminants. This potential answer is not a

"sure proof" solution because although RCS contaminates are reduced,

they are not eliminated. Even with a low thrust RCS, the

astronomy payloads might still have to be eliminated from the

list of potential Shuttle sortie missions due to RCS contaminates.

The third alternative, the addition of a CMG attitude control

system, can drastically improve the vehicle's long term pointing

and stabilization capabilities without contributing to the

experiment contamination problem because CMGs are contamination

"free" devices. From a total proKram standpoint, the costs of

a CMG control system versu_ a low thrust RCS are very competitive.
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Table 4.2. Shuttle Mission Requirements

Absolute Shuttle Pointing Requirement:

Shuttle Stabilization Requirement:

3 mln

A

3 min/observation

Potential Shuttle Attitudes:

X-POP Inertial

X-lOP Inertial

Z-LV

CHG System Homentum Desaturatlon: Once an orbit capability

Vehicle Maneuver Rata Capability: 0.I degree/second

about each vehicle control axis (rate must be attainable

in 15 seconds)

Contamination Control:

Particles: 10,000 class

Gas: 10 -6 to 10 -7 torrs.
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From a preliminary examination, the total costs including

operational and refurbishment costs appear to favor a CMG

system over an add-on low thrust RCS. This third alternative,

the addition of a CMG attitude control system, is the preferred
solution.

4.6 Mission Requirements Summary - The mission requirements
defined in this section are summarized in table 4.2. These

mission requirements are used in subsequent sections as guide-

lines to size, configure, and design an approrpiate CMG

attitude control system.

4.7 Notes

4.7.1 Symbols and Abbreviations

ARC

ASM

CMG

deg
F

g

Hgi

Ill

IR

I
sp

(MIB)
t

rain

m-'_n/obs

N/A

NEF/orbit
NS

R

RAM

RCS

r

sec

s_lobs

Tgt[ra

Ames Research Center

Astronomy Sortie Missions

Control Moment Gyro

Degree

RCS thrust level

Gravitational acceleration of the

Earth (32.2 it�set)
ith axis rectified average gravity

gradient momentum (i = x, y, z)

vehicle moments of inertia (i ffix, y, z)

Infrared

RCS fuel specific impulse

RCS vehicle moment arms (i = x, y, z)

ith axis minimum RCS angular momentum

impulse (i = x, y, z)
Arc minute

Arc minute per observation

Not applicable

Number of RCS engine firings per orbit

Not specified
Mean radius of the Earth

Research Application Modules

Reaction Control Subsystem
Distance between the center of the Earth

and the vehicle center of mass

Arc second

Arc second per observation

ith axis rectified average gravity

gradient torque (i = x, y, z)
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4.7.2

T
o

t

tab

tba

tf

tTi

IN

WOF/day

WOF/orbit

X-lOP

X-POP

Z-LV

Oab

Oab(O)

Oba

Oba(O)

0
o

_ab

Wab (0)

%a

_ba (O)

o)
O

Orbital period in seconds

Time in seconds

Time for vehicle axis to traverse RCS

attitude deadband from "a" to "b"

Time for vehicle axls to traverse RCS

attlt_de deadband from "b" to "a"

Minimum RCS pulse duration

Time to traverse Ith axis RCS deaband

(i = x, y, z)

Ultra-violet

Weight of fuel per day

Weight of fuel per orbit

X axis in the orbital plane

X axis perpendicular to the orbital

plane

Z axis allgned along the local vertical

Angular displacement as vehlcle axis
traverses RCS attitude deadband from

"a" to "b"

Initial value of 0ab at "a"

Angular displacement as vehicle axis

traverses RCS attitude deadband from

"b" to "a"

Initial value of Oba at "b"

RCS attitude deadband limit (+0)
--O

Physical constant, 3.141593

Angular velocity as vehicle axis
traverses RCS attitude deadband from

"a" to "b"

Initial value of _ab at "a"

Angular velocity as vehicle axis traverses
RCS attitude deadband from "b" to "a"

Initial value of _ba at "b"

ith axis angular velocity due to a single

(MIB) i (i = x, y, z)

Orbital rate
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5. CMG SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Using the mission requirements defined in section 4.0, the
size of the proposed CMG attitude control system and the role
that it is to play in meeting these requirements are determined.

The CMG control system torque and momentum storage requirements

are computed so that a CMG system can be selected and configured
in section 6.0.

5.i Impact of Mission Requirements on CMG Attitude Control

System - For convenience, the mission requirements specified in
section 4.0 are listed below:

a. Pointing: 3 arc-minutes

b. Stabilization: 3 arc-minutes/observation

c. Contamination

Particles: I0,000 class

Gas: 10 -7 to 10-6 torts

d. Attitudes:

Inertial X-POP

Inertial X-IOP

Z local vertical

e.

f.

CMG Desaturation Capability: once an orbit

Vehicle Maneuvering: 0.I degree/second maneuver

rate capability about each vehicle axis; this

rate should be attainable in 15 seconds.

From a potential experiment payload standpoint, adding a

CMG attitude control system converts a vehicle llke Shuttle

from a poorly stabilized experimental base to a rather good

one. The resultant CMG vehicle pointing and stabilization

capabilities should exceed the mission requirements a and b

listed above. Unlike the baseline RCS or a small reaction Jet

system, CMGs are contamination free devices and therefore will
not add contaminates to the vehicle environment. This means

that adding a CMG control system will reduce contamination and

thus make the problem of meeting the mission contamination

requirement, requirement c, more easily attainable. The

remaining mission requirements d thru f directly impacts the

size of the CMG control system. The following sub-sections deal

with the sizing of this CMG attitude control syRtem.
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5.2 CMG Torque and Momentum ReKuirements

5.2.1 Vehicle Torque Environment - The CHG system momentum

storage requirements are sized based on the gravity gradient
momentum that must be stored per orbit. Because the vehtcle

cross products of inertia are assumed to be negligible, the
gravity gradient torque equation T reduces to

gg

i:xI Iztyy]gg = = 3t0o2[axaz(Ixx Izz) (I)

/TgY Laxay(lyy Ixx)
L gz

Tgx, Tgy, and Tg z are the components of Tgg along the vehicle

X, Y, and Z axes, respectively. _ is the vehicle orbital rate,
o

the rate at which the vehicle orbits the Earth. For a 270 n.m.

circular orbit _0° equals 1.11 x 10 -3 radians per second, a
, X P

a , and a are the components of the local vertical vector _ in
y z

vehicle coordinates. _ is a unit vector directed from the center

of the Earth towards the vehicle center of mass. Ixx, I , andYY
I are the vehicle moments of inertia. The resulting gravity

zz

gradient momentum H that must be stored in the CMG system equals
gg

Is

Hgg gg dt (2)

The CMG control system needs only be sized to store the maximum

_mentum H that can occur during a single orbit because the CHG
gg

system can be desaturated every orbit (mission requirement e).

It should be evident from the definition of _, the local

vertical vector, that if the vehicle is stabilized in a Z-LV

attitude, a and a are both zero. The resultant components of
x y

are zero and therefore, no gravity gradient momentum H
gg gg

storage requirement exists. The same result occurs if either of

the two other vehicle axes X or Y are aligned along _. For the
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other candidate vehicle attitudes X-POP and X-lOP, the components

of T are not zero and therefore, the CHG control syste= must be
gg

sized In order to accommodate the resulta1_t angular momentum H
gg"

5.2.2 X Axls Perpendicular to the Orbital Plane (X-POP) -
An inertial X-POP attitude where the X roll _xls remains

perpendfcular to the orbital plane is desirable from a momentum

_torage standpoint because the rescltant gravltv gradlent torque T
remains low. Assume that the Shuttle is stablttzed in the X-POP gg

attitude depicted in figure 5.1. The components of the lo_al

vertical vector a equals

a _0
x

a m COS_ t
y o

a = s inoJ t
z 0

(3)

(4)

(_)

where t is the elapsed time In seconds (see figure 5.1).

Substituting the above components of _ into the gravity gradient

torque equation, equation I, Tgx, Tgy, end Tg z equal

2

" (IzzTgx 3_o - lyy) sln_ot cOS_ot

= 0.626 sln 2_ t ft-lb
o

T = 0
gY

I - 0
gz

i_e resultant gravity Z--dlent momentum H that must be stored
gg

in the CHG system equals _:he time integr_l of the above torque

components. Because the Y and Z components of T are zero, the
+ gg

change in H occurs onl_ _ along the X axis. H equals
gg gx

= _ 0,626 (coS2_ot - 1)Hg x Tgx dt - 2_0o

(6)

(7)

(S)

= 282 (cos2_ t - I) ft-lb-sec (9)
O
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For this ideal X-POP attitude, the momentum H is purely cyclic
gx

and therefore bounded. Ideally, given a CNG system large enough

to store HR x, no CHG desaturatlon system would be required since

no accumulative momentum build-ups exist.

Given an ideal X-POP attitude, the maximum valres of torque,

0.626 ft-lb, and momentum, 564 ft-lb-sec, that the (:MG system

would have to absorb are small. A reasonable question is does

small angular departures from an ideal X-POP attitude lead to

excessive CMG torque and/or momentum storage requirements. To
answer this question, assume that the vehicle is rotated

through a small angle E about the Z axis. The local vertical

I c 0

-_ i 0

0 0 1

0

cos_ t
o

vector _ equals

E cos_ t
o

C08_ t
o

s_n_ t
o

(I0)

The resultant components of the gravity gradient torque are:

o

. _ (!zz yy)Tg x 3_o - I sin_ot cOS_ot

- 0.626 sin2_ t ft-lb
o (Ii)

2

Tgy = 3no c (Ixx - Izz) sineot cOS_ot

= -13.9 c sin2c0 t ft-lb
o

(12)

2 2

" (Iyy - Ixx) tTg z 3_ ° c cos Uo

- 13.2 c (I + coS2_ot) ft-lb (13)
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Assume _ corresponds to a one degree offset (E = 1.745 x 10 -2 radlan).

T and T equal
gy gz

T = -0.242 sfn2_ t ft-lb (14)
gy o

T = 0.230 (1 + cos2_ t) ft-lb (15)
gz o

2 2
The mag_nttude of Tgg I - ÷ + > is

gg +
a maximum when _ t equals 0.458 7; the peak magnitude of T

o ., gg
equals 0,715 ft-lb, This magnitude of T Is _mall and therefore

RR
does not pose a sizing problem for the CMG system.

The resultant components of the angular momentum H are:
gg

Hg x = _ Tgx

t

Hgy = f Tgy

dt = 282 (cos2_ t - 1) ft-lb-sec (16)
O

Hg z = #_ Tgz

dt = 109 (cos2_ t - 1) ft-lb-sec (17)
O

dt = 207 (_o t + 0.5 sln2_ot) ft-lb-se: (18)

Note that a non-cycllc nomentum bulld-up occurs along the Z axis;

the components of momentum along the X and Y axes are cyclic.

After one complete orbit, w t = 27, the momentum build-up
o

alon 8 the Z axis equals

i I

Hgz [ a O, 230t 1300 ft-lb-sec
(19)

It is this accumulated momentum bulld-up Hgzl a that a CMG desatura-

tlon system would have to "dump" per orbit. The tlme histories

of the components of Hgg, Hgx, Hgy, and Hgz, are illustrated in

figure 5.2. From this figure, it is esti_sted that _he magnltude

of the gravity gradient momentum H is a maximum after 7/8 of
Rg
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Figure 5.2. Angular Momentum vs.
Time (X--POP Attitude)
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an orbit has been traversed; H is near its peak and H and
gz gx

H are at half their peak value_. The magnitude of the peak
gY

gravity momentum stored in the CMG system during a single orbit

equals

HHA X = [(282) 2 + (109) 2 + (1,300)21 I/2

= 1,330 ft-lb-sec

This value of HMAX will be greater in successive orbits because

of the momentum build-up along the Z axis unless means are

provided for desatarating the CMG control system. Continuous

operation in this X-POP attitude for several orbits without

desaturating the CHG system is plausible and is a reasonable

mission requirement.

5.2.3 X Axis in the Orbital Plane (X-lOP) - Maintaining

the vehicle inertially fixed with its long axis, the X axis,

in the orbital plane significantly increases the CMG torque

requirements over those required to stabilize the same vehicle

in a X-POP attitude. The gravity gradient momentum build-up

accumulated during an orbit is small as long as the moments

of inertia of the vehicle transverse axes are approximately

equal which is the case for the vehicle used in this study.

Assume the Shuttle is stabilized in the X-lOP attitude

depicted in figure 5.3. The minimum angle between the vehicle

Z axis and the orbital plane is denoted by the parameter %. The

corresponding local vertical vector _ equals

- ]
cos_ t

o

- -sinlsinw t
o

,-coslslnm t
o

Substituting the components of g into equation i, the gravity

, and T are:
gradient torque components Tg x, Tgy gz

(20)

(21)
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Tg x = 3_o2 (izz. - Iyy) sinAc°sXsin2_ot

2
m

Tgy -3_o (Ixx Izz) coslsin_ot cOS_o t

2

= (Iyy Ixx)Tg z -3t_o - sin_sin_o t cOS_o t

(22)

(23)

(24)

Subatitutlng the appropriate vehicle inertia's and orbital rate

corresponding to a 270 n.m. circular orbit into equations
o

22 thru 24, Tgx, Tgy, and Tgz equal

T = 0.313 sln21 (I - cos2_ t) ft-lb
gx o

(25)

T = 13.9 cos_,sln2_ t ft-lb
gy o

(26)

T = -13.2 slnXsln2_ t ft-lb
gz o

(27)

Because the magnitude of Tgx is much smaller than those of T_.

and Tgz, assume that the gravity gradient torque _gg consis_ J

of onRy two components T_ and Tgz. The peak magnrEude of Tg2,
vTmax, occurs when Wot eq_hls 0.25 and _ equals zero; Tma x equals

T = 13.9 ft-lb
_X

(28)

This minimum CMG system torque requirement T is over twenty-two
_b_X

times larger than its corresponding value £or the X-POP attitude

(0.626 ft-lb) described in section 5.2.2.

1he corresponding components of the gravity gradient

angular momentum H are:
gg

Hg x = _ Tgxdt = 282sln21(_ot - 0.5 aln2_ot) ft-lb-sec

Hgy = I Tgydt =-6,260cosk(cos2u t-1)o ft-Zb-sec

Hg z - _ Tgzdt = 5,950sln_(coS2Wot -1) ft-lb-sec

(29)

(30)

(31)
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Note that an accumulative momentum build-up occurs along only

the X axis, H { equals
gx a

llgx{a - 282 _ot sin2h ft-lb-sec

This accumulated momentum build-up increases at its maximum

rate when I equals 45 degrees. After a complete orbit, _ t
O

equals 2_ and for a I of 45 degrees, H I equals
' gX a

Hgx{'a - 1,770 ft-lb-sec for _ot ffi2_, k = 45*

Hgx{ a is the maximum momentum for an ideal X-lOP attitude that

would have to be "dumped" on a per orbit basis by the CMG

desaturatlon system.

The maximum gravity gradient momentum that is stored in the

CMG system on a per orbit basis HMA X corresponds to an orbital
1.5_

elapsed time t approximately equal to _ . Because Hg x Is
O

or H HMAX can be approximated bymuch smaller than either Hgy gz'

HNA X = (Hgy 2 + Hgz2)i/2

ffi[(12,520) 2 cos21 + (11,900) 2 sln21] I/2

for _ t - 1.5w
O

For I equal to 45 degrees which corresponds to the maximum rate

of momentum accumulation along the X axis, _ equals

HMA X = 12,210 ft-lb-sec

The effects of a small angular departure from a ideal X-lOP

attitude must also be considered. Assume that the X axis is

rotated out of the orbital plane through a small angle f about

the Z axis, the corresponding local vertical vector 4' equals

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

!
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m

I

-f °I1 0

0 1

CON_} t
0

-slnX 8 intOot

-cos_ sln_ t
O

m

cos_ t - _ sink sln_ t
O O

-c cos_ t - sln_ sln_ t
O O

-cos_ sln_ t
0

The prime (') superscript is used to denote the offset X-IOP

attitude from the Ideal X-IOP attitude; aZl unprlmed functions

in this section 5.2.3 correspond to the Ideal X-lOP attitude.

Substituting the above components of _',Into equation I and

neglecting all term that are multiplied by f2( 2 ~ 0), the

' T ' and
resultant gravity gradient torque components Tg x , gy t
T ' equal
gz

2

Tg x' = 1.5 _o -(Izz - Iyy)[E cosl sin2_ot

+ 0.5 sln2A (I - coS2Wot)]

2

= Tgx + 1.5 mo c _(Izz - lyy) cosA sin2Wot

(36)

(37)

Tgy' = 1.5 _o2 (ixx - Izz)[0.5 c sin2l(1 - coS2_ot)

- cosl sin2_ t]
0

2
= T ._ O,75 m r (lxx - I ) sin21 (l - cos2+ t)gy o zz o

(38)

T ' = -1.5 _ 2 (I
gz o yy - Ixx)[0.5 ,- (I + cos2X)(l - coS2_ot)

+ sinl sin2mot]

2

- Tg z - 0.75 mo c (Iyy - Ixx)(1 + cos21)(1 - coS2_ot) (39)
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Tgx, TRy ' and "rg z are the gravity gradient torque components

corresponding to the ideal X-IOP attitude illustrated in figure

5 3 The components of the gravity gradient momentum H are:
• . gg

' = _ T 'dt

Hgx )o gx

= 0.75 _ (I - I )[sin2Z(_ot - 0.5 sin2_ t)o zz yy o

-_ cosX(cos2_ t - I)]
O

ffi Hg x - 0.75 _o g -(Izz - Iyy)COSX(COS2_ot - 1) (40)

H ' " | T 'dr

gY _ gY

= 0.75 _o (Ixx - Izz)[E sln2%(_ot - 0.5 sln2Wot)

+ cosk(cos2_ t - 1)]
O

= H + 0.75 co _ (I -I )sin2l(_ot - 0.5 sln2_0 t) (41)gy o xx zz o

te
H ' ffi | T 'dr

gz _ gz

= 0_75 co (1 - I )[sin_(cos2c0 t - 1)
o yy xx o

-E (1 + cos_)(_ot - 0.5 sin2_ot)]

= Hg z - 0.75 _oE (Iyy - Ixx)(l_ + cos_)(_ot - 0.5 sln2mot) (42)

Assume that E corresponds to a one degree offset (E - +1.745 x 10 -2

radian). Substituting E, the vehicle moments of inertia, and

the orbital rate _ corresponding to a 270 n.m. circular orbit
O _

' and 8 ' are:
into equations 37 thru 42, the components of Tgg gg
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T ' = T + (I.I x 10 -2 ) cosA stn2_ t
gx gx -- o

(43)

T ' = T + 0.121 sin21 (i - cos2_ t)
gy gy o

(44)

Tg z' = Tgz _ 0.155 (I + cos21)(l - coS2_ot)

H ' = H + 4.93 cosA(cos2_ t - l)
gx gx o

H ' = H + 109 sin2k(_ot_ - 0.5 s!n2_ t)gy gy o

!

Hg z = Hgz + 140 (1 + cos_)(_ot_ - 0.5 sin2_ot)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

Comparing the above components of T ' and H ' with those for
_ gg gg

T and H given in equation 25 thru 27 and 29 thru 31,
gg gg

respecitvely, no significant change in the magnitude of the

resultant gravity gradient torque or momentum is proJuced due

to this one degree _ offset.

5.2.4 Acquirin 8 and Maintaining Local Vertical - It was

pointed out in section 5.2.1 that the magnitude of the gravity

gradient torque acting on the vehicle is zero when one of its

principal axes is aligned with the local vertical. To keep

this principal axis aligned with the local vertical, the space-

craft must rotate at the orbital rate _ about an axis perpendicu=_r
o

to the orbital plane. If this axis perpendicular to the orbital

plane is also a principal axis, no dynamic torque due to

spinning the vehicle is produced, but if the vehicle is spun

around a non-prlncipal axis a constant dynamic torque is generated

that must be absorbed by the CMG system. This statement can be

verified by the following Euler equation of vehicle motion
contained in section 3.1.

T = [I]_ ÷ _ x [I]_ (49)
V

T is the total resultant torque acting on the vehicle due to all
V

disturbanc_ and control torques, [I] is the vehicle inertia tensor,

and _ and _ are the vehicle _ngular velocity and acceleration,

respectively. The terms [I]_ and _ x [I]w in equation 49 are
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the two dynamic torque terms due to the angular motion of the

vehicle. Because for a local -ertlc.al attitude the vehicle is

spinning at a constant velocity to, to is zero and the first term

[l]to is zero. If the vehicle is rotating about a principal

axis, the vehicle angular momentum [I]_ is a vector quantity

along the angular velocity vector to therefore, the second term,
-+ -+

the cross product of to into [l]to, is also zero. If on the

other hand the vehicle is not rotating about a principal axis,

the dynamic torque to x[l is a constant because to and [l]to are

not aligned. This constant torque _ x [I]_ in vehicle coordi-

nates must be absorbed by tile CMG system. The above discussion

empl,asizes the need for spinning the vehicle abou. either the

X or Y principal axis when the spacecraft is In a Z local verti-

cal attitude (Z-LV).

For a 270 n.m. circular orbit, the vehicle angular momentum

that the CMG system would have to impart to the vehicle in order

to acquire a Z-LV attitude is a function of whether the vehicle

is spun around the X or Y principal axis. The corresponding

momentum requirements needed to acquire these two Z-LV attitudes,

X-POP Z-LV and X-lOP Z-LV, are:

X-POP Z-LV: "H = I to = 1,154 ft-lb-sec
X XX 0

(50)

X-lOP Z-LV: H = I to _ 9,111 ft-lb-sec
y yy o

(51)

From strlctly a momentum standpoint, a X-POP K-LV attitude is

pre[erred because it requires the smallest expenditure of

momentum co acquire.

Assume that the vehicle Is stabilized In a Z-LV attitude

and that its orbit is elliptical rather than circular. As the

vehicle travels a_ong this elliptical path, the angular velocity

and acceleration 0 of its spin axis perpendicular to the orbital

plane varies as a function of Its orbital position. Because the

vehicle is in a Z-LV attitude, the Z vehxcle axis remains pointed

towards the center of Earth along the vector r shown in figure 5.4.
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[n other words, tile vehicle is stationary with respect to r

and therefore, the rotational velocity and acceleration of r

equals those of the vehicle's spin axis. The rotational motion

9 of this spin axis can be described by the following four

equations contained in reference 2.

r28=h=constant (52)

a(l-e 2)
r" l+ecos9 (53)

h-na_ (54)

n-_ (55)

where

+

r is the magnitude of r

h is the angular momentum of the vehicle about the

center of the Earth

0 is the angle from perigee describing the location of r

a is the semlmaJor axis of the orbit

e is the eccentricity of the orbit

n is the mean motion, i.e., a constant angular velocity

having the same period as the orbit

R is the mean radius of the Earth
e

g is the gravitational acceleration of the Earth (32.2 ft/sec)

Combln[ng equations 52 and 53,

" h (l+ec°sO) 2 (56)

a2(l-e2) 2
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Substituting equation 54 into 56,

. n(l+ecosO)

(l_e2) 312
(57)

If e is small, the above expression can be simplified,

= n(l+2ecos0)

1-3/2e 2

The extreme values of 0 occur when 0=0 and 0=n.

the total change in e equals

AO - n(l+2ecosO-1-2ecos_)

1-3/2e 2

Consequently,

(58)

4he

" 1-3/2e 2 (59)

oo

Differentiating equation 57 results In the angular acceleration 0

= -2n2e (l+ecosO) 3stnO

(l_e2) 3 (50)

wh:.:h for small values of e can be simplified to

oo

0 = -2n2e(l+3ec°s0) sin0

l-3e 2
(61)

o,

IT IT

The magnitude of 0..is..a maximum when 0 equals _ or - _; the

maximum value of e, 9max, equals

tl

0 - 2n2e

max l_3e 2
(62)

The orbit of an artificial satellite I_ often described In terms

of its altitude ac apogee h and perigee h . From the geometry
a p

of an ellipse, the orblt's semlmaJor axis a and eccentricity e
can be written In terms of h and h

a p
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1

= Re + z_-(h 4hp)
a

e = (a-R -h )/a
e p

(63)

(64)

Using the above expressions for a and e, the maximum torque,
.,

Tmax = Iii 0max' and the maximum change in vehicle momentum,

AHmax = Ill _0 (i = x, y), were computed for a class of elliptical

orbits where the orbit's perigee h equals i00 n.m. and its apogee
P

h ranges from i00 to 1,000 n.m. The corresponding values of T
a max

and _H for these orbits are tabulated in table 5.1. These
max

values of T and AH appear to be well within the capabilities
max max

of a CMG control system. For apogee altitudes h greater than
a

1,000 n.m., the assumption that the orbital eccentricity e is

small is ro longer valid and the approximations made in this

section are not appropriate.

5.2.5 Tracking An Earth Target - Tracking a point on the

surface of the Earth is an expetlmental requirement for a number

of potential experimental payloads. One possible method of

tracking such a target is to maneuver the vehicle from a Z-LV

attitude so that the experiment's llne of sight is always pointed

at the target. The vehicle angular velocity, acceleration, and

the corresponding CMG system torque and momentum requirements

are computed below.

Assume that the vehicle is in a i00 n.m. circular orbit.

The orbital angular velocity _ equals
o

The magnitude of the vehicle's linear velocity v equals
o

v = rt_ _ R _rO o e

(65)

(66)
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Table 5. ].

APOGEE

i00

200

300

400

500

6O0

800

i000

Torque and Momentum Reqtlirements for Z-LV

(ha = 100 n.m.; h = 100 - 1,000 n.m.)P

x-lop (i = y)

_AX.

TORQUE, T
FT. LB. max

0

0.3

0.57

O. 80

1.08

1.25

1.57

1.89

X-POP (I = x)

MOMENTUM

CHANGE, AH
FT. LB. szc._ax

MOMENTUM

CHANGE, AH
FT. LB. SEC.max

....,

0

533

1023

1615

1950

2340

3090

3740

0

67

130

205

247

296

391

474

MAX.

TORQUE, T
FT.LB. max

, l

0

0.04

0.07

0.i0

0.14

0.16

0.20

0.24
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and neglecting the Earth's rotational rate, the maximum vehicle

tracking rate _ is the ratio of its linear velocity v to
max o

Its altitude.

= e
max _ (67)

e

= 0.0419 rad/sec (2.40 deg/sec)

This maximum vehicle angular tracking rate _ can be translated
max

into the following CMG momentum storage requirements AH .
For a X-POP Z-LV attitude, max

AH = I _ = 4.35 x 104 ft-lb-sec (68)
max XX max

and for a X-lOP Z-LV attitude,

AH = I _ = 3.44 x 105 ft-lb-sec
max yy max

The vehicle's maximum angular acceleration _ can be
max

estimated by assuming the spacecraft is moving in a straight

horizontal llne over the target as shown in figure 5.5. Using

this figure, the tracking ankle _ equals

(69)

a = arctan (Vot/a E) (70)

where a_ is the attitude of the orbit above the Earth and the

time t _s measured in seconds from the point directly above the

target. Differentiating equation 70 twice, the angular acceleratlon

equals

.. 3

-2aEv tC_ = O

4 2aE2Vo2t 2 4 4a E + +v to

(71)

Substituting the appropriate values of a E and v
°" O

71, Cx equals

into equation

"" -47.3t
= 4 (72)

3.14 x 105 + 1.122 x 103t 2 + t
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°, **

To determine the time t when _ is a maximum, _ is differentiated

once more and then set equal to zero.

•'' 47.3(-_..14 x 105 + 1.122 x iO3t 2 + 3t 4) = O
_ =

denominator
(73)

and for a X-lOP Z-LV attitude,

°°

T = I _ = 8.79 x 103 ft-lb (76)
max yy max

Summarized in table 5.2 are the CMG torque and momentum

requirements associated with tracking a target fixed to the

surface of the Earth. These CMG torque and momentum require-

ments are excessive indicating that a reasonably sized CMG

control system would be incapable of tracking such a target

by maneuvering the Shuttle. All of these experimental payloads

would have to provide a sep&rate tracking system for tracking

an Earth target while the vehicle is held in a Z-LV attitude.

This separate tracking system could be either internal o_

external to the experimental instrument. An internal tracking

system would correspond to an image motion compensation system

within the instrument while an external system would correspond

to a mechanical gimballing system that would physically rotate

the instrument with respect to the vehicle base.

qrne denominator of "_" need not be evaluated in order to determine

that "_" equals zero when t equals 13.7 seconds. Substituting

this value of t into equation 72, the maximum magnitude of the

vehicle angular acceleration "_" equals
max

•.- 10-3 rad/sec 2 10-2 deg/sec 2)= 1.07 x (6.12 x (74)
max

This maximum vehicle angular acceleration a can be converted
_X

into the following CMG torque requirements T . For a X-POP
Z-LV attltude, max

,°

T = I a = I.ii x 103 ft-lb (75)
maX XX max
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Table 5.2. ORG Torque and Momentum Requirements

for Tracking an Earth Target

ATTITUDE

X-POP Z-LV

X-IOP Z-LV

T = I.ii x 103 ft-lb
_ax

AH = 4.35 x 104 ft-lb-sec
max

T ffi8.79 x 103 ft-lb
max

AH = 3.44 x 105 ft-lb-sec
max
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5.2.6 Maneuvering - The maximum maneuver rate defined for

the Shuttle in section 4.0 is 0.i degree per second (1.745 x 10 -3

tad/see) about each vehicle control axis; this rate should be

attainable in 15 seconds (mission requirement f). The CMC torque

(m) (m)
T i and momentum H i requirements necessary to meet this

;ibove maneuver requirement along each axis can be readily computed

uslng the following express ions

(m) = 1.162 x 10 -4 Ill (I = x, y z)'ri

Hi(m) 1 745 x
10 -3

= . lli (i = x, y,

Using these equations, the CMG torque and momentum requirements

necessary to attain a maneuver rate of 0.i degree per second about

each axis in 15 seconds were com_uted and tabulated in table 5.3.

A O.I degree per second maneuver rate corresponds to a very

slow maneuver. Because of this slow maneuver rate capability,

the gravity gradient torque acting on the vehicle during the

maneuver interval can result in an appreciable momentum accumulation

in the CMG system. As an illustration, assume the vehicle is

maneuvered between the two attitudes shown in figure 5.6.

[nltlally, the vehicle is orlentod so that its positive Z axis is

pointed away from the Earth and its Y axls is perpendicular to the

orbital plane directed out of the page. The vehicle Js maneuvered

to Its desired attitude by rotating the vehicle in a clockwise

direction about its Y axis until the Z axls is aligned along the

local vertical as shown in figure 5.6. This particular maneuver can

be associated with a transition from an inertial X-IOP attitude to

an Earth observation X-lOP Z-LV attitude.

Assume tl_at during this maneuver the posJtlon of the vehicle

in the orbit does not significantly change. The local vertical

vector _ during the maneuver therefore can be approximated by

COS_ t
m

-sln_ t
m

(77)

(78)

(79)
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Table 5.3. CNG Torque and Momentum Maneuver Requirements

CONTROL AXIS
£

(m)
T t

Fi_-LB

121

955

995

(m)
!1t

I_-LB-SEC

mm

1.815

141350

14,920
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where _ is the maneuver rate in radians per second (_m =
m -3

1.745 x 10 radish/second). Substituting the above components

of i into the gravity gradient torque equation, equation 1, the

components of T are
gg

T =O
gx

2

T = o
gy 7-- (Izz - Ixx)Stn2_°mt

T =0
gz

The gravity gradient momentum accumulated during this 90 degree

maneuver occurs only along the Y axis; this accumulated momentum

H (m) equals
gY

2_ 2

H (m) = --/ m 3_0° _ )gY Tgydt = _ (Izz Ixx
J m
o

(80)

(8l)

(82)

(83)

gubstituttng the appropriate Shuttle moments of inertia, maneuver

rate _m' and orbital rate _o corresponding to a 270 n.m. circular

orbit into equation 83, H (m) equals
gY

H (m) = 7,930 ft-lb-sec
gY

(m)
Adding this accumulated gravity gradient momentum H to the

gY
14,350 _t-lb-sec (table 5.3) needed to accelerate the Shuttle's
Y axis to a maneuver rate of 0.1 degree per second increases
the total CHG momentum requirement needed to perform the maneuver
shown in figure 5.6 to 22,280 ft-lb-sec. A CMG system with this
large momentum capability is feasible although it would be very
expensive from a cost, weight, and power standpoint. As an

alternative, the baseline RCS because of its large torque and
momentum capabilities should be used to maneuver the vehicle. In

this mode, the CNG system would be used to provide fine maneuver

control by reducing system overshoots and settling times.

(_4)

. o

.m
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5.2.7 Aerodynamic Torques - At the present time, information

conce;ning the aerodynamic coefficients of the Shuttle is not

availa_le. Nevertheless, on the basis of previous experience

with vehicles of similar size like Skylab, the aerodynamic

torques acting on the Shuttle can be estimated to be an order

of magnitude smaller than their corresponding gravity gradient

torques. A rough estimate of the CMG aerodynamic torque and

momentum requirements is 1.0 ft-lb and 1,2OO ft-lb-sec for a

X-POP attitude and 0.7 ft-lb and 800 it-]b-see for a X-lOP

attitude. _le differences in these CMG torque and momentum

requirements between a X-POP and a X-IOP attitude can be

explained by noting that the projected vehicle area perpendicular

to the vehicle's translational velocity vector v is larger for
o

a X-POP attitude than for a X-10P attitude.

5.2.8 Summary of CMG Torque and Momentum Requirements -

Summarized in table 5.4 are the CMG system torque and momentum

requirements derived in this section. Tabulated in column 2 as a

function of Shuttle attitude is the accumulative gravity

gradient momentum that is stored in the CMG system on a per

orbit basis. It is this accumulative momentum that a CMG

desaturation system must be able to "dump" per orbit.

The CMG system torque and momentum requirements listed in

table 5.4 for tracking stationary targets on the surface of

the Earth and for maneuvering the vehicle at a rate of 0.i

degree per second are excessive and beyond the reasonable

capabilitles of a Shuttle designed CMG system. Therefore,

these two functions will not be charged against the CMG control

system. It is recommended that payloads that must track

objects on the surface of the Earth provide their own tracking

mechanisms. This tracklng mechanism can be an internal system

such as an image motion compensation system or an external

gimballing system that tracks the target line-of-slght by

rotating tho affected scientific instrument with respect to the

Shuttle base. To provide the 0.I degree per second maneuver

rate requirement needed to maneuver the vehicle between its

various attitudes, the baseline RCS _hould be used because of

its high torque and momentum capabilities.

The CMG system momentum storage requirement should be

based on the peak gravity gradient momentum that the CMG system

must store. From table 5.A. the peak g_$vity gradient momentum

occurs for the worst case X-lOP attitude and equals 12,210 ft-lb-sec.

For the X-lOP attitude Illustrated in figure 5.3, the expressions

for the components of the gravity gradient momentum N are
gg

_lw,n in equation 29 thru 31. As a review, these exi.ressions are

rL.l, roduced below.
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Table 5.4. Summary of Worst Case Torque and Momentum Requirements

OPERATION

Maintain X-POP

Maintain X-POP (I° Misalignment)

Maintain X-IOP Z 45 ° from OP

Maintain X-lOP Z 45 ° from OP

(i° Misalignment)

Acquire Z-LV from Inertial Hold

X-POP

Acquire Z-LV from Inertial Hold

X-lOP

Maintain Z-LV in Elliptic Orbit

X-10P 100 to i000 n.m. Altitude

Track Earth Target X-POP Z-LV

Track Earth Target X-lOP Z-LV

Slew At 0. I deg/sec (Z-axis)

Accelerata at 0.1 deg/sec in
15 sec (Z-axis)

Gravity-Gradient Effect During

Maneuver

Aerodynamic Torque X-POP

Aerodynamic Torque X-lOP

OP - Orbital Plane

PEAK OR

TRANSIENT MOMENTUM

FT.LB.SEC.

564

1330

12210

12210

1154

9111

3740

4.35xi04

3.44xi05

14920

7930

1200

800

ACCUMULATED

MOMENTUM

PER ORBIT

FT.LB.SEC.

0

1300

1770

2400

PEAK

TORQUE
FT.LB.

0.6

0.7

13.9

14.1

1.9

iii0

8790

995

13.9

1

0.7

m

!
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Hg x = 282 sln2%(_ot - 0.5 sln2_ot) ft-lb-sec

H = -6,260 cos_(cos2_ t - I) ft-lb-sec
gy o

H = 5,950 slnX(cosl_ t -I) ft-lb-sec
gz o

(29)

(30)

(31)

Note that on a single orbit basis, the momentum that the CMG

system must store occurs principally along the Y and Z axes.

Also note that these components are cyclic and that their

algebraic signs do not change .ut, vary between zero and their

peak magnitudes. Because the gravity gradient momentum H
gg

acting on the vehicle is predictable and basically cycli=

and because the algebraic signs of the principal components of

Hgg, H and H do not change, the CMG system momentum storagegy gz'

capability can effectively be doubled by properly initializing

the CMG system so that the stored momentum along each axis is

periodic about zero. The CMG system can also be initialized

so that the momentum stored along the X axis varies over a range

centered around zero.

Based on the aerodynamic and gravity gradient momentum

that the CMG system must be capable of storing, a CMG system

spherical momentum requirement of 13,000 ft-lb-sec was selected.

Assuming proper CMG initialization, this momentum capability can

provide: (i) a sufficient momentum storage capability to enable

the vehicle to remain in a X-POP, a X-lOP, or a Z-LV attitude

for several orbits without desaturating the CMG system, (2) an

adequate safety margin, and (3) sufficient momentum to permit

small angle CMG gravity gradient desaturation maneuvers. From

a CMG torque standpoint, a double glmbal CMG can be expected

to develop a torque of 60 ft-lb per 1,000 ft-lb-sec of wheel

momentum. In general, a single glmbal CMG can generate a larger torque

per 1,O00 ft-lb-8ec of wheel momentum than a double gimhal

CMG. Based on the torque requirements lloted in table 5.3 and

on the specified 13,000 ft-lb-sec CMG system momentum storage

requirement, a CMG system torque requirement of 200 ft-lb along

each axis is more than adequate and can be reasonably produced

by any CMG configuration with a 13,000 ft-lb-sec spherical

momentum storage capability. In summary, the CMG system

momentum and torque requirements determined in this section are:

Momentum: 13,000 ft-lb-sec (spherical)

Torque: 200 ft-lb about each axis
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5.3 CM(; Redundancy- The CMC system reduudancy criteria

selected is a "fall operational, fall safe" philosophy. If

a single CMG should fail, t:he remaining CM(; system must be

capable of successfully completing the mission. If a second

failure should occur, this failure must not endanger the crew

or vehicle. This "fall safe" condition is inherent because

the baseline RCS is always available to return the crew and

Shuttle to Earth.

5.4 Notes

5.4.1 Symbols and Abbreviations

a
A

ax,ay,a z

a t

CMG

e

ft-lb

ft-lb-sec

g

H
gg

Hgx,Hgy'Hgz

H '
gg

! ! !

Hg x ,Hgy ,HR z

H
m_x

AH
max

h

h
a

h
P

_ii

[II
n

n.m.

RCS

R
e

Elliptical orbit semlmaJor axis

Local vertical vector in vehicle space

Components of a

Local vertical vector a after small angle

rotation

Control momentum gyro

Orbital eccentricity

Foot pound(s)

Foot pound second(s)

Gravitational acceleration of the Earth

Gravity gradient angular momentum

Components of H
gg

H after a small angle vehicle rotation
gg

Components of H '
gg

Maximum angular momentum

Maximum change in momentum

Vehicle angular momentum about center of

Earth

Al_itude at apogee

Altit:lde at perigee

Vehicle moments of inertia (i-x,y,z)

Vehicle inertia tensor

Mean motion of vehicle in orbit

Nautical mile(s)

Reaction control (sub) system

Mean radius of the Earth

T

l

!
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r

T
gg

Tgx'Tgy'Tgz

'
gg

Tg x 'TRy 'Tgz
T

max

t

v
o

X-POP

X-lOP

Z-LV

max

g

0

L'

.°

I°

max

c_

cJ
m

c_
o

Vector from the center of the Earth to

vehicle center of mass

Gravlty Rradlent torque

Components of T
gg

T after a small angle vehicle rotation
gg

Components of T '
gg

Maximum torque

Time (seconds)

Linear velocity of vehicle in orbit

X axis perpet_dlcular to the orbital plane

X axis in the orbital plane

Z axis along the local vertical

Angle between llne of sight and vertical

,Maximum vehicle tracking rate

Small angle vehicle rotation

Rotational displacement about spin axis

Rotatlon-ll velocity about spin axis

incremental change in

Rotational acceleration about spin axis

Maximum 0

Angle Z axi._ is rotated out of the orbital

plane for ,<-lOP

Vehicle angular rate

Vehicle angular acceleration

Vehicle maneuver angular rate

Orbital rate
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6. OIG CONFIGURATION STUDY

The purpose of this section is to survey the types and sizes

of control moment gyros (CMGs) that are available and to configure

an appropriate CMG control system that can meet the momentum,

torque, and CMG redundancy requirements defined in section 5.

These CMG system requirements are:

Momentum: 13,000 ft-lb-sec (spherical)

Torque: 200 ft-lb about each control axis

Redundancy: fall operational, fall safe

6.1 CMG Types - There are two principal types of CMGs:

(i) s single glmbal CMG (SGCMG) and a double glmbal CMG (DGCMG).

Sketches of these two types of C_Gs are shown in figure 6.1. A

SGCMG has a single gimbal between its wheel and its base, its

gimhal axis is perpendicular to its wheel momentum vector H. A

DGCMG has two gimbals between its wheel and base and is essentially

a SGCMG with an additional outer gimbal as illustrated in figure

6.1(b). A SGCMG has a single degree-of-freedom while a DGCMG

due to its additional glmbal has two degrees-of-freedom.

6.2 CMG Output Torque - Because a SGCMG has only one rota-

tional degree-of-freedom, its output torque _CMG(_CMG-_ xH) isg

constrained to lie along the straight llne that is orthogonal to

both its glmbal axis and wheel momentum H. This straight line

shown in figure 6.2(e) is referred to as the SGCMG output torque

axis. Adding a second glmbal as shown in figure 6.1(b), a DGCMG

can generate an effective gimbal rate _ anywheLe in the plane
g

perpendicular to H and therefore, an output torque _L_G anywhere

in this plane as illustrated in figure 6.2(5).

The gyroscopic torques in a SGCMG are perpendicular to the

81_a! axis and therefore that. is no torque component along the

gimbal axis. Thus, the loading capacity of the glmbal bearing is

the [actor that limits CMG output torque. The glmbal actuators

must only accelerate the gimbal and overcome the small gyroscopic

torques due to vehicle rotation. Because there are no large

gyroscopic torques acting along the glmbal axis, relatively large

glmbal rates can be obtained and therefore, large output torques.

Using present technology, glmbal rates as large as 1.7 radlans per

second can be generated ¥hlch means that the maRnitude of the max-
imum CMG

[_CMGIma x can equal 1.7 times the maRnltudeoucput torque

of the wheel momentum  (l c.cl a x. 1.71 i).
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H

GIHBAL PIVOT

i /

(a) qINfiLE GIMBAL CMG

_'_" ___._.____ INNER G I,'_BAI,

__ pU_ GIHBAL

DGCMG BASE

(b) DOUBLE GIHBAL CMG

Figure 6. i Sketches of a Single and a Double Gimbal CMG
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TCM G

SGCMG

TORQUE AXIS

CMG GIMBAi,

F AXIS

(a) SGCblG TORQUE AXIS

DGCMG

TORQUE PLANE

(b) DGCMG TORQUE PLANE

Figure 6.2 Sketch of SG and DG CMG Torque Loci
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For a DGCMG, the CMG gyroscopic torques acting on the

gimbals always have a component along one of these two gimbal

axes. The CMG output torque TCM G transmitted to the base is

therefore limited due to the possible saturation of one of the

• _CMG _sgimbal actuators The maximumCMG output torque I Ima x

therefore much smaller than for a corresponding SGCMG with the

same CHG wheel moment,-.. For example, the DGCMG developed for

Skylab has a wheel momentum of 2,300 ft-lb-sec and a maxlmum

l_CMGIma x of only 3.22 ft-lb. This value ofoutput torque

)TcMGIma x corresponds to a maximum gimbel rate of approximately

0.05 radlan per second which is much smaller than the 1.7 radlans

per second capability of a SGCMG. A SGCMG with the same wheel

momentum and a maximum gimbal rate of 1.7 radians per second has

a maximum torque capabillty of 3,910 ft-lb. Another significant

difference between a SG and a DGCMG are their structural integrity.

Because of the additional outer gimbal, a DGCMG is structurally

less rigld, more flexible than a corresponding SGCMG. The re-

sultant DGCMG bending modes and mechanical cross coupling teud to

limit the servo bandwidth to a value lower than that of a SGCMG

with the same momentum rating.

In general, SGCMGs are used where high output torques are

of prime consideration and DGCMGs where large momentum storage

capabilities are required and low CMG output torques are acceptable.

This latter case is the present situation. Any reasonable CMG sys-

tem, SG or DG, that is sized to meet the CMG momentum storage

requirement of 13,000 ft-lb-sec can also easily meet the 200 ft,lb

torque requireme_._. Therefore, the final selection of CMG type and

configuration is made on the basis of CMG system momentum and

redundancy requirements.

6.3 CMG Survey

6.3.1 Double Gimbal CMGs - DC_MCs are presently available

without glmbal stops. The elimination of gimbal stops simplifies

the CMG system software requirements because additional control

logic is _tot needed to avoid gimbal stops. As a result of the

unlimited gimbal rotation, the available nmmentum in any direc-

tion is the algebraic sum of the individual CMG wneel momentum.

The resultant CMG system momentum envelope is spherical. There-

fore, the number of DGCMGs required are determined primarily on

the basis of available DGCMG sizes, CMG redundancy, and singularity

avoidance.
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For a DGCMG system, singularity occurs when all of tLe CMG

wheel spin axes are parallel. In this condition, it is impossible

for the CMG system to develop a control torque directed parallel

to the spin axes. If the spin axes are all pointed in the same

direction, the system is saturated and the CMG system must be de-

saturated. If the spin axes are parallel but, with some axes

pointed in opposite directions, the resultant singularity condi-
tion is referred to as an "antl-parallel" condition. This "anti-

parallel" singularity can in general be avoided by redistributing

the CMG _imbal angles without generating a net CMG torque.

If the system is comprised of only two DGCMG, the "anti-

parallel" condition occurs when the total CMG system momentum is

zero. Redistribution of the gimbal angles is impossible because

any glmba] motion away from this singularity condition results in

a net CMG torque. However, because the torques acting on the

vehicle are to a large extent predictable, the CMG gimbal angles

can be initiallzed so as to prevent all three components of the

total CMG momentum from simultaneously passing through zero. In

this way, the "anti--parallel" condition can be avoided. With

three or more DGCMGs, the "antl-parallel" singularity conditions

occur at an infinite number of points in the CMG momentum space.

But, because a sufficient number of CMG rotational degrees-of-

freedom are available, singularity can be avoided without generating

a net CMG torque by redistributing the CMG gimbal angles. For a

DGCMG system, singularity avoidance is not a critical problem.

The "fail operational, fail safe" CMG redundancy criteria

can be satisfied with a minimum of three DGCMGs. After a single

CMG failure, the total CMG system momentum capability is reduced

and proper CMG gimbal initialization will be necessary to avoid

singularity but, the system is still operational. After a second

failure, CMG attitude control is lost, but because the baseline

RCS is available to return the crew and Shuttle to Earth, the

"fail safe" criteria is satisfied.

Listed in table 6.1 are the momentum, torque, weight, volume,

and power characteristics of the four Bendix DGCMCs that are either

presently available cr will be in the near future. For each DGCMG

model listed in table 6.1, the number of CMGs required to meet the

system requirement of 13,000 ft-lb-sec plus, the resultant CMG

system momentum capability, weight, volume, and power character-

istics associated with each sjstem are tabulated in table 6.2.

The MA-1000 DGCMG system listed in table 6.2 requires thirteen

O4Gs. The software computational requirements associated with this

system are excessive because of the large number of CMGs required
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and therefore, this system is eliminated from further considera-

tion. The DGCMG system utilizing CMG model MA-2000 is also

eliminated because of its high spln-up power requirement and also

because its remainlng system characteristics are very similar to

those exhibited by the DGCMG system using CMG model MA-2300. The

two remalnin8 DGCMG systems are discussed in detail in the following

paragraphs.

The MA-60OOD DGCMG system can be mounted as illustrated in

figure 6.3 and because there are only three CMGs, the mlnlmum

allowable by the CMC redundancy requirement, the software com-

putational requirements can be kept to a minimum. Note that the

MA-60OOD CMG has a variable CMG wheel speed and therefore, a

variable CMG wheel momentum. If this DGCMG system is operating

with a CMG momentum capability of 13,000 ft-lb-sec and a CMG should

fail, the remaining CMG wheel speeds can be increased so that the

total system momentum capability is returned to 13,000 ft-lb-sec.

For this two CMG operational mode, the CMG glmbal angles must also

be initialized to avoid the "antl-parallel" zero momentum singu-

larity condition. The MA-60OOD DGCMG is being developed and at

present, only the CMG wheel and timbal assemblies have been built

and tested. Therefore, the CMG wheel spln-up power is the only

measured quantity contained in tables 6.1 and 6.2; the remalnln_

parameters are estimate,. The chief drawbacks of this system are:

(I) the MA-6000D DGCMG has not been fully developed and may not be

and (2) the system's wheel spin-up power requlre_ent is high as

compared to the MA-2300 DGCMG system. The principal advantage of

the MA-6000D CMG system over the MA-2300 one is that it has an

estimated lower operating power requirement. The MA-6000D system

has an operating power requirement of 210 watts as compared to a

390 watts for the MA-2300 system. This advantage is not very

si_nlflcant because both operating power requirements are rea-

sonable requirements that a Shuttle power system might be expected

to set aside for a CMG control system.

The MA-2300 DGCMG system listed in table 6.2 consists of six

CMGs or twice as many as needed using the MA-6000D DGCMGs. If these

six CMGs are operated as six individual CMGs, the logic associated

with the CMG control law and singularity avoidance scheme would

approximately double over that required by _hree DGCMGs, e.g., the

MA-6000D system. The logic associated with the vehlcle, ,_Ineuver,

and CMG degaturatlon control laws would essentially remain unchanged.

A posslble CMG mounting configuration for the six MA-2300 CMCs

is illustrate4 in figure 6.4. Two CMGs are identically mounted

along each of the three vehicle control axes. The advantage of

this configuration is that each axial CMG pair can be slaved together

so that they act as a single CMG wltn a wheel momentum of 2H(H-2,300

ft-lb-sec). This effective reduction in the number of CMGs from six
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to three reduces the computational complexity of the CMG control

law and singularity avoidance scheme to essentially that required

for three DGCMGs or the MA-6OOOD CMC system. This slaved CMG

operational mode is neither recommended or disapproved of; it is

Just a method of reducing the computational complexity of the CMG

control logic.

With the six FA-2300 CMG system, if a single CMG fails, the

CMG system momentum capability is reduced from 13,800 to 11,500

ft-lb-sec which should still be adequate to successfully complete

the utlssion, No special glmbal ankle initialization procedure is

needed to a_oid the "antl-parallel" singularity condition because

five DGCMGs are still operational.

One of the principal advantages cf configuring a CMG control

_ystem _ing the MA-2300 DGCMG is that this CMG has been developed

and built. The MA-2300 DGCMG is primarily the same CMG that is

used to control the attitude of NASA's first manned orbiting

space station Skylab. The only significant difference between

the proposed MA-2300 CMG and the Skylab ATM CMG is that it has

no glmbal stops.

6.3.2 Single Gimbal CMGs - Becuase a SGCMG has only one

glmbal, its wheel momentum vector H is constrained to lie in the

plane perpendicular to its glmbal axis. Therefore, the momentum

envelope for a SGCMG system is not spherical with a radius equal
to the sum of the individual CMG wheel momentums as in the case

of a DGCMG system. A SGCMG system mementum envelope is a function
of the nu_er of CMGs, their orientations, and their wheel momentums.

Figure 6.5 is a typical 5GCMG mounting configuration; the SGCMGs

are mounted on the faces of an imaginary pyramid. The SGCMG con-

figuration illustrated in figure 6.5 consists of a slx-slded pyramid;

each CMG glmbal axis is perpendicular to its cozrespondlng pyramid

face as shown. The X, Y, and Z axes shown in this figure are

assumed to be the vehicle control axes. The vehicle's roll axis,

its X axis, is perpendicular to the base of the pyramid. The shape

of the momentum envelope is a function of the angle 8, the angle

formed by the sides of the pyramid with the base. As 8 decreases,

the envelope becomes flatter with its momentum capability along the

X axis decreasing. For a _ of 53 degueex, the momentum envelope

is approximately spherical.

The 13,000 ft-lb-sec momentum requirement couputed in section

5 is primarily based on the momentum storage capability needed in

the ?-Z pla_e. The actual momentum requireme_,ts along the X axis

is considerably less than 13,000 ft-lb-sec because the vehicle

moments of inertia about the Y and Z axes, ! and I , are
yy zz
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approximately equal and much larger than ixx , the X axis moment of

inertia. A spherical momentum envelope Is therefore not really

necessary. For instance, if each SCCMC shown in figure 6.5 had a

wheel momentum of 2,300 ft-lb-sec and _ equals 25 degrees , the

momentum capabilities along the Y and Z axes would be 13,100 ft-lb-

sec and _,800 ft-lb-sec along the X axis. This momentum envelope

would be adequate, but its nonspherlcal shape introduces a new

problem. Assume that this SGCMG system is approaching saturation

along the Y axis as illustrated in figure 6.6. If a reaction Jet

system is used to desaturate the CMG system, a torque can readily

be applied directly to the Y axis thus, redLeing the momentum along

this axis without difficulty. On the other hand, if CMG desatura-

tion is accomplished using either a magnetic or a gravity gradient

system, the only torque that may be available with a component along

the Y axis may also have an unavoidable component along the X axis.

Although the magnitude of the momentum stored in the CMG system

may be decreasing, its direction may also be moving towards rather

than away from saturation as shown in figure 6.6 due to the non-

spherical shape of the momentum envelope. For this reason, the

SGCMG systems configured in this section will have momentum envelopes

that are approximately spherical.

A SGCMG configuration similar to the pyramid array shown in

figure 6.5 can include as many SG_4Gs and pyramid faces as needed

to meet the CMG system momentum requirements. The minimum number

of SGCMGs required is determined on the basis of CMG slngula:Ity

avoidance and the "fall operational, fall safe" CMG redundancy

requirements. Singularity for a SGCMG system occurs when all of

the CMG output torque axes are coplanar. In this condition, it is

Impossible for the CMG system to generate a torque perpendicular

to this p!_ne and therefore, three axis control is lost.

Singularity for a SGCMC system can 6_ avoided by over sizing

the CMG system and then limiting its operating range to a small

region of the potentially large momentum envelope where no singu-

larity conditions exist. This procedure can be performed when the

momentum that must be stored in the CMG system is predictable by

properly initializing the CMG glmbal angles to insure that the

system will operate In the desired momentum region. The maln

problem with this singularity avoidance scheme is that it is

very wasteful of the potential CMG _._mentum capability because

the CMG system Is constrained to operate in o,ly a small portxon

of the total _4G momentum space. For the above reason, this method

of providing singularity avoldance is not desirable.

Another method of avoiding singularity is to develop a scalar

function that Is a measure of the "distance" from singularity. A

CM(; glmbal rate _;ontrol law is then developed that attempts to
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maximize this function without generating a net torque. In

this way, singularity is avoided. In order to keep the computa-

tional requirements within reason, the scalar function is driven

to a local rather than a global maximum which unfortunately _ay

not be very far from a potential sinKular!ty condition. At least

four SGCMGs are required to avoid slnKularlty. With three SGCMGs,

all three glmbal rotational degree_-of-freedom are needed to

generate the desired CMG torque command TCOM; no additional degree-

of-freedom is available to provide for singularity avoidance. To

provide a singularity avoidance capability, at least one addi-

tional SGCMG or a total of four SGCMGs is needed so that a single

degree-of-freedom is available for singularity avoidance. To

meet the "fail operational, fall safe" CMG redundancy criteria,

a minimum of five SGCMGs are needed in order to provide for a

single CMG failure.

If a SGCMG fail=, the shape of the momentum envelope is

altered which in turn creates a nonspherical momentum envelope.

The resultant shape of the momentum envelope is a function of

which SGCMG fails. This nonspherical momentum envelope results

in the same CMG desaturation problem previously discussed.

Listed in table 6.3 are the SGCMGs that have been built

or are presently heine developed by Bendix along with their

corresponding wheel momentum, peak torque capability, weight,

tolume, and power requirements. To meet the 13,000 ft-lb-sec

system momentum requirement, these SGCMGs can be arranged into

pyramid array configurations similar to the one shown in figure

6.5.

One possible configuration is to mount five MA-6000D SGCMGs

to the faces of a five-sided pyramid. Note that five is the minimum

number of SGCMGs that can be used and still meet the "fail opera-

tional, fall safe" CMG redundancy requlrement_ If the angle 8,

the angle between the pyramid base and sides, equals 45 degrees,

the maximum available CMG mon_ntum capability along the three

vehicle axes are:

H =21,200 ft-lb-sec
x

H =25,800 ft-lb-sec
Y

H "25,600 ft-lb-sec
z

The momentum capability of this array far exceeds the CMG system

momentum requirement of 13,000 ft-lb-aec.
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Twelve HA-1300 SGCMGs can also be used to ,met the CMG sys-

tem momentum requirement, These SGCMGs can either be uniformly

distributed on the sides of a twelve-sided pyramid or arranged

in parallel pairs on the faces of a slx-slde pyramid. The former

arrangement provides a much smoother momentum envelope while the

latter configuration can result in a reduction in the CMG control

law computational requirements associated with these configura-

tions if the SGCHGs comprising a CHG pair are slaved together.

For a 8 of 45 degrees, the maximum available CHG momentum capability

alone the vehicle axes for both potential configurations equaL:

H -11,050 ft-lb-sec
x

H -14,200 ft-lb-sec
Y

II =14,200 ft-lb-sec
z

Thirty MA-450 or M%-500 SGCMGs could also be used to provide

the required CMG system momentur capability. But beceuse of the

large number of units needed an_ the resultant system complexity

associated with this many SGCMGs, these two SGCMGs are eliminated

as potential candidates for a Shuttle CMG control system.

Another alternative SGCMG configuration is the scissored pair

configuration illustrated in figur_ 6.7. A scissored pair consists

of two SGCMGs either geared or servoed together to rotate in opposite
directions at the same rate. The resultant momentum vector asso-

ciated with a SGCMG pair can vary in magnitude but not in direc-

tion. Three orthogonally mounted scissored pairs as shown in

figure 6.7 can generate a control torque in any direction and

requires only a simple control law because each CMG pair generates

a torque along only one of the vehicle control axes. Another ad-

vantage of this configuration is that no singularity condition

exists because the torque axes associated with the CMG pairs are

always orthogonal. This configura_ion's momentum envelope is a

cube with a momentum capability of 2H along each orthogonal axis.

The problem with this configuration is that if a SGCMG should fail,

the system as it is presently being operated is inoperative and

three axis control is lost. The CMG "fall operational" redundancy

requirement cannot therefore be met with this type of a system.

6.4 CMG Configuration Selection - Tabulated in table 6.4

are the four remaining candidate CMG configurations, two DG and

two SG systems, alon E with the number of CMGs needed, system

weight, volume, and power requirements. Note that the SGCMG

system weights and spin-up power requirements greatly exceed

those associated with the candidate DG systems.
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Z

X

Figure 6.7 Three-Scissored-Pair SGCMG Mounting Configuration
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TYPE

DG

DG

SG

SG

Table 6.4. Candidate Shuttle CMC Conflguratlon and Requirements

!

OF _IGHT** V_LUME I NOMINAL
MODEL UNITS ib CU FT SPIN-UP OPERATING

MA-2300 6 2,508 108 I,440 390

MA-6000D 3 2,700*

MA-1300 12 3,132

MA-6000D 5 4,000"

* Estimated value

84* 1,875 210"

2,688 432

3,125 350*

** Does not include weight of CMG inverter assemblies

i
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The chief a?vantage of a SGCMG system is its h.g_ system

torque capability. Its principal disadvantages besides lib

system weight and spin-uD power requirements are: (i) a single

CMG failure will result in a nonspherlcal momentum envelope

which may e!the- prevent or make CMG desaturatlon with either

a magnetic or gravity gradient _ystem very difficult, and (2)

singularity avoidance is a complex problem and can therefore

result in excessive computational requirements. Although com-

pared to a SGCMG system, the torque capabilities of a DGCMG

system are much smaller, it does not exhibit the above problems

associated with a SGCMG system. If a DGCMG should fail, the

system momentum envelope is reduced but, its shape _emains

spherical and therefore, CMG desaturatlon can still be performed

with no increase in complexity by either a magnetic or gravity

gradient desaturatlon system. Singularity avoidance for a DGCMG

system is not a major problem and therefore can easily be accom-

plished unlike a SGCMG system. Because of =he above problems

associated with a SGCMG system and because the CMG system torque

requirements are not large and can be met by either a SC or

DGCMC system, the two SGCMG candidate systems listed in table

6.4 are eliminated _s potential candidates.

Of the two remaining CMG systems, the system weight and

_pln-up power requirements favor the M_-2300 DGCMG system but,

on :he other hand, the system volume and nominal oper_tlng power

requirements favor the MA-6OOOD DGCMG system. The system com-

parisons between these two systems are very similar and do not

favor one system over the other. The final CMG system selection

is therefore made on availability. The MA-2300 DGCMG system is

selected over the _A-6000D system because the MA-2300 DGCMG is

a unit that has been built whereas the MA-60OOD DGCMG has not

yet been fully developed. The reco_ended CMG mounting confi_u--

ration is the CMG pair mounting configuration shown In figure 6.4.

6.5 Symbols and Abbreviations

AT M

CMG

CU FT

DGCMG

ft-lb

ft-lb-sec

Hx, fly, 1"tz

lli

Apollo T_lescope Mount

Control Moment Gyro

Cubic Feet

Double (;Imbal CM(I

foot pound(s)

foot pound second(s)

CMG wheel momentum

CMG system momentum storage capabilities

along X, Y, and _ vehicle axes

Vehicle moments of inertia (i _ x, y, z)
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lb

RCS
SGCMG

_CHG

B

_g

max

pounds

Reaction Control (sub) System
Single glmbal OIG

CMG output torque

maximum CMG output torque

Angle between the base and sides of a SGC24G

pyramid mounting configuration (see figure

6.5)

CMG gimbal race in inner gimbal space
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7. CMG SYSTEM STABILITY

The objective of this section is to sp_clfy a vehicle control

law along with an appropriate set of control law gains. The con-

trol law gains are selected so as to keep the vehicle stable as

opposed to unstable and to meet the three arc-mlnute vehicle sta-

bilization goal specified in section 4.1. The control law gains

are computed so that the vehicle can meet this three arc-mlnute

stabilization goal under the influence of both gravity gradient

and worst case man disturbance torques.

7.1 Vehicle Control Law - The main functIRn of the vehicle

control law is to compute a CMG torque comnand TCO H from sensed

body motion that will compensate for the disturbance torques act-

ing on the vehicle resulting in unwanted vehicle motion. The

vehicle control law is also used to implement any CMG maneuver

command generated by the CMG maneuver control law. The selected

vehicle control law is a standard rate plus position control law.

This vehicle control law is given in equation i.

TCOH " [Kr] (_D- _) + [Kp](6_ + _) (I)

A_
is the sensed vehicle angular velocity. _D and are the

desired vehicle rotational rate and attitude error, respectively;

both _D and A_ are computed by the CHG maneuver control law.

is a vehicle attitude offset command; c can be a gravity gradient

CMG desaturation maneuver command. [Kr] and [K ] are the vehicleP

control law rate and position gain matrices, respectively.

I Err 0 0 I

[Kr] = 0 Kry 0 (2)

0 0 Krz

[Kp] = 0 Kpy 0 (3)

0 0 Kpz
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Krx, Kry, and Krz and Kpx , Kpy, and Kpz are the rate and position

gains associated with the three vehicle control axes. These gains
are determined in the following section.

7.2 Vehicle Control Loop - Figure 7.1 shows the general

arrangement of the vehicle control loop. To compute the gain

matrices [Kr] and [Kp], the following asst,nptlons are made: (I)

all control sensors are perfect, (2) the vehicle is rigid, (3)

interaxis vehicle dynamic coupling does not exist, and (4) the

CMG dynamics can be represented by a flrst-order lag. After a

preliminary set of values for K and K
rx' Kry' Krz' Zpx' Kpy, pz

nave been computed, the above assumptions will be reexamined.

The largest projected disturbance torque acting on the

Shuttle is assumed to be due to a wall pushoff by a crewman moving

from one side of the crew quarters to the other. The projected

disturbance force profile F is shown in figure 7.2. Assume that
w

this force acts along the Z axis causing a disturbance torque

about the Y axis. Assume an effective moment arm L of 50 feet,

the distance along the X axis from the vehicle center of mass to

the line of action of the force F . The change in the angularw

rate about the Y axis due to a single wall pushoff equals

AC0y = IL fFwdt - 1.096 x 10-4 rad/sec (4)
YY

If the pushoffs occur periodically with a crewman vushlng off one

wall and then off the opposite wall, the incremental change in the

velocity A_ varies in a steady state condition between plus and
Y

minus 5.48 x i0 -5 radlans per second. The angular displacement

during a half cycle, P/2, approximately equals

40 = 5.48 x I0-5(p/2)= 2.74 x IO-5p radlans
Y

(5)

One of the mission requirements described in section 4.0 is that

the vehicle attitude must be stabilized to three arc-mlnutes dur-

ing each observation. Because wall pushoffs are by far the largest
disturbances expected, an error of two arc-minutes from this

source is tolerable. Substituting the appropriate value for

boy, 5.82 x I0-_ radlan, corresponding to two arc-minutes into
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FORCE VS TIME
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69y 6 VELOCITY VS TIME.
m

DISPLACEMENT VS TIME

Figure 7.2. Disturbance Due to Crew Motion



equation 5, the period P equals 21.3 seconds. This period P corre-
sponds to a principal frequency of 0.295 radian per second. If the

period P is made shorter than 21.3 seconds, the corresponding

principal frequency would increase but, because the angular dis-

placement A0 decreases as the frequency increases, the result-
Y

ing A0 will not exceed the two arc-minute limitation. Therefore,
Y

the vehicle control loop must only be effective for frequencies

less than 0.3 radian per second.

Consider the signal flow diagram of the simplified control

system shown in figure 7.3. Applying Mason's method to this sig-

nal flow diagram, the transfer function with the outer loop open

is

o= K
P

S(TglS2+ Is + Kr )

K IK
p r

s(s2/_r+2_rS/_r +I)

(6)

where _ and _r are the natural frequency and damping ratio of ther

rate loop, respectively. A Bode diagram of this transfer function

is shown in figure 7.4. A rule of thumb is that the closed loop

will be stable if the open-loop transfer function crosses the

zero-db axis at a point where (i) its slope is 20 db per decade

mud (2) there are no breakpolnts within an octave. The crossover

w-Ill be set at 0.3 radlan per second to provide the bandwidth

specified in the previous paragraph. If _ is set at 1.0, it will
r

be more than an octave from the crossover, and setting __ equal to

0.707 will prevent the occurrence of resonant peaks. FoE rot_-

tlonal motion about the pitch axis, Y axis, the vehicle moment of

inertia I, lyy, equals 8.21 x 106 slug feet 2. Substituting these

values of _r' Cr and I into equation 6, T and K equal' g r

" 1/(2_r_ r) - 0.707 sec (7)Tg

K = _ 2T I = 5.82x106 ft-lb/(rad/sec) (8)
r r g

The asymptote of figure 7.4 has a magnitude of -9.5 db, or 0.30,

at _ equal to one. At _ equal to one, the nmgnitude of the de-

nominator of equation 6 equals one and therefore tts numerator

K /K equals the above value, 0.3. Using the value of K given
i_ equation 8, K equals 1.745 x 106 ft-lb/radian, r

P
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This preliminary analysis has specified approximate gains

K and K that satisfy stabilization requirements in the presence
r p

of assumed crew motion. Other disturbances, particularly gravity

gradient torques must be considered. The gravity gradient torque

acting on the vehicle has a maximum component of 13.9 ft-lb about

the Y axis (X-fOP attitude) and varies so slowly that it may be

considered constant.

to this torque equals

_o (gg) = T /K
v gy p

The steady state displacement Ae (gg) due
Y

= 13.9/1.745 x 106

= 7.95xi0 -6 rad= 0.00273 arc minute

which is negligible. Angular displacement due to aerodynamic

torques are even smaller than g9 (gg) The assumed rate and posi-
Y

tion control law gains are therefore adequate, and error inte-

gration is not required.

Another source of error is the dead zones inherent in each

CMG due to Coulomb friction and various electronic dead zones.

In the case of a 2,300 ft-lb-sec DGCMG, the minimum output

torque is 0.25 ft lb. A pessimistic assumption is that six

of these gyros break away simultaneously, providing a total dead

zone of 1.5 ft lb. A position error of 0.003 arc minute or a

rate error of 0.009 arc minute per second will generate enough

signal to drive the CMG out of the dead zone. The error is so

small that further consideration of the limit cycle caused by

CMG dead zones is unnecessary.

The first-order lag is a reasonable approximation to the

transfer function of a SGCMG at low frequencies. However, a

typical time constant is 0.02 second. It could be increased to

0.7 second, as required by the foregoing analysis, by reducing

the gain of the gimbal servo; but an undesirable result would be
an increase in the dead zone due to Coulomb friction. A CMG time

constant of 0.02 second and the previously computed rate-loop

gain (5.82xi06) give the following transfer function.

(9)

B
.__q,, i. 745xi06

s(O.O2x8.21xlO6s2+8.21xlO6s+5.B2xlO 6)

........... 0_.i_ (lo)
n(./O.12+l)(s/49.3+l)
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The Bode diagram of this function shown in figure 7.5 is still

satisfactory.

In the case of a DGCMG, the preliminary estimates may be

improved by use of a more exact gyro model. Figure 7.6 is a

signal flow diagram of a DGCMG in which all mechanical parts are

rigid. The corresponding transfer function derived from this

dla_ram is

61 NKvGI(Je3S+G3NKv) (ii)
7---_

61c JelJe3S2+NKv(GiJe3+G3Jel )s+H2 cos 2 _I+GIG3N2Kv 2

If the compensation functions G 1 and G 3 are unity, --becomes

T s+l _Ic
1

Q

6
ic

n (12)

s2/mg2+2_gS/_g+l

The vehicle control loop including the transfer function-

is shown in figure 7.7. One more application of Mason's method

gives the open loop transfer function @__o.

%0 K (TnS+l)..... (13)

g s [Is3/_g2+21_ gS2/_g+(l+KrTn )S+Kr]

In a typical CMG, Tn is about i millisecond. KrT n is, consequently,

negligible by comparison to I. Using the values of Kr and Kp es-

tlmated by the flrst-order approximation and setting _g equal to

i/[_, !.414 rad/sec, the transfer function 8_ooequals
£

__o O.3(s/ZO00+I) (14)

s(s/l.30+l)(s2/1.0452+2xO.335sll.045+l)

The Bode diagram of this transfer function shown in figure 7.8,

indicates a stable system but, the damping ratio 0.335 is in-

adequate.
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CMGs are usually designed to have a natural frequency much

greater than 1.414 radians per second. Ten Hz, or 62.8 radlans

per second, is a typical value of Wg. If this is used, the
vehicle transfer function eo equals

O
o O3(s/lOOO+1)

s(s/0.72+l)(s2/62.32+2xO.705s/62.3+l)

(15)

The corresponding Bode diagram also shown in figure 7.8 indi-

cates a more satisfactory system.

Another matter of interest is the effect of crew motion dis-

turbances on the model shown in figure 7.7. The transfer function

relating vehicle displacement 0 o to disturbance torque equals

e
o

m

Td

(s2+2_ _ s+_0 2)/I
LK_K g

s4+2_ _ s34x0 2(I+T K /l)s2+_0 2 2K /I
g g g n r g (Kr+TnKp)s/i4_g p

The prevlouslv established v_lues for the parameters contained in

equation 16 are:

I = 8.21x106 slug ft 2

K _ 1.745x106 ft lb/rad
P

K = 5.82xi06 ft ib/(rad/sec)
r

ffi O. 707
g

= 0.001 sec
n

- 62.4 rad/sec

g e

Substituting these values into the transfer function _oo

T d '

(16)

0
0

2m

Td

(s2+88.Ss+3940)/8.21xlO 6

(s2+O.707s+0.213) (s2+88.1s+3880)

(17)

The quadratic factor in the numerator is essentially identical

ro one In lhe denominator therefore they ca,_ h,. assumed to cancel.
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8
O

The resulting transfer function _d equals

8o = 1.22x10 -7

_dd s2+O.707s+0.213
(18)

The time response to a unlt impulse of torque can be readily

computed; 0o(t ) equals

8 (t)-4.12xlO-7e-0"354tsln 0.295t
o (19)

The crew motion disturbance mentioned previously generates alter-

nating impulses of 900 ft ib sec each. The resulting displacement,
i_ arc mlnutes, is therefore

8o(t)f4.12xlO-7x900x57.3x60e-0"354tsln 0.295t (20)

= 1.275e -0"354tsin 0.295t

which has a maximum value of 0.36 arc minute when t-2.5 seconds.

Although this is the largest disturbance that has been con-

sfdered, it is much smaller than the allowable disturbance. A

reduction of vehicle loop gains might therefore be consid,ared. 5 By
neglecting CMG dynamics, It is estimated that values of 2.43xi0

and 2.08xi06 for K and K , respectively, wlll allow the disturbance
p z

to increase to 1.0 arc minute while maintaining a damping ratio of

0.7. Substitution of these values into equation 16 leads to

0
o

u

Td

(s2+88.Ss+3940)/8.21x106

(s2+0.253s+O.O296)(s2+88.Ss+3940)

1.22x10 -7

s2+O.253s+0.0296

(21)

The time response 8o(t) corresponding to a 900 ft ib sec. impulse

in arc minutes equals

8o(t)=3.11e-0"217tsin 0.172t (22)

0 (t) has a maximum value of 1.0 arc minute at t equal to 4.56O

seconds.
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The cancellation of the quadratic terms in equation 21 in-

dicates that the affects of CMG dynamics on the vehicle attitude

control loop is negligible. The revised value of K for the Y
P

axis changes the angular displacement due to gravity gradient
disturbance torques as computed in equation 9 to 0.197 arc minute;

this angular displacement is still negligible. The attitude error attri-

buted to CMG dead zones is increased to 0.02 arc minutes which is

also inslgnlf_cant. These attitude errors along with those due to

crew motion are illustrated in figure 7.9. Note that the total

attitude error depicted in this figure is well within the desired

three arc minute stabllzation goal.

are :
The revised rate and position gains Kri and Kpi, l-x,y,z,

Kri = 0.243 lii

(23)

Kpi- 0.0295 lii

Substituting the appropriate vehicle moments of inertia lii into

the above expressions Kri and Kpi equal

K ffi2.52xlO5 ft-lb/(rad/sec)
rx

K =1.995xi06 ft-lb/(rad/sec)
ry

K ffi2.078x106 ft-lb/(rad/sec)
rz

K -3.068xi04 ft-lb/rad
px

K =2.422xi05 ft-lb/rad
PY

K =2.522xi05 ft-lb/rad
pz

(24)

The above control law gains result in a closed loop control system

with a natural frequency of 0.127 radian per second (0.027 Hz) and

a damping ratio of 0.7. These CMG vehicle control law gains are

used in the computer verification task documented in section 12.0.

The purpose of the computer verification task is to demonstrate the

feasibility using a hybrid computer simulation of the selected

control logic associated with thls CMG control system.
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0.02 HIN

DUE TO CMG DEAD ZONE

f

._C

45 HIN --_

0.02

DUE TO GRAVI_-GRADIENT TORQUE

1.0 MIN

o. 4 m_/s_c

36 SEC

DUE TO Cl_JHOTION

(900 FT LB SEC IMPULSES)

Fisure 7.9. Typical Att£tude Errorm



7.3 Notes

7.3.1 Symbols

CMG

db

DGCMG

ft-lb

Fw

G

H

Hz

I

[I1
I

ti
J

e

K

[Kp]

Kpx'Kpy'Kpz

[K]

K "
rx,Kry'Krz

KV

L

m'_./sec
N

P

S

see

SCCMG

t

TCOM

T d

S
i

C

r

0
C

0
0
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Control moment gyro

Declbel(s)

Double glmbal CMG

Foot pound(s)

Crew wall pushoff disturbance force

CMG servo compensation function

Wheel spin momentum
Hertz

Vehicle moment of inertia

Vehlele Inertia tensor

Vehicle moment of inertia (t=x,y,z)

Equivalent moment of inert ta of CM(; wheel

and gimbal
CMG amplifier and motor gain

Vehicle control law position gain matrix

Components of [K ]
P

Vehicle control law rate gain matrix

Components of [K ]
r

CMG tachometer gain

Effective moment arm corresponding to crew

wall pushoff disturbance

Arc minute(s)

Arc minute(s) per second

CMG gear train ratio
Period between crew pushoffs

Laplace transform operator

Second(s)

Single gtmbal CM(;
Time (_econds)

CMG torque command

Disturbance torque

Glmbal angle

Gimbal angle (i=l, Inner; 1=3, outer)

Gimbal rate (I=I, inner; I=3, outer)

Glmbal rate co.and (J-l, inner; i-3, outer)

Vehicle attitude error or offset com=and

CMG servo damping ratio

Vehicle angular displacement command

Vehicle angular displacement
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A_ vehicle attitude error

AO incremental change in vehicle angular dis-

Y placement due to crew wall pushoffs

T CMG time constant (seconds)
g

vehicle angular velocity

_D desired vehicle angular velocity

CMG servo natural frequency
r

A_ incremental change in vehicle angular velocity
V

due to crew wall pushoffs

7.3.2 Reference

i. Mathematical Models for OrbitlnE Space StatJon Control

S_.ystem Analysis, Report No. 70-_, Bendix Corp., Research

Laboratories, Southfleld, Michigan, January 1971
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8. CMG MANEUVER CONTROL LAWS

Three methods of implementing the attitude strapdown equations

of motion for a large Earth orbiting spacecraft are described in

this section; they are based on (I) quaternlon, (2) direct cosines,

and (3) Euler angle implementations for describing the attitude

of a spacecraft. The function of the strapdown equations is to

generate sufficient vehicle attitude information that will enable

the vehicle to maintain or track specific attitudes and to per-

form vehicle maneuvers. The output of this section _ to select
one of these CMG maneuver control laws on the basis of software

complexity, computational case, and system performance.

8.1 Vehicle Control Law - The vehicle control law utilizes

the attitude information computed by the CMC maneuver control

law to generate the appropriate CMG torque commands TCO M. The

CHG torque command TCO M that is sent to the CMG control system

is governed by the following rate plus position vehicle control
law described in section 7.1.

_COM = [Kr] (_D-<0)+ [Kp ] (A_+_) (1)

is the vehicle angular rate as measured by the rate gyros

mounted to the vehicle, _D and A_ are the desired vehicle rate

and vehicle attitude error as determined by the CMG maneuver

control law. The Hains matrices [Kr] and [Kp] are the corresponding

vehicle rate and position vehicle control law Kalns defined in sec-

tlon 7.0 and e is a vehicle attitude offset command.

8.2 Quaternion Maneuver Control Law - The attitude of a

spacecraft with respect to some reference frame can be described

by a set of four parameters called quaternions. These four

parameters are based on Euler's theorem that states that the

rotational displacement of a rigid body from some initial

orientation can be described by a single rotation about a fixed

axis. This axis is referred to =s an elgenaxis because it is
common to both the reference and vehicle coordinate frames. The

quaternlons describe the attitude of a spacecraft by defining

the eigenaxls and the appropriate angular displacement about

this axis necessary to transfer from the reference frame to

vehicle space.
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8.2.1 _uaternion Definition - Assume that the rigid body

shown in figure 8.1 is rotated with respcct to some reference frame

XYZ about an eigenaxis E defined by the three directional angles

_, B, and y through an angular displacement 0. Assume that E is

a unit vector.

E-coati+cos _J+cosYk (2)

where i, J, and k are unit vectors alon E the X, Y, and Z axes,

respectively. Let the reference coordinates x, y, z define the

location of a point P in the body prior to the rotation 0 about

Define a second coordinate system x'y'z' such that x' lles

alon E the eigenaxls E, y' lies in the YZ plane, and z' forms the

remaining axis of tlle ortho_onal coordinate triad x'y'z'. Let

i' ' k' , y' ', J , and be unit vectors along x' , and z , respectively.

i' ' k', J , and in terms o_ i, J, and k equal

i '=E-cosC_i+c os _J+cosyk

j ,= ix._.___'= cosy ]+ cosBsina - sina s--_ k

(3)

(4)

^ ^ ^ (cos2B+cos2y)_k'=i'xJ " 1

-cosacos_J-cosacosyk] (5)

The transformation from x'y'z' to XYZ space can be defined by

the following transformation:

"[_R' ] (6)

where
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Figure ti.l Rigid Body Coordinate Systems



[ _I__R 1 ]"

-toss 0 c°s28+c°s2y
sln_

cos8 cosy cosacos_
sins slna

cos_ eos_cosycosy sin---_ sin_

Define a third coordinate system X Y Z that is fixed to the
V V V

-4.

rigid body. Assume that prior to the rotation 0 about E, that the

two coordinate systems x'y'z' and X ¥ Z are aliKned. The coordinates
v v v

of point P in body space X Y Z

where

are
v v v

X v x

Yv "[_R÷R']

Z
V

(7)

cosa cos8 cosy

[_R,÷R ]= 0 cosy cos___sin_ sin_

cos28+cos2y cosacos8 cos_cosy

sina sin_ sin_

.d,.

Now assume the rigid body is rotated about the eigenaxls E

(Xv axis) throuEh the angle 8. This rotation can be thoubht of

as a transformation from the x'y'z' coordinate frame to the new

location of the X Y Z coordinate system as shown in figure 8.2.
V V V

The resulting transformation from X Y Z to x'y'z' is
v V V

!

Y'' =[¢R"-v] £vl

where

Zt I

I

J

-sin

cosSJ
Ei°[@R,,.v]= cos8

sin8

(8)
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¥ y'
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Z I

E

Figure 8.2 Rotational Dioplace_nt 8 of XvYvZv

F_OI x_ylz t
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The new loca£1on of point P in the XYZ reference frame due

to the rotational displacement 9 about E is given by the following

transformation.

Let

such that

"[_R÷R ' ] [ _R'*-_' ] [_R'÷R ] y

Z

[_]'[_R÷R,][_R,,_v][%,÷ R]

x x]

The transformation [_] describes the new location of the rigid

tody with respect to the XYZ reference frame. [@] equals

all a12 a13]
[_]= Ia21 a22 a23

ba31 a32 a35

where

a_l=l-2sin2(_)sln2_

al2=2[sin2(_)

alB=2[sln2(_)

0
cosscosS-sln (_) cos (_)cosy]

e e
cosacosy+sin(_)co_(_)cosB]

a21=2 [sin2 (28_) 8 0cosBcos_+sin(_)cos(y)cosy]

2 8 2

a22=l-2sin (_)sin 8

.23.2 [sln2 (28_) 8 (28_)cosS]cos_cosy-s in (_) cos

(9)

(10)

"llN
(_x2

(12)
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8 9 0
a31- 2 [ sin 2 (_) cosycos_-sin (]) cos (]) cosS]

= 20 0 0
a32 2 [sin (_)cosycosg+sin (_-)cos (5)cos_]

a33=i-2 sln 2 (28-)sin2y

The relative orientation of the two coordinate systems, X Y Z
_vv

with respect to XYZ, can be specified by either the transformation

[_] or by the single axis rotation defined by E and 0 that would

align both coordinate frames. The following four parameters ql'
-9-

q2' q3' and q4 can be used to specify E and 0.

ql=cos (28-) (13)

q2-ExSln(_) (14)

q3-Eysln (2@-) (15)

q&-Ezsin(_ ) (16)

These four parameters are referred to as the four Euler rotational

quaternlons. Ex, Ey, and Ez are the directional cosines that define

-cos_, E =cosy). The four quaternions ql +2E (Ex=cosS, Ey z ' q ' q3'

and q4 are often written in the form of a complex number q.

q-ql+q2i+q 3J+q4 k (17)

where i, J, and k are _he unit vectors along the X, Y, and Z

reference axes, respectively.

These four quatemions ql' q2' q3' and q4 are sufficient to

determine completcly the transformation [¢]. It can be shown that

the nine elements of [_] all ' ai2 , ..., a33 can be written in

terms of these four quaternlons.

2. 2 2 2

all'ql_q2-q3-q4

a12 =2 (q2q3-qlq4)

a13=2(q2q4+qlq3 )

(18)

(19)

(20)
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a21 °2 (q2 q 3+qlq4)

. 2 2+2 2
a22 ql-q2 q3-q4

a23=2 (q3q4-qlq 2 )

a31"2 (q2q4-ql q 3 )

a32"2 (qlq2+q3q4)

2 2 2.2
a33 ql-q2-q31"q4

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Since the transformation [$] describes the attitude of the rigid

body shown in figure 8.1 with respect to the KYZ reference frame

and since [_] can also be written in terms of ql' q2' q3' and q4'

these four quaternions also completely specify the orientation of
the X Y Z coordinate frame.

VVV

Given [_], the quaternions ql' q2' q3' and q4 can be computed

from its elements all, a12, ..., a33. To compute ql' q2' q3' and

q4' one needs only to determine the eigenaxis E and the rotational

displacement 0 about the axis as specified by [_]. 0 can be com-

puted using the unique property that the trace of [_] equals

l+2cosO.
3

trace of [_]=_ ali-l+2cos0

i=l

0 equals

(27)

0=cos-l[0.5(all+a22+a33-1)] (28)

The eigenaxis E is defined by the three direction cosines, cos_,

cos_, and cosy designated Ex, Ey, and E z, respectively. Using

equations 18 thru 26, it can be shown that EX, Ey, and Ez equal

E -cos_- a32-a23 (29)
0 0

x 4cos (_) ain (_)

E =cosB= a13-a31
0 0

Y 4cos sin
(3O)
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a21-a12

Ez=C°Sy= -- _ 8

4COS (_) sln (2)

(31)

Using the results of equations 28 thru 31, the quatarnions ql' q2'

q3' and q4 as a function of the elements of [@1 equal

ql=cos(_) where 0-cos-l[0.5(all+a22+a33-1)]

q2=Exsin(_)= a32-a23
4q I

(32)

(33)

q3=Eysin(_)= a13-a31
4q I

(34)

q4=Ezsin(_)= a21-a12
4q I

(35)

8.2.2 Quaternion Strapdown Eguations - The strapdown equations
are a set of equations that are used to digitally compute the four

quaternions by using sensed body rates. In the case of a space-

craft, these body rates _x' _y' and _z are normally, sensed and

measured by at least three rate gyros rigidly mounted to the
vehicle.

Assume that the orientation of the rigid body shown in figure

_.3 is due to the Euler rotations _, '_, and ¢. The order of these

rotations is (i) an angular rotation _ about the Z axis, (2) a

rotation abo_t the displaced X axis, and (3) a _ rotation about

the displaced Z axis. The three Euler rotations _, n, and _ cor-

respond to the following transformations [_]_, [_]q, and [_]_,

respectively.

I cos_ sin_ 0 1
[¢]_= b-s:n_ cOS_o Ol

(36)

i 0 0 ]
[e]ri= 0 cosn sinn

0 -sinn cosq

(37)
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Z
Y

v

X
'v

n

x

Figure 8.3 Euler Rotttlont ¢, n, ¢
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I cos_ sin_ 0 1
[_]_= -sln_ cos@ 0

0 0 i

(38)

The transformation from the reference coordinate system XYZ to the

rigid body coordinate frame X Y Z equals
v V v

-[*l¢[_]q [_l, (39)

Z

The rigid body rates _ , _ , and _ can be written in terms of
• . X y. Z

the three Euler rates _, rl, and _ as follows

x =[¢']_[4']n[¢')

[0]0+['_],[_]n o +[¢>1, o

Simpliflng the above erpression, _x' _y' and _ equal

where

(40)

(41)

slnqsin_b cos_b 0 1
[®],_,W .In_,.os_-si,_ o

cosq 0 I
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The Euler rates _, _, and _ as a function of the body rates _x'

_y, and _z equal

!l -,F
-1

where [0]_;_ is the inverse of [_]_,_.

The three Euler rotations _, n, and _ can be represented by

three cumplex quaternions. The following quaternions q_, q_, and

q_ correspond to the _, _, and ¢ Euler rotations, respectively.

__'COS +sin k (43)

qn-cos _ *sin _ i (44)

The quaternlon q that describes the final orientation of the rigid

body as the results of the three Euler rotations _, n, and _ can be

computed by performing the follouing quaternion multiplication.

q'ql+q 2i+q 3J+q4k

^ ^

Note that

_._._._,

Jk--kJ-i

ki--ik-J

The components of q equal

n_-oo,_o0,_o°._-._._oo,_,_._

(42)

(47)
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q2=sin _ sin _r, sin _ +cos _ sin q_ cos _¢ (48)

q4"sln _ cos _ cos +cos cos [ _In y

The time derivatives of the above expressions for

can be written as follows:

i= "q.l

q.2

q3

. mi
2 i

al_ a16 al$

a3_ a36 a35

w
x

_o
Y

i

(OZ.

ql' q2' q3' and q4

(51)

where

_ _ qsin¢al_=-sin _ cos _- cos -cos cos _-

_ _ _ __ n qbal_=sin _2 sin v- sin -cos sin -;-.cos --2

a2_"cOS 2_ sin _ sin -sin _[ sin ,: cos 2

a2_"sln _ cos ---sin +cos cos rl qb:_- _ cos

- _ _ _a2_-sln _ sin I cos -cos _[sln sin _[

--_ cos +sin sin _-. sin _-

m3n'sln _2 cos -__cos -cos cos _2 sin _-2

-COS _sln n ¢cos

m4_=co,_cos :cos -,In yco, _sln
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a4_--sin _ sin _ cos -cos sin sin

a4_'c°_ _ cos n _ _ n2 2 cos -sin cos _ sin

By substituting equation 42 into 51 and then simpliflng, q in terms

of the body rates _x' _y and' z

q=

"17'
q2/

q31

i

q4

-q2

II ql

= 2

q4

-q3

equals

-q3 -q4

-q4 q3

ql -q2

q2 ql

co
y

(52)

Using the above relationship, the quaternion rate q is computed

from the sensed body rates _x' _y, and _z. These computed qua-

ternion rates q are then integrated usin_ a numerical integration

technique to compute q. Equation 52 and the equations used to

perform this numerical inteBration are referred to as the qua-

ternion strapdown equations. Assume that the numerical Integra-

tion technique selected is trapezoidal integration. The resultins

expressions for qi' q2' q3' and q4 are:

ql=qlp+O. 5 (qlp4_ 1)At (53)

q2=q2p+O. 5 (q2p+q 2)nt (54)

q3= q 3p+O. 5 (q3p+_ 3)At (55)

q4=q4p+O. 5 (q4p+q4)At (56)

qlP' q_P' Q_P' and. q4P are. the previousiy computed quaternions

while qlP' q2P' q3P' and q4P are their corresponding previously

computed quaternion rates. At is the sample period in seconds

between numerical integrations.
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The sign of the quaternton parameter ql must remain plus

or the rotational displacement 0 will exceed rl (180 degrees).

After performing the Integration indicated In equations

53 thru 56 over the period At, the sign of ql must be checked.

If ql is negative, the signs of all the quaterntons ql thru q4

must be changed. In other words, if ql is less than zero as
computed by equation 53,

ql " -ql

q2 = -q2

q3 " -q3

q4 " -q4

where the ql thru q4 on the right side of equations 57 thru

60 are those computed in equations 53 thru 56.

8.2.3 Quaternion Maneuver - Assume that one wants to

maneuver the spacecraft to a new attitude described wlth

respect to the reference frame XYZ by the following trans-

formation [¢D ].

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)
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all D al2D al3D 1
[$D ]" a21 D a22D a23D 1

La31D a32D a33DJ

Using equations 32 through 35, the four quaternions qDl' qD2' qD3'

and OD4 describing the desired spacecraft attitude can be computed

from the elements of [_D ], all D, el2 D, ..., a33 D. qDl' qD2' qD3'

and qD4 equal

0D -i [0.5 (allD+a22D+a33D-l) ]qDl cos(_) where 0D-COS

(61)

(62)

a32D-a23 D
(63)

qD2" 4qD 1

al3D-a31 D

qD3" 4qDl (64)

a21D-al2 D

qD4" 4qDl (£_

The transformation [¢DV ] doscribing the desired vehicle orientation

with respect to its present attitude equals

[@DV]-[@D][@]-I (66)

The corresponding quaternion qDV describing the desired maneuver

defined by [_DV ] equals

qDV = (q1-q 2i-q3J -q4 k ) (qDl+qDli+qD 3J+qD4 k)

"qDVl7

_VV21

qD_31

4DV4[

-qDl qD2 qD3 qD4"

qD2 -qDl -qD4 qD3

qD3 qD4 -IDI -qD2

qD4 -qD3 qD2 -qDl

. °

ql

q2

q3

q4

(67)
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The eigenaxis in vehicle coordinates about which the desired man-

euver is to be performed is defined by the following three direc-

(m) _(m) and E(m)
tion cosines Ex ' _:y ' z "

E(m). qDV2
x 0

sin (_)

(68)

E(m) qDV3
y 0

sin (_)

(69)

E(m)= qDV4
z e

sin(_)

(70)

where

0 0

m -I(qDVI)_--cos o" _ _ 90"

This desired maneuver is performed by setting the vehicle attitude

error AT to zero (null vector) and by setting _D equal to

"E(m_
X

Y

E(m)l
Z

The maneuver rate _m is set equal to 1.745xi0 -3 radian per second

(six degrees per minute) therefore, the individual maneuver rate

about any single vehicle axis cannot exceed its limit of six de-

grees per minute. This maneuver rate command _D' equation 71,

and the zeroed attitude error A_ is inputted to the vehicle con-

trol law until the quaternion qVD1 approaches unity indicating

that the vehicle is close to its desired attitude. At this

point, the maneuver has been completed and the desired vehicle

rate _D associated with the desired attitude is inputted to the

vehicle control law along with the actual vehicle attitude error

(71)
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It should be noted that if the desired attitude is a local

vertical attitude, the elements of the transformation [_D ] are

functions of time; and the magnitude of the desired vehicle rate

_D associated with this type of attitude equals _o' the vehicle

orbital rate. For an inertial attitude, the elements of [_D ]

are constant and the desired _D equals zero.

+

8.2.4 Quacernion Vehicle Attitude Error - The quaternion qDV

that describes the desired vehicle attitude with respect to its
actual attitude equals

qDV = (ql-q2 [-q 3J-q4 k) (qDl+qD2i+qD 3J+qD4 k)

lqDVl
qDV2 I =

qDV3 1

.qDV4 j

qDl qD2

qD2 -qDl

qD3 qD4

qD4 -qD3

The qua:ernions qDVI' qDV2' qDV3'

qD3 qD4 ql

-qD4 qD3 q2

"'qDl -qD2 q3

qD2 -qDl [q4.

and qD"4 equal

£

qDVl =c°s (7)

(_)sin(_)qDv2=Ex

(E)sin(_)qDv3=Ey

qDV4"--E_£)sln (2)

The vehicle attitude error A@ is completely defined bf c dnd

the ei_enaxis defined by the direction cosines E (C) E (e) and
X ' y '

E (_). Because r is normally small, the vehicle attitude error
Z

/_ can be approximated usin_ the quaternions qDV2' qDV3' and

L E([:) ..).
qDV4 (qDV2 _ 2 x ''

qDV2 _

A_'Z qDV3:

qDV4i
. J

(72)

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)
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The above approximation of A_ is inputted to the vehicle control

law in order to generate the appropriate CHG torque command

TCOH needed to correct for A_.

8.3 Direction Cosine Maneuver Control Law

8.3.1 Direction Cosine Definition - The orientation between

two orthogonal coordinate systems can be described by specifying

the projections between the various axes comprising the two coor-
dinate frames. Figure 8.4 is a sketch of the vehlclc coordinate

frame X Y Z and the reference frame XYZ. The direction cosines,
vvv

the parameters all, a12, ..., a33, are the projections between

the axes comprising these two coordinate systems. For example,

onto X (or X onto X ) and is theali is the projection of Xv v a12

projection of X onto Y (or Y onto X ). The direction cosines
v v

all, a12, ..., a33 are the cosines of the angles subtended between

the corresponding axes shown in figure 8.4. The transformation [_]

describing the vehicle attitude XvYvZ v with respect to X_'Z

Xv

Yv "[_]

Z

equals

(78)

[¢]=
all a12 a13]

a21 a22 a231

a31 a32 a33J

8.3.2 Direction Cosine StrapdownEquations - Equations 18

thru 26 alone with the quaternion strapdown equation, equation 52,

are used to derive the corresponding direction cosine strapdown

equ_tlons ali' a12' '"' a33" From equation 18, all equals

=2. 2 2 2
all ql_q2-q3-q4

(79)

(18)

The time rate of change of all equals



Z
v K

v

a13

Y

all a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a
31 _32 a33

IX

F_gure 8.4 Direction Cosines Associated with Vehicle Frame

XvYvZ. _ and Reference Frame XYZ
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i

aSll
a_ "_n'2ql_l+2'_2_2-2q3_3-2q444 c_o)

sobst,totIngt_ee_re..io=sfor41,4=,43,a.d44containedI_
equation 52 into equation 80, all equals

all'ql(-q2_x-q3_y-q4_z)+q2(ql_x-q4_y+q3_ a)

-q3(q4_x+ql_y-q2_z)-q4(-q3_x+q2Wy_l_a ) (81)

Simplifying and collecting terms of _x' _y' and _z' all equals

_ll--2(q2q4+qlq3)_y+2(q2q3-qlq4)_z (82)

From equation 19 and 20, note that

a12=2(q2q3-qlq4 ) (19)

a13-2(q2q4+qlq3 ) (20)

Substituting equations 19 and 20 into equation 82, all equals

all--al3_y+al2_z (83)

Similarly, the time rate of change of a12, a13, ..., a33 can be

computed, a12, a13 , .... 133 equal

al2"al3_x-all_z (84)

al3"-al2_x+all_y (85)

a21"-a23_y+a22_z (86)

_22-a23_x-a21_z (87)

_23.-a22_x+,21_y (88)

a31.-a33_y+a32_z (89)

a32-a33_x-a13_z (90)

a33--a32_x+a31_y (91)

d
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From the above expressions, equations 8_ through q[, the direction

cosine rates all , a12' "''' a33 are computed using sensed body

rates _x' _ ' and _ . These direction cosine rates are then in-
y z

tesra_ed using a numerical integration technique to compute the

direction cosines all, a12 .... , a33. Equations _3 through 91

plus the equations used to perform this numerical integration

are referred to as the direction cosine strapdown equations.

Assume that trapezoidal integration is used. The resulting ex-

pression_ for all, a12 .... , a33 are:

all-Slip+0.5 (allP+al i)At

al2-al2p+O. 5(al2P+al2)At

a13-a13p+O. 5(al3P+al3) At

a21=a2 ip+0.5 (a21P+a21) At

a22=a22p+O. 5(a22p+a22) At

a23=a23p+0.5 (a23p+a23 )At

a31=a31p+0.5 (a31p+a31) At

aB2=aB2p+0.5 (a32P+a32) At

a33=a 3]p+O. 5(a33p+a33) At

(g2)

(,_)

(94)

(95)

(96)

(97)

(98)

(99)

(loo)

are the previously computed direction cosinesall P ' all P ..... a33 P

all, a12 ..... a33 , respectively while all P, a12 P .... , a33 P are

their corresponding previously computed direction cosine rates all,

el2 ..... a33, respectively. At is the sample period in seconds

between numerical integrations.

8.3.3 Direction Cosine Vchlcle Attitude Error - Assume that

the transformation [$D ] describes the desired vehicle attitude

with respect co the XYZ reference frame.

allD al2D al3D]

[_D]" Ia21D a22 D a23D 1

La31D a32D a33DJ

(_oi)
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'fhv correspo.dl.g t rauuformatlou I,I'DV] that drflnes tll_' desired

vehicle attitude with re._pecI t_ Its actual atttttide equals

[¢DV1-led][el-t=

u

all " , ,al2 al3

.a 1 a2 2 a_.'_3

' a;2 a_a'_l 3

(102)

Assume that the vehicle is displaced from its desired attitude by

three small rotations ix' _- , and t about the Y_/. YV' and Z vV 7.

axes, respectively. The transformation ['_DV ] can be approximated

by the following small angle r;msfor_ultion.

1

[¢DV ]- -' z

Y

Z y

1 r
X

X

_x' _ , and ,: are the vehicle attitude errors measured from ve-y z
hicle to desired vehicle space. Matching t,,rms in equation 102

and 103, th,: vehicle attitude error AO can be approximated by

(103)

A'_,- ey" _- /a_l/ (104)
/ !

,'S_ts inputted to the vehicle control law in order to generate the

CMG torque coma_snd TCOM needed to correct for Ate.appropriate

8.3.4 Direction Cosine Maneuver - The vehicle can be maneuvered

to a new attitude described by the transformation [$D ] by two dts-

tinct rotations. The first rotation aligns one of the corresponding
vehicle axes with its deslred orientation and the seccnd rotation

about this axis aligns _.he ramaln._ng two vehicle axes with their

deslred orientations. A potential direction cosine rotational se-

quence is demonstrated In figure 8.5. Figure 8.5a defines the vehicle

g Z , and its desired orientation, XDYDZ D, prior toorientation, Xv v v

any maneuver. Figure 8.5b illustrates the first rotation "_ml which
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Y
v

zv __ a31._ m

Z D

a). Orientation of __XDYDZD With

Respect to X Y Z
v v V

Yv'YD

YD

-4w

z

ZD -=

Y
v

x_,xD

Zv,ZD I,

_m2

x_,xD

b). First Rotation, Aligns Xv With XD

c). Second Rotation, Aligns Y and Z
v v

With YD and ZD Respectively

Figure N.5 bkl,_ch ot Dirovt|on Cosine Maneuver8



aligns the vehicle Xv axis with its desired orientation XD. Thls

rotation is accomplished by maneuvering the vehicle about an axls

lying in the Y Z plane. Figure 8.5c illustrates the final rotation
v v

_m2 about the Xv axis which aligns the vehicle Yv and Zv axes with

YD and ZD, respectively.

The procedure for performing the maneuvers depicted in figure

8.5 is (1) to zero the vehicle attitude error _ (null vector), (2)

to compute maneuver rate _ml' (3) to perform the maneuver associated

with _m.l' (4) to _enerate tile appropriate vehicle attitude error d_

that will keep the Xv axis aligned with XD during the second maneuver,

(5) to compute maneuver rate _m2' (6) to perform the maneuver asso-

ciated with _m2' and (7) to reintroduce the vehicle attitude error

A_ as given in equation 104. The transformation [_DV] describing

the desired vehicle orientation with respect to its present atti-

tude equals

al2m al3m]° -I (105)

The direction cosines^all m, a12 m, ,.., a33 m are defined in figure

4a. The unit vector IDX along the desired vehicle XD axis described

in vehicle space equals

iDX, allmi+al2mJ+al 3mk (106)

i, J, and k are unit vectors along the Xv, Yv' and Zv axes, re-
-p.

spectively. The maneuver rate _ml equals

÷ °°m(ixiDx) _-'m(al2mk-al 3mj )

_m1" llxiDX ] (al2m+al3m,- 2 2 ,1/2 (107)

The unit vector
(IxiDx)

A ^

I ixlDXl

defines the rotational axis and _ equals
m

1.745xi0 -3 radian per second (six degrees per minute), the maximum
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maneuver rate allowed about any single vehicle axis. _0 . is

inputted into the vehicle control law, equation I, as _D _D ml.( -0_ )

TCOM =[Kr ](_D -_)+[ Kp] (_9+E) (i)

The vehicle is maneuvered at this rate _ml unti£ the direction

cosine all m approaches unity indicatin z that XV and XD are aligned.

_ml is then zeroed. To keep the XV vehicle axis aligned with XD,

the following vehicle attitude error A_ is fed to the vehicle con-
trol law.

A0-

The vehicle is then maneuvered about its X
V

until a22 m and a33 m approach unity indicating that the Yv and Zv

axes are aligned with YD and ZD, respectively. The unit vector

JDY along the desired vehicle YD axis defined in vehicle space

equals

JDy'a21mi+a22mJ+a23m k

_m2 equals

axis at a rate of _m2

, _m(JXJDy) corn(a23mi-a2 link)
_j m _ A i

m2 lJXJDy I 2 2 1/2(a23+a21 m)

_0m2 like _L1 is inputted into the vehicle control law as _(_-

_m2 ). As soon as both a_.zzm and a._jjm approach unity, _m2 is zeroed

and the vehicle attitude error &_ as defined by equation 104 is
reintroduced to the vehicle control law.

[ah]

L'i ]

(108)

(109)

(II0)

(I04)
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Inputting A_ into the vehicle control law will zero out anv

residual maneuvering errors.

8,4 _Euler A.ngl_e _lane.uv.er.Con.tro.ll,.aw

8.4.1 Euler AnKle Definition - The transformation from one

coordinate frame to a second one can be described by three separate
rotations about three coordinate axes. These three rotations are

referred to as the Euler angles. Figure 8.6 illustrates one of the

various guler angle sets that can be used. The order in which these

three rotations _, n, and _ are performed are important. For the
Euler angle sat showx_ in figure 8.6, the first rotation _ is about

the X axis, the second rotation n is about the displaced Y1 axis,

and the third rot_cion _ is about the displaced Z2 axis. The final

orientation of this displaced coordinate frame is denoted as the

vehicle coordinate system X Y Z . The vehicle attitude X Y Z
V V V V V V

with respect to the reference frame XYZ cm_ be described by the
transformation [@].

[1Xv

Yv =[@]

Z

[_] is a function of the three Euler angles _, q, and @.
equals

[¢l

(111)

where

[¢]-{_¢][¢n][¢_] (Ii").

0 o1[@_]= cos_ sln_

-stn_ cos@J

(1 13)

COI_ 0 -slnq 1

lcn]- o z

stnn 0 cosnj

(lI4)
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¥I 'Y2 v

_ Xv

X2
z l

X,X I

Z2.Zv

l:iguze 8.b Euler Angles
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r cosu_ sln_ ii
[#_]-L-si0n,_ cos_0

(llS)

Substituting the individual Euler transformation given in equations

113, 114, and 115 into equation 112, [$] equals

[_]=
all a12 a13]

a21 a22 a231

a31 a32 a33J

where

(116)

all=COS_COSn

al2=slnnsin_cos@+sln_cos_

a13=sln_sln_-sln_cos_cos_

a21"-sln_cosn

a22=cos_cos_-sin_sin_sin_

a23"cos_sln_+sln_cos_sln_

a31"sln_

a32"-sin_cosn

a33"cosncos_

(117)

(118)

(119)

(120)

(121)

(122)

(123)

(124)

(125)

8.4.2 Euler AnRle Strapdown Equations - The Eular rates _,

_, and _ can be written as a function of vehicle body rates

_x' _y' and _z' But first, let us write the body rates _x' _y'

and _z in terms of _heir Euler rates _, _, and $.

_y =[**][*n][**l +[¢,1[_n] +[*.1

w z

(126)
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The transformations [_], [$q], and [$b] are. dafined in equations

113 through 1.15. Substituting these transformatlons into equa-

tton 122, the body rates c_x, _y, and _z equal

[ il
• i

,.,. i-.,o0:o.ooo.+
L o [@J

(127)

By computing the inverse of the above matrix equation, the Euler

rates _, Q, and $ in terms of the vehicle body rates _x' %' and

equal
Z

-.3

I
o

nl =

i

J

cos_ -sln_ 0
cosq cos_

sin_ cos_ 0

-sinqcos_ sinSsinq i
cosq cosn

" G

_ZJ

(X2S)

Note that when the Euler angle _ equals

(2n+l)w
_= 2

where n is an integer (n=0,+l,+2,...) the above Euler rate matrix

equation is singular. For these values of n the Euler rates

and _ "blow up." A similar singularity problem exists for all

potential Euler angle rotational sequences. This singular prob-

lem is a major drawback of using an Euler angle implementation

for tracking the angular motion of a vehicle.

The Euler rates _, _, and _ are integrated numerically in

order to compute the Euler ankles _ _, and _ that describe the

orientation of the vehicle with respect to the XYZ reference frame.

Assume that trapezoidal integration is used. The resulting ex-

pressions for _, q, and _ are:

*=*p+O.5[_p+_]at (129)

n-np+O.S[6p+6]nt (1301

¢=*F+O.5[$p+_l_t (131)
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_p, _p, and @p and ,kp. _p, and _p are the previously c_mputed Euler

anf41es 'k, rl, and _ and Euler rate. _. _, and ,i_, respect tvely. At

1_ the sample p_rlod in seconds between numerical InteKratlons.

£quetions ]28 through t31 are the Euler engh: strapdo_m equations.

8.4.3 Euler Angle Vehlclo Attitude Error - The transformation

[_D ] describes the desired vehicle at({t'u-de" with respect to the

XYZ reference frame.

where

'all D a12 D al3D]
[_D ]= a21 D a22D a23D I

[a31D a32D a33DJ

(132)

allD=COS_DCOSqD (133)

al2D'sinqDsin_DcOS_D+sln_DcOS_D (134)

al3D'sln_Dsln_D-sin_DcOS_DCOS_D (135)

a21D'-sin_DcOSnD (136)

a22D'COSCDCOS_D-slnnDsln_Dsin_D (137)

a23D=COS_Dsin_D+sinnDcOS_DSin_D (138)

a31D=sinnD (139)

a32D--sln_DcOS_D (140)

a33D-COS_DCOS_D (141)

_D' qD' and _D are the desired Euler angles that describe the

desired vehicle attitude.

The transformarlon [_DV ] describing the desired vehlcle attl-

tude with respect to actual attitude equals

[_DV]=[¢D][#] -I (142)

where [_] is the transformation describing the vehicle attitude

with respect to reference, equation 116. Assume that the ve-

hicle is displaced from its desired attitude by three small
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rotations 6x, _y, and ez

,'he transformation [_DV] can be approximated by the following small

angle transformation

about the XV, YV' and ZV axes, respectively.

[*DV]"

z y

Z X

_: -£ i
y x

CX' _ Zey and c

to desired vehicle space. Matching elements of equation 143 with

those contained in equation 142, the three vehicle attitude errors

EX' _ Z£y and e equal

are the vehicle attitude errors measured from vehicle

ex=a31a21D+a32a22D+a33a23D

Cy=alla31D+a12a32D+a13a33 D

(143)

_z=a21allD+a22a12D+a23a13D

(144)

(145)

Substituting the appropriate expressions for all,ai2,...,a33,

equations 117 thru 125, and allD,a12D,...,a33 D, equations 133

thru 141, into the above equations, ex, £y, and Ez equal

e =0.5sinCD[ l+cos (_D-_) ]sin(nD-n)X

-0.5sinCD[l-cos (_D-_) ]sin (qD+n)

+cosncosCDsin(_D-0)
(147)

=0.5cos¢ [l-cos (_-$D) ]sin OlD+n)Y

+0.5cos_[l+cos(_-_D)]sin(qD-_)

-s In¢cosnDs in (_,b-_) (148)
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E =-0.25 { [cos (I_,D--_) +i ]cos (ZiD-_,)Z

+ [1-cos (_D-_) ]cos (nD+n)

-2cos (_D-_) }sin (_D+_)

+0.25 {[cos (_D-_)+I ]cos (rlD-TI)

+[ l-cos (_D-,I,)]cos (.D+TI)

+2cos (@D-@) }s In(qbl)-_)

+O. 5{ (sinrID+S inq) cos (¢D-qb)

+(sinqD-sinq )coa (_D-¢) }sin (_D-_)

Assume that the Euler angles 4, q, and ¢ are approximately equal

to their corresponding desired Eul,,r angles !_D' nD' and _D'

respectively (_-_D' q_-_D' _-_D )" The vehicle attitude errors

can then be approximated by the following expressions.

=Aqs inCD+A@cosqbDC osq Dx

e -_Ancos _D-A_s inSDc os,qDY

=Aqk+A_sinn Dz

where A_, %n, and A@ equal

The vehicle attitude error vector A_ equals

Ex _-sln_Dc°snD =osqbDA_. Cy =

L.zJL 0
I[IAn

A

A_ is used by the vehicle control law to generate the appropriate

CHG torque command _COM'

(149)

(15o)

(tat)

(152)

(153)

(154)

(155)

(156)
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Note that in order to use this method for generating A_, one

must be able to compute the Euler angles _D' riD' and SD given the

transformation [$V]. The Euler angles _D' qD' and SD describe

three distinct maneuvers about the X, Y, and Z axes that will
align the XYZ referel,ce frame with the desired vehicle attitude

%YDZD. The first rotation _D about the X axls rcorlents the KYZ

reference frame such that the Y axis Is placed perpendicular to

the desired ZD axis. The Z axls can be allgned with ZD by per-

forming the second rotation qD about the Y axis. And finally the

third rotation SD about the Z axls aligns the X and Y axes with

their correspondlnK desired axes _ and YD"

The first rotation _D places the Y axis perpendicular to ZD,

thc desired orientation of the Z axis. After this rotation _D'

the transformation [_] relating the desired vehicle attitude with

the displaced k'YZ coordinate s,stem denoted X'Y'Z' equals

all s12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

"[_D ]

1 0 0

(_) a (_) . a (_) equalThe resultant element o_ [¢_], all , 12 ' "" ' 33

(_).
all all D

a_)''12DCOS*D+al3DSln*D

a(_)- - sin_ +a cos
13 "'I2D V 13V _D

(_)
a21 "s21 D

a(_)-a cos_ +a sln¢_
22 22D D 23D D

"_)'-a22DSln*D+a23DCOS_ D

(157)

(158)

(159)

(160)

(161)

(162)

(163)
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(_)
a31 "a31 D

a _2_)'a32DCOS*D+a33D" in*D

a(W. "n +
33D -a32DS_ _D a33DC°S_D

(164)

(165)

(166)

The direction cosine elements of [$D ] all D, a12 D .... , a33 D are

deflned in equations 133 through 141. With the Y' axis perpendicular

to ZD, the direction cosine -(_) equals zero.a32

Dco%+a33Dsln,D-0 )

From equation 167, SD equals

_ =tan_l (-a 325

u a33 D

(168)

There are two solutions for _D' one where the umKnitude of _D is

less than _ and one where its magnitude lies between _ and n. The

former solution where

-TT _T
--<_D <2- -2

(169)

is selected. The second rotation _D aligns the Z' axis with ZD.

The resultant displace_ X'¥'Z' coordinate frame is denoted X'_Y"Z''.

The transformation [_] relatiuE the desired vehicle attitude

XDYDZ D with respect to X'_/"Z''equals

[ (n) (n) _n)- cosn 0 si._
all el2 a13

['21 "_) "2_-(n)

La31i(n) a32(r_) a_) -sinn 0 cosn=

The resultant elements of [$_], all-(n), a12-(q)' ..., a33(n) equal

(170)
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(n)=_ --s" +ta sln__-a Cos_ )sin_ D (1711
all allD _u _D _ 12D D 13D D

a(_)=a cos_ +a sin_ (172>
12 12D D 13D D

a  ).alIDSlnnD+(a13Dcos,D-a12Dsin,D) osnD (1731

a  ).a21D osnD+(a22Dsin,D-a23D.OS,D)sin% (1741

(n)
a22 =a22DCOS_D+a23Dsln_D (175)

(_)=a21Dsin_D+(a23DCOS_D_a22Dsin_D)COSqD (1761a/3

(n).
a31 a31DCOSqD+(a32Dsin_D-a33DCOS_D)sinqD (1771

_(q)ffio _nS_ +a sin _ (178)
"32 "32D-- "D 33D _D

a_).a3].Dsinqv+(a33DCOS,D-a32Dsin_D)cOSnD (1791

Note that if Z" is aligned with ZD,

(n)= 1 (1801
a33

(n)= (_)= (n)= (n)=0 (1811
a13 a23 a31 a32

The definition of a31 D, equation 139, is

a31D=sinq D (1821

Solving equation 178 for _D' qD equals

_D.sin-l(a31D) (1831

In the range from -_ to _, there are two solutions for nD that

satisfies equation 183. Only one of these solutions will align

Z" with ZD. To determine which value of _D is computed by setting

the expression for a (n> equation 173 equal to zero. Solving for
13'

the cosine of _D'
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allDa31D

c°SnD" al2DSlnSD-al3DCOS_D
(184)

Because the Euler angle _D is known, equation 168, the cos nD can

be computed using the above expression. If the sign of cosine of

qD is positive, the desired value of nD lies either in the first

(0 _ qD _;) or the fourth (- _ _ nD _ 0) quadrant, but if it is

negative qD Ires either in the second (2 _ qD _ ,T) or third

(-_ _ q _ - _) quadrant. In other words if the sign of cos nD

as computed in equation 184 is positive _D equals

-i
qD"sin (a31 _)

(185)

where _ _ qD _ - 2' but if the sIKn of cos qD ts negatlve

qD-(_-]_D]) sIEn(qD) (186)

The value of qD used in equation 186 is the value computed in equa-

tion 185. The third Euler angle _D can be computed usin E the

definitions of all D and a21D, and the computed value of cos _D"

all D and a21 D equal

allD'COS_DCOSqD (187)

a21D--slnCDcOSqD (188)

The sine and cosine of CO equal

COS% m

al ID
(189)

cosq D

-a21D (190)

sln¢ D" cosq D

If the sign of cos CD is positive, @D equals

(191)
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where 2 _-_IJ _- - 2' but if the sign o_ cos (_D is negative, %5D

equa1_

¢I)-(_-IODI) sl_-(¢D)

The value of CD used in equation 188 Is the value computed in

equation 191

In summary, the Euler angles _bD, _D' and _D can be computed

using the following procedure:

i. Compute ;_D'

where - 2- ": _D ": 2-"

. Compute cos qD'

allDa31D

c°sq D" al2Dsin_D-al3DCOS_D

o

t

Cor_pute intermediate nD, _D

n_-sin-l(a31 D)

t < _
where - _ " nD --_"

4, If the sign of cosq D is positive,

qD'qD

but if the sign of cos _D is negatfve,

•_ I_, sign(q_)nD _ -l%l)

5. Compute cos _V'

(192)
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6. Compute intermediate OD' _D

_=sin-1 ( -a21D )

"ff ) < "H'
where -5- ": (_D 2-"

7. If the slgn of cos _D is positive,

_D=_D

but if the sign of cos _ is nesative ,

8.4.4 Euler Angle Maneuver - This maneuvering technique

maneuvers the vehicle to its desired vehlcle attitude defined

by led ] by computing the three corresponding Euler rotations

_m 'qm' and $m that will align tile vehlcie axes X Y Z with
v v v

their desired orientation XDYDZ D. The proper sequence in which

the_e three maneuvers must be performed are: (l) a maneuver

through an angle *m about the X axis (2) n about the displaced
v ) m

Y axis, and (3) _ about tbe displaced Z axis.
v m v

The transformation [¢DV ] that describes the desired vehicle

attitude KDYDZ D with respect to the present vehicle attitude XvYvZ V

equals

'all m
[@DV ] = [OD] [O]-I = a21m

a31 m

al2m al 3m]

a22m a23m I

a3?m a3]mj

, and _m can be computed in the same_,e Euter angles _m qm'

manner as _D' _D' and _D are in section 8.4.3. The Euler

angle _m equals

(193)
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where - -7!2-< _m-_ 2""

%m " tan-l(- a3/m) (194)
a33m

The Euler angle r_ equals

sln -I (195)
qm " (S31m)

Two possible aolutlous for rl as given by equatlou lq5 exists. For
m

T_ 571
,.×ample, [t a31 m equals +0.5, rl can equal etcher _ or _ . Oniv onem

of these values is proper as can be determined bv the sign of cos_] .
m

11

if the sign of cosq m is positive, qm equals _, but, if the sign of
5_

cosn m is negative, the proper value for tim is _--. The cosine of qm

in terms of the elements of .-[_DV] equals

cosn - allma31m (196)

m a21mSin_m-a13mCOS_ m

If the sign of cosrl is positive, rl lies within either the first
m rn

(0 " n m -2-) or fourth (- _- <_ _ __ 0) quadrants. But if the sign of

cosr_ m is negg_tve, the proper value for _m lies within the second

(2-_ _--_m " 11) or third (-_ --< qm-_-_-) quadrants. Equations lq5 and

196 ur.iquely determine the proper value for r_. The third Euler

angle ¢m is determined in a similar manner. _m equals

a21m
. sin-l(_ cos_-)_m

(197)

The cosine of Cm equals

(lgS)

If the cosine of _m is positive, _m lles within the first or fourth

quadrant and if the cosine of #m is negative, Cm lles within the

second or third quadrant. Equations lq7 and 198 uniquely determine

the proper value for _m"
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To pet form the three maueuvers @m' qm' and Sin' the vehicle

attitude error A0 is zeroed and each maneuver is performed in its
--3

proper sequence at the maximum _,_lowable m_H_euw'r rate tum, 1.745X10

radi;,n per ._ucond (six degrce_ pt,r minute). The flrat vehicle

:ll.ltlt,Slvt. r r,ltc' c:¢}lnf_ltld {_)mi t't|uais

The sign of _'m in the above expression indicates which direction

the vehicle Is to be maneuvered about the X axis. This maneuver
V

rate command _ml is continued until the direction cosine a32 m

approaches zero Indicating that the Y axis is perpendicular
V

to ti_e desired Zi) axis. At tl_is point tona1 Is zeroed, and the

,_econd maneuver q about tile Y axis commenct.s. The vehicle
m v

4.

rate t:onunand t0m2 associated with tilts maneuver qm equals

(199)

This maneuver rate command t0m2 is applied to the system unttl the

direction cosine a33 m approaches unity indicating that tl_e Z v

axis is aligned with the desired Z D axis. tom2 is then zeroed

and tl_e third and [tnal maneuver $m about the Zv axis is
t,

performed. The vehicle rate commanded t_m3 associated with

tlats maneuver @m equals

_m3 " tom sign ($m) (201)
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rhis maneuver rate command corn3 is applied to the system until

the direction cosines &llm and a22 m approach unity indicating

that the vehicle X and Y axes are aligned with their corres-
V V

ponding desired orientations XD and YD' respectively. These three

vehicle maneuver rnte commands are led to tilt: vehich, control law

where tltt'y r(,plact, tile deslrt, d vt,hi,'le rtltt' t_l). At the COlUi)letion

tlw vt.h*cle attitude error A_ i_¢t_[ Lilt' tillrd milllt, tlvt.rs Sm'

reintroduced to the vehicle control law thus correcting for all

residual vehiclt_ maneuvering errors.

8.5 Strapdown Equation Initialization and Update - Tile

strapdown equation implementations, the quaternlons, the direc-

tion cosines, and the Euler angles, track the attitude of the

vehicle by essentially integrating the vehicle body rates

,Ux, co, and co . The numerical integrations associated with eachy z

of these Implementations must be initialized and updated

periodically. The periodic update corrects for computational

errols and the accumulative effects of errors such as rate

gyro drift contained in the measured vehicle rates t_ x, ¢0y, and t0z.

For the quaternlon initialization and update, the actual values

of the four quatt, rnlon parameters ql' q2' q l' and ¢14 are determined

and then ,';ub:_tltutt,d for qlP' q2P' ¢13p' and q41' in the quaternion

strapdown equations. 'rile initialization and update of the

direction cosine and Fuler angle strapdown equat_.as are performed

in a similar manner except that the corresponding d rection

cosines allP, al.2p ..... Ja33 P and Euler angles _,p, ,Ip, and qbp

are determined.

To perform this initialization or update procedure, the

transformation [_] from reference space XYZ co vehicle space

X Y Z must be determined. This update or Initialization
vv v

procedure is normaily performed using star trackers attached to

the spacecraft. These star trackers are used to measure in

vehicle coordinates the location of two reference stars whose

coordinates in the XYZ reference frame are known. Assume that

the locations of two reference sta_s in t_e KYZ reference frame

are given by the two unit vectors S l and S 2 and that their

corresponding vehicle coordinates as measured by th_ vehicle star

trackers are described by the unit vectors S I' and $2' , respectively.
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In-rd,.r to compute [ff], two additional unit vtctor._ S12 and
e •

_12 must be comput, d. Sl2 md S12' art, the, unit vectoru

correspondln:; to tht. vector crosn product o "ql and S 2 and S 1'

and $2', respectively

4 4

S1 x S2

1 x  211

4
4 ! I

S12' " S 1 x S2

IIsI'* s2

4 4t ] represents the norm of tile enclolled vector A. S
12

and Sl2' are unit vectors that are perpendicular to the planes
• _- 49 .

formed by S 1 and S 2 and S ' and _.', respectively. These six
4 -+ 14 . 2 4

!

unit vectors SI, $2, S12 , S1 , $2', and S12' completely specify

the transformation [_]. To compute [_], tile following relation-

ships must be satisfied.

Sl " [¢]$1

4 4

S 2 = [¢]S 2'

_12" [¢1S12'

where

[_1 =

all at2 a13

a21 "22 a23

a31 a32 a3]

(202)

(203)

(204)

(205)

(206)

!

' $2, S2' S12, and Sl, areAssume that the unit vestors SI, S1 , , .
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S -
I

,)

"c I I]

I

I
C "

. t]j

d121

d131

SI 22

'2!i

"(121 ]

S 2 = d221

Lo23J

sl '12 1121 '2

fl3l

2tl

i

2:'1

_231

Substituting the above vectors into equations 204 thru 206.

'ClI

S I = [O]S I' - c12

c13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

"C? 1"

C22

e23.

(207)

II

IR ° ! z ds2 l+ls2 12

d
13

"all a12 a13"

a21 a2 2 a2 3

a31 a32 a33

m •

d21

d22

d23

(208)

I
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fll [

sl2 " l+1'_12' " fl21
I

f13 I

al 1

• a2 l

a31

a12 a13

a22 a23

a32 a33

m m

f2]

f22

, f23

Equations 207 thru 209 :an be rearranged into the following
expressions.

dlll

"lll

J

c21

= d21

f21

c22 c23

d22 d23

f22 f23

r,Q
¶21

!

(209)

(2zo)

%2

d12

f12

• d21

f21

d22 d23

f22 f23

Fa,,]
I ab.¢

az3i

"].31

"% 52 %3

d21 d22 d23

f21 f22 f23

_2

_3

AppLylng Cramer's rule for solving simultaneous algebraic

equations, the elements of [_], all , a12 , ..., a33 , can be

computed using equations 210 thru 212. Note that the 2 by 3
nmtrfx appearing in each of these equations are identical.
The symbol A is used to denote the determi_ant of this
matrix. A equals

(211)

(212)
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A " tlt't

c21 c22 c23

d21 d22 d2 l

) [ i
2..I '22 23

• c21(d22 !23 - d231.22)2)

e22(d23f21 - d21f23) + c23(d21f22 - d22f21)

-+ -#.

The nine elements of [@] in terms of the components ot S I, S 2,
")" I ")" ! v

S12' S1 , S2 , and S12 equal

II

det

"Cll c22 c23

dll d22 d23

fll f22 f23
= [Cll(d22f23--d23[22)

A

+ c22(d23fla - dllf23) + c22(dllf22 - d22fll)]/_

a12 =

det

"c21 Cll c23 _

d21 dll d23

f21 fll f23

A
= [c21(dllf23-d23fll)

(213)

(214)

+ Cll(d23f21 - d21f23 ) + c23(d21fll - dllf21)]/A (215)
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det

e21 c22 Cll

d21 d22 dll

aX3 " f21 f22 I'll

+c22(dllf21 -

- [c21(d22fll-dtJf22 )

d21fll) +c11(d21f22 - d22f21)]/A

&
21

det

a12 c22 c23

d12 d22 d23

f12 f22 f23

&
= _ 12(d22f23-d23f22)

+c22(d23f12 - d12f23) ÷c.23(d12f22 - d22f12)]/A

a i22

"c
21

det d21

f21

c12 c23

d12 d23

f12 £23
= [¢:21 (d12f23-d23f12)

A

d12f21) ]/_+c12(d23f21 - d21f23) +c23(d21fL2 -

• m

23

c21 ¢22 c12"

det d21

f21

d22 d12

f22 f12

A

" _2_ (d22f12-d12f22)

(216)

(217)

(2z8)

+ ¢22(d12f21 - d21f12) + c12(d21f22 - d22f21)]lA (219)
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d('t

a

31

+ c22(d_"_f I

"c13 c22 c23"

dl I d22 dl3

I I !
l'J l? 2J = [Cl i(d2212"1-d23122 )

h

- dl'|[2"l) + c23(d13 ! 22 - d'2"211.3 )]/A
,,220)

a 32 =

det

c21 c 13 c23

d21 d13 d23

L_2t fl] f23
= [ c21(dl 3f23-d23/13)

+ c13(d23f21 - d21f23 ) _ c23(d21f13 - dl3f21)]/A
(221)

det

a33 =

i

c21 c22 el]

d21 d22 dr3

f21 f22 f13

A

= [e21(d22f13-d13f22 )

+ c22(d13f21 - d21fl3) + c13(d21f22 - d22f21) l/A
(222)

To update or to initialize the direction cosine strap-

down equations, the above computed direction cosines all, a12,

.... a33 are substituted for all P, m12 p, ..., a33 p. For the

quaternion strapdown equations, the updated (or initial)

value._, o_ qlP' 42P' q3P' and q4P are determined from the star

tracker derived direction cosines, qlP' q2P' q]P' and q_p equal
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qlP " cos(_)

vhere

0 = cos-l[o.5(sll + a22 + a33 - I)]

".2-a23

q2P " 4q IP

a21-a12

q4P ° 4qlp

To update (or initialize) the Euler angle strapdown equations,

the Euler angles _, _, and @p 5re also computed from these

star tracker derived direction cosines. _p equals

where - _ <. _p < _.

_p " tan -1 (_--_)
a33

The cosine of _p equals

alla31

cosnp " al2sln_p + _3cos_ p

If the sisn of cos_ is positive, np equals

" sln'l(a31)

vhere _
- _ _ _p _ _, but t! the sign of cosrl F is nega_ive.

equals

- <w-ln 'l> sign (np'>

uhsre the value of r_' equals the value of _ given by equation

229. The cosine of 01, equals

(223)

(224)

(225)

(226)

(227)

(228)

(229)

(230)
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all

cosCp = cos_p

If the sign of cos _ is positive, _ equals

(231)

S

21 )
C_p -- sln-l(- cOSqp

wherc _7 .- , _1
- 2' but if the sign o[ cos is negative,

'Up L,qua|s

!

Cp" (_-I+p I)stgn(¢p ')

(232)

(233)

I

where the value of qp equals tile value of Cp given by equation
232.

8.6 Comparlson of Candidate Maneuver Control Laws - Three

vehicle CMG maneuver control laws have been proposed. These

three control laws are based on (I) quaternlon, (2) direction

cosine, and (3) Euler angle implementations. The vehlcle strap-

down equations of motion and associated maneuver equatJcns were

derived for each of these implementations. Listed in table 8.1

are the advantages and disadvantages of each of these three methods.

The chief advantages of the quaternion implementation are

(I) the maneuver produced is optimal and (2) the associated

strapdown and maneuver equations can be simply and readily

computed. The .maneuver is optimal because the vehicle is ro-

tated about a single axis through the smallest angle required to

generate the desired attitude change. The disadvantages of this

quaternlon control law are (i) updating the quaternlon strapdown

equations require computing the four quaternlon parameters from

the measured vehicle transformation [_], and (2) additional

calculations are needed to derive the direction cosine matrix

[_] from the four quaternlon parameters computed by the strap-

down equations. These disadvantages are minor because (I) the

additional computations neuded to compute the updated quaternions

are few and (2) it is not necessary to compute the direction

cosine matrix [_] iD order to implement this CMG maneuver control

law. The reason one misht want to compute the direction cosine

matr[x [_] is because one may be more familiar with this repre-

sentation for describing the vehicle attltude than the corresponding

quaternion representatlon.
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The advantages of the direction cosine CMC maneuver control

law are (I) the direction cosine matrix is always available end

(2) no additional computations are required to update the direc-

tion cosine strapdo_n equations. The disadvantages are (I) nine

linear differential equations must be solved as compared with

only four for the quaternlon CMG maneuver control law and

(2) the resulting vehicle maneuver is non optimal. The maneuver

is non optimal because in general two diatinct rotations are
needed to reorient the vehicle with its new desired attitude.

The single advantage of the Euler angle CMG maneuver control
law is that only three parameters are needed to describe the

vehicle attitude rather than four for the quater_ion mid nine for
the direction cosine maneuver control laws. The disadvantages

are (1) the strapdo_m equations are a set of non linear differential
equations, (2) the strapdowu equations are singular causing the

Euler rates to "blow up" when the Euler angle _ approaches

(2n+l)w
2 (n-O, +1, ...), (3) updating the Euler sngle strapdowu

equations require computing the three Euler ang_.es from the

measured vehicle transformation [_], (4) additional computations

are needed to derive the direction cosine _atrix [_] from the

three computed Euler angles, and (5) the resulttn 8 vehicle

maneuver is non optimal. To maneuver the vehicle _o a new

orientation, three separate rotations are required.

From a "pure" computational standpoint, either the Euler

angle or quaternion control law are favored over the direction

cosine law. For the Euler angle control law, only three para-
meters are needed to describe the vehicle attltud_ while for the

qua_ernion implementation, four parameters are required. To

describe the vehicle attitude using the direction cosine con-

trol law, nine parameters are needeS. The major drswback with

the Euler angle control law is that its strapdowu equations of

motion are singular. Because of this singularity problem, the

Euler angle control law is eliminated from further considerations.

The principal drawback of the direction cosine law besides its

larse computational requirements is that llke the Euler angle

control taw the resultant vehicle maneuvers are non optimal.

For the quatornfon control law, the vehicle maneuvers are

optimal.

The quaternion C_G maneuver control law is selected as
baseline because (1) the computational requirements associated

with the four linear quaternion etrapdown equations are fewer
than for the corresponding nine linear direction cosine equations
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or the three nonlinear Eular angle strepdovn equations, (2) there

exists no singularity problem as in the case of the Euler angle
strapdmm equations, end (3) the resulting vehicle maneuvur is

op tfinal.

8.7 Selected CMG Maneuver Control Law Signal Flow Diagram -

Flgure 8.7 is a siEnal flow dlagram describing the quaternlon

CMG maneuver control law logic flow. In box I, the past vehicle

•quaternlon rates qlP' 2P' 3P' and 4P are initialized. Boxes

2 and 3 represent the quaternion strapdown equations. In box 2,

"44 4the quaternlon rates ql' 2' 3' and 4 are computed from the

vehicle body rates _x' _ ' and _ and are then integrated in boxy z

3 to generate the vehicle quaternions ql' q2' q3' and q4' Box 4

represents the procedure for updating or initializing these

strapdown equations. In box 5, the computed vehicle quaterntons

are normalized to insure that the sum of the squares of the

quaterntons equal unity. In box 6, _:he past qua_ern!ons

_tl" q2p,.q3p, and q4P and the quaternton rates qlP' q2P'

q_, and q._ are updated. These updated quaternion past
v_ues are"_eeded to computed the strapdown e_uations during

the nex_ pass through the logic flow.

In boxes 7 thru 10, the vehicle attitude error A_ is

computed. In box 7, the quaternione describing the desired

vehicle attitude qDl' qD2' qD3' and qD4 are computed from the

transformation {_D ] corresponding to the desired vehicle attitude.

In box 8, the determination whether a maneuver is being performed

or not is made. If a maneuver is being performed, the control

logic is routed to box 11 where the appropriate vehicle maneuver

command is generated. If a maneuver is not in process, the

logic flow moves on to box 9 where the quaternions describing
the vehicle attitude with respect to the desired attitude

qVDI' qVD2' qVD3' and qVD4 are computed. In box 10, the vehicle

attitude error A_ is computed; _ and the appropriate vehicle

rate _D as specified by the transformation {_D ] is routed to the

vehicle control law. For an inertial attitude, _D equals the

null vector. The control logic transfers back to box 2.
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In boxes 11 thru 16, the appropriate vehicle maneuver
command is generated. In box Ii, the vehicle attitude error _

is zeroed end is then routed to the vehicle control law. In

box 12, the quaterulone descrlbln 8 the desired attitude with

respect to the vehicle qDVI' qDV2' qDV3' and qDV4 are computed.

In box 13, the maneuver axis is computed along with the total

maneuver angle 0 . The loglc flow continues on to box 14 where
m

the vehicle maneuver rate _D is generated. The vehlcle is maneuver

about the computed maneuver axiu at a rate w of six degrees per

_D is routed to the vehicle control law. In box 15,minute;

the quaternion qVDl is compared with unity. If qVD1 is approximately

equal to one. the maneuver is finished and the maneuver rate _D

is zeroed or set at its desired value as determined by the desired

vehicle transformation leD ]. If qVD1 does no_ equal unity, the

logic flow is recycled back to box 2.

8.8 Notes

8.8.1 Symbols and Abbreviations

all,el2,'" .,a33

;ll ';12'"'" 'a33

CHO
-4"

E

Ex,Ey,E z

[x]

i,J,k

[Kp]

[K ]
r

q

ql,q2,q3,q4
4.

q

41o42.43,44

Direction cosine elements of trans-

formation [¢]

Rate of change of direction cosine

elements all,a12,...,a33

Control mount 8yro

quaternion eigenaxis (unit vector)

Direction cosines describing E

Vehicle inertia tensor

Unit vectors along X, ¥, and Z axes,

respectlvely
Vehicle control law position gain

_strlx

Vehicle control law rate gain matrix

Quatarnion corresponding to trans-
formation [#]

£1emants of quaternion q

Rats of chanse of quaterulon q

glementm of q
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qDV

SI,S 2

TCOM

At

_,8,Y

£

_xP_y,£z

e

[¢D ]

[@DV ]

_,n,¢

W

W
m

WX,_F,_ s

8.8.2

Quaternlon corresponding to trans-

formation [¢DV]
Unit vectors describing the loca-

tlons of two reference stars in

reference apace

Unit vectors describing the loca-
clone of two reference stars in

vehicle space

Cross products of S1 and S2 and

,.d respectively
CHG torque comDand

Computational period (seconds)
Direction coslne angles deflni_8

eigenaxis E
Vehicle offset angle

Components of vahlcle attitude error _

Angular displacement about elgenaxis E

Vehicle attitude error

Transformation from reference to
vehicle apace

Transformation from reference to

desired vehlcle apace
Transformation from vehicle to de-

sired vehicle attitude

Euler angles corresponding to trans-
formation (_]

Euler anRl_ rates

Vehicle angular velocity

Desired vehicle angular velocity

Vehlcle maneuver rate limit

Components of vehicle angular

velocity w

_l,|prencss

I. Gold,rein. Herbert. Classical Hechanics. Addison-
Wesley. 1959.

o Whittaker, Z. T., A Treatise on the Analytl.cal

DynamAcs of ?artlcles and Rlsld 8qdSes,
Cambridge University Press, 1961.
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9. CMG CONTROL LAWS AND SINGULARITY AVOIDANCE TECHNIQUES

The function of the CMG control law is to generate an appro-

priate set of CMt: timbal rate commands that will generate the

desired torque command TCO M computed by the vehicle control law

(section 7). The CMG control law is so._tlmes referred to as the

CHG steering law. In order for the CHG control law to generate

the desired torque co=mmnd, TCOH, the CHG system must avoid all

singularity conditions. When a CMG system is in a singularity
state, the CHG control system in general is physlcally unable to

produce the desired torque TCO M. The function of the singularity

avoidance scheme is therefore to steer the CMG system away from

all avoidable singularity conditions. A singularity avoidance law

performs this task by distributing the CMG glmbal angles in such a

manner as to avoid singularity but, without applying a net CMC

torque to the vehicle. The separate gimbal rate commands generated

by the CMG control and singularity avoidance laws are in general

summed and sent to the appropriate L_4G timbal servomechanisms.

In this section, four CMG control laws, three singularity

avoidance scheme, and a control function that attempts to combine

the functions of the CMG control law and singularity avoidance

scheme into a single law are developed. From these candidates,

a preferred CHG control law and singularity avoidance scheme are
selected.

g.l CMG Configuration - The CMG control system selected in section

6 consists of six double timbal CMGs (DGCMGs) with each CMG having

an individual wheel momentum of 2,300 ft-lb-sec. These CMGs are

similar to the Skylab ATM CHGs; the most significant difference

is that unlike th= ATM CMGs the proposed _MGs have no glmbal stops.

A possible CbiG mounting configuration i_ shown in figure 9.1.

Two CMGs are identically mounted along each of the three vehicle

axes. The advantage of this configuration is that each axial CMC

pair can be slaved together so that they act as a single CMG with

a wheel momentum of 2H. This effective reduction in the number

of CMGs from six to three reduces the computational complexity of

the resultant CMG control laws and singularity avoidance schemes.

The various control laws and singularity avoidance schemes de-

rived in this report are formulated using this configuration. The

computational requirements associated with these contro" laws and

singularity avoidance schemes are determined for two operational

modes: (I) when the C]4Ge are operated in slaved pairs as pre-

viously described and (2) when the CMGs are operated as six
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individual units. The CMG control laws and singularity avoidance

schemes for both operational modes are formulated to handle the

failure contingency of one or more CMGs.

9.2 CMG Tqrque Equations - The CMG torque equations are
derived in this section and are used in later sections to derive

the various CMC control laws. For the CMC configuration shown

in figure 9.1, the resultant CMC output torque T acting on the
CMG

vehicle equals the surmnation of the output torque Tci of the six
6

individual CMGs (_CMG=_ {ci 1. _ci can be determined by (I)

i-i

computing the torque a CMG exerts on its base Tcb and (2) trans-

#cb from the ith CMG base mounting orientation intoforming ve-

hicle space

Tci-[0]v__biTcb (i)

is the transformation from the ich CMG base coordinate[*]v_bi

frame to vehicle space.

Figure 9.2 is a sketch of a CMC, assembly showing the CMC

wheel, inner glmbal, outer gimbal, and base. Three coordinate

systems are defined: (I) an inner gimbal space XIYIZI, (2)

an outer glmbal space XoYoZo, and (3) a CMC, base space _YbZb .

Y Z frames are aligned, the inner glmbali%en the XIYIZI and X° o o

Z and _YbZbangle 61 is defined to be zero; and when the XoY ° o

frames coincide, the outer glmbal angle 63 is defined to be zero.

The transformation from base space _YbZb to outer gimbal space

X Y Z equals
o o o
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Figure 9.2. CHG Assembly
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where

i

Y o[_]
o o_b

Z Z b0

(2)

rco.i] (3)

The transformation from outer gl=bal space to inner gtmbal space

XIYIZ I equals

.xi]YI

.Z[

"Xo"

Y
0

Z
0

(4)

where

[¢)[_o" ! o ocos 61 sin 61

-sin 61 cos 61

(5)
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The torque exerted on the inner gtmbal equals

(H) Is the rate of change of H with respect to the inner gtmbal
r

and _I is the an8ular race of change of the inner gtmbal space

XIYIZI. The C_;s are assumed to have a constant wheel upeed.

(i{) is Citerefore zero. and
r

"P -IP -,

H,q_i xtl (7)

from figure 9.2,

H= (8)

where the scaler H Is the magnXtude of the wheel mo_ntum. Sub-

stituting equation 8 _nto 7,

i j k

wlZH= IX _IY

H 0 J

- -tkOlzi+H_lxk

(9)

_IX' _IY' and wiZ are the axial components of the inner gimbal

rate _I" _.. can be written aa a function of the inner gimbel

rate 61' the outer gimbal rate _3' and the rotational rate of the

C_ bame . Ftrlt uling figure 9.2, let us write _I In tarmm

of _1 ,_nd _o' the outer gtmbal rate.

-4_ -4b

_I" +[O]l_Wo (10)
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p

,. _:;m bc wriLtrn 1. tt_rms ot _ and a}b.
II

-t*

W ffi
0

"01
I

o . +[¢]o,_b

SubsCituclng expression ii into i0

I°I
_i = 0 _ +[_1i+ o 0 I+[_]i__o[_

J ,'° I
0 63_

Assume that _b is small, _I equals

1

O +

i

0
.a

1 0

0 cos 61

0 -sin 61

o I'o
sin 6 I0

cos 61 _3

The components of _I are

_IY =_3 sin 61

WZZ=_3 cos 61

Substituting equation 14 Into 9,

H-H
I

L

cos 6 !

0

1

(ll)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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Note that it Is the reaction torque that the inner gimbal applies

to the outer gimbal equals -H that gets transferred to the C_G

base. Tcb equals

-1
are the inverses of _.|_lo+ b and __[¢]i+o,where [¢ -I]o_ and [¢]

respectively.

cis 63 -sin 63 O"

:,]o_b- s n 63 cos 63 0

0 1

(17)

I 1 0 0

[_I:_o- o _o._: -sln_:

0 sin 61 cos 61

Substituting [_-1 -1]o+b, [¢]I+ o, and equation 15 into 16,

-t.

Tcb =H

3(i) l(l)

cos 6
3(i) t(i)

cos 6 3( i) -_1(1) sin 61(i)

sin 63(t)+_1(1) sin 61(1)

-_l(l) cos _l(i)

sin 63(i)

cos 63(i)

(18)

(19)

For CMGNo. 1 and 2 along the g axis,
V

0

O-

(20)
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Substituting expressions 19 and 20 into 1,

_3(1) cos 51(1) sin 63(1)+_1(1)

Tcl=H 163(1) cos 61(1) cos 63(1)-61(1)

I

IL '_l(i) cos 6:(1)

63(2) cos 61(2)

Tc2 =H 63(2) cos 61(2)

sin 6

sin 6

I(I) cos 63(1)'

i(I) sin 63(1)

sin 63(2)+61(2) sin 61(2) cos 63(2)

cos 63(2)-_1(2) sin 61(2) stu 63(2)

1(2) cos 61(2)

(21)

(22)

The transformation [@Ivy-hi correspondfng to the other four CMGs are:

00--i]{O]__b3-[_lv_ 4- 0 1 (23)

1 0
L

[Olv,_b5=[Olv_6 = 0 - (24)

I

The corresponding individual CMG output torques Tel (I-3,....6)
equal

cos 6
t(3) 1(3)

Tc3"" 3(3) cos 61(1) sin 63(3)+_1(3) sin 61(3) cos 63(3) (25)

63(3) cos 61(3) cos 63(3)-61(3) sin 61(3) sin 63(1)
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Tc4 _H 63(4)

_I(4) cos 61(4)

cos 61(4) sin 63(4)+_i(4) sin 61(4) cos 63(4)

63(4) cos 61(4) cos 63(4)-_1(4) sin 61(4) sfn 63(4)

m •

63(5) cos 61(5) cos 63(5)-_1(5) sln 61(5) sin 6](5)

1(5) cos 61(5)

_3(5) cos 61(5) sin 63(..+o1(5) sin 61(5) cos 63(5)

(26)

(27)

Tc6"H

"63(6) cos 61(6) cos 63(6)-61(6)

61(6) cos 61(6)

_3(6) cos 61(6) sin 63(..+o1(6)

sin 61(6) sin 63(6)

sin 61(6) cos 63(6)

The resultant output torque TCMG can be written as

(28)

(29)

where

• I

q

-I(I)

61(3)

61(5)

(30)
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3L__

cos 5_L_)

s_ 631_J

|

cos 5_L33

cOS 63/33
s£t_ _3.L3J

st._ 53(,33

..stt_6_.133

cos b t L_)

cos ¢3(, 3)
cos 6 _L_)

(,3Z3

L33)

\Oh')

cos 5 gLS_ 31cos 630

co_ 63L5)_

co_ _03 0 _3

cos _ _(5)
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[C]:

sin 61(2) cos 63(2) cos 61(4)

-sin 61(2) sin 63(2) sin 61(4) cos 63(6)

cos 61(2) -sin 61(4) sin 63(4)

-sin 61(6) sin 63(6)

cos 6
1(6)

sin 61(6) cos 63(6)

(36)

[D] =

cos 61(2) sin 63(2)

cos 61(2) cos 63(2)

0

cos 61(4) sin 63(4)

cos 61(4) cos 63(4)

cos 61(6) cos 63(6)

0

cos 61(6) sin 63(6)

(37)

Equation 29 describes the CMG system output torque TCM G for a six

CMG system for an inertially held vehicle (_b=O). For a ¢otatlng

vehicle, this expression for TCM G is not adequate; the rotational

motion cf the vehicle must be taken into account. The general

expression for TCM G equals

where w and HCM G are the vehicle angular velocity and total CMG

momentum imparted to the vehicle, respectively. For the six CMG

configuration shown in figure 9.1, HCM G equals
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HCMG =H

+H

+H

-cos
i(t)

cos 61(1)

sin 6

cos 63(1)

sin 63(1)

i(i)

sin
1(3)

-cos 61(3) cos 63(3)

cos 61(3) sin 63(3)

cos 61(5) _In _3(5)

s_n 61(5)

-cos 6 cos 6
I(5) 3(5)

+H

-cos 61(2) cos 6](2)

cos 61(2) sin 63(2)

, sin 61(2)

+H

sin 61(4)

-coq 6 cos 6
1(4) 3(4)

cos 6 sin 6
t(4) 3(4)

+H

cos 61(6) sin 63(6)

sl. _4
1(6)

-cos 61(6) cos 63(6)

(39)

For the slaved CMG mode, let

_Slz

p

_x

63z

=_(t)=

. ]
_i(i) I _1(2)

• ._(2).
_I(3) r _ _I(4)

|

•_l(5)j _i(6)

'_qt L) 7(2)

=-"(2)
_3(s) l _3 Sa(4) /

|

_3(s)j _3(6)J
D m

The general expression of TCM G for the slaved CMG mode equals

(40)

(41)
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where [A'], [B'], and HCM G are

sln61xCOS63x

[A']- -sln_lxsln63x

coS61x

coS61xSin_3x

[B']- cOS_lxCOS63x

0

HCMG=H

c°S61y

sln61yCOS_3y

-s in6 lyS In63y

0

cos6 lySin63y

coS61yC°S63y

m

-coS_lxCOS63x

coS_lxSfn63x

sin61x

-sln_izSin_3z

coS61z

sln_IzCOS_3z

coS61zCOS_3z

0

coS_IzSin_3z

+H

sin61y

-cos_ lyCOS63y

cos6 lyS in63y

(42)

(43)

(44)

+H

coS61zSin63z

sln61z

-coS61zCOS63z

(45)

9.3 CMG Control Laws and Sln_ularity Avoidance - The attitude

of a C2_G stabilized spacecraft is controlled by commanding an

appropriate set of glmbal rates _l(i) and _3(1) that results in a

control torque TCM G that equals or approximates the command torque

_COM" The ability of a CMG system to generate TCO M is a function

of the OdG glmbal angles _l(i) and _3(I)" Note from equation 7,

H'_IxX (7)
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the torque that an individual CMC can generate is constrained to

lie in the plane perpendicular to its wheel momentum H. This

plane is referred to as the CMG's torque plane. If all of the

individual CMG torque planes coincide, the only CMG control torque

TCM G that can be generated lies in this single common plane. The

CMG system is incapable of three axis control and is said to be

singular.

Figure 9.3 illustrates the two types of singularity that a

double gimbal CMC system can exhibit. Figure 9.3.a shows all of

the momentum vectors _, pointed in the same direction. This
L

singularity condlt[on corresponds to saturation and the CMG sys-

tem must be desaturated in order to re-establish three axis control.

In figure 9.3.b, the momentum vectors are all aligned, but with

some of the momentum vectors }{i pointed in opposite directions.

This singularity condition is re_erred to as the anti-parallel

condition that must be avoided in order to insure three axis con-

trol. With three or more DGCMGs, this anti-parallel condition can

always be avoided without degrading system performance by com-

CMG gimbal rates _l(i) and _3(i)" For threemandin$ appropriate

or more DGCMGs, the number of degrees-of-freedom, the number of

independent CMG gimbals, exceeds the three degrees-of-freedom

needed to generate TCO M. The remaining degrees-of-freedom can be

used to redistribute the CMG gimbal angles in such a manner as to

avoid the various anti-parallel conditions. This redistribution

can be performed without exerting any additional net torque on

the vehicle. The form of the resultant CMf_ gimbal rate commands

are in general:

? =,_(CL)+_ _(SA)
.(i, t(1) -SA l(l)

(46)

(CL)+_ _(_A)
_3(i)=,_3(i) ,.SA.3(i) (47)

_(CL) and _(CL)
i(i) 3(i) are the inner and outer CM(; glmbal rate commands

(SA) and _ (SA)
that are generated by the CMG control law logic. _l(i) 3(i)

are the gimbal rate commands that are used by the singularity

avoidance scheme to redistribute the CMC gimbals. The resultant
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_-- H 1

=- H 2

H 3

-_- I-I4

=- H 5

-b.

_-- H 6

(a) Saturation

w

-k

H 1

-b

H 2

H3

H4

(b)

H5

_- H6

An_i-Parallel Singularity

Figure 9.3. Singularity Conditions for a Double Gimbel

CMG System
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toroue, generated by tile gimbal rate commands _(SA)I(t) and _3(i)(SA) is

zero therefore, in general atay slugularlty avoidance scheme can

be u_ed with any CMC ,control law. The gain KSA in nlzed _o that

the combiued CMG gimbal rate commands 61(i) and 63(i) will not ex-

(SA) and _ (SA)
ceed the CMG gimbal rate limits due to _l(i) -3(i)'

9.4 CMG Control Laws - In this report, the following four CMG
control laws are derived:

a. Cross Product CMG Control Law

b, H-Vector CMG Control Law

c. Decoupled Scissored Pair L_MG Control Law

d. Decoupled Pseudo-lnverse CMG Control Law

Each of the above control laws are derived for both proposed CMG

operational modes: (I) when the CMGs are operated in slaved pairs

and (2) when the CMGs are operated as six individual actuators.

9.4.1 Cross Product CMG Control Law - The Cross Product CMG

Control Law is an open-loop, nonideal control law. This control

law is developed for an inertially held vehicle and is then modi-

fied to handle the case of a rotating vehicle. This control law

is nonideal because the resultant control torque TCM G in general

does not equal the torque command TCO M. As illustrated in figure

9.4, TCM G consists of two components: (i) Top, an undesirable

component perpendicular to TCO M and (2) _' ,TCM G a component along

the desired torque _COM" Figure 9.5 is a block diagram of the

corresponding vehicle control loop. Note that because the CMG

control law is open-loop, the unwanted torque T gets applied
cp

directly to the vehicle as a disturbance torque and thus degrades

system performance. T is driven towards zero by the action of
cp

the control loop being closed through the vehicle dynamics. The

_CMG acting along _COM does not in general equaltorque cow%ponent

TCOM' its magnitude is a function of the CMG gimbal angles. The
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(:MC ,'l'coM

// x\,

_cp

Figure 9.4. Relationship Between Cross Product

CMG Control Torque TC_ and TCO M

L
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!

open-loop CMG control law gain +TcMG is a function of the CHG gimbal

TCOM

angles and therefore, the bandwidth of the vehicle control loop Is

also a function of the CMG glmbal angles. The chief advantage of

this CMG control law is that it can be implemented in an analog
manner, thus not requiring a digital computer.

A DGCMG with a constant wheel speed ((11) -0) can generate
r

a torque only in the plane perpendicular to Its wheel momentum H.
The Cross Product CMG Control Law commands each individual liNG

to generate a control torque T that is proportional to the
ci_

component of the command torque TCOM perpendicular to H. The re-

sultant CMG control torque TCM G equals the summation of the
n

(T_. =E T .). To understand the
individual CMG torque Tci u_ i=l ci

operation of the Cross Product CMG Control Law, the CMG gimbal

_(CL) _(CL)
rate commands Vl(i) and _3(I) are compu'ed for the ith CMG and

the results are applied to the specific CMG configuration shown

In figure 9.1.

Fo E tile I th CMG, the torque that is exerted on the inner

gimbal llli rquals

H Il_i ix}{ (48)

where _Ii ts the rotational rate of the i th CMG inner gimbal.

To minimize the magnitude of wii, _Ii is constrained to lie in

the plape, perpendicular to H and therefore_l i is also perpendicu-

lar to Hii as illustrated in figure 9.6. HIt as a function of the

torque command TCO M can be written as
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Figure 9.6.
Relative Orientations of _li' fill' and P
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HIi=(iHXKiTcoMi)xiH (49)
A

iH is a^unl_ vector along the CMG wheel momentum H in Inner glmbal

space (IH= _ ), Ki is a control law galn associated with the ith

CMG. and TCOMi equals -Tco M transformed into the ith CMG innur

gimbal space. TCOMI equals the negative of _COM transformed into

inner gimhal space because tt_is the reaction torque -HII that gets

transferred to the vehicle. TCOMt equals

_COMi = -[0 ]I÷o [O ]o*'b [¢]_bi_COM (50)

At thls p¢1nt, the Cross Product CMG Control Law can be corrected

for any rotational motion of the vehicle by replacing _C in
_ _ _ OM

equation 50 wlth TCOM-_,XHcMG. HCM G is the total CMG system mo-

mentum imparted to the vehicle. Correcting for the rotational

motion of the vehicle, TCOMI equals

TC0MI'-[¢]I,-o[¢]o+b[¢]vlbi (_C0M-_XHcM c) (51)

From figure 9.6 the magnitude of -_
' _ll equals

I 1 (52)

_It can be written as the following vector cross product

I. ,1 I
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Substituting equation 49 into 53, eli becomes

.__ ^

_ii=-* I_121 {_x[(iHXKITcoMI)XiH] }

])_]_ {H_Ki'rcoMi) (54)

Since. I_'r l_ (o.,.o). _[t equals

, Ki ^ ^

_li= H (TcoMizi-TcoMixk) (55)

where TCOMI x and TCOMi z are the X and Z components of TCOMI, re-

spectively. Using equation 14, the corresponding inner and outer

_(CL) _(CL) needed to generate eli are:timbal rate commands _l(i) and _3(i)

_(CL). m Ki
l(i) _lix -H- TCOMiz (56)

_(CL). _Iiz =_ Ki eec61(i) (57)

3(i) cos_l(1) H TCOMIx

_lix and _liz are the X and Z components of eli, respectively.

_(CL: _(CL>
The timbal rate commands -l(iZ and _3(i) can be computed for both

_4G Gperational modes, the slaved mode and the six individual CMG

modes, by solving equations 51, 56, and 57.

Slaved CMG Mode - Substitute the f_llowing slaved CMG timbal

angles _i and _3 for the individual CMG timbal angles 61(i) and

"61x ]
!

I

I

"61z J

k161 (1)+k261 (2)

kl+k 2

k361(3)+k461(4)

k3+k 4

k561 (5) ÷k661 (6)

k5+k 6

(58)
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_3 =

sx1
,53y =

I

!

'i3z]

k16 3(1) +k2 5 3 (2)

kl+k 2

k36 3(3)+k463 (4)

k3+k 4

k563(5)+k663(6)

ks+k 6

The gains k i (i=l ..... 6) describe the status of the CMG system,

kl=l

when the ith CMG is c ,_rational and

(59)

(60)

k£=O (6l)

when the ith CMG is inoperative. The gains k i should not be con-

fused with the control law _ains K i. By initially ne_lectin_ the

CMG control law gains K i, equations 51, 56, and 57 can be solved

I and _I
for an intermediate set of gimbal rate commands _i 3"

I_

_. i_ - _t,,___o.--"_x ._ "_

" _t_-'c_'J'_o.- _', _> <_

 Ixl
= d]3y

_t
)z

where

s,lC26Lz sec211y 0

[$2) = 0 0

0 0 sec261z

(64)
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[A'] and [B'] were previously defined in equations 43 and 44 re-

spectively. HCM G is defined in equation 45. The resultant CMG

(CL) and _ (CL) equal
gimbal rate commands Vl(i) 3(i)

where

_(i) (CL)

(1)(CL)
3

(2) (CL)
1

=_ (CL)]

-I(i) I

• (CL) (1) ]_I161(3)I -[K (65)

_(CL) I
j.vI(s)J

| _ (CL) I

v3(1),

• (CL), (i) ]_I3..... -[K (66)

• (CL) ]
-3(5) i

. ,,j

I

, (CL) I 2) _I-i(4)1 "[K( ] (67)

r_ (CL)

[-2(2)
z(2)_ CL) |Z(CL)

33 [u3 (4)

• (CL) i

I:IKI

[: (111. 0

0

I:2 K2

[k(2) ]- 0

0

ok3K 3

0 ksK

o:]k4K 4

0 k6K

(69)

(70)
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the resultant

and _2) (CL)

where

Six Individual CMC Mode - Solving equations 51, 56, and 57,

CMG glmbal rate commands _I)(CL), _I)(CL), _2)(CL)

for this operatlonal mode are:

_[1) (CL) i- (t). T "- -+ -+= _-[K ] [A] (TcoM-COXHcMG)

_Z)(CL) l (1", (I) T -,-_[K "][s2 ][_] (_COM-_X_cMG)

_2)(CL). I[K(2)][C] (TcoM__xHCMG)

= _[K ][S2 ][D] (TcoM-t0XHcMG)

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

[s2(l)

sec261(1)

]= 0

0

0 0

sec261(3) 0

0 sec261(5)

(75)

[$2(2)

I sec261(2) 211 0
]= 0 sec (4) 0

0 0 sec261(6)

(76)

[A], [B], [C], and [DJ are defined in equations 34, 35, 36, and 37,

respectively. HCM G for this individual CMG mode is defined in equa-

tion 39.
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Control l,aw Gain K i selection - '131e control law gains K 1 are

determined on the basis of system stability and response character-

istics. One method of selecting tllcse gains K 1 Is to choose them

so that for the zero _,tG gimbal condition (61(t)=63(i)=_), the zesul-

rant CMG control torque TCM G equals the command torque TCO M. For
-+

the zero gimbal condition, the individual CMG torques Tel are:

Tc l=Kl (rcOMy3 +r COM zk) (77 )

,% J%

_c2=K2 (TcoMyj+TcoMzk) (78)

_c 3_K3 (TCOMxi+TCOMz k) (79)

:_ ' k (80)
rc4=K4(l COMxI+TcoMz )

-+

Tc5=K5 (TcoMxI+TcoMy j ) (81)

-+

T :6=K6 (TCOMxi+TcoMy j ) (82)

-_ -4,

Note that Tci is proportional to the portion of TCO M that is
th -_

perpendicular to its corresponding i wheel momentum H.

The resultant CMG control torque TCM G equals:

{CMG =i.Zl{c i= (K3+K4+Ks+K6) TCOMxi

+ (KI+K2+K 5+K 6)TCOMy J+ (KI+K2 +K 3+K4) TCOM zk
(83)

By selecting

KI=0.25 (84)

The control torque equals Depending on the orientation
, TCMG TCOM" +

of the CMGs, TCM G the component of TCM G along TCO M can exceed the

desired torque command TCO M. When the individual CMG momentum vec-

tors H I are perpendicular to the desired torque TCOM_ TCM G is a

maximum and equals 1.5 TCO M. For this orientation, Top is zero.
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Another method of selecting tile control law gains K i is to

note that "_ci' the torque produced by the i th CMG, equals

_ci"Ki (_COM-_COM" _i )
A

where _I is a unit vector in vehicle space along the iTM CMG
-+

wheel momentum H i. ._
^ 1t.

3.

iHi,,-H--
.+

The total CMG control torque Tf_flGequals

(85)

(86)

r,
.-i,. .+ .9.

TCMG" i=ZIKi (TCoM-T COM" iH i) (87)

By selecting

Ki=0.167

TCM G equals TCO M plus an undesired torque

(88)

-9.

-i-E1KiTcoM" iHi (89)

It should be noted that the above undesired torque component does

not correspond to the previously unwanted torque Tcp. This un-

desired torque given in equation 89 in general will have a component

that is in the opposite direction of TCO M. Only when the indi-

vidual CMG momentum vectors Hi are all perpendicular to TCO M will

TCM G and TCM G equal TCO M.

9.4.2 H-Vector CMG Control Law - The H-vector CMG Control

Law is a modJflcation of the previously defined Cross Product CMG
Control Law. Figure 9.7 is a block diagram of the correspondinR

H-vector vehicle control loop. A feedback path is added from

the output of the CMG cluster to the input of the Cross Product

Control Law. This feedback path compares the momentum state of

the CMGs with a desired momentum state HCO M. HCO M is computed
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by integratin 8 with respect to time the torque connnand TCOM gene-

rated by the vehicle control law. A signal AH proportional to

the difference between HCOM and HCMG is fed to the Cross Product

Control Law as a torque command. The _XHcH G term shown in figure

9.7 is used to compensate for any rotational motion of the vehicle.

The advantage of instrumenting the Cross Product Control Law in
this manner is that by selecting an appropriate value for the gain

KH shown in ftsure 9.7 the response of the inner loop can be made

to be much faster than that of the outer vehicle control loop. This

faster inner loop tends to compensate for the undesirable cross product

torque T before it can adversely affect the outer vehicle loop thus,
cp

improvin 8 vehicle performance. The H-Uector CD_ Control Law like the

Cross Product CMG Control Law can also be instrumented in an analog
fashion.

The CMG momentum HCM G is the angular momentum that the CMG

system transfers to the vehicle. HCM G is computed using the out-
+

puts of the CMG glmbal resolver trains, HCM G equals

6

(90)

where kI are the operational status gains defined in equation 60

and 61. For the slaved CMG mode,

HCMG=kx H

-cos 61× cos 53x

cos 61x sin 63x

sin 61x

+kyH

sin 61y

-cos 51y cos 63y

cos 61y sin 53y"

+k H
Z

cos 61z sin 63z

sin 61z

-cos 61z cos di3z

(91)
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where

kx=kl+k 2

ky=k3+k 4

kz=ks+k 6

(92)

For the six individual CMG mode,

HCMG=klH c°s41(1) sin63 (i)IsinSl(1) +k2H [_ c°s_l (2)sin63(2)sin61(2)

sin61(3) ] [ sin61(4) ]

+k3H -c°s61(3)c°s63(3) I +k4H i-c°s61(4)c°s63(4)I

 °s l 3)'in B 3 JLc°s l 4)sin63( )J

+k5H -c sln61(5) ] +k6H sin61(6) (93)
(6) (5) L -c°s61 (6) (6)

The addition of this H-vecto_ path around the Cross Product

CMG Control Law can result in a low gain system instability. For

the following analysis assume that the vehicle is being held in

an inertial attitude; the _XHcM G term is zero. Figure 9.8 contains

the transfer function block diagrams of the vehicle control loops

with and without this feedback path. The gain K represents
C

the Cross Product CMC Control Law; this gain K varies as a
-_ _ C

function of the direction of TCO M relative to the orientations

of the individual CMG wheel momentum vectors H i • For the }{--vector

CMG control loop, the gain _ is included in K c.
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For the Cross Product CMG control loop. figure 9.8.a, the trans-

-p

fer function TCMG equals

T D

KK K

_CMG c r(s + K__,.r)
KK K K

_D s2+ ___c_£rs+ c p
I I

(94)

Tilt, system's characteristic equation is

KK KK
2 c r C P,o

s+ _ s+ l

Using Routh's stability criteria, the range of K for which
C

the system is stable can be computed; the corresponding Routh

array is

2
S

I
S

0
S

KK
cp
I

KK
C r

I

KK
C r

I

(95)

Routh's criterion states: The number of roots of the character-

istic equation with positive real parts is equal to the number

of changes of sign of the coefflcie_s in the first column. I

If there are no sign changes in the first column, there are no

characteristic roots with positive real parts and t_.e system is

stable. ._]otin_ that the vehicle control law _ains K K and the
rp

vehicle inertia I a.e positive quantities, the cross product CMG con-

trol system is stable as long as the control law gain K is also posl-
C

rive; all of the coefficients in the first column are positive. Be-

cause it is physically impossible for K c to go negative, the system

will not go unstable due to a chan_e in Kc.

ID'Azzo and _'oupis, Feedback Control System Analysis and Synth=sls t

second edition, McGraw-Hill, 1966, p. 123.
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For [he II-vector CMG control loop, figure 9.8.b, the transfer

TCMG

function _ equals

T D

KK K

-_ c r (s+ K_r)TCMG I
-- I

"+ KK KK

TD s 3+K s 2+ c r c_q_p_
c _ s+ I

(96)

The system's characteristic equation is

KK KK

s2+ c r _ _O
s 3+K c _ s+ I

The corresponding Routh array is

(97)

3
s

KK
1 c r

I

KK
K co
c

I

K K -K
c r p

KK
cp
I

From the Routh stability conditions O and O tile control law

galn K must be greater than zero (K >0). From :tabllity condition
c c

®.
K K -K

cr P>O
I

or

K

K>-.P-
c K

r

(98)
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K

From section 7, the ratio v-_ equals 0.121 which thatmeans
r

in order for the H-vector CMC control loop to be stable K must
c

exceed 0.121. Normally, this gain K wtiI be considerably larger
C

than the above Iimit. K will only approach this value when the
CMGs approach saturationCor approach the undesired anti-parallel
condition. Since both of these conditions must be avoided for

all double gimbal CMG systems, this low gain instability of the

H-vector CN3 control loop is not a very important trade consider-
ation.

9.4.3 Decoupled Scissored Pair CMG Control Law - The Decoupled

Scissored Pair CMG Control Law is a digital law requiring a digi-

tal computer. This control law is decoupled meanlng that the re-

sultant CMC control torque TCM G equals the torque command TCO M as-

suming that the actual CMG gimbal rates equal the glmbal rate com-

mands _l(i) and _3(i)" Figure 9.9 is the corresponding vehicle control loop

block diagram showing the required analog to digital (A/D) and

digital to analog (D/A) digital computer interfaces.

The Decoupled Scissored Pair CMG Control Law groups the CMGs

into pairs; each CMG is paired with the remaining CMGs. For

example, a three CMG system (e.g., the slaved C_G operational mode)

has three CMG pairs and a six CMG system (e.g., the individual

CMG operational mode) has fifteen CMG pair combinations. The

control law commands each CMG pair to generate a portion of the

torque command TCO M based on the pair's remaining momentu_l storage
capability.

To understand how the Decoupled Scissored Pair CMG Control

Law operates assume that CMG 1 and 2 form a CMG pair. Figure 9.10

is a sketch of the CMG reaction momentum (-H) vectors HI and H2

in vehicle space corresponding to CMG 1 and 2, respectively.

HI2 is the vector sum of HI and H 2. A torque TI2 r perpendicular

to HI_ can be produced by rotating the vector sum HI2 at an angular

rate _12r'
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TI2s

l?

_lote: A counterclockwise rotation

is assumed to be posttlve.

Figure 9.10. CMG Scissored Pair I, 2
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k

TI2 r

1112"

T12r_t_12r xilt2 (99)

and w12 r are orthogonal and lie in a plane perpendicular to

TI2 r as a function of the torque command TCO M equals

K12 is a fractional gain (KI_<I) indicating the portion of TCOM

that the CA4G pair is to generate. K!2 is based on the remaining

momentum storage capability of the CNG pair along R12. _12r equals

, Ill2 +
...... x (i01)

_lZr liil21 K12TcoM

The remaining component, of K_2 TCO M along HI2 Is generated by the

scissoring action of HI and H 2. By closing the scissored pair, the

._gaitude of H12 increases producing a torque directed along Hi2.

By spreading the scissored pair, the magnitude of HI2 decreases

creating a torque directed in the opposite direction of HI2. The

resultant torque generated by the scissoring action is denoted by

TI2 s. Using figure 9.10, the magnitude of HI2 is

1_121=1_11cosal+l_21 cos% (102)

The angles 61 and a 2 are defined in figure 9.10. The sum of the

projection of H1 and H2 perpendicular to H12 is zero.

• I_11 sin C,l+l_2i sin %-o (103)
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Differentiating equations 101 and 102 with respect to time,

-[IilJ(_I sin _I-'_21L_2 sin (12=lii12t"l'_12sl
(lO4)

lil ll& I coo _i+IH21_2 cos a2-O

Solving equations I04 and I05 for _I and a2'

_l=(IHmll_12s I cos _2)/A

12=(IH lll_12sl cos a I)/A

where

A=l_lll_21 (cos_1 sin (_2 -sin c_I cos c_2)

(lO5)

(106)

(107)

.I_iII_21 si. (_2-_i)=II%z_21

-_(12) and _(12) associated with 11 andThe rotational rate _ls _c2s

a2 that result in the desired scissoring action equal

(108)

(HlXH2) HI2 "Tco M

1 iH1xH21 IH12.TcoM I

(lO9)

(_1x_2) -_ ÷HI2"Tco M

I_1_21I_12"_coMl

(llO)
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-9. -_

(XlxH2)
The cross product term defines the rotational

-P -9.

I"i_"21

_([2) and _(12) perpendlc_[ar_to the plane containing botha×Is of _01s _2s

I;! and }12" The (lot product term II}2"TcoM Indicates whether tile

l'_12"I_coMI
-+ -J.

desired scissor torque TI2 s is directed along 1112 or in the opposite

dlre_tlon.Notetha_i_12"T_O_le_is

IR12"TCOMI" Kl2
(Iii)

The trigometric functions cos a I and cos _2 in terms of HI, H2, and

cos C_I =

HI2 equal

HI°HI2 ]HI[ +HI'H 2
(112)

H2"fi12 IH21 +_l'H2

cos S2 = -_ = ÷ -_

!H21 l"121 I"21]_21

_(12) and _(_2)
Appropriately combining equation 106 thru 113, _ls _2s

equal

(113)

-+ 2 _ -_
K12 (1"21 +HI'H2) (HlXB2) (H12 "_COM >

2 2
(114)
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-KI2(IHII2+HI'|_2)(HIXH2)(HI2"_COM)
2 -_ -_ 2

IHI21 IHIXH21
(115)

TI2 s equals

,i_1 =,+(12)xi _ ,.,-"(12) Z )2s _Is l)*_W2s xlt2

'l'hc desired control torque _ KI2TcoM equals the sum of TI2 r

12_"

-9, -9- -9,

KI2TcoM -12r +xl2s

and

(116)

-9, .-_(12) .-t,,._ ,'9"(12)
=_tOl2r*t_Is )X"l*tel2r_02s )xH 2

(117)

t

To compute the CMG glmbal rate commands 61(i)' _3(i)' °i(2)' and
-9,

_3(2) needed to generate KI2TcoM, the negative of the following CMG

rates are transformed from vehicle space to the appropriate CMG

glmbal space; the negative sign is needed because It Is the re-

action torque -H that is transferred to the vehicle.

-9-(12)_ .+(12) -9, (118)
CMG i: e I -Wl2rtt_is -_

( ) -9, *(12_. -9,
: _212 =el2r+_s. -_ (119)

CMG 2

-9,

The vehicle angular rate _ Is subtracted from the above rates be-

*(12) -9-(121
cause e.^ , _. , and e_ are computed with respect to an inertial

izr zs -9, zs *f12" -9-(12)
space. Subtracting e from _ ) and e 2 is equivalent to sub-

.9._ -9,

tractlng WXHcM G from the torque command TC0 M. The Inner glmbal
-9,

rotational rates _II and el2 needed to generate KI2_C0 M are:

-9, .-i -9-(12)

ell = -[¢(1)]i+¢[#(1)]o+b[¢(1)|v+bel
(12o)
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.-I _(12)
_i2 = -[*(2)li+o[¢(2)]o÷b[¢(2)lv..b=2 (121)

_(CL) _(CL)
Using equation 14, the glmbal rate commands _I(i)' V3(l)'

(CL) (CL)
_l(2) and 53(2) are

_(cL)
l(])=_tlX

_(CL) _IlZ

3(1) = cos 61(1)

(122)

(123)

_(CL)= (124)
1(2) _I2X

_(CL) _I2Z (125)

3(2) = cos 61(2)

_IlX and _IlZ and UI2X and _I2Z are the X and Z components of

_I1 and _I2' respectively.

Using the above derivation of the Decoupled Scissored Pair CMG

Control Law, the CFt3 gimbal rate commands _(CL)I(i) and 5(CL) for3(i)

both operational modes are formulated in the following paragraphs.

Slaved CMG Mode - For this mode of operation, there are

effectively only three CMGs. The two CMGs mounted along each vehicle

axis can be represented by a single CMG with a momentum equal to the

sum of the two individual CMG momentums. The effective CMG momentums

Hx, Hy, and Hz corresponding to the three vehicle axes are:

+ -1 -I (__) (126)
Hx=(kl+k2)[O(x)]v_-b[O(x )] creb[O(x) ] I+o

1-i ]-I (_:)
Hy=(k3+k4)[¢(y)]v*'b[O(y) o*-b[O(y) I*_

(127)

I_ =(k,+k 6) I Iv_ I*( I-t : *z ¢(z) I, z) o_bl¢(z) l-l,o(-it) (128)
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The _ransportations [_]v_b , [¢]o_b' and [¢]I_o are defined using

the appropriate CMG glmbal angles 61x, 63x, fly' d3y' 61z' and 63z.

The gains ki describe the operational status of the six individual

CMGs as defined in equations 60 and 61.

For the slaved {_G mode, three CMG scissored pairs exist:

(X,Y), (Y,Z), and (Z,X). The following scinsored pair parameters

are defined to slmpllfy the computatlonal requirements of the re-

_ult_Jnt CMG gimbal commands _(CI,) and _(CI,)
l(l) 3(0"

Scissored Pair Sum:

-+ + +

li ,,H +H
xy x y

+ +

H =H +H (129)
yz y z

-+ + +

H =H +H
ZX Z X

Scissored Pair Dot Products:

HxdyffiHx'Hy

Hydz=Hy'B z (13o)

.+ -+

Hzdx=Hz'Hx

Scissored Pair Cross Products:

-p + -+

H =H xH
xcy x y

_e -+ -+

H =H xB
ycz y z

(131)

-+ .+ -_
H =H xlt

ZCX Z X
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The portion of the torque command TO) H that each CNG pair is

to generate is determined by the scissored pair control law gains

K , Kyz, and K . These gains are based on each pair's remainingxy zx

momentum capability along its momentum sum. To illustrate, figure

Hx' H .9.11 is a sketch of the XY CMG pair momentum vectors _ , and _
-_ -_ y xy

Note that the cross product HxXHy is proportional to the area of the

parallelogram formed by Hx, HF, and Hry. This cross product HxXlly is

used as a measure of the pair's remaining momentum capability along

Hxy. The gain Kxy is chosen to equal

j2
K .. xcy (132)

_T _:1_=12

where

r_I_c 12=J_xcy 12+I_yc, 12+i_zcx 12

The control law gains K
yz

and K similarly equal
ZX

K = IHyczl 2

Y= I"cl e

(133)

(134)

K I_z_xl2= (135)

zx r.l_ c 12

The sum of Kxy, Kyz' and Kzx equals unity (Kxy+Kyz+Kzx-l).

The control torque TCM G is generated by applying a rotational

rate _r to each of the individual C_.G momentum pairs (Hxy' Hyz' Hz_

and a scissoring rate _ to each of the individual CMG momentum
8

vectors (H x, Hy, Hz )" These rates _s and _r for each CMG pair

are computed using equations I01, 114, and 115.
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xy

y__ Area ffi[HxX_F[

Y

Figure 9.11. Sketch of Hx' T_y' and Hxy

.
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XY CHG Scissored Pair:

H
-+

ffi xy x K TCO M (136)

°_xyr [_xy [ xy

-_ ,2_. H -, (_ -"
(_(]_/) ,. Kxy(IHyl" xdy)Hxcy xy'TCoM )

IHxyl2lHxcy[ z

g(x_) . _ ___K(16xlZ+,,xdy)l_xcy(i_xy":_COM)
-* 2

ys [_xyl21_xcyl

YZ CMG Scissored Pair

H
-¢.

÷ = yz x KyzTco M
_yzr IHyz i

(137)

(138)

(139)

2 -_ -_

_(YZ) ffi Kyz(IHzl +Hydz)Hycz(Hyz'_CO M)

ys lffyz [2 [Hycz 12

2 "+ -)"

÷(YZ) Kyz(IH I+HydzIHzcy(Hyz*TcoM)y

zs l_yzl li_ycz[2

ZX CMG Scissored Pair

(1401

(141)

-9-

H "+
"_ . zx x KzxTcoM

_°zxr I_zx [

(142)

_(zx) .
ZS

÷ 2 -_ ÷
Zzx( IHxl "I'Hzdx)Hzcx(Hzx';_COM )

[Hzx12IGzcx 12
(1431
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_(ZX)= - Kzx( [Hz[ +H._:dx)Hzcx(Hzx°TCoM )

xs ]_zx!2l_zcxl2 (144)

The resultant individual CMG rate commands are:

_..=_ -_----'+_ +tj---..to (145)
ix) xyr xs zxr xs

.=co +to" "+_ ÷_ -to
_(y)" xyr ys yzr ys (146)

=_ .*(YZ) .* .(zx)
._o _o +_ -co (147)

¢a(z) yzr zs zxr zx

w is the vehicle rotational rate. Transforming the above CMG rates

into the appropriate CMG inner gimbal space,

_I (x) =- [¢(x) ] I+o [¢ (x) ]o+b [¢(x) ]v_lb_ (z) (Z48)

_I (y)=-[*(y)] I_o [0 (y)]o*b [¢(y) ]ol+b_ (y) (149)

"I (z)=-[¢(z) ]I'o[¢(z)]o÷b [¢(z)lolb_(z)

_(CL) _(CL)
Using equation 14, the gimbal rate commands Ix ' 3x

_(CL)_(CL) _(CL) _(CL) and are:
ly ' 3y ' Iz ' 3z

(15o)

_(CL)=_ (151)
Ix l(x)x

_(CL)= WI(x) z

3x cos 61x
(152)
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(CL) =_I .i53)
ly (y)x

_(CL)= _I(y)z
3y cos 6

ly
(154)

_(CL)
iz "_l(z)x (155)

_(CL)._z(_)_
3z (156)

cos 61z

_I(x)x and _I(x)z' _I(x)x and mI(y)z' and _I(z)x and _I(z)z

are the X and Z components of _I(x)' _I(y)' and ei(z) , respec-

tively. The individual CMG gimbal rates

_(CL)

,J),k i

_(CL)

k I 0 0

0 k 2 0

0
k 5

I_(CL)I

!°ix /

_(CL)I

;(CL)

_w

l(1) and _3(I) equal:

(157)

• _'(CL) l

_*(CL)

k 1 0

= 0 k 3

0 0
k 5

m °

_(CL)
_3x I

_(CL)
3y I

_(CL)

. 3z J

(158)

_(CL)
_1(2) Fk 0

_(CL) l LoI(6) j

k4

0

0

0

lx

_(cL)
ly I

I

(159)

mm mm
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t_(CL)
)(2)

_(CL)
3(4)

(_(CL)
3(6)

k 2

= 0

0

k 4

0 t(CL)

0 _(CL)

_(CL)
k 6

Six Individual CMG Mode - The six individual CMG reaction

momentums ltt(i=i , .... 6) in vehicle coordiante are:

]-z ]-t (-5)_1=k1[¢(tllv+b[¢(D o+b[*(1) I*o

1-1 -1 (=_)
Hl=ki[ ¢(i) |w-b [ 0(£1 o'(-b [ ¢)(I) ] I'(_)

)

+ l-i [¢( -i (__)Hb=k6[ ¢(6) ]v+b [¢(6) o+b 6) ] l*v

(160)

(161)

For this mode of operation, there are 15 scissored CMG pairs

(i,J): (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (1,5), (1,6), (2,3), (2,4), (2,5),

(2,6), (3,4), (3,5), (3,6), (4,5), (4,6), and (5,6). The resultant

CMG scissored pair sums, dot products, and cross products are:

Scissored Pair Sums:

HI2fHI+H 2

Hij=Hi+H j

H56=Hs+H6

(162)

mm
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Scissored Pair Dot Products:

llld2=ll i "H 2

ltid j -it t °ttj

HSd6=H5 "H 6

Scissored Pair Cross Products:

Hlc2=HlXlt2

Xicj'XixH j

H5c6=H5xH6

K12 =

The scissored pair control gains Kij equal

J_tc2i2

I_c 12

. IHicJ 12

KiJ I_cl2

IgSc612

K56= ]gcl2

(163)

(164)

(165)
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where

I_ 12 I_" 212+ .+1" 12+ * 2c = "1c "" "icj ...I.5c01 (166)

For each scissort.d pair (i,J), one rotation rate w and two scis-
r

sorlng rates w_ are computed. For scissored pair (i,J), tile ro-
-¢.

rational rate "_iJr and scissoring rates .*(lJ) and t(iJ)Wls wj._ are

¢,

1!

r" i_ij I × K_j_COM
_ij __J.i_. (167)

-_(ij) KIj ( [Hi I 2+HidJ) _lcj (Hij '_COM )
(2.).

Iaij[ 2 12

(168)

-_(iJ)=_ Kij(IHi]2+Hid-)Hic.... J j(_ij'_c0M )
WJs

l_lj12l_icj12 (169)

To compute the resultant individual CNG rate co,_ands _1

(i=l,. .6), all of the above rotational rate w and scissoring

"I )' with subscripts that correspond to _rith CMG are summedrates _ t
s

with -_, the rotational rate of the vehicle. As an example, w I which

corresponds to CMG 1 equals

+ * * * * -_ *(12)
Wl=COl2r_Wl3rq_Jl4r+Wl5r4_°16r4XOls

*(13) *(14) *(15) _(16)*
+_Ols +_Ols +_Ols +U_is -w (170)

Similarly the five remaining CMGs have similar CMG rate commands

_i' The negative of these rates -_i are then transformed into the

appropriate CMG inner gimbal apace as follows:

÷ -1 *

_°It=-[_(i)]I"-o[¢(i)]o+b[_(i)] v+bC°i (171)
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(GL) (CL)
The corresponding CMG gimbal rate commands -l(i) and _3(1) equal:

_(CL)
1 (i)"tOlix (172)

_ (CI,) m t_Iiz
3(1) cos 6 (173)

l(l)

_°Ilx and 0J liz are the X and Z compoBents of t_ii.

Note that Increasing the number of independent CMGs increases

the number of CMG scissored pairs and thus significantly increases

the computational requirements associated with this decoupled,

digital CMG control law.

9.4.4 Decoupled Pseudo-lnyerse CMG Control Law - The Pseudo-

Inverse CMG Control Law is an optimal, digital, decoupled CMG control

_(CL) (CL)
law. The CMG gimbal rate commands Vl(1) and 63(1) are computed by

optimizing a performance index P with the constraint that the CMG

control torque TCM G equals the command torque TCO M. The optimiza-

tion method used is the Lagrange multiplier technique. The selected

performance index P minimizes the sum of the squares of the gtmbal

(CL) and I(CL)
rate commands _l(i) _3(i)' P equals

p= ((_ (CL) _ (CL). _I 6
t(i) ' 3(i) I 2 _ .._(CL).2 .)(CL).}2, ttot(1)) +(03(1))

i=l

(174)

The constraint equation associated with the performance index P
is

(175)

Figure 9.12 is a block diagram of the corresponding vehicle
control loop.
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Slaved CMG Mode - The performance index P with provisions

for CMG failures equals

P= 2161[k(I) el) (176)

where

_"(CL)

_i = #(CL)

o(CL)

_u

(CL)
3x

-_3 = _ (CL)
3y

_(CL)
3z

(177)

(178)

[k(1)2] =

)

(kl+k2) 2 0 0

0 (k3+k4) 2 0

L 0 0 (k5+k6) 2

(179)

The corresponding constraint placed on the performance index P is

H{[k(l)1[A'l_l+[k(l)] [B'I_3}+_CMG-_COM}=0 (180)

[A*] and [B )] are defined in equation43 and 44, respectively.

[k(l )] equals

"(kl+k 2) 0 0

[k(l)]= 0 (k3+k 4) 0

0 0 (ks+k 6)

(181)

m
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The Lagrange adjoin equation formed from equations 176 and 180

equals

-xT{.( [k(1) lEA'1_1+[k (1)I tB' l_ 3)

wh,.r,. X I._ the [.agrJnge multiplier

_ _ dh
To minimize L, the partial derivatives dL , dL , and _ are

set equal to zero. d_ I d_ 3

(182)

(183)

2 _I_H([k(1)][A,])T%=0dL. =([K(I)]-I

.__ 2 _3_H([k(1)dL. =([k(1) ]-I ][B'])Tx=0

d_3

(ta4)

(185)

d_dx--H( [k(t ) ][A' ]_l+[k(t) ][B' ]_'3)_,i_CMC,+_CoM-O

Solving equations 184 and 185 for _l and _3'

_'i=II [k2(1 ) 1( [k (i)][ A' l) Tk.

_3".[k_)l([k(1)]l,' l)'q

Substltutln8 equations 187 and 188 into 186

x2[o] x-TcoM-_cMc

(186)

(187)

(188)

(lag)
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where

[Gl=[k(l )] [A'][k_l)] ([k(1)] [A' ])T

+[k(z)][B,] 2[k(1)] ([k(l)][B']) T (190)

From equation 189,

A= _ [G] (TcoM-_XHcM G) (19l)

S.bstltutlng t'quatlon.191 into equations 187 and 188, the CMG

_,,lmbal rate commands _I and _3 equal

_1" 1 2_[k(l )]([k(l ) ][A' ])T[G] -I(_cOM_XHCM G) (192)

_3 = i 2 -I -__[k(l )]([k(l) ][B'] )T[G] (_COM-C_CM G) (193)

The individual CMG glmbal rate commands _(CL) _(CL)
l(i) and -3(I) equal

(CL)

81(1)

. (CL)
el(3) l=[k(2) ] 1

(CL) I

(194)

: (CL) 1

_3(l)

(CL)

_3(3)

(CL)

_3(5)

=[k(2)]_ 3 (195)
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I'(CL)]

61(2)[

(CL)]

81(4)[

.(CL} /

61(6)J

"[k(3)]_ I

•(CL) 163(2)

(CL)[

63(6)J

[!1o[k(2)]" k3

0 k 5

k 2

[k(3)]" k4

0 k6

(196)

(197)

(198)

(199)
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Six Individual CMG Mode - The performance Index P equals

where

I "(1) T .2 ,-1_(1)._(1)T i 2 ,-l_(Z)P" _{_1 [K(2) _(2) j °3

+_(2)T,,2 -1_(2) _(2) T, 2 ,-1_(2)

1 tK(3)] O_ +0 3 _(3)] 0 3 }

(CL)

_i(1)

(1)= (CL)
1

61(3)

(CL)

_1(5)

(200)

(201)

I" (CL)"

°3(1)

_(i) = (CL)
3

3(3)

(CL)

3(5)

(202)

°(2)
_1 =

r (CL)"

61(2)

(CL)

1(4)

(CL)

1(6)

(203)
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(CL)"

g3(2)

(CL)

_3(4)

(CL)

_3(6)

(204)

2

[k(2) ]'=

2 0 0
kI

2 0
O k3

2

0 0 k5

(205)

2

[k(3) ]=

"2

k2 0 0

2 0
0 k4

2

0 0 k6

(206)

The constraint associated wlth performance index P is

+[k(3) ] [DI_ 2) }+_'.HcHG-_COM= 0 (207)

The adjoin equation L equals

• Ir_'(1) T 2 _i'(i)_ _'(])T[ 2 ]-l_(1)4._(2)Tr 2 ,-I=_(2)
I _l "-_3 -3 -1 ' J °iL'_t° 1 [k(2 ) k(2 ) k(3)

T 1'(2) 1
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To mtnlmlze L, the partial derivatives dL _dL dL dL

and _--_are set equal Co zero.

oI

2 .-1_(1)

--" [k(2 )J °1 -H('[k(2)][A])Tk-0

dL

d;(Z)
o3

2 _1) _H([k(2 )= [k(2)]-i ][B])Tk=o

(209)

(210)

dL 2 -1"(2)_i(
_" [k(3)] _l - [k(3)][c])z_=° (2li,

dL 2
]-I_'_2)-I'I[[k(3)][D]) Z),,,,O

?.

--= [k(3) (212)

Solving equations

dLL=
d_

+[k(3)][D]_'_2)]_x_c._.coM.o (213)

209_h_u212_o__]l)_]l)_2) a.d_]2)

[k(2)]([k(2)][A])T_ (214)

2
_'_1)-H[k(2)]([k(2) ][B])T), (215)

2)=U[k(3 )]([k(3)] [C])TA (216)

"(2).,.2
_'3 "nLK(3) ]([k(,3)' ][D])T_ (217)

Substituting equations 213 thru 216 Into 212.
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where

From equation 218,

H [G]_-TcoM-_axHCM G

2 )T
[G]-[k(2 ) ] [A] [k(2 ) ] ([k(2) ] [A]

2 )T
+[k(2 )] [B] [k(2 ) ] ([k(2) ] [B]

2

+[k(3 )] [C] [k(3 ) ] ([k(3) ] [C]) T

+[k(3 )] [D] 2[k(3 )] ([k(3) ] [D])T

(218)

(219)

A= ,_[G] (TcoH-_XHcMG) (220)

Substituting equation 220 into equations 214 thru 217.

"(1) "(1) "(2) _(2) equal_1 ' _3 ' _1 , and -3

_1) 1 2--_[k(2 ) ] ([k(2) ] [A] )T [G]-_COM._X_CMG ) (221)

•(i) 1 2
_3 =_[k (2) ] ( [k (2) ] [B ] )T [G]-_COM-_xHCMG) (222)

"(2) 1 .2
_i "B[K(3)] ([k(3)] [C])T[G]-_COM-_X_(_G) (223)

•(2) 1 2

_3 =H[k(3)] ([k(3)] [D])T[G]-{_COM-_XHCMG)

9.5

candidate CMG singularity avoidance laws _re presented in this

report :

(224)

CMG Singularity Avol.:anca Laws - The following three

Each singularity avoidance scheme distributes the CMG momentum

vectors H i so as to avoid the anti-parallel singularity condition.

The momentu_ vectors H i are distributed in such a manner that no

net torque is applied to the vehicle due to these singularity
avoidance schemes.

c. Optimal CMG Distribution Law

b. Isogonal CMG Distribution Law

a. Arbitrary Torquing of CMGs Away From Singularity
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9.5.1 Arbitrary Torquing of CMGs Away From S,lngularity -
This singularity avoidance scheme remains inoperative until two
CMf:s are detected approachtn_ an anti-paratlel condition. Before

th_ _ntl-paraltel condltton occurs, a thre_hotd detector Is

triggered causing the two CMC momentum vectors H i to be scissored

towards one another thus avoiding a potential CMG pair antl-parallel

condition. A CMG pair antl-parallel condition occurs when the

Hi of any two CMGs are pointed in oppositemomentum vectors

directions. "/he above scissoring action of the two momentum

vectors H i is continued until their relative orientations are

deemed close enough not to represent a potentially dangerous CMG

pair anti-parallel condition. The torque resulting from this

scissoring action is absorbed by the total CMC system by modifying

the torque co_unand _COM"

It should be noted that because two CMGs are antl-parallel,

it does not necessarily follow that the total CMG system is

singular. But if the total CMG system is both slngular and anti-

parallel, it does follow that at least one CMG pair is anti-

parallel. By preventing all possible CMG pairs from becoming

anti-parallel, the antl-parallel singularity condition associated

with the total CMG system is also avoided. The proposed singularity

avoidance scheme described in this section uses this technique to

prevent the total CMG system from becoming singular.

To illustrate how this technique operates assume that CMGs

i and 2 are approaching an antl-parallel condition as shown in

figure 9.13. _HI and _H2 are unit vectors along HI and _2' re-

spectively. Let CMC 1 be denoted as the "test" CMG. The "test"

CMG checks the remaining CMGs to see if any of them are approaching

an antl-parallel condition with the "test" CMG. The designation
of "test" CMC sequences through the complete set of CMCs so that

every CMG in a prescribed order receives the designation of "test"
CMC.

If the projection of _H2 onto _HI is less than the preset

threshold limit cos Yo' the CMC pair 1, 2 is said to be approaching

an antl-parallel condition.

A A

£HI" ZH2 <c°s Yo (225)
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_112

Ht

Figure 9.13. Detect ion of H 1 and t1_ Approaching

Anti-Parallel ¢:onditton
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Once tile threshold detector Is triggered, H2 is rotated towards

!_ 1 at the fotlc_[ng rate-*(12)to2

*(12)
I[ x[ i (226)

÷(12_ H2 HI

uSA is a scalar constant, t0_--" is corverted into the appropriate
(12) " (12)

gimbal rate commands _1(2) and _3(2)" The appropriate inner gimbal

-_(12) equals
rate command _012

÷(12)ffi r_ ] [_( --1 _(12) (227)_°I2 - Lv(2) ]I+o[_(2) o+b 2) Jr+be°2

_(12) and _(12)
Using equation 14, the gtmbal rate commands el(2) v3(2) are

_(12) (12) (228)
1 (2)'t°i 2x

t_(12)

I?z (229)_(12)
3(2)" cos 61(2)

(12) and (12) _12 , respectively._12x _12z are the X and Z components of _(12)

The torque exerted on _he vehicle due to _(12)i(2)and °3(2)_(12)is

_(1_) (12) .
TS A .t_2 xn 2 (230)

Z(12) the CMG torque command TCO M is modifiedTo compensate for _SA '

;_(12) for _COM"by subtracting tSA

,°_ _(12)
COM -COM--SA

(231)

_(12) _(12) and the resultant
The CMG glmba! rate comaanda _I(2)' _3(2)'

modification of TCO M are applied to the system until CMG pair

(1, 2) are checked again. If this second time CMG pair (1, 2) passes
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the threshold test, tile gtmbal rate commands _12)(2), "3(2)'i(12) and the

CMG torque command modification +(12)
TSA are zeroed; if the pair does

A(12)) _(12) and =_,(12)not pass the threshold test, new values of -1(2 ' -3(2)' ISA

are computed. Figure 9.14 is a block diagram of this sinRularlty

avoidance ._y_tem.

Slaved CMG Mode - For this slaved CMG mode, the unit vectors

/}IX' £}tY' and £[IZ are

^ F-cos 6

£HX = [ cos 6

lx

Ix cos 63x" ]sin 63x

sin 61x j

(232)

£Hy =

sin 61y

IF cos 63y

ly sin 63y

(233)

£HZ"

sincos 61z 63z

sin 61z

-cos 6 cos 6
lz 3z

(234)

The slaved CMG momentum vectors Hx' _y' and _z equal

Hx=kxll£Hx

Hy=kyH£Hy

Hz'kzHZHz

(235)

(236)

(237)

Figure 9.15 is the corresponding signal flow logic diagram

associated with this proposed singularity avoidance scheme and CMG

mode of operation. The subscripts I and J used in this signal flow

logic diagram correspond to the "test" CM[; and the C/_ being tested,

respectively. Let the subscripts l and ] take on the following
_;lgnlf lcance:
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i=I, I corresponds to x

J=l, J correspondu to x

t=2, t correspondu to y

J=2, J corresponds to y

i=3, I corresponds to z

i=3, i corresponds to z

For example if i equals 1 and J equals 2, the CMG glmbal angles

61i, 63i, dlj, and 63j correspond to 61x , 63x , _ly' and 63y,

respectively.

Six Individual CMG Mode - The unit vectors _HI' _2' _H3'
A A

_H4' _HS' and _'H6 equal

_HI =

-cos 61(1) cos 63(1)

cos 61(1) sin 63(1)

sin 61(1)

(238)

_H2 =

-cos 61(2)

cos 61(2)

cos 63(2)

sin 63(2)

sln 61(2) .

(239)

-cos 61(3)

cos 61(3)

sin 61(3)

cos 63(3)

sin 63(3)

(240)
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-COS (5
1(4)

sin 61(4)

cos
3(4)

cos 61(4) s/n 63(4)

(241)

cos 61(5) sin 63(5)

sin 61(5)

-cos 61(5) cos 63(5)

(242)

cos 61(6) sin 63(6)

sin 61(6)
(243)

-cos 61(6) cos _3(6)

The indivldual CMG momentum vectors H I (i-l,...,6) are

A

(244)
HI=klH_HI

_2.k2H_H2 (245)

A
"4"

H3"k3H_ti 3 (246)

A

H4-k4H_H4 (247)

A
"4,

tls'k5H_H5 (248)

-4"

H6-k6H_6 (249)

For this CHG mode of operation, figure 9.16 is the corresponding

signal flov logic diagram associated with chls stngulerity avoidance
scheme.
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9.5.2 IsoEonal CMG Distribution Law - This singularity

avoidance scheme distributes the individual CMG momentum vectors

H i such that each CMG contributes an equal portion to the total

CMG momentum vector HCM G. As shown in figure 9.17 the individual

momentum vectors R i form a cone about HCM G. Because each CMG

momentum vector H i has a component that is along HCMG, the antl-

parallel singularity condition is prevented.

Like the decoupled scissored pair CMG control law, the CMGs

are grouped into pairs. Let figure 9.18 represent CMG pair (1,2).
A

£HI and ZH2 are unit vectors along H 1 and H2, respectively. The

CMG momentum vectors H I and ll2÷a_e distrlbuted÷ by rotating÷ the

CMG pair about its vector sum R12 at a rate _12" Because _12

and HI2 are parallel, no net torque is exerted on the vehicle.

COl2XH 12_a_12xH id_ 12xH 2_0 (250)

or

e 12x£Hld_Jl2xiH2=0 (251)

A

_12X£Hl and _12X£H2 are normalized torque commands associated

with CMGs 1 and 2, respectively. Let

->

£HI_I2X£HI (252)

I ^

£H2=_I2X£H2 (253)

where £HI and £H2 are rate of change of the normolized momentum

vectors £H1 and ZH2" Since _12 lies along HI2' _12 can be written

aN

_I2-eI2(£HI+£H2 ) (254)

where el2 is a scalar error function corr_spondlng to CMG pair

(1,2). el2 ^is proportJ.onal^ to the difference between the pro-

Jections of ZH1 and £H2 onto the normalized total CMG momentum
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Figure 9,17. Sketch of an Isogonal CMG Distribution
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^ ^ IICHG

vector _T (_T = --_-----)" equals
iH o i

(255)

Substituting equations 254 a-d 255 into 252 and 253, the normalized
a

CHG torque commands _I and _d2 equal
A A A A A

£H] =kc (9"H1 "_T-£H2 "£T ) (2"H2X£H 1) (256)

KH2=kc (_H1 "9"T-¢H 2 *¢T ) (_HlXtH2) (257)

These normalized __orque commands can be converted into the appropri-

_(SA) _(SA) _(SA) and _(SA) by recognizing
ate CMG gtmbal commands Vl(1), -3(1_' -1(2)' v3(2)
that

+(12) ._
Hl=Z01 X_H1 (258)

_ +(12) ,_
2_02 xx_t 2 (259)

From equations 256 and 257, _12) and _12) equal

_(12) .....
1 =k (260)c (_H1 "£T-£H2" _T ) _H2

_(12) ..... £T )_2 "Kc_HI°_T-_H2" _H2

Transforming _12) and _12) Into the appropriate Inner gimbal

+(12) and _(12)
rate commands _I1 _I2 J

(261)

+(12) ,-1 +(12)
_I1 "-[_(l)]I+o[¢(1)]o_o[O(1)Jv_oWl (262)

_(12) ] .-1 +(12)
I2 =-[_(2) I+o[_(2) ]o+b[¢(2) Jv+b_2 (263)

From equation 14, the singularity av_£dance gimbal rate commands

_(SA) _(SA) ,(SA) and _(SA)
1(1)' 3(1)' °1(2)' _3(2) are:
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(SA) . (1.2) (264)
l(1)'WllX

_(12)

IIZ (265)_(SA)

3(i)" cos 61(1)

_(SA) (12) (266)
1(2) --_°I2X

_(12)

I2Z (267)_(SA)=
3(2) cos 6

1(2)

(12) and (12) and (12) and (12)
_IIX _IIZ _12X _12Z are the X and Z components

of +(12) and 7t(12)
ell _12 , respectively.

Figure 9.19 is a functional block diagram showing the relation-

ship between the isogonal CHG distribution law and CMG control law.

Slaved CMG Mode - For the slaved CMG mode, there are three
A

CMG palrs: (X,Y), (Y,Z), and (X,Z). The unit vectors £HX,÷£Hy,

and £HZ along the slaved CMG momentum vectors Hx, Hy, and Hz are:

£HX"- 1
-cos 61x cos 63x

cos 61x sin 63x

sin 61x

(268)

-cos 61y

cos 6
ly

sin 61y 1

cos 63y

sin 63y

(269)
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_HZ"

cos 61z sin 63z

sln 61z

-cos 6 co_ 6
lz 3z

(270)

For CMG palr (X,Y), the nocmallzed CMC torque commands

'Z(X_) and _(XY)equal
HX -fly

£(XY) ÷ , o
HX _'_x'yXKxX'HX

(271)

_(xY) + . 7
HX "°'_X"Yxl<'yx'HY (272)

k and k are the slaved CMG operational status gains previously
x y __

defined. _0Xy equal

_Xy=e XY [ kx£HX+ky £Hy ] (273)

where

A A

£xy'kc [£HX* _T-_HY" £T ] _(XY) *(XY) (274)

Subsr.ltuting equation 273 Into 271 and 272, _HX and _HY equal

^(XY) ^ ^
£HX =exykykx(£HyX£Hx) (275)

XY) " k (£.xX£Hy) (276)HY =_X'YKx y .

_(YZ) and
For CMG pair (Y,Z), the normalized CMG torque commands ¢HY

(YZ) equal
£HZ *

A /*,

_(YZ) ZHzX£sy) (277)x'Hy "gyzkykz (

_(YZ) ^ ^ (278)
RZ "Cyzkykz (£1qyx£H?)
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where

eYz=kc [£HY "£T- £HZ "£T ] (279)

_(ZX) and _(ZX) equal
For CMG pair (Z,X), JcHZ _HX

^(zx) _ ^
£11Z =Czxkxkz (£Hxx£HZ) (280)

_(zx).. " "
tiX Czxkzkx(£Hzx£HX) (281)

where

The combined normalized torque cou_ands _X' £HY' and _HZ associated
with each slaved CMG pair equals

.'(xY) "(zx)
HX £1_X +£HX

._(SA)
X XX'HX (283)

g...._( )+_(YZ)
.x HY HY

,,,_SA) "x£Hy (284)

" "(yz) ."(zx)
£HZ'£HZ +£HZ

Z XX'HZ (285)
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where

_(SA) ,. ^ ^
X =_ (kyeXY£Hy+kz£ZX}HZ) (286) ,

X

_'(SA) " kzeyZg.HZ ) (287)-ky(kExv +

+(SA) ^ ^ + ^ (288)
_Z kz(kyCyZ£tt¥ kxCZX£HX )

_(SA)

and _SA) are transformed intoThe CNS rates _X ' _Y '
the

following inner gimbal rate commands =IX'_(SA)_(SA)_'_-IY'--- _Iz_(SA) .

÷(SA)= [¢( [¢ .-Z *(SA)_IX - x)]I÷o (x)]o"-b[¢(x)Jv*'bwX
(289)

+(SA) .. [_ ]o_b [ ]-Z _(SA)_IY "-t{(y) ]i+o (y) $(y) v+b_
(290)

_(SA) .... -1 *(SA)
WiZ =-t_(z)li.-o[_(z)]o,-b[_(z)Jv.-b_ Z

(291)

Using equation 14, the above rates are converted into the approp-

riate slaved CHG gimbal rate commands:

(SA). co(SA) (292)
Ix IXX

_(SA)

8(SA)= IXZ
3x cos _lx

(293)

_(SA) co(SA)
ly = IYX

_(SA)

_(SA) IYZ

3y = cos _ly

(SA)=w(SA)
_lz IZX

(294)

(295)

(296)
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. (sa)

(SA)= _°IZZ
3z cos -8--

]z

(SA) (SA) (SA)
_IXX ' _[XZ ' [YX '

and _SA)- respectlvely.wlX ' _IY ' Z '

(297)

, etc., aru thu X and Z components of

rate _(SA) (SA)
I(£) and _3(i) are:

F (SA)" -kl
_t(1)

_(SA) =

1(3) I o

,_(SA) l
L__(5)j 0

Tile individual CMG gimbal

(298)

o o "_(sA)]
±x I

k 3 0 _(SA)

[
_(SA) I

o k5 L I= j

"A(SA)"
-3(1)

_(SA) [ .
3(3) I

:(SA)

.°3(5)

k1

0

0

k 3

0

0 "_(SA)"
3x

[

o 8(SA)[
3y I

I (s >l
k5- . 3z J

(299)

 (sA) I
.L_. -" ) I

(SA)

&l_,L

k 2 0

= 0 k4

0 0 k6.

"8(SA)"
ix

8(SA)
ly

_(SA)
lz

(300)

_(SA)

_(SA)
-3(4_

_(SA)
-3(6)

k2

0

0 0

k4 0

0 k6

'_(SA)

_(SA)

i

LS_SA)
-3z .

(30t)

Six Individual CMG Mode - For this mode of operation, there

are 15 CMG pairs: (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (1,5), (1,6), (2,3), (2,4),
(2,5), (2,6), (3,4), (3,,5), (3,6), (4,5), (4,6), and (5,6). The unit

vectors £HI' £H2' £H3' £H4' £H5' and £H6 are:



(3O5)

(3O6)
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cos 61(6) sin 63(6)

£H6 = sin 61(6)

-cos 61(6) cos 63(6)

^(ij) _(lj)
The normalized torque commands £Hi and -Hj for the general

CbtG pair (i,J) are:

^(lj) k ^ ^
£Hi =Eijkj i(£HjX£Hi )

^(ij) ^ ^
£HJ =£ij kikj (£Hix£Hj)

whe re

(307)

(309)

_ A A

elJ _kc [tHe "£T-ZHJ "£T ] (310)

Summing a11 the normallzed torque commands as_oclated with the

ith C_G, the total Ith CMG torque command equals

-r i (3n)

The negative of _SA) is transformed into the ith CMG inner

+(SA)
glmbal space to compute the CbIG inner glrabal rate conaaand c0ii .

_(SA) .-i _(SA)
_Ii =-[¢(i) ]I+o[¢(i) ]o+b[¢(i) ]v_b_i (312)

Using equation 14, the appropriate ith CMG glmbal rate commands

_(SA) and _(SA)
l(i) 3(i) are computed.

_(SA) . (SA) (313)
_l(i)_Iix

_(sA)

liz (314)_(SA).

3(i) cos 61(i)

The above .rocedure le repeated to compute the other five set.
of zlmbal rate commande.

(308)
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9.5.3 Optimal CMG Distribution Law - This singularity

avoidance scheme attempts to further optimize the Pseudo-Inverse

CMG Control Law described in section 9.4.4. The Pseudo-Inverse

CMG Control Law minimizes tb_ sum of the square of the gimbal rate

_(CL) "(CL) needed to generate the torque coeanand
commands Vl(1) and o3(i)

TCOM" The solution of _hlr control problem takes the following

forln :

 (CL) 1 [G] {qcoM- xI (1) | _ [A]T -- "')) HC_(_ )
(315)

_(CL) I ]T - ÷ *3(i) = _ [B [C] _Tco M - _ x HCNG) (316)

_e inverse of [G] is inversely proportional to the determinant

of [G], det [G]. When det [G] approaches zero, _he resultant

_(CL)_(CL) and tend to 'blow-up" indicating
timbal rate connuands _l(i) v3(i)

that the system is approaching either saturation or an anti-parallel

singularity conditlon. This optimal CMG singularity avoidance
scheme &voids the anti-parallel singularity condition by distrib-

uting tLe C24G glmbal angles 61(i) and _3(i) in such a manner as to

maximize the magnitude of det [G]. By maximizing the magnitude of

_(CL) _(CL)
det [G], the resultant gimbal rate commands _l(i) and _3(i) are

also mlnimised thus further optimizing the Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control

Law. The reason for maximizing the magnitud_ of dec [G] rather than

Just dec [G] is that if det [G] is negative and one tried to maximize

Just dec [G], its value would be driven through zero, an anti-parallel

slnEularlty condition, towards its maximum positive value. Since the

purpose of a singularity avoidance scheme is to avoid singularity,

the magnitude of dec [G] is maximized instead of det [G]. Now if dec

[G] is negative, dec [G] is driven towards its largest negative value

away from zero thus, avoiding singularity. Figure 9.20 is a functional

block diagram of this singularity avoidance system.

Slaved CMG Node - First, a designation between the CMG timbal

rate coeaaands that are generated by the CHG control law and singu-

_arlty avoidance scheme must be made. Let _iC and _3C and _ID and

63D represent the C_ gimbal rate co_mnds that result from the CMU

control law and singularity avoidance scheme, respectively.
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The performance index P is the same one used in the develop-

ment of the Decoupled Pseudo-Inverse CHG Control Law except that

2 2P- 2,_iDLkCl)J OlD °3DLK(1 )
(317)

The objective of this distribution law is to maximize the magn_.tude

of det [G] without exerting a ne_ torque on the vehicle due to this

redistribution of LMG gtmbal angles. Let

f(_l' _3 ) " det [G] (318)

_1 and _3 are the actual CMG gimbal angles as measured by the CMG

resolver trains. To maximize f (_i,_3). the derivative ofgimbal

df

d-t times algn of f muot be positive.

df
sgn(f) _ =sgn(f) {VfI'61D+Vf3"_3D}'7>0 (319)

Vf is the gradient of f and the function sgn ( ) has the magnitude
of unity with the same 8ign as the quantity enclosed within the pa-

rentheses. ?fl and Vf 3 equal

m

I dr

df

_O.
:r .k_

(320)

Vf 3"

"I
df I

df

(321.)
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The other constraint equation states that the net torque acting
on the vehicle Is gero.

]_3V'0[k(1 ) ] [A']_Zv+[k(n ][B'

The Lagrange adjoin equation formed from equations 317,
322 equals

L-½ '_ T 2 -1; ; T--2 -l_V)"6ZD[k(Z) ] 61D+63viko)]

'-),T{[A(1 )] 1D+[B 1)] 3D-Y sgn(f) e}

(322)

319, and

(323)

where

[k(DI[A, ] ]
[A(_)_"/ df " -dr " df

[d__3xk(1)][B'] ]

[BID]- • .
df df df

(324)

(325)
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II

o

^ o
• - (326)

o

1

!

Note that [A(1 ) ] and [Bil ) ] are 3 by 4 matrices. To minimize L,

the partial derivatives dL dL dL-- , , and _ are set equal to zero.

d_lD d_3D

d._/_L.-[k 1)] _...-t,

d_lD

(327)

dL 2 ]-1_
--;-- "[k(1 ) 3D-[B(1) ] T_=O

d_3D

(32B)

dL .- , ° ' _ egn(Z) ;}-0
{[6(1) ]_lv+[B(1) ] 3v-Y (329)
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Solving equations 327 and 328 for _ID and _3D'

(_30)

_3D"[k 1) ] [B(1) ]T_ (331)

Substituting e_uationa 330 and 331 i:Ito 329,

[J]t-y sSn (f) • (i_2)

where

, 2 , 2
[J ]'[A(1)] [k(1 ) ] [A(1 ) ]T+[B_I ) ] [k(1 ) ] [B(I)]T (333)

equals

A

_.[._]-1¥ sgn (f) • (334)

Substituting aguatlon _34 into equattone 330 and 331, the gimbal

rate co_snsnda _lD and _3D equal

_ID'egn(f)lk_1)llA_1)lTlJ] -I ^y • (335)

_3D.:g n 2 , ]T[j]-I ^(f)[k(l)][B(1 ) _ • (336)
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The only remaining task is to select the positive scalar y.

But note that as the magnltude of tile det [C,] approaches its

maximum, gradient of f, Vf I and Vf 3, #pproseh.zero. Under these

commands _ID and _3D as defined byconditions, tile gimbal rate

equations 335 and 336, respectively can be excessive even for
very small values of y. Because each C_, has a physical gimbal

rate limit, these potentially excessive CHC gimbal rata limits
must be avoided.

Q

One method of solving the above problem is to normalize RID

and _3D and then limit their magnitude so that the total gimbal

rate comnand due to both the C_G control law and singularity

avoi_ance scheme is limited to an acceptable value _max" 1D

and _3D can be normalized as follows:

_(n). _ID

riD
norm

(337)

_3D (338)_(n) =

3D
norm

where

_v.ssn(f)tk_l)l[A']Tt5]-1: (339)

_-sgn (f) [k(1 )]2 [B' ]TtJ] -l^e (340)

_norm_ (_DT_D÷_ _DT_ID ) (341)

• . ; . ; ;<n) .
Note that normalized vasuas oz OlD and O3D, OlD ano 3D 9re no

-r(n)
lons_r a function of 7. Tha normalized vector quantities _ID

_(n)
_d _3D describe only the relative magnitudes ar, d directigns of

_ID and _3D but, not their actual magnitudes. To compute _ID

and _3D' define the following parameter.

(D). 2 __ 2 1/2 (342)
amax (amax norm )
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_f _(D) _s nesative the CMG distribution gimbal rate commnds

61D and _3D are set equal t_ lero..This condition indicates that

the combined magnitudes of _IC and _3C exceed Umax. This condition

may occur o=caslonally for very short time intervals due to either

a very large disturbanc_ torque or a CHG vehlcle maneuver. If the

combined magnitudes of _IC and _3C exceed _max too often, the value

of _max should be reviewed and increased if Rosslble or more

strlngent limits placed on the magnitude of _iC and _3C" For _he

gene[al case where _(V) is positive, the gimbal zate commands _IDmax

and _3D equal

_)_(n) (343)_iD'a: ax ID

D)-_(n)

The components of _ID and _3D are

(344)

- (SA)

_ID" __v(SA)

(SA)
-]tZ

(345)

(s^)
3x

(SA)
3D" 3y

_(SA)

The combined resultant C_3 gimbal rate commands 1 and 3 eq_ml

(346)
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_I.'_IC+_ID (347)

_3"_3C÷_3D

The individual CMG gimbal rate commands _l(1) and _3(i) equal

(348)

11:I
1(1) _1 0 61x _Olx

.(CL)_(SA)

i(3)_ = 0 k3 61y _'ly
(CL)._(SA)

61(s)j o o k _i, _°iz

61(2)

_1(4)

_1(6)

"k 2 0 0

0 k4 0

0 0 k 6

• (CL) " (SA)"

61x +_ix

_(CL)_ (SA)

ly --ly

(CL)+_ (SA)
iz iz

(349)

(350)

rQ •

163(i )

63(3)

63(5)

"kI 0 0 "_

= 0 k3 0

0 0 ks

(CL)+_(SA)]
3x 3x

(CL)._(SA)

_3y *u3y

(CL)+_(SA)
3z 3z

(351)
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I _3(2)

53(4)

<53(6)
n

"k 2

= 0

0

oo]
k 4 0

0 k 6 '

_CL) _(SA)"

3x +_3x

_(CL)+:5(SA)
5y 3y

n_ (CL)a. _ (SA)
)z T_3z

Six Individual CMG Mode - The perfox'mance index P is

• ° r .

p. ½{ rt._ID[k 2) ] i ) -.o3D t,.(2), V3D

where riD , V3D , . )

+_:2) '; 2 ,-_._ I2,.7p(2) T 2 .-1_(2)}
LD [k(3) LD T_31 [k(3)J °3D

_(2)
, and V3D are defined as follows:

_SA

"'(I_

(i). _ _s,_

_qS_
_'('

(352)

(353)

(354)

_(

• ',sJ
_'IC,

_(

,)'
L)

_)
I)

,,)
_)

(355)
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(2).
1D

(SA) I

"I (2) I

(S^) I

1(4) I

(SA) !

_i(6) I

(356)

_(2). (357)
3v

[(sA) I
3(2) I

_sA) I
3(4) I

_(sA) I
3 (6) I

The two constraints

in equation 353 are:

where

associated with the performance index P given

,QL_)
sgn(f)_tf "sgn(f){Vfl(1) _ID +Vf3(1)'_3_

"_L) "(2))=y> 0
+Vfl(2) _ID +Vf3(2)'_3D

"(1) "(1)+ .,_(2)+,.,_(2)._
[AI_ID +[B]_3D [_]'ID tuJ 3D u

df

d6t (I)

df

Vfl(1)" d_l(3)

df

d61(5)

(358)

(359)

(360)
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df

d_
3(1)

df

a63(3)

df

(361)

df

df

Vii(2)= d61(4)

df

• df

df

Vf3(2)" d(53(4)

df

The two constraints given in equations 358 and 359 can be com-

bined into the following constraint equation.

(362)

(363)

[A(1)]_I)+[B(1)] )+[C(1) ] )+[n(1)]_3D-T sgn (f)e=0 (364)

where

I [k(2 )] [A] 1
[A(1)]= f __f_f df--

d61(1)d_l(3) dI--_(5)

(365)

[k(2)] [B]

[B(1)]= (366)
df df dr_
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[c(1)]"

[k(3)][C]

df df df

d61(2 ) d_z(4) d61(6)

[D(1)]=[ dfIk(3)][D]df df 1

d_3(2 ) d63(4 ) d_3(6)

The adjoin equation L equals

• • T 2 -I"(i)
I(_(i)T 2 -i (1).I(1)[k,._,] _.,.,

L- 2"-ID [k(2)] _ID _U3D _s _

(367)

(368)

+_(2)T,,.2 ,-I_(2)_(2)Tr_2 .-1_(2)}
1D t_(3)J _ID '_3D t_(3)] °3D

T "(i) I_(I)_,r l_(2)
-X {[A(!)]_ID +[B(1)a_3D -t_(1)" ID

+[D -_(2)., _}
(I)]63D -y sgn (f)

dL dL dL
Setting the partial derivatives -

d_(1) ._(1)' ._(21
°lD a°3D a°ib

dL
and _ equal to zero,

dL
• • t

d_(2)
°3D

(369)

dL - 2

d_ ) [k(2)]-i-_(i ) ,. ,T% ^
_ID -'_(i)" _=u

1D

(370)
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dL - 2 --1_(1) ]Tx= 0
"[k(2 ) ] O3D -[B(1 )

d_(1)

°3D

(371)

dL ,.2 ,-1_(2) ]Tx= 0
,_2)=tK(3) j °ZD -[C(I)
d_zD

(372)

dL r_-2 1-1"_ (2) rn ]Tx= 0
I--_,'L_(3) a _3D -_(1)

d_DJ

(373)

d_L_L " (i) " (l) .2(2)
dX --{ [A(1) ]_ID +[B(1) ]_3D +[C(I) J°ZD

" (2) "
+[D(1)]_3D-Y 8gn (f) e}-0 (374)

Solving equations 370, 371, 372, and 373 for -1D ' V3D ' VlD ' and

_(l) ru2 1
ID ''_(2) J [A(I) ]TX (375)

• (1) 2 IT), (376)
_3D = [k (2) ] [B (l_

_(2) r, 2 ,
1D ''z(3) j [C Cl.) ]TX (377)

"(2) 2
_3D =[k(3)][V(1) ]TX (378)

Substituting equations 375 thru 378 into 374,

[J]X=y ssn (f) • (379)
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where

2 ]T+[ B ] 2[J]'[A(1)][kc2)][A(1) (I) [kc2)J[B(1) IT

t equals

2 ]T+[C(II][k_3)][C(II]T÷[D(I)][k(3)][D(I) (380)

l=[J] -1 sgn (f) "f e (381)

Substituting equation 381 into equations 375 thru 378, the gimbal

rate colmnands _i), _i), _12), and _D 2) are:

_(1)=sgn (f)[k_2)] ]T ^ID [A(I) [j]-t_ e (382)

_(i)= n (f) 2 T ^
3D sg [k(2)][B(l )] [J]-IT • (3831

_(2)=s.n (f) 2 [J]-IT e (384)ID a [k(3) ] [C(l )]T ^

_(21=S_ n ^
3D a (f)[k_3)][D(1)]T[j]-iy • (3851
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Normalizing the above CMG glmbal rate

"c.o
_l%orm

co_aan ds,

3D =
norm

norm

where

2)'_(2)n _3D
-3D

6
norm

(3S6)

(387)

(388)

(389)

_(i) ' 2 -i ^
ID "sgn(f) [k(2) ] [A(1) ]T[J] e (390)

:(z)' 2 -i^
_3D "sgn(f)[k(2)][B(1)]T[J] e (391)

| _l ^

ViDe(2)-sgn(f)[k_3)l[C(1)]T[J ] e (392)

' 2 ]T[j]-I; (393)

u(D) equals
max

(v). 2 _. 2 1/2
_max (_m_x - norm)

(395)
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If _,D,r_ is negative, the CMG distribution gimbal rate commands
max

• (i) _tl) "(2) "(2)
_ID ' 3D ' _ID ' and _3D equal

3D -ID V3D

For (D) Rreator than zero,
max

"_(1) (D)'-(1)n
ID "_max')iD (39 7)

_-(1)i <_)-;-(1)n (39r,)
3D _max°3D

cD);(2).
ID =Ctmax° ID (399)

_(2) (D)_(2)n
3D =_max°3D (400)

The _ombined resultant CMG gimbal rate commands i), 3 ' -I "
_(2)

and _3 equal

"(i) "(i)+'(1)
_I _'lC _ID (401)

"_3C _U3D

"?ic "_ID (403)

_3"(2) %(2)+'63C_3D(2) (404)

9.6 Combined CMG Gimbal Rate Conmmnd Law - The combined CM[C,

law described in this section Is an attempt to combine into a slns!e

law the Decoupled Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control and the Optimal CMC

Distribution laws developed in sections 9.4.4 and 9.5.3, respectively.

This combined CMG law is developed using the Lagrange multiplier

optimization technique used to derive both the Decoupled Pseudo-

Inverse CMG Control Law and the Optimal CMC Distribution Law.

The performance index P equais
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1
I i(_l(1)) 2+ (c_3(i))2 }

i=l

d [_] (405)+K d-6

The first term on the right side of equation 405 is the performance

index associated with both the Decoupled Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control

Law and the Optimal CMG Distribution Law. The remaining term of

this performance index P is an attempt to drive the CMG system

away from singularity in the same manner as the Optimal CMG Dis-

tribution Law does. The two objectives of P are: (i) to minimize

the sum of the squares of the CMG &imbal rate commands _l(1) and

_3(i) (iml"'''6) and (2) to drive the CMG system away from the

anti-parallel singularity condition. The scalar constant K is a

weighting function that weighs the relative importance of the two

terms comprising the performance index P.

The constraint equation associated with the performance index

given in equation 405 is

TCMG-TcoM=O (406)

This constraint states that this combined CMG law is decoupled or

in other words, the torque TCM G generated by the CMG control system

equals the CMG conmmnd torque TCO M.

Slaved CMG Mode - For the slaved CMG mode, the performance

index P is

• d [s__(f) I

f is the singularity function used as a measure of how close the

CMG system is to singularity. The CMG anti-parallel sinMularity

condition is avoided by maximizing the magnitude of f. f equals

f(_l,_3)-datermlnant of [G], det [G]
(408)

where

2 )T
[G]=[k(1)][A'][k(1)]([k(1)][ A']

2 )T
+[k(1)][B'][k(1)]([k(1)][B']

(4O9)
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d rS__/!l,f,
The performance index P term _, f j can be written in the

followin_ more convenient form

d rsjLn((f)]= _ (Vfl'_l+Vf3._3)U. (410)
d-t-L f -- - f2

Vf I_and V[ 3 are defined in equations 320 and 321, respectively.

Substituting equation 410 into 407, the performance index P equals

P- _ [k(z)

_ z____ (Vfl._l+Vf3._3) (411)
f2

The Lazrange multiplier optimization technique attempts to

minimize this performance index P. Minimizing P te_Ids to cause

d r_1
the term _, f . to be negative thus maximizing the magnitude

of f and driving the CMG system away from sln_ularity.

The constraint associated with this performance index P is

that the output torque of the CMG syst,,m TCMG equals the col_'mnd

torque TCO M.

_CMG-_CoM=O (412)

Substituting the appropriate expression for TCM G into the above

constraint equation,

H{[k(1)][&']_I+[k(I)][B']_3]+;XgcMG-{COM=0 (413)

is the vehicle angular rate and HCM G is the CMG momentum im-

parted to the _ehicle defined by equation 91.

The LaErange multiD]ier adjoin equation equals

L-P-X T 6C_G-;_COM)

- ] [k(1)

_ K_(_)r (Wl'_l+Vf3"_3)

-_z(H[k(1)] [A'1_1+.[k(1) ][B' l_34"_'C_O-_C0M} (414)
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is the Lagrangemultiplier. To minimize the adjoin equation,

the partial derivatives dL dL and dL
, .--, _ are set equal to zero.

1 dl3

dL 2 ]-I_I_K _Bn(f)_ Vf I

d_ 1 "[k(1) f2

-H([k(l )][A' ])TI-0 (415)

dL 2 -1_ sgn(f)

d_ 3 "[k(1)J 3-K f2

-H([k(1)][B'])Tx=0

?f3

(416)

dL

d-_ --{H[k (i) ][A' ]_l+H[k(1) ][B' ]63+_XHcMG-TCOM}=O

Solving equations 415 and 416 for _1 and "_3'

_I -K _f2 [k(1)2]Vfl+H[k_l)]([ k(1) ][A'])Tx

_3 "K _f2 [k(1)2]Vf3+H[k_l)]([ k(1)][s,])TX

Substituting equations 418 and 419 into 417 and solving for X,

(417)

(418)

(419)

1

K sg_,_ [G]-I[k(1)][A, ] 2
- H f2 [k(1)]Vfl

_ KH£_.)_sn f [G]-l[k(1)][B,l[k_l)]Vf2
(420)

_ubstitutlng :he above expressJons for _ into equations 418 and 419,

and _3 equal
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1 2
_l" H [k(1) ]([k(1) ][A'] )T[G]-I(_cOM-_XHCM G)

+K _ tk_l)IVq+tB'IEk2(1>lW3
f2

-K _ 2
f2 [k(1) ]([k(1) ][A ])T [G]-I [k(1) ]([A' ][k_l) ]Vfl

_3" 1 2 B' )T -i-* _H [k(1)]([k(1)][ ] [G] (TcoM-_XHcMc)

+K _ 2 [k_ ]Vf 3
f2 [k(1)]Uf3 +[B'] I)

_K s___!_(f) 2 ]( ][B,])T 2
f2 [k(1) [k(1) [G]-l[k(1)]([A'][k(1) ]Vfl

Six Individual CMG Mode - For this mode of operation,

performance index P equals

1 {_I) T 2 -I'(1)._(1)T.,2 ,-I_(i)P" 2 [k(2)] _I _°3 t_(2)a u3

+_(2)T,.2 -i_(2)_(2)T- 2 .-_(2)
1 L_(3)] 61 +63 [k(3) J _3 }

f equals

+K at

'_3 'Vl

where

2 )T
[G]=[k(2)1[A] [k(2)]([k(2) ][A]

+[k(2 )][3]' 2 )Tk(2 )]([k(2) ][B]

+[k(3 )][C][k{3 )]([k(3) ][c])T

+[k(3 )][D].[k_3)]([k(3) ][D])T

(421)

(422)

the

(423)

(424)

(425)
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d s__f (f)__] equalsThe term K _-_ [

d [sg_(f) s_._n(f) ,,,/-j_i)
K _ ]=-K f2 (Vfl (i)

"(hi., _(2)+_ _(2))
+Vf3(1)'_ 3 TVLI(2)'O 1 - 3(2)'_3 (426)

Vfl(1)' Vf3(1)' Vfl(2)' and Vf3(2) are defined in equations 360

thru 363. Substituting equation 426 into 423, the performance
index P is

i "(1)T ,2 -I'(I)._(I)T,.2 .-i_(i)
P" _ {XI [z(2)] _i _°3 tz(2)_ °3

1 t_(3) J _i '_3 [k_3) }

f2 (Vfl(1) (I)

+Vfl(2)'_2)+Vf3(2)'_ 2)) (427)

The corresponding constraint equation associated with the above
performance index is

or

-_ .4.

TCMG-TcoM'0

+{k(3)_ID_ _2)}._xff___.co.o (428)

The CMG anEular momentum HCM G is defined in equation 93. The

Lagrange adjoin equation formed from equations 427 and 428 equals
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1 _(1)Tr_2 -i" (i) •T(1) ]-1_11)

+_(2)Trt,2 -1°(2) "(2)T 2 ]-1_2)z '"(3)] _z _3 [k(3) }

f2 (1) (1) (2)

_xH_MG-TcoM }

To mlnimize L, the
dL dL

following partial derivatives -

dL
dL , dL , and _-_ are

_o I d

dL

set equal to zero.

.,, 2 ,-l](l) K s (f) -H( ][A])T_-0
---- t_(2)j ° I - _f_1--Vfl(1) [k(2 )

dL

d_,

dL

4 2,

•_jECf_Q.vf3 ( ) [a))_x-o----"[k_2)]-l_ I)-K f2 (i)-,!(k(2)

-----[k_3)]-l_2)-K -sf-_2f)Vfl(2)-tl([k(3)] [c])T),=0

2 ]-I_2)_K s_._(f) Vf 3 [D])Tx.o
.... [k(3) f 2"--- (2)-H([k(3) ]

d--_ k(2))

+ " * ""-M_xHCMG-TCOM_ u

(429)

(430)

(431)

(432)

(433)

(434)
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Solving equations 430 thru 433 for _I) _I) _2) and _2)t _ P

_I(Z).K sgn(f)
f2

f2

8 f)

f2

2 ] Vf 1 2[k(2) (1)+H[k(2) ] ([k(2) ] [A])TA

[k_2)]Vf3(1)+H[_2)]([kC2)][B]) TX

[k_3)]Vfl(2)+H[k_3)]([k(3)][C]) TX

2
[k(3 )]Vf 3(2)+H[k_3) ]([k(3 )] [D])Tx

(435)

(436)

(437)

(438)

Substituting equations 435 thzu 438 into 434

equals

1

_- _- [GI-ldC0M-_X_CMG)

It f2

K s_s_s_._(f)

H f,_

K sgn (f)
H f2

H f2

and solving for X,

[G]

[G]-l[k(3 )

[G]-l[k(2)][A][k_2)]Vfl(1)

[G]-I 2 ]Vf3[k(2)][B][k(2) (I)

-l[k(3)][C][k_3)]Vfl(2)

2

][D][k(3)]Vf3(2)
(439)

Subst_tutin_ the _bove expression for X into equations 435 thru
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[k_2)]([k(2) ][A])T[G] "(TcoM-c°XHCMC}

+K _ [k_2)]Vfl(1)
f2

_Ks___ 2 -1{
f2 [k(2)]([k(2) ][A])T[G] [k(2)][A][k_2)]Vfl(1)

+[k(2)][B][k_2)]Vf3(1)+[k(3)][C][k_3)]Vfl(2)

2 }
+[k(3)][D][k(3)]Vf3(2 )

_i). IH [k_2) ]([k (2)][B ])T [G]-I (_COM__CMG)

+K _ [k_2 )]vf3(1)
f2

-K _ 2 ] [B])T[G]-I{ [k(2) ] [A] [k_2) ]Vfl(1)
f2 [k(2) ] ([k(2)

2
+[k(2 )] [B] [k_2 ) ]Vf3(1)+[k(3) ] [C] [k(3 )]Vfl(2)

2
+[k(3 )] [D] [k(3 )]Vf3(2)}

_2). 1 2[k(3)]([k(3)][c])TIG]-I(_COM-_CMG )

+K _
f2 [k_3)]Vfl(2)

-K s-j_--_-[k_3)]([k(3)][c])T[G]-l{[k(2)][Al[k_2)]Vfl(1)
f2

+[k(2)][B][k_2)]Tf3(1)+[k(3)][C][k_3)]Vfl(2)

2 }
+[k(3 ) ] [D] {k(3 ) ]W 3(2)

(440)

(441)

(442)
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" (2) 1 2 -1
" [k(3)](lk(3)][v])T[G] ({COM X CM :)

+K 8_____ [2
f2 k(3) ]Vf3 (2)

•_re!f) 2
-K f2-- [k(3)]([k(3)][v])T[G]-l{[k(2)][A][k_2)]Vfl(1)

2 2

+[k(2)][g][k(2)]Vf3(1)+[k(3)][C][k(3)]_fl(2)

2

*[k(3 ) ][D] [k(3 )]?f3(2) } (443)

The above Combined CMG Gimbal Rate Command Law and the De-

coupled Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control and the Optimal CMG Distribu-

tion laws are examples of laws derived using the Lagrange multiplier

optimization technique. The derivation of additional laws Is possible

using this method; all one needs to do is define a new performance

index P along with the appropriate system constraints.

9.7 Selection of CMG Control Law and Singularity Avoidance

Scheme - Four candidate CMG control laws, three candidate CMG

singularity avoidance scheme, and one combined CMG gimbal rate

command law were derived. The combined CMG gimbal rate command

law combines the functions of the CMG control law and the slngu-

larity avoidance scheme into a slngle law. The four candidate
CMG control laws are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

Cross Product CMG Control Law (section 9.4.1)

H-Vector CMG Control Law (section 9.4.2)

Scissored Pair CMG Control Law (section 9.4.3)

Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law (section 9.4.4)

The three derived CMC singularity avoidance schemes are:

a. Arbitrary Torquing of CMGs Away From Singularity
(section 9.5.1)

b. Isogonal CMG Distribution Law (section 9.5.2)

c. Optimal CMG Distribution Law (section 9.5.3)
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In section 9.6, the combined CMG Eimhal rate command law

is derived; this law combines the Pseudo-lnverse CMG Control

Law and the Optimal CMG Distribution Law into a single control

function. This control function or law cc.,tputes a single set

of CMG gimbal rate commands that generate the desired CMG output

torque and also drives the CMG gimbals away from singularity.

All of these laws were formulated for a nominal and a failed CMG

mode plus, the two operational modes, slaved and indlvldual modes

described in this report.

The first two candidate CMG control laws listed above, a and

b, can be implemented in an analog fashion whereas control laws

c and d require a digital processor or computer. It should be

noted that although control laws a and b are normally instrumented

in an analog fashion, they can also be instrumented dlgltelly

using a digital computer. CMG control laws c and d are decoupled

laws meaning that the resultant CMG output torque TCM G equals the

command torque LCO M generated by the vehicle control law. On the

other hand, the two analog laws, a and b, are coupled laws because

output torque _CMG only approximates _COM"
the CMG Because control

laws c an@ d are decoupled, their corresponding _ehicle attitude

control systems can exhibit slightly better performance charac-

teristics than their coupled counterparts, control laws a and b.

Vehicle stabilization capability is not a major trade considera-

tion because all four CMG control laws are expected to be able to

me£t pointing stability within one arc minute. The chief trade

between these four control laws is a hardware one. Implementing

either control law a or b in analog fashion requires the addition

of a number of analog components to the system. Because of the

availability of a digital computer, a digital control law is pre-

ferred. Although all four of the control laws can be implemented

digitally, the two decoupled control laws c and d are preferred

because of the additional system performance that these two control

law_ afford can be obtained with no or little cost to the system.

Of these two laws, the Pseudo-Inverse CMC Control Law, candidate d,

is reco_ended because it is an optimal law that minimizes CMG

Eimbal rate commands.

The three singularity avoidance laws listed above are companion

laws to the CMG control laws; they insure that the CMC gimbal angles

are distributed in such a manner that the CMG control system can

generate the desired torque co,mnand TCO M. For a DGCMG system, there

are two singularity conditions. The first one corresponds to when

all of the individual wheel momentums H i are pointed in the same
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direction; this c_rresponds to the CMG system being saturated

and the system must therefore be desaturated. The second singu-

larity condition corresponds to a gimbal state where all of the

wheel momentums H i are aligned, but with some of them pointing

in opposite directions. It is this anti-parallel singularity
condition that these singularity avoidance laws are designed to
avoid. The singularity avoidance control law a, Arbitrary Torqu£nR

of CMGs Away From Singularity, remains inoperative until the CMC
system ls detected approaching a potential anti-parallel singu-

larity condition then, the CMGs arc torqued away from this potential

singularity condition by redistributing the CMC. gimbal angles. The

Isogonal CMG Distribution Law, candidate b, distributes the in-

dividual CMG momentum vector _i in such a manner that each CMG

contributes an equal share to the total CMG momentum vector HCM G.

Because each CMG momentum vector Hi has a component that is along

_CHG' the anti-parallel slnEularlty condition is avoided. The

Optimal CMG Distribution Law, c, is a further optimization of the

Pseudo-lnverse CMG Control Law. This Optimal CMG Distribution

Law distributes the glmbal angles as a function of the total CMG

momentum HCM G in an optimal manner so that the gimbal rates for

command _COM can be further minimized. Byan arbitrary torque

d!.strlbutlng the CMG glmbal angles in this way, the anti-parallel

singularity condition is avoided.

Arbitrary Torquing of CMGs Away From Singularity, candidate

a, is mathematically the simplest of the three singularity

avoidance schemes, but it does n_t attempt to distribute the

CMG gimbal angles in either an optimal or sub-optimal manner.

The Isogonal CMG Distribution Law orients the CMGs in a manner
that could be classified as sub-optimal, but at the expense of

being mathematically more complex than candidate a. The Optimal

CMG Distribution Law distributes the CMC gimbal ankles in an

optimum fashion as prescribed by its performance index and con-
straint equations. Although this law is normally as complex

as the IsoKonel CMG Distribution L&w, its computational require-
monte can be reduced if the CMG control used is the Pseudo-Inverse

CM_ Control Law. For this reason, the Optimal CMG Distribution

law is preferred.

Because the development of the racowmnded Pseudo-Inverse
CMC Control Law and Optimal CMC Distribution Law are very similar,

an attempt wns made to combine these two laws into a single CMC

law. The obvious advantage of combining these two laws is that
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their functions can be accomplished using a single control ex-

pression. The result is the Combined CMC Gimbal Rate Con_nand

Law described in section 9.6. For this combined CMG law, the

the resultant expressions for the CMG gimbal rate commands 61

and _3 are more complex than those for the Pseudo-Inverse CMG

Control Law and the Optimal CMG Distribution Law. Because of

tlle apparent control logic complexity associated with this com-

bined law, no advantage from either a software or a performance

standpoint exists for this combined CMC law. The reco_ended

method for generating the CMC glmbal rate commands _i and _3

remains utilizing two laws, the Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law

and the Optimal CMG D±stribution Law.

The CMC control laws and singularity avoidance techniques

were formulated for both a slaved and a six individual CMG opera-

tional mode. Operating the CMGs in the slaved mode reduces the

computational requirements associated with the CMG control and

singularity avoidance le .. The advantage of operating the CMGs
in the individual CMG operational mode is that the CMG gimbal

angles associated with the six individual CMGs can be distributed

in a more optimal manner than for the slaved CMG mode. Unless

digital computer size becomes critical, the preferred operational

mode is the six individual CMG mode.

9.8 Logic Flow Diagram for Recommended CMG Control Law and

Singularity Avoidance System - Figure 9_21 is the logic flow dia-

gram for the recommended Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law and Optimal

CMG Distribution Law. In box 1 of figure 9.21, the CMG opera-

tional status gain matrices are computed; these gain matrices

descxiba the operational status of each CMG. In box 2, the CMC

output torque matrices [A], [B], it], and [D] are computed using

the CMG gimbal angles 41(i)_ and 63(i) (i-i,...,6) measured by the

CMG gimbal resolver trains. These output torque matrices are used

by both the Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law and the Optimal CMG

Distribution.Law t? generate.the appropriate CMG gimbal rate com-

mands 711) . 7_ 1). 7_ 2'. and 7_ 2).

In boxes _ thru.5, th_ Pseudo-I_verse C_,G Control Law gimbal
+(2)rate commands 7 (1) 7 (1) _(2) and are generated. In box

iC ' 3C ' vlC ' °3C

3, the matrix [G] is computed; the inverse of [G] must be deter-

mined in order to generate the appropriate control law gimbal

rate commands. In box 4, appropriate CMG glmbal rate commands
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IC ' _3C ' _IC ' and O3C are computed that will generate the CMG

torque command TCO M ge,erated by the vehicle control law. The
"(I) (2)

indiyidual CMG ,imbal rate commands comprising _), _3C ' _IC '

and _(2)
3C are compared w_th a gimbal rate limit _LIM in box 5.

If one of the individual g!mbal rate commands exceeds _LIM' the

gimbal rate colmuands are all scaled down so that none of the

individual rate commands exceed _LIM"

In boxes _ thru 13, t_e Optimal.CMG Distribution Law glmbal

rateco--rids sndID ' 3D ' ID ' are generated. In box 6,

the CMG singularity function f that measures the distance the CMG

system is away from singularity in CMG gimbal space is computed.

In boxes 7 and 8, the control matrices [A(1)] , [B(1)] , [C(1)] ,

[Dt_] , and [J] are c_mputed i In b_x 9, a set.of intermediate CMG
"_' (i)' (I)' (2)' (2)'

gimbal rate commands _ID " #3D ' _ID ' and _3D are generated

along with a CMG distribution glmbal rate limit m (D). Using these
max

intermediate gimbal rate commands @nd ra_e limit, _he CMG dlstri-

• In box ll,.a CMG distribution torque error T E due to

)' -3D ' _ID ' _3D ' '

be zero. But due to computational errors, TE can be appreciable.

In box 12, the magnitude of _E is checked ,,ith a torque limit TE,ma x.

If the magnitude of TE exceeds TE,max, the control loglc.proceeds

9nto b$x 13 where the distribution glmbal rate commands _(i)
_ID '

and YE3D ' ID ' 3D are scaled down so that the magnitude cf

does not exceed TE,ma x.

In bgx 14, the P_eudo-lnve[se CMG Control Law gimbal rate

cow.ands _iC ' #3C

Qotlmal CM 0 Distribution Law glmbal rate cormands _(i) _(I)
• ID ' _3D '

_(2)
(2) and . The total system CMG gimbal rate co..nands
ID ' 3_

, "(i)_2), and _2) are routed to the appropriate CMG,
_imbal actuators. The loRic [low then recycles back to box i.
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9.9 Notes

9.9.1 Abbreviations and Symbols

ATM

[A], IS], [C I, [D]

[A'], [_' ]

[A(I ) ], [S(1 ) ], [C(1 ) ],

[D(1) I,[J]

f

[A(1)1'[_i) 1'[J]

CMG

DGCHC,

f

Vf

H

CMG

HCOM

k
P

K

L
P
_P

TCb

TCi

TCMC

_COH

T D

XbYbZ b

XIYITI

XYZ
0 0 0

max

_LIM

Apollo Telescope Mount
Individual mode C_; system output

torque matrices

Slaved mode CMG system output torque

matrices

CMG distribution law control matrices

(individual mode)

CMG distribution law control matrices

(slaved mode)

Control moment 8yro

Double gimbal control moment zyro

CMG distribution law function

Gradient of f

CMG wheel momentum

CMG system mou_ntum imparted to the

vehicle

H vector control law momentum command

Vehicle control law position gain

Vehicle control law rate galn

Lagrange adjoin equation
Performance index

Individual CMG output torque in base

space

Individual CMG output torque in ve-

hicle coordinates (i=1,...,6)

CMG system output torque in vehicle
coordinates

CHG system torque command

Vehicle disturbance torque

CMC base space

CM_ inner Rlmbal space

CMC outer _imbal space

CHG distribution gimbal rate com-

mand limit

CMG control law gimbal rate com-
maxtd limit
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[_]I+o

[_]o+-b

[_]v*bl
-j,

W

0

Total CMG system gimbal rate conlnands

Transformation from CMG outer to

inner glmbal space
Transformation from £_4C base to outer

glmbal space ithTransformation from CMG base to

vehicle coordinates (I=i,...,6)

Vehicle angular veloclty

CMC base angular velocity

CMG inner gimbal angular velocity

Vehicle orbital rate
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i0. CMG SYSTEM MOMENTUM MANAGEMENT

A CMG control system has a finite momentum storage capability

and therefore, the momentum that must be stored in the CMG system

must be bounded. The objective of a CMG momentum management sys-

tem is to keep the CMG system momentum storage requirement within

the physical limits of the CMG system. Two mechanisms are described

in this section for accomplishing this task. The first mechanism is

a momentum desaturatlon system. The function of a CMG momentum de-

saturation system is to reduce the momentum stored in the CMG system

by applying a torque to the vehicle such that the magnitude of the

resultant momentum stored in the CMG system is reduced. Two basic

types of CHG desaturation control laws are derived in this section;

they are: (i) reaction control system (RCS) laws and (2) gravity

gradient desaturation laws. The RCS desaturation control laws utilize
the baseline Shuttle RCS described in section 3.2 to generate the

required CMG desaturation torque and the CMG gravity gradient de-

saturation laws use the natural _ravlty gradient torques acting on

the vehicle to desaturate the CMc system. The second mechanism

described in this section is a Pseudo-Axis Alignment Control Law.

The function of the Pseudo-Axis Alignment Control Law is to minimize

the CMG momentum that must be desaturated by reducing the momentum

build-up due to vehicle principal and control axls misallgnments.

i0.i Shuttle and Baseline RCS Models - The baseline Shuttle

RCS and vehicle dynamic characteristics used in this study are given

in section 3. For convenience, the baseline RCS and vehicle charac-

teristics are summarized in table i0.I.

10.2 Prediction of CMG Momentum Profile - A CMG desaturatfon

system should be capable of predicting the near future momentum pro-

file to be encountered by the CNG system. This projected momentum

profile is used to alert the desaturation system to potential CMG

saturation conditions. These momentum profiles can be used by mission

planning to schedule momentum "dumps" so that their impact on mission

objectives such as experimentation can be minimized.

In this section, a methcd for predicting the momentum stored

in the CMG system is devised. The following assumptions are made:

a. The vehicle is constrained to the following ideal

Shuttle attitudes: (i) X-POP inertial, (2) X-IOP

inertlal, (3) X-fOP Z-LV, and (4) X-IOP Z-LV.

b. The only disturbance torques acting on the vehicle

are gravity gradient torques.

c. The orbit is circular.
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Table I0.I. Assumed Shuttle RCS and Vcq+Icle Characteristics

RCS Chara_:tcrlsttes

Thrust level, F: 400 Ibf.

Minimum pulse duration, if: 0.I sec.

Minimum attitude deadband, 8 : +0.5 deg.
O

Fuel: Monopropellant hydrazine with a specific impulse
I of 200 sec.
sp

Roll moment arm, i : 20.7 ft.
x

Pitch moment arm, £ : i00 ft.
Y

Yaw moment arm, £ : I00 ft.
z

Vehicle Inertia Characteristics

I =l.04x106 slug ft 2
xx

I -8.21xi06 slug ft 2
YY

I =8.55xi06 slug ft2
Zz

I =I =I =0
xy xz yz
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d. The vehlcle cross products of inertia Ixy, Ixz, and

l are zero.
yz

e. The CMG mounting configuration is shown in figure

i0.I. (This is the CMG configuration recommended in

section 6.)

The torque acting on the vehicle as observed in vehicle space,

dH

(-_-) equals

dH dHCM G _v ._ +e ) +_ x_ (i)
XHcMG-_(-_-t)v gg " dt v v

T is the gravity gradient torque acting on the vehicle in vehicle
gg ÷

space. RCM G is the CMG angular momentum imparted to the vehicle in

vehicle space. H is the vehicle angular momentum and equals
V

-tll_ (2)
v

where [I] is the vehicle iuertia tensor and to is the vehicle

angular velocity.

Ixx 0 0 Q
!

L0 0 Izz

tO "

to

(4)

Rearranging equation i, the rate of change of the CMg momentum

HCH G in vehicle coordinates equals

(dHcHG. d_ _ + _ ÷

-_-_--]v-(--_)v+_ x[l]to -_ XHcldG-Tgg
(5)

Assume that the vehicle is in a steady state condition meaning that

dH

÷ v)is either aero or a constant vector quantity. Then, ("_v equals
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Xv

51.(2 ) :_CHG PLANE4MOUN'rINC,

"_-CHG 2 NOUNTING

I)I,ANI,;

0 UT ER

G I MI}AL

TORQUER

3(4)
_i(3)

3 I'IOUNT[NC

PLANE

QUER

63(3)

Finite i0.I. Recommended CMC Mounting Configuration
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dH

dHCMG .
In steady state, (-_---) v equals

( dc )v _ x XHC_G-_Sg

For an inertially held vehicle,

dHCMG.

is zero and td-_-_-)v

(6)

(7)

reduces

to

(s)

Integrating equation 8, "_CMG (t) equals
t

HCMG(t)'HCMG(t°)- _t _ggdt

O

_CMG(to) is the CMG momentum state measured at time to.

can be computed as follows using the CMG gimbal angles 61(i)

63(i), i=I,°'''6"

oI  ico8icl_CMG(to) = [HcMGy(to) . klU cos 61(i)

HCMGz (to)

l-cos 61_2) c°s 63(2)_

+k2H l _..o,61_2)_i_63(2)1sin _l (2)J

+k4H

-cos 61 (4)
cos 6t (4)

cos _I(6)

+k6H

sin 61(4) I

cos 63(4) I

sin 63(4) j

sin 63(6)_

sin 61(6) I

co_ 63(6) _

(9)

cos 6 3 (13-_

sin 63(1) I

sin 61(i) j

÷ k3H -cos 61(3) cos 63(3)

L cos 61(_) ,in _(3)J

'cos61cs),i_63cs>1+k5H sin 61(5) I

L_CO,61(s> _os63(5)j

(10)

and
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The gains k i, i=l, .... 6, are the CMG operational status gains

described in section 9.2.

ki'i

when the i th CMG is operational and

(ii)

ki'O

when the i th CMG is inoperative.

divldual CMG wheel momentum.

The gravity gradient torque T equals
gg

,32 ^ ^* (ax[lla)
Tgg o

(12)

H is the magnitude of the in-

(13)

a is a unit vector in vehicle coordinates along the local vertical

directed from the center of the Earth towards the vehicle center

2
of mass. _ is the orbital rate; _ equals

o o

2 RK_ (14)
o 3

r

where g is the gravitational acceleration of the Earth (32.2 it/see2),

R is the mean radius of the Earth in feet, and r is the distance

from the center of the Earth to the vehicle center of mass. Ex-

aya (I -I )zz yy

axaz (I xx- I zz )

a a (lyy-lxx)
x y

(15)

panding equation 13, r equals
Zg

T (t)"
gx

_gg(t)- Tgy (t)

Tgz(t)

ax, ay,^and az are the X, Y, and Z components of the local vertical

vector a.

To demonstrate how equations 9 and 15 can be used to predict

the CMG momentum HCMG(t) for an inertlally held vehicle, assume

the vehicle is in the inertial X-lOP attitude shown in figure 10.2.

The local vertical vector a equals
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[]I,& ay
= = sin i sin (_ot+_) ] (16)

azj cos ), sin (Wot_._) _

The resultant gravity gradient torque equations Tgx, Tgy, and Tgz
are :

T
gx

2
3_

(t)=-_(Izz-I ) sin X cos X{l-cos 2[_ (t-t)+_]} (17)yy c o
2

3_

T (t).=--x9--°(I -I ) cos % sin 2[_ (t-t)+e] (18)
gy z zz xx o o

2
-3_

Tgz(t)=---_°z (Iyy-Ixx) sin _ sin "2[_Jo(t-to)+_] (19)

The projected axial components of the CMG momentum vector are:

HCMGx(t)=HCMGx(to)-{tTgx (t)dt
O

(20)

HCMG_/(t)=HCIdGy (to)-ftTt gY (t)dt (21)
O

)-ItT (t)dt (22)
HCMGz(t)'HCMGz(to t gz

O

HCMGx(to) , HCMGy(to), and HcMGz(t o) are the initial X, Y, and Z

components of the CMG momentum vector HCMG(t) computed using

equation i0. For the example X-lOP attitude illustrated in figure

10.2, HCMGx(t), HCMGy(t), and HCMBz(t) equal

HCMGx(t)=HCMGx(to)- "-'P'°(Izz-lyy)4aln % cos

{2_o(t-to)-Sin 2(_o(t-to ) + _]

+sin 2a} (23)
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3_

HCMGy (t) =HCMGy (to) 4_( Izz- 1xx) cos

{cos 2[_o(t-to)+al-c°s 2a) (24)

.{{0
o

llCl_z (t)=ltcHGz (to)---., _ (Iyy-I xx) sin

(cos 2[_o(t-to)+al-c°s 2_} (25)

Note that for our example, HCMGx is the only component of HCM G

that has a term whose magnitude increases with time. It is this

type of an unbounded momentum term
2

3_

-{_(Izz-I ) sin X cos %}(t-t ) (26)yy o

that causes the CMG system to become saturated. All of the re-

mainlng momentum terms are sinusoidal and are therefore bounded.

For a Z-local vertical attitude, the vehicle is spinning at

_0) and the gradient torque actingthe orbital rate (_ gravity _R

on the vehlcle^ is ideally zero (Tgg=O) because the local vertical

vector a has only a single nonzero component a (ax=0, a =0, a =-I).z y z
One can confirm that _ is zero for an ideal Z-LV attitude by looking

gg

at the gravity gradient torque equation, equation 15. The vehicle

dynamic torque term _ x[l]_ for the two allowable Z-LV attitudes,

X-POP Z-LV and X-lOP Z-LV, is also zero because the vehicle is

spinning about a principal axis. Spinning the vehicle about a

principal axis means that _ and the vehicle momentum [I]_ are

co-llnear and therefore their vector cross product is zero. For

any other Z-LV attitude, this dynamic torque term is not zero because

and [I]_ are not co-llnear. For the two ideal Z-LV attitudes,

X-POP Z-LV and X-IOP Z-LV, the rate of change of HCM G in vehicle

dHCM G

space, (d-_---)v, as given by equation 7 reduces to
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"dHcM(;) ,,-c_
d-t v XtlcMc;

(27)

Equation 27 can be solved for HCM G by using state space analv:_ts.

d}_cM(;

Let HCMGx' HCMGy' and HCMGz denote the components of ( d-t--)v"

Equation 27 can be expanded as follows

I CMGx] [ 0 _ -_

"= -£d Z X
CMGy I 0 co

HCMGzJ -tox 0

FH
CMGx

HCMGy

HCMGz

(28)

Let the above 3 by 3 matrix be denoted by A. To Jetermlne HCMG(t),

the state transition matrix _(t,t o) must be computed.

HCMG (t)'_ (t, to)HCMG(t o)

HCMG(t) equals

(29)

where HCMG(t o) is the initial CMG momentum at time to.

step in computing _(t,t ) is to determine (SI-A) where I is the
o

identity matrix and S is the Laplace transform operator.

I m[ 00I1 0

0 1

The first

(30)

_(t,t o) equals

_(t,t )= _-I(sI-A) -I
o

(31)

where _ -I

of (S I-A).
is the inverse Laplace transform of the inverse of

The inverse of (SI-A) equals

(St-A)
-I 1

Im

s(s2+J°)

"s2+_ 2 _ _ -s_ _ _ +sto

x xy z x z y

2 2
to to +sw s +tO _ _ -Sto

xy z y y z x

2 2
tOxtoz-StO toto +sod s +_y y z x y

(32)
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To demonstrate how equations 29, 31, and 32 can be used to

predict the CM_ momentum profile given the CHG momentum state at

time t , assume the vehicle is in tile X-POP Z-LV attitude where

o -1

_y and _g are zero and _x equals the orbital rate 9 o. (SI-A)

reduces to

(sl-.._)-i

l
- 0 0
s

s o
0

s2+_ 2 s2+_ 2
o o

(d
o s0

2+_o2 2+0_2s s
o o

(33)

The state transition matrix ¢(t,t o) equals

i 0 0 ]

I_(t,to)= 0 COS_o (t-t o ) -sin_o(t-to)

0 sineo (t-t o) c°S=o(t-to)J

and HCMC(t) equals

I 0
HCMG(t)" cOS_o(t-t o)

. sinWo(t-t O)

0 ["c.o (to)]

-sin_o (t-t o ) [ HCMGy (t o )l
cost0 o (t-t o) HCMGz (t o )

(34)

(35)

It should be noted that the magnitude of HCMG(t) is always constant.

The only reason that HCMG(t) is time varying is because it is being

measured in the rotating vehicle frame. If HCMC,(t) is transformed

into an inertial coordinate system, (HcMG(t))I would be time in-

variant. Ideally, if the vehicle is held in one of the two Shuttle

Z-LV attitudes, X-POP Z-LV or X-IOP Z-LV, the magnitude of the CMG

momentum would remain constant.

Figure I0.3 is a computational flow diagram for predicting the

CMG momentum for m future orbits based on the above analysis. This

CMG momentum prediction scheme is good for only the inertial X-POP

and X-lOP Shuttle attitudes. No prediction scheme is needed for
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the ideal X-POP Z-LV and X-IOP Z-LV attitudes since the CMG mo-

mentum viewed from an inertial frame is constant. The only way

the magnitude of the CMG momentum can chanKe is If the Shuttle

is perturbated away from these two ideal Z-LV attltudes.

Box 1 of figure 10.3 initializes the orbit counter to zero.

In box 2, the present CMG momentum state HCMG(t o) is computed using

the CMG glmbal angles _l(1), and 63(i) , i-l, .... 6. For the CMG

mounting configuration shown in figure i0.I, HCMC(to) is given by

equation I0. Box 3 is the orbit counter indicating which orbit

the following momentum profile corresponds. In box 4, the gravity

gradient torque Tgg acting on the vehicle is computed• equation 15.
th

In box 5, the projected momentum profile for the n orbit is deter-

mined by integrating the negative of the gravity gradient torque -T
gg

as illustrated in equations 20 thru 22.

in box 6, the magnitude of HCMG(t)• IHcMG(t)I, is computed.
th

The maximam value of IHcMG(t)] is stored for the n orbit alon_

with time t at which this maximum value is projected to occur, in

• I_
box 7 the maximum value of ,HCMC(t) I is compared with a preset

momentum alert threshold HALER T. A reasonable criteria for setting

this threshold is to let it correspond to ninety percent of satura-

tion. For an operational six CMG system, HALER T equals

HALERT=O.9(6H)=5.4H (36)

If the maximum value of I_CMG(t)I computed in box 6 equals or exceeds

HALERT, an alert is given as illustrated in box 8. The orbit n,

the time t, and the projected value of I_CMG(t)I is given. At this

point, the momentum prediction scheme is terminated,

If the maximum value of IHCMG(t) I computed in box 6 is less

than HALERT, the prediction scheme proceeds to box 9 which checks
th

to see if the n orbit corresponds to the last orbit m for which

a projected momentum profile is to be computed. If n equals m,

the prediction scheme is terminated with no alert given. If n

is less than m, the initial CMG momentum vector HCMC(t o) is updated
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using the value of HCMG computedin box 5 that corresponds to
th

the end of the n orbit (t=t + 2__). This momentum prediction
O

O

scheme continues by proceeding back to box 3 where tile momentum

profile corresponding to the t_ext orbit is coml_uted.

10.3 _Re.act_tog. _C3!nt__r_01 Sys.t_em. iRKS) CM_' Dcsaturat t o_n .Sys_tem._ -

Two RCS CM(; denaturation sy:;tems are l_ropoqt.tl; tl_ev are:

System 1: Reaction Jets attached to the vehicle are fired In

such a manner as to desaturate the _:Mc;s whtlr, t_he C,M(;s con-

tinue to control the vehicle attlt_dL'.

System 2: The CMC system is commanded to a new momentum state

with a reaction control system (RCS) assuming attitude con-

trol. The RCS absorbs the resultant CMG torque applied to

the vehicle due to the change in CMG momentum.

10.3.1 S___stem__l: _.CMt_!_Attitu_de _Control - The CM(: system is

desaturated by firing reaction Jets attached [o the vehicle in

such a manner that the resultant counteracting CMt; torqut_s wt Ii

desaturate tile CM(; system besides counteracting the RCS torques

generated. The reason for attempting to hold vehicle attitude with

the CMG system during desaturatlon is in the hope that the resultant

vehicle stabilization will permit experimentation during this inter-

val. For the RCS and CMG systems used In this study, the major

problem with this type of RCS desaturatiota [s that the control

authority of the baseline RCS described in table i0.I is larger

than that of tlle proposed CMG system. The minimum torque that

the baseline RCS can generate about Its three control axes is 8280

ft-lb about the X axis and 40000 ft-lb about both the Y and Z axes.

The torque capability of the selected CMf; system along each vehicle

axis is 200 ft-lb, section 5. This large dif[erence in torque

capabilities makes this type of a RCS desaturatlon system difficult

to implement. Two possible ways of Implementin_ thls system are

illustrated in figure 10.4; they are:

Case A: As Illustrated In figure lO.4a, the baseline RC.q

is time modulated so that its aver:iRe torque TAV E is

less than Lhe torque capability of the CM(; system,

This average RCS torque TAV E is used to desat,trate tht,

CMG system.

Case B: As shown in figure lO.4b, a series of minimum RCS

impulses are fired and the resultant momentum is absorbed

by the CMG system. The time between pulses should be large
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enoughto allow all CMGtransients causedby the previous
impulse to die out before the next impulse is fired. Any
residual momentumleft in the CMGsystem is removedby the
modulated pulse shownin figure 10,45. By varying the pulse
duration t the amountof momentum, imparted to the vehicle

m

can be precisely controlled. By firing a sufficient

number of minimum RCS impulses and a final modulated pulse,

the CMG momentum state can be changed to any desired state.

Case A: Modulated RCS Desaturation System - The problem with

this modulation system is that (i) the fuel consumed by this system

is high because the RCS is on all of the time, <2) the contamination

resulting from this large fuel consumption will prevent most if not

all experiments from being performed during desaturatlon thus, de-

feating the purpose of accurately stabilizing the vehicle during

this interval, (3) the modulated pulse duration t must be accurately
m

controlled, and (4) the capability of obtaining high vehicle stabi-

lization is questionable because of the transients generated by the

continuous RCS alternating impulse train.

Assume that a change in CMG momentum along the Y axis of

13 000 ft-lb-sec is desired and that the average RCS torque

TAV E is 150 ft-lb. The time tD required to produce this change

in momentum is

_H__H__= 13 000 =86.7 seconds (37)
tD= TAV E 150

The fuel consumption W.O.F., weight of fuel, required to produce

this desired change in CMG momentum equals

2Ft

W.O.F.= _ =346,8 Ib (38)
I
sp

This required fuel consumption is extremely hl_h.

To compute the modulated pulse duration t
m

Fg-y(tm-t f)

TAVE= tm+tf

needed, note that

(39)

Solving equation 39 for t t

m

t = (F_y+TAvE)

m FZy_TAv E tf
(40)
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Substituting the appropriate values ot TAVF , F, _y, and tf into

equation 40, t equals
m

(40 150)(0.i).i00.75 milliseconds (41)
tm_

The difference between t and the system's minimum pulse duration
m

tf is so small, less than one millisecond, that it is highly

impractical to require the baseline RCS to have this fine a pulse

regulation capability. The feasibility of a large RCS, the size

of the baseline system, having this small a pulse regulation capa-

bility is highly questionable.

This modulated RCS desaturation system, Case A, is eliminated

as a potential CMG desaturatlon system on the basis of its large

fuel requirements and its impractical pulse modulation requirements.

Case B: Pulsed RCS Desaturation System - To demonstrate

how this pulsed RCS desatur_tlon system operates, assume that a

change in the CMG momentum state of 13 000 ft-lb-sec alon_ the

vehicle Y axis is desired. The minimum momentum impulse bit (MIB)

that the baseline RCS can impart to the Y axis equals

(MIB)y-F£ytf-4 000 ft-lb-sec (42)

As shown in figure 10.4b, the first RCS impulse Ftf will result in a change

in momentum of 4 000 ft-lb-sec alon E the Y axis. By firing these

minimum impulses, a change of 3(MIB)y or 12 000 ft-lb-sec alon_

the Y axis will result leaving a residual momentum of i 000 ft-lb-sec.

To remove this residual momentum, a modulated pulse like the one

shown in figure 10.4b is generated. The momentum i_arted to the

vehicle Y axis due to this modulated pulse equals

HMO D ,y-F_y (tm-t f) (43)

From equation 43, the desired modulated pulse duration t
m

t - _D'Y+F£Ytf
m F£

Y

equals

(44)

Substituting the appropriate values of HMOD, Y (I 000 ft-lb-sec),

F, Zy, and tf into equation 44, tm equals

t -125 milliseconds
m

This modulated pulse usin E the above value of t
m

desired change of 1 000 ft-lb-sec alon E the Y axis thus completln E

the desired CMG desaturation alon E this axis. Desaturatlon along

the remainlnR vehicle axes is accomplished in an identical manner.

(45)

results in the

The RCS fuel required to perform this desired desaturatlon

along the Y axis equals
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2F[ (ny+l) t f+t m ]
W.O.F.= .....

I
sp

(46)

where ny is number of minimum impulses Ftf required, ny-3. Sub-

stituting the appropriate values of n , F, tf, tm, and Isp inY

equation 46, W.O.F. equals

W.O.F.=2.1 ib
(47)

This above fuel consumption is considerably less than that for the

previous system, Case A.

As noted earlier, the minimum torque capability of the baseline

RCS along each vehicle axis is much smaller than the maximum torque

capability of the CMG system. This large difference in torque

capabilities means that the CMG system cannot instantaneously

absorb the momentum generated by a single RCS impulse thus causing

an attitude error. To compute the magnitude of this error, the

following assumptions are made.

a. The CMG system is approaching saturation along one

of the vehicle control axes as shown in figure 10.5a.

b. The CMG system has reached nlnety-five percent

of saturation.

c. The CMGs are arranged in an isogonal distribution.

An isogonal distribution is one in which each CMG

contributes an equal share to the total CMG momentum

vector HCM G.

d. The CMG system is desaturated alon_ the affected

vehicle control axis shown in figure lO.5a by firing

the appropriate RCS thruster pair for its minimum

pulsQ duration tf.

Because _he CMGs are arranged In an IsoRonal distribution,

the magnltude of the CMG momentum vector HCM G equals

IHCMGI'6Hcose I (481

where @I is the angle between the individu_l CMG wheel momentums

and HCM G as illustrated in figure 10.5a. For a ninety-flve percent

saturated system,
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cos0i=0.95

or

81-18 degrees (49)

As illustrsted in figure lO.bb, a RCS desaturatlon torque TRC S along

the vehicle control axis Is generated causln K the CMC system to

produce a counteracting torque TCM G in the opposite dlrectlon.

Note that a double gimbal CMC can generate a torque only in the

plane perpendicular to its wheel momentum H. For the isogonal

CMG orientation shown in figure lO.ba, the maximum magnitude of TCM G

that can be generated along or opposite the affected control axis

equals

ITcMGJmax-6TmaxSinel (50)

where T is the maximum torque that an individual CMG can generate

in the plane perpendicular to its rotor H. The maximum torque capa-

bility T for the CMGs selected in section 6 is 122 ft-lb thus,
max

the corresponding value of ,,I#CMGIma x

-4b

equals

I_CMG Imax =6 (122) sin (18 ° )=226 ft-lb f51)

will Increase as the CMG system is
The above value of ITcMGIma x

desaturated because the angle 81 wlll increase. For this analysis,

the magnitude of the CMG torque TCM G generated due to the RCS de-

saturation torque TRC S is assumed to be constant and equal to the

above value of ITcMGIma x given in equation 50.

Contained in figure 10.6 are sketches of the RCS desaturatlon

torque profile TRC S, the resultant CMG torque profile TCMG, and

the corresponding vehicle angular acceleration _, velocity _, and

position @ time histories generated by these torque profiles. The

equations of motion governing _, _, and O are:

[z] (52)
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urn/ _dt- [i-] / (TRcs+TcMc dt
o o

(53)

t t

ff (TRcs÷TcMG)dtdt
0 0

(54)

where [I] is the vehicle inertia tensor.

Assume that the CMG system is approaching saturation along the

X axis. At time tI, the an_ular velocity _x goes through zero and

@, the axial angular displacement, is a maximum 0 . From equa-
max

tions 53, time tI, can be computed by solving the following rela-

ship. tf t1

Ux" _I {j Tacs,xdt_[ I_CMG}maxdt}-O (55)
XX 0 0

TRCS, x is the torque generated due to firing the X axis RCS thruster

pair; TRCS, x equals

-F[ =8 280 ft-lb (56)
TRCS,x x

Substituting the appropriate values of Ixx, , TRCS,tf x' and

ITcMGIma x into equation 55, time tI equals

ti-3.67 seconds (57)

The maximum angular displacement of the . axis occurs at tI and

equals tl

I [f/ (_RCS+_CMG)dtdt] (58)
x'X O

=1.42xi0 -3 radian or 4.9 arc-minutes

At time t2, 8x equals 0.5 0max, x. Utilizing equation 54, t2 equals

t2

0.50,tmx, x- i1_[// (_Rcs+TcMG)dtdt]
XX

t2=7.29 seconds (59)
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At time t3, the transient is assumed to have been damped out and

0 equals zero. Using equation 34, t3 equalsx

_--[:: (TRcs+TcMG)dtdt]-0

o

t3=i0.91 seconds

Performing the above analysis for the Y and Z axes, the

corresponding values of tl, t2, t3, and 8ma x equal

(60)

Y axis:
ti=17.6 seconds

t2-35.2 seconds

t3-52.8 seconds

0 -4.25xi0 -3 rad or 14.6 min

max,y

Z axis: ti=17.6 seconds

t2-55.2 seconds

t3=52.8 seconds

8 =4.08xi0 -3 tad or 14.0 min
max, z

This analysis corresponds to a worst case analysis since the

CMG system is desaturated alon_ the direction of smallest CMC

torque capability, the direction of HCM C. From this analysis,

the maximum attitude errors generated by flring the appropriate

RCS thruster pair for a minimum pulse duration are less than a

0.i degree for the X axis and approximately 0.25 degrees for both

the Y and Z axes. For all experiments that have a relatively high

stabilization requirement, these attitude errors would be excessive

and would prevent experimentation during this desaturatlon inte:-'al.

A major problem with this system ks that firing a minlmum RCS impulse

causes the CMG system to be turned hard on in an attempt to conl-

pensate for the resultant large RCS torques produced, This turning

the CMGs hard on could result in excessive CMG wear particularly to

the individual CMG gear trains. Because this RCS desaturation

system cannot meet the high degree of vehicle stabilization de-

sired and because of the excessive CMG year that can result, this

system is not recommended.
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Alternative to the RCS Desaturatlon S s_s__ Cases

A and B - An additional low torque RCS system could be added

to the vehicle for the purpose of desaturatlng the CMC system.

The control authority of thls RCS system would have to be less

[han that of tb,_ CMG system. This system would |)e turned on

and off gradually as shown in flgure lO.7 in order to m[nimlzc

attitude errors due to transients introduced by this RCS sys-

tem. A thruster pair would remain on until the desired change

in CMG momentum along its control axis has been reached. A

representative value for the maximum torque capability of this

RCS system would be approximately i00 ft-lb. Most of the high

stabilization requirements imposed on the vehicle by its experi-

ments could be met while this RCS desaturatlon system is operating.

The major drawback to this system is that an additional system

is added to the vehicle with only one function that of desaturatlng

the CMG system.

10.3.2 System 2: RCS Attitude Control - This RCS desaturation

system transfers attitude control from the CMG system to the base-

line RCS system. With the baseline RCS controlling vehicle atti-

tude, the CMG system is commanded to its desired momentum state.

Because the baseline RCS stabilization capability is much less than

that of the CMG system, this system precludes the possibility of

performing any experimentation during the desaturation interval

that requires a high degree of stabilization. This loss in ex-

perlmentation capability durin_ the desaturation interval is not

a major drawback since neither of the two previously described

RCS desaturation systems utilizing the baseline RCS would permit

experimentation during this period either.

To demonstrate how this system operates, assume that a change

in CMG momentum of 13 000 ft-lb-sec along the vehicle Y axis is

desired. Assume that the rate of change of the Y axis CMC momentum

state TCM G is 150 ft-lb. To produce the desired momentum change

along the Y axis AH , this CMG torque TCM G must last for tD seconds
Y

where tD equals
AH

_.y__ , 13 000 -86.67 seconds (61)

tD= TCM G 150

After tD seconds, the CMG system will be in its desired momentum

state.

ARCS thruster pair is co,1_anded to fire when the ith vehicle

axis impinges on one of the attitude deadband limits. Assume that

the RCS firing logic Is governed by the following rate plus position
law.
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JKRi i+Kpi0il-E(i-x,y,z) (62)

E is a positive constant scalar that corresponds to the RCS

attitude deadband limit. For the Y axis, assume that KR, Kp

and E have the following values.

KRy,.I second (63)

Kpy-i (64)

E=0.5 degree (65)

These values of E, Kp.y, and Kpy correspond to a +__0.5degree RCS

attitude deadband.

At time t equal to zero, the transfer from CMG to RCS atti-

tude control has been accomplished and the CMG torque TCM G is

applied to the Y axis. Assume that initial Y axis angular rate

_y(0) and position @y(0) at t equal to zero are:

(0)=0 (66)
Y

O (0)=0 (67)
Y

The CMG torque TCM G will accelerate the vehicle Y axis towards

one of its attitude deadband limits defined by equation 62.

Assume that the sign of TCM G is positive; the resultant Y axis

angular acceleration _ equals
Y

= TCMG(57.3 deg/rad)-l.047x10 -3 deg/sec 2 (68)
y I

YY

As the Y axis is accelerated towards its upper attitude deadband,

(t) and @ (t) equal
Y Y

(t)-_ t%J (0) deg/sec (69)
Y Y Y

t 2

By(t)- _---'_2 Y(O)t+ey(O) deg (70)

At :ime tl, the RCS firing logic equation, equation 62, will be

satisfied and an appropriate RCS thruster pair will be fired
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accelerating the Y axis away from the deadband limit. Substituting

the above expressions for C0y(tI) and 0 (tI) and the appropriateY

values of KRy, Kpy, and g into equation 62,

I_y(tl)+@y(t l) [-0.5

or

1.047xlO-3tl+O.5235x10-3t 21-0.5-0 (71)

Solving for tl, tI equals

ti=29.92 seconds (72)

Substituting the above value of tI into equation 69 and 70,

_y(t I) and @y(t I) equal

(ti)_0.0313 deg/sec (73)Y

Oy (ti)-0.4687 degree (74)

Assume that the momentum produced by firing the appropriate RCS

thruster pair is instantaneously applied to the vehicle and

results in a change of axial velocity _ . This change in
Y

velocity A_ due to firing the RCS pair for its minimum time
Y

duration tf equals
F£ t=

A_ = --Y---:-(57.3deg/rad)-O 0279 deg/sec
y I

YY

(75)

At time tl, Just after the appropriate RCS thruster pair has been

fired, _(t;) and O(tl) equal

_(tl)=_'tl)-A_y=0.0034 deg/sec
(76)

O(tl)=O (ti)=0.4687 degree (77)

Note that angular rate _y(tl) is still posltive meaning that the

minimum momentum impulse bit (MIB)y was not large enough to chan_e

the sign of _y. The CMG torque TCM G will continue to accelerate

the Y axis towards its upper deadband limit +@o" _y(t) and 0 (t)' y

equal
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_y(t)=_y(t-tl)+_y(t 1) for t>t 1

?y(t-tl )2
0 (t)- +_ (t_)(t-tl)+0y(t _) for tat 1y 2 y

(78)

(79)

At time t 2, the RCS firing logic equation will be satisfied

once more and an appropriate RCS thruster pair will be fired again

accelerating the Y axis away from its attitude deadband. Substi-

tuting _y(t 2) and 0y(t 2) into equation 62,

[_y(t2)+0y(t 2) 1"0.5

or

0.5235xlO-3(t2-tl)2+4.455xlO-3(t2-tl)-27.92xlO-3=O (80)

Solving equation 80, (t2-t I) equals

t2-tl=4.20 seconds (81)

Time t 2 equals

t2=tl+4.20-34.12 seconds (82)

Substituting t 2 into equations 78 and 79, _y(t_). and 0y(t 2) equal

_y(t2)=+0.0078 deg/sec

8y(t2)-0.4922 degree

(83)

(84)

At time t2, the appropriate RCS thruster pair has been fired and

_y(t2) and _y(t2) equal

Wy(t2)-_y(t2)-&Oy=-O.0201 deg/sec (85)

0y (t2)=Sy (t2)=0.4922 degree (86)

For t greater than t 2, _y(t) and 0y(t) equal

aJy (t)=ay(t-t2)+_y(t 2) for t>t 2
(87)
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°_>'(t-t2)2 +Wy(t2)(t-t2)+E)y(t 2) for t>t 2ey(t)= 2
(88)

At time t2, Wy is negative indicating that the Y axis is

moving away from the upper deadband limit +8 . The CMG torque
o

TCM G acting on the Y axis decelerates this motion and at time t3,

the Y axis starts back towards its upper attitude deadband limit.

At time t3, the Y axis velocity Wy is zero. Substituting t 3 for

t into equation 87 and setting the resulting expression to zero

or

Solving for t3-t 2,

_y (t 3-t2)+_y (t2)=O

1.047x10-3(t3-t2)-0.0201-0

t3-t2-19.21 seconds

t3 equals

(89)

(90)

(91)

0.5235(t4-t2)2-19.1x10-3(t4-t2)-27.9x10-3-O

Solving for t4,

t4-t2-37.88 seconds

(94)

or

I_y (t 4)+Oy (t4) 1-0.5-0

At time t4, the state of the Y axis (Wy,Oy) will once again

ratisfy the RCS firing logic and another minimum RCS impulse will

result sending the Y axis away from its upper deadband limit.

Substituting Wy(t 4) and ey(t 4) into equation 62, the RCS firing

logic equals

t3-t2+19.21-53.33 seconds (92)

From equation 88, the corresponding value of 8y(t 3) equals

8y(t3)-0.2990 degree (93)
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or

t4=t2+37.88-72.00 seconds (95)

Substituting t4 into equations 87 and 88, _y(t 4) and 8y(t 4) equal

(t4)-0.0195 deg/secY

0 (t4)-0.4805 degreeY

At time t4, _y(t4) and @y(t4) equal

Y {t4)=_y(t4)-_y=-0.0084 deg/sec

0y{t4)-0y(t4)=0.4805 degree

(96)

(97)

(98)

(99)

For t greater than t4, _y(t) and ey(t) equal

_y(t)-C;y(t-t4)+i_y(t 4) for t>t 4

_Y(t-t4)2 +_y(t4)(t-t4)+ey(t4) for t>t 4_y(t)- - 2

(zoo)

(I01)

At time t4, _ is again negative meaning that the Y axis isY

traveling away from the upper deadband limit +_o" At time t5,

the Y axis velocity _ is zero and the Y axis starts moving back
Y

towards +_o" Substituting t5 for t and setting equation i00 equal

to zero, t5 equals

l_047xlO-3(ts-t4)-O.O084-O

(t5-t4)=8.04 seconds

t5=t4+8.04=80.04 seconds (102)

Substituting t5 into equation i01, 0y(t 5) equals

0y(tS)=0. 4467 degree
(103)

Note that at t equal to 86.67 seconds, TCM G becomes zero

and the CMG system is at its desired momentum state. Substituting

t equal to 86.67 seconds into equation I00 and i01, 0 and _ equal
Y Y
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(86.67)-0.0070 deg/sec (104)
Y

e (86.67)-0.4700 degree (105)
Y

For t greater than 86.67 seconds, TCM G is zero and will no longer

accelerate the Y axis towards its upper RCS deadband limit +0 .
o

But since _ at this time has a positive sign, the Y axis will
Y

continue to travel towards +9o; when it reaches +@o' the RCS

will fire a minimum impulse sending the Y axis away from +0 0 .

For time t greater than 86.67 seconds, _ (t) and @ (t) equal
Y Y

(t)-_y(86.67) for t> 86.67 secondsY
(106)

Oy(_)-[_y(B6.67)](t-B6.67)+Ov(86.67 ) for t>86,67,sec

At time t6, the state of the Y axis satisfies the RCS firing

logic, equation 62. Using equations 106 and 107, substitute _y(t 6)

and @ (t6) into equation 62.Y

l_y(t6)+gy(t6)l-0.5=O (i08)

Solving equation 108 for t6,

t6-89.96 seconds (109)

_y(t 6) and ey(t 6) equal

(t6)-0.0070 deg/sec (ii0)Y

0y(t6)'0.4930 de_ree (Iii)

At time t6, the RCS has fired sending the Y axis away from +0 °

at a con, rant rate _ (t6). _y(t;) and 0 (t6)equalY Y

_y(t;)'_y(t6)-A_y--O.0209 deg/second

0Y (=6)-Oy(t6)-O.4930. degree

For tlme t greater than t6, _y(t) and %y(t) equal

(n2)

(n3)

(107)
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Y(t)'_Y(t 6) deglsec for t'T 6 (114)

8y(t)'[_y(t6)](t-t6)+@y(t _) degree for t>t 6 (115)

The baseline RCS has fired four minimum impulses Ftf intro-

ducing four minimum momentum impulse bits (MIB)y to the system,

Four (MIB)y'S correspond to a momentum of 16 000 ft-!b-sec; this

value of momentum exceeds the desired change in momentum of 13 000

ft-lb-sec by 3 000 ft-lb-sec. This additional momentum, 3 000

ft-lb-sec, must be removed from the system. As the Y axis passes

through an angular displacement 8 of zero, a modulated pulse, llke
Y

the one dlscrlbed for system i, Case B, is fired absorbing this

additional momentum. Figure 10.8 is a sketch of this modulated pulse.

Firing this modulated pulse causes the net change in momentum along

the Y axis to equal the desired change of 13 000 ft-lb-sec. The

modulated pulse duration t is computed using equation 44 where
m

_D,y equals 3 000 ft-lb-seC, tm equals

+F£ t
t _ RM_D'Y Y --f - 175 milliseconds (116)
m F£

Y

At time t7, 8y passes through zero and the modulated pulse is

fired. Substituting t7 for t and setting equation 115 equal to

zero, t7 equals

[_y(t 6) ] (t 7-t6)+(_y (t6) "(-_

(t7-t6)=23.59

t7=t6+23.59-113,55 seconds

At time t7, Just after the modulated pulse has been fired,

_y(t7) and ey(t 7)- equal

(117)

_y(tT)-0 for t>t7 (118)

@y(t7)=0 for t>t 7 (119)
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Figure i0.8. Sketch of RCSDesaturatlon System,
System2 Modulated Pulse
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The desired desaturation along the Y axls is completed and it

takes slIRhtly less than two minutes to perform. Figure 10.9 is

the corresponding phase plane describing the time history of

(t) versus 0 (t) during these two minutes.
Y Y

The amount of fuel W.O,F. required to perform this desired

13 000 ft-lb-sec change in the CMG momentum state along the

Y axis is given by equation 46 where n, the number of minimum
Y

impulse ficings, equals four. W.O.F. equals

2F[(ny+l)tf+t ]
W.O.F.= m

I
sp

-2.7 ib (120)

This RCS desaturation system, system 2, expends 0.6 pounds more

fuel than system I, Case B for the same change in CMG momentum,

but unlike system I, Caae B it performs the desired desaturatlon

without resulting in excessive CMG wear.

10.3o3 Comparlson of RCS CMG Desaturatio n Systems - Three RCS

CMG desaturation systems utilizing the Shuttle baseline RCS system

have been proposed. The systems are denoted as system 1 Case A and

Case B and system 2. Both system 1 Cases A and B attempt to hold

the attitude of the vehicle using the CMC system. The rationale

behind this method is that by accurately stabillzinR the vehicle

with the CMG system during desaturation, experimentation can pre-

sumably continue during this interval. Both systems, Cases A and B

fire the baseline RCS in such a manner that the resultant RCS torques

generated will desaturate the CMG system, Case A attempts to time

modulate a RCS pulse train of both positive and negative pulses in

such a fashion that the average resultant RCS torque generated is less

than the torque capability of the CMG system. Case B desaturates

the CMG system by imparting a number of minimum RCS impulses to

the vehicle and then allowing the CMG system to absorb the re-

sultant momentum produced. System 2 transfers attitude control

from the CMG system to the baseline RCS and then commands the

CMGs to the desired CMG momentum state. The resultant CMG torques

that are generated due to the change in CMG momentum state are

absorbed by the RCS. The use of system 2 precludes the continua-

tion of most experiments with relatively high vehicle stabiliza-

tion requirements during desaturation since the vehicle stabiliza-

tion capability is limited to that attainable by the baseline RCS.

Listed in table 10.2 are the advantages and disadvantages of

the three proposed systems. The major disadvantage of system I

Case A is that its fuel consumption is extremely large and is a
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severe source of experiment contamination° The raa_or problem with

system 1 Case B is that firing a minimum RCS impulse produces

such a large torque that it saturates the CMC system from a torque

standpoint causinp, excessive C_dC, wear particularly to the in-

divldual CMG gear trains. Meeting the experiment vehicle sta-

bilization requirements during desaturation with either Case A

or B is extremely doubtful since the control authority of the

baseline RCS is much larger than that o[ the CMC system. System

2 does not attempt to accurately stabilize the vehicle during

desaturatlon, but neither c_ system 1 Cases A or B. It does

not have the CMG wear problem of Case B and its RCS fuel con-

sumption rate is relatively low unlike Case A. System 2 can also

be easily implemented, The recommended RCS desaturatlon system

is system 2.

10.3.4 Recommended RCS CMG Desaturatlon Signal Flow Diagram -

Figure i0.I0 is a signal flow diagram corresponding to the recom-

mended RCS desaturatlon system, system 2. This CMG desatura-

tion system can be initiated by either a manual, a programmed,

or an automatic command. The CMG system is automatically de-

saturated whenever the magnitude of the CMG momentum vector HCM G

exceeds a preset value KMA X. A reasonable value for HMA X is

ninety-flve percent of saturation. For an operational six CMC

system, l_IAX using the above criteria equals

HMAx-O.95(6H)-S.7H (121)

where }{ is the magnitude of the individual CMG wheel momentum.

In box I of the signal flow diagram, the CMG momentum vector

H_IG is computed using the CMG glmbal angles _l(i) and _3(I)" The

system then goes onto box 2 where the magnitude of HCM C is computed.

In box 3, the magnitude of HCM C is compared with HMA x. If the mag-

nitude of HC_ _ is less th_n HMAX, the system recycles back to box

i. If the magnitude Og HCM G equals or exceeds HMA X, the CMG sys-

tem is approaching satur,.tlon and the logic flow proceeds to box

4 where the process of desaturatlng the CMGs is started.
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At box 4, CMG desaturation is initiated either automati-

cally ae described above or by a manual or programmed CMC de-

saturation com_nand. In box 4, vehicle attitude control is trsns-

fered from CMG control to the baseline RCS control system. The

CMG torque command TCO M generated by the CMG vehicle control law is

zeroed. After this transfer has been completed, the desatura-

lion system proceeds onto box 5 where the CMG momentum vector

HCH G is recomputed.

In box 6, the desired change in the CHG momentum state ANcM G

is computed. The system then proceeds onto box 7 where the CMG
, (D)

torque command TCO M that will produce the desired change in

HCMC is computed. _COM (D) equals

TCOM AT I
(122)

where AT 1 is a preset time interval corresponding to the length

of time the torque coumand TCO M is to be applied to the CMG

system. The value of AT. should be picked so that the magnitude

of TCOM _D) does not exceed the CMG system torque capability along

CoM(D) _ (D) is inputted to box 8 of. This torque co_nd TCOM

the logic flow where the appropriate CMG gimbal rate commands

_l(1) and _3(i) are generated in accordance with the CMG control

law and slngularity avoidance scheme. After AT 1 seconds, the

- (D) is zeroed and the system proceeds ontotorque command TCO H

box 9. In box 9, the modulated RCS pulse cona_ands that w_ll re-

move any resldual momentum left In the system as the affected

control axes pass through their zero angular displacement are

geuerated. The system then proceeds onto box 10 where the trans-
fer from RCS to CHG attitude control is relnltiated. After CHG

attitude control is re-established, the logic flow recycles back
to box i.

Instead of computing a CMG torque command TCO M , an alterna-

tive method of implementing this RCS desaturation system is to

drive tF,e CMG gimbals to a predetermined CMG gimbal orientation
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61(i) and 63(i). This alternative method would by-pass the CMG

control law and singularity avoidance scheme; it would command

each gimbal to move at its maximum safe rate until its desired

CMG gimbal angle had been achieved. The previous method de-

-_ (D) has the
scribed that of computing a CMG torque command TCO M

advantage that the CMG system can be driven to any particular

momentum state by Just changing the desired CMG momentum state

_. to a new CMG momentum state using this alterna-To transfer

rive method a new set of gimbal angles must be computed of which
-+

there are an infinite number for each new KD.

10.4 Gravity Gradient CMG Desaturation Systems - Gravity

gradient CMG desaturation systems desaturate the CMG system by

maneuvering the vehicle to a favorable orientation where the

natural gravity gradient torques acting on the vehicle will

result in the desired change in the CMG system momentum state.

Four representative gravity gradient desaturatlon laws are de-

veloped in the following sections; they are: (1) a small angle

maneuver desaturation law (i.e., less than 15°), (2) a law re-

quiring a large maneuver about one vehicle axis, (3) a reflexive

law requiring large multiaxis maneuvers, and (4) a Rravity tracking

law also requiring large multiaxis maneuvers. Laws 2 and 3

also require additional small angle maneuvers during the desatura-

tion interval in order to control small momentum accumulations due

to finite maneuver times and aerodynamic torques. The gravity

tracking law, law 4, involves a continuous multiaxis rotation

about the orbit normal after the initial desaturation attitude

is established in order to track the local gravity force vector.

These four gravity gradient CMG desaturatlon laws I thru 4 are

derived in sections 10.4.2 thru 10.4.5, respectivelv, for an

Inertially held vehicle. In section 10.4.7, the problem of

desaturatlng the CMC, system from a Z-LV attitude will be discussed

and an appropri_ltt, _;ravitv gradl_,nt tlcsaturat Iou law dt_velooed.

10.4.1 0Y_ Coordinate Frames, and Coordinate Transformations -

The vehicle is assumed to be in an Ideal low attitude circular Earth

orbit. The position of the vehicle in this orbit can therefore be

Riven in terms of the orbital rate _ and the elapsed time t
o

measured from some. orbit reference position (0t'_ot)"

The reference coordinate frame used in this study is designated

by the subscript R and is illustrated in figure I0.II. The XRY R
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plane coincides with the Earth's equitortal plane, the XR axis

is directed towards the vernal equinox, and the Z R axis towards

the north pole. The YR ;'xis complt, tes the right handed coor-

(|iil_tt¢ .,_ystem _howll iu ffgurt, lO.[I.

A quast-lnertial orbital reference frame XoYo oZ is shown

tu figure 10.12 along with its relationship to the XRYRZR frame and is

d_tined by the _ongitude of the ascending node s (rotation about

ZR) and the orbital inclination i (rotation about Xo). The

transformation from the vehicle reference frame to the orbital

reference frame is given by:

X
O

1 0 0

0 cos i sin i

0 -sin I cos i

coss sins

-ainu cosa

0 o

coss sint_ 0

-cos i sins cos i cos_ sin i

sin i ainu -sin i cosa cos i

y m

o

zo I
d

0]
0 '

I

• i

YR

ZR
• q

YR

ZR

The frame is quasi-inertial due to the precession of the orbit

about the XR axis which will cause a systematic variation in a.

The variation (which depends primarily on i) is slow and s can

be assumed constant over each orbit, thus Justifying the quasi-
inertial nature of the frame.

(123)

Certain of the control laws to be considered are derived

with respect to a quasi-inertial frame in which one of the axes

(usually Z) is directed toward a point on the celestial sphere

which is normally the point of observation. This point can be

given in terms of the right ascension and declination (designated
and 6) but more usefully in terms of an angle _ measured from

the orbital plane and t second angle locating the point in the

orbital plane from which _ is maasured. Figure I0.13 shows the

relation of these angles with respect to the R and 0 frames.
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ZR

z0

\

YR

\
\

/_/ \\\
0

Figure 10.13. Relation of a Vector (Axis) Directed Toward

a Celestial Target with Respect to the XRYRZ R Frame
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Details of the usage will be left for the particular sections

involved, as will needed details of the transformations. It

should be noted that for celestial targets tilt, frame is very

nearly inertial, hetug affected only by tilt. vL. ry minute pre-

cession of the t, qulnoxes. In tile case of solar pointing the

target point wlr[es slowly due to tile revolution of the Earth

in its orbit aml a frame based on tilt' solar target i_ quasi-

inertial and tho angle._ can be considered ;is coustant only for

:l limited time' period.

Other subsidiary coordinate frames will be iutroduced only

as they are required along with the necessary transformations.

10.4.2 Small Angle CMG Desaturation Law - A small angle CMG

desaturatlon law is ideal where (i) the primary CMG momentum

accumulation is along the vehicle axis corresponding to the minimum

moment of inertia or where the accumulation along the other two

axes are small and (23 the two large moments of inertia are approxi-

mately equal. All of these, requirements are fulfilled by the

Shuttle and its candidate attitudes, X-POP and X-lOP. The prin-

cipal advantage of this type of desaturatlon law is that CMG

momentum "dump" can be accomplished using only small maneuvers

thus, minimizin_ maneuvering resources such as time and momentum

expended maneuvering the vehicle to and back from its desaturation

orientation. Its chief disadvantage is that is cannot be used to

desaturate the CMC. system of an "all attitude" vehicle like the

proposed Large Space Telescope (LST) spacecraft. For the proposed

Shuttle CML. control system, this apparent drawback has no sig-

nificance since the Shuttle is not assumed to be an "all attitude"

vehicle and its candidate attitudes are compatible with this type

of desaturation law.

Derivation of Small Angle Gravltv Gradient CMG Desaturation

Law - The gravity gradient torque _ acting on the vehicle was
gg

given in equation 15. This expression for T is reproduced below
gg

for convenience.

[Tgx(t I "ayaz(l -I )

I zz yy

_gg(t)- _Tgy(t) =3tO2o /axaz(Ixx-Izz) (124)

iT gz (t [a xa Y (I yy-I xx)

ax, ay, and az are the X, Y, and Z components of the local vertical

vector a in vehicle coordinates, respectively. This local w, rtical
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A

vector a can readily be written in the quasi-inertial orbital

reference frame shown in figure 10.12 independent of vehicle attl-

rude as follows:

cosw t
o

a = _inm t
o o

0

(125)

where ttn_ t is zero when the orbital po._lt 1o. el the w._hlc[t, is
A

coincident with the positive X axis, a in vehicle coordinates
o

equals

a= [Sv__o]a ° (126)

where [$v__o ] is the transformation from the orbital reference frame

to the desired vehicle attitude. [$v__o ] equals

]-i
[$v+o]= [SD ] [_o (127)

where [_D ] and [$o] are the transformations from the reference

frame XRYRZR to the desired vehicle attitude and from XRYRZR

to the orbltal reference frame X ¥ Zo) respectively. [$ ] iso o o

defined in equation 123, [_ ] equals
o

r lcosa sine 0

[$o ]= l-COS i sin(_ cos i cosc_ sin i

L sin i sine -sin i cos_ cos i

Let the transformation [_v__o ] equal

(128)

all D a12 D a13D

[Sv+o ]" la21D a22D a23D

I

a31D a32D a33D

The local vert Ical vector a in vehicle coordinates then equals

(129)
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am

a x

ay

a

A

"[¢v_o]ao=

I

a11DCOS_ot+al2Dsin_ot

a21DCOS_ot+a22Dsin_ot

a31DCOS_ot+a32Dsin_ot

Assume that the vehicle is maneuvered through a small angle _'_

wilere _x' _:y, and Cz are the X, Y, and Z components., of _',.re-

spectively. The resultant local vertical vector a equals

(130)

axD

aD= ayD

azD

1

:z --E

z

C

. L Y

C
z

-6
x

gP m

-t: a
y x

a
x y

1 a
z

(132)

Fa -a c +8 c ]

• x z y v z/

= lay+azCx-axez_ (131)

L az-ayex+axgyJ
A

_ubqtltutlng the components of aD into the gravity gradient torque

equation, equation 124, and neglecting all second order terms of
-+

el, l=x,y,z, the gravity gradient torque T' equals
gg

[ayaz*(a2-a2)6 +a a £ -a a t'z]Alz y x xyy x z . x

+(a2 2
-' =3_ 2 [a a -a a _" -a )c +a a t:z]Alygg o xz xy x x z y v z

[axay+axaz_:x -a a E"y z y+(a$-a2x)_-z]Alz

where

AI =I -I (133)
x zz yy

AI =I -I (134)
y xx zz

AI =I -I
z .';y xx (135)
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Transforming T' back into the desired vehicle attitude, where
gg

the CMG momentum was accumulated, _t_T_Dpequals
gg

_(D) =
gg

g
z

-c
Y

-E E
z y

1 -£ T'
x gg

e i
x

Neglecting second order terms of _., ;F"D'_(/ equals
1 gg

+ (D) 2
T =30_
gg o

ayazA! x

aaAI
x z y

aaAI
x y z

All A12

+3_o 2 A21 A22

A33 A32

where

A33A23 LAlzCz

(136)

(137)

2 2 (138)
Ali=az-ay

Al2=-A21=-axay (139)

Al3=-A31=axaz (140)

2 2 (141)
A22=ax-az

A23=-A32=-ayaz (142)

2 2 (143)
A33=ay-ax

Note that the first term in equation 137 is just the gravity

gradient torque T given in equation 124 without small angle
gg

maneuvers ei. The second term is the additional gravity gradient

torque acting on the vehicle due to the small angle desaturation

maneuvers ei. This additional torque _gc is used to desaturate

the CMG system; _ equals
gc

-3_2[A][AI]_ (144)
gc o

where
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[A]=

[al]=

li II AI2 AI3

21 A22 A23

31 A32 A33

J

AI 0 0
x

0 AI 0
Y

0 0 AI
Z

I
I

(145)

(146)

Integrating T

£ffi (147)

over the desaturation interval from t to tfgc o

results in the change in CMG momentum AHcM G due to the desatura-

tion maneuver £. AHcM G equals

A_CMG=3_/f [AldtIAl]_

t
o

(148)

Note that AHcM G is the change in CMG momentum imparted to the

vehicle or the negative of the change in CMG momentum stored in

the CMG system.

Two methods of computing the desaturation maneuve_ e are

described in the following paragraphs. The first method computes

a constant time Invariant vehicle maneuver _ that the vehicle holds

throughout the desaturation interval. The second method or option
->

described is to compute £ based on some perfo_:mance index P. The

performance index P used is the sum of the squares of the individual

desaturation maneuvers £i" This method is an attempt to optimize £

by minimizing the abov_ performance index P. In general, £ will

be time varying.
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Option I:
-+

Let AHcM G equal

Constant Small An_le CMG De_sa_turgtion Maneuvers -

HDy

LHD.

(149)

and are the desired changes in CMG momentum
where HDx, HDy, HDz

imparted to the vehicle measured in vehicle space. HDx, HDy, and

HDz are computed from actual CMG momentum samples made during

the observation portion of the orbit. Performing the integration

indicated in equation 148, let [B] equal

where

tf [BII BI2 BI3

[B]=/ [A]dt= IB21 B22 B23

to [B31 B32 B33

Bll=/f All dt

t
o

(150)

(151)

BI2=-B21 =/f Al2dt

t
o

(152)

fBI3=-B31 = AI3 dt

t
O

(153)

B22 =/f

t
o

A22dt (1_4)
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t[

B23"-B32" f A23dt

t
o

(155)

tf

B33=/ A33 dt

t
o

(156)

.+

Substituting equations 149 and 150 into equation 148, LHcM G equals

. °

HDy =_2 O

HDz

BllAlx Bl2Aly BI3AIz

-BI2AI B22 A1 B23AIx y z

-BI3AI -B23AI B33AI zx y

£
X

c
Y

Z i

(157)

Using Cramer's method to solve the three simultaneous algebraic

equations given in equation 157, _x' Ey, and gz equal

cx= [_x (B22B33+B_ 3)-HDy (BI3B23+BI2B33 )

+liD, (B12B23-B13B22 ) ]/3O_2oAIx A' (158)

(BIIB33 BI3)Ey.[_HDx(Bi3+BIIB33)+BDy + 2

+HDz(BI2BI3-BIIB23)]/3_AIyA' (159)

[ (B B B B ) (B B +B B )
_," EDx 13 22- 12 23 -HDy 12 13 ii 23

+HDz(BIIB 2+B12)2 ]/3 2oAlz6, (160)

where

A- 2+ 2+ 2' B B B +B B B B B B
ii 22 33 ii 23 22 15 33 12

(161)

At time t , the vehicle is maneuvered through the small angle £.
O

This new attitude offset from its original att.[tude by the small

angle e is held until time tf when the vehicle is maneuvered back

to its desired attitude.
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Option 2: Optimal Small An_Ele CMG Des aturation Maneuvers -

This method of computing the desaturatlon ,umeuvers c[ attempts

to optimize these maneuvers by mlnlm[zln_ the ._um o[ the squares

of _i" This problem is treated as a LagranKe multLpller optimiza-

tion problem wlth an equality constraint. The performance index

P used equals

i -_T-_

P= _ £ £ (162)

with the following equality constraint.

3c02[A][AI]_-_ =0 (163)
o gc

Note that integrating the above constraint equation over the

desaturation interval t to t results in the following rela-
o f

tlonship:

3_2o [A] [A[ ]_dt=AHcM G

t
o

(164)

where AHCM G is the desired change in CMC momentum.

The Lagrange adjoin equation L is formed by combining the

performance index P, equation 162, and its constraint equation,

equation 163, as follows:

1 _T_ .T_

o)
2

L- (165)

i is the LagranBe multiplier.

A= A2

_3

To minimize L, the derivative of L as a function e is set equal

to zero.

(166)
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d--L=_-{[A][AI]}Tx=o

de

Solving equation 167 for c,

_=[A']Tx

(167)

(168)

where

[A']=[A][AI] (169)

Assume that the Lagrange multiplier _ is a constant vector

quantity. Multiplying equation 168 by 3_2[A ' ] and then integra-
O

the desaturation intervalting the resultant expression over

from time t to tf,
O

t t
O O

(170)

Note that the expression on the left side of equation 170 is Just

A_CM G. Let the integral expression of [A'][A'] T equal the con-

stant matrix [C].

[C]- [A' ] [A' ]Tdt (171)

t
O

Making the above substitutions into equation 170,

A CMG=3  [C]x

Solving equation 172 for _, _ equals

(172)

i [C -i ÷
X= _ ] AHcM G

O

(173)

Substituting the above expression for X into equation 168, the

maneuver comaand c equals

1 ]T
[A' [cl-l   o

O

(174)
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Note that because [A'] is time varying, and therefore the desatura-

tion maneuver 6 is also time varying during the desaturation interval.

The small angle gravity gradient desaturation maneuver _ com-

puted using either option I or 2 is implemented by inputting e into

the vehicle control law described in section 7.1 as a small vehicle

offset angle.

10.4.3 A Single Axis Large Angle Desaturation Control Law -

In general, a small angle formulation of a desaturation control law

is possible as long as the primary momentum buildup is along the

axis of minimum inertia. For vehicle attitudes in which the

minimum axis of inertia is constrained in or near the orbital

plane this requirement is satisfied. If, however, the minimum

axis of inertia is to be the pointed axis during observation

periods, the above requirement clearly is violated except for the

extremely restricted case of observation of targets lying in or

very near the orbital plane. In this case at least one large

angular maneuver will be required to control the momentum accumu-

lated during the observation period. This technique, which is

taken from reference 6, requires a single large maneuver which

essentially leaves the pointed vehicle axis in a position -2,_

degcees from the directed orientation (i.e., reflected in the

<_rbltal plane) and subsequent small ankle trim maneuvers about

this new orientation.

Determination of the Large Angle Maneuver - For this

development the quasi-inertial reference system XsYsZ s will be

defined with X directed toward the sun, Y in the orbital plane
s s

and Z above the orbital plane. During observation the vehicle
s

axes will coincide with the reference axes. The orbital position

@t (@t=_o t) is measured from the quatrature point on the sunrise

side of the orbit. The assumption of solar pointinR is made in

this case although a general celestial target could be considered

with minimal modification.

The general format calls for initial large Y axis maneuvers
v

followed by complex slmultan_ous maneuvers about two vehicle axes

at a multiplicity of orbital positions as shown in figure 10.14.

the case of instantaneous maneuvers in an environment without

aerodynamics, only a large Y axis maneuver at the dark side
v

terminator (@_-180") would be required. Even in the case of
u

finite maneuvers at an inclination of less than 45 degrees, it

is conceptually possible to desaturate the primary momentum

accumulation, as the maximum desaturation torque is larger than

the accumulation bias torque for this case.

For
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In an actual vehicle, the maneuvers require a finite amount

of time. Furthermore, there may be a resultant accumulation due

to gravity about the other vehicle axes in the course of per-

forming a large vehicle maneuver. It is also desirable to employ

more than 50 percent of the orbital plane for experimental pur-

poses. These restrictions would render the desaturatlon problem

insoluble unless maneuvers are performed abeut orthogonal vehicle

axes which resolve the gravity torque into these vehicle axes.

These maneuvers are restricted to small values to easily de-
maneuver to the solar orientation.

If large angle maneuvers are employed they are basically

dependent upon the daytime average accumulated value of Y axis
V

momentum, the allowable percentage of orbital desaturatlo_l, and

the previous or initial large maneuver value. The initial value

is generally chosen to be in the vicinity of an equilibrium value

which depends upon the orbital to ecliptic inclination. For

example, the large initial maneuver might be

W

eyBo=- (_ sgn_+_,)
(175)

where _ is the inclination angle. In subsequent orbits e is
yB

recursively defined and once equilibrium has been achieved, it

is only necessary to repeat the large maneuver from one orbit
to the next.

The torque due to gravity gradient is normally defined in

the vehicle coordinate system. However, the direction of the

gravity forces is conveniently specified in the orbital plane by

the vector a . Hence, it is necessary to first resolve the com-
^O

ponents of a into vehicle space to develop the torque equations
o

in that space. Subsequent to this, it is necessary to resolve

these torque components into the intermediate coordinate system

_,ere they are used for control law development.

The relationship between the vehicle body axes and inter-

mediate XYZ system obtained after a large Y axis rotation and
v

small rotations (ex,Cy,ez)T about the vehicle axes is given by:

i

X
v

Y
v

Z

i. v

1 E -E

z y

-_ I c
z x

v x

xl
.

zl
J

(176)
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The coordinates of a
o

10.14 and 10.15 as follows:

In XYZ space are defined from figures

ax-SlnStcosn

ay'-COS8 t

az'-slnetslnq

(177)

where _ includes the effect of the large angular rotation about
the Y axis.

v

Since the gravity torques are conveniently given In vehlcle
A

coordinates, the coordinates of a are resolved into that space
o

wlth the above transform. The res_itlng torque equations in

the intermediate space are obtained by substituting the components

given in equations 177 as transformed by equation 176 into equa-
tion 15 then transforming the result by the inverse of equation

176, ignoring all products eiE j.

the intermediate space is:

3 2 I

The resultfnR torque T in
gR

where:

I I i

Alxsin2@tslnD BII

_ly(COSiOt_l)sln2 N + _ 2o -BI2

-_Izsin28tcosq -BI3

1
BII" 2 (l-c°s2@t)(l-c°s2q)-(l+c°s2@ t)

a

BI2 BI3

B22 B23

-B23 B33

"_Ixex]

, AIyeyl (178)

AIe
L zz

B12"sln28tcos_

1

B13" 2 (c°s28t-1)sfn2_ (179)

B22"(1-cos28t)cos2n

B23=-sin28tsinq

B33- (1+cos28 t) - (1-cos: 8 t) (l+cos 2n)
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In order to define the desaturation period, which in this case
can be less than half an orbit, an angle 0d is defined with

respect to orbital midnight such that ledl ! 2. Desaturatlon

thus begins when _t-3_/2-gd and ends at 0t-3_/2+8 d. Since

is the orbital to ecliptic inclination and q is the angle be-

tween the orbital plane and the intermediate system obtained by

the large angle maneuver f,_r the uth orbit _:y_3n' then with all

angles defined positive when ccw about Y:

q=_-CyBn

The angle EyBn can be obtained by requiring that the maneuver be

defined such that no differential maneuvers are requlr_d fo_ Y

axis desaturation in an ideal situation. It is also desirable

to base the present command on past history. If RMy n is defined

as the aggregate of the weighted change in average momentum from
one orbit to the next and the total of all weighted changes in

average Yv axis on a per orbit basis as determined by appropriate

sampling, such a maneuver angle is:

2 zn (18o)
_yBn=_yBn-i + 3_0oAlx(28d+singd )

where the incremental term of equation 180 can be obtained by

integrating the first term of equation 179 between 3_/2-8 d

and 3_/2+_ d, i.e., it is the approximate amount of residual

momentum about the Y axis in the int-_rmediate system. In order

to complete the recursfve definition the initial value c
yBo

must be specified, for example as given by equation 175.

Derivation of the Trim Maneuvers - The strategy to be

used in determining the _rim maneuvers is to compute the com-

ponents of torque which can be generated during the desaturatlon

period by small angle maneuvers by integrating the second term

of equation 178. This torque must then desaturate the residual
momentum about all axes and inversion of the integrated equation

will yield the small an_le commands.
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Because the Y and Z vehicle axes moments of inertia lyy and

I are approximately equal, AI is small compared to AI and AI .
zz x y z

Therefore, a small angle maneuver £ about the Xv axis will resultx

in only a small change in CMC momentum as compared with the same size

rotation about either the Y or Z axes. For this reason, _ is
v v x

con:_trained to be zero and the residual CMC momentum will be "dumped"

using only small angle maneuvers e and t about the vehicle Y and
y z

Z axes, respectively, in addition, it will be required that these

small trim maneuvers be piecewise constant. The resulting trim

torque which can be generated by the trim maneuvers c and g cany z

be written with reference to equation 178 as:

T-
r

BI2 BI3

B22 B23

-B23 B33

AIyEyl

IzEzJ

(181)

Referring to equations 179 it can be seen that BI2 and B23 are
3_

odd functions with respect to midnight (@t" 2-)' while BI3, B22

and B33 are even. In addition the latter three coefficients con-

tain terms of the form+2cos0 t which change sign at 8t=Sw/4 and

0t'7_/4' and these positions become possible switching points.

If the possible switching points for £ and £ are denoted as
y z

@t'3n/2+@d'- 3_/2+8_s and 3_/2, the momentum resulting from the trim

maneuvers in intermediate space is given by integration of equation

181 over the appropriate intervals:

+e
S

3_

_rdgt+ f _ +8 d

J_- +8 s

Trdgt] (182)

3_ 3_ 3_

H= s _rd{)t + Trdet

_ed J__! _es J_r!

The intervals are numbered 1 thru 4 reading from left to right

and the cowmands during each interval are:

Cyl,ezl for 3_/2-0 d <0 < 3z/2-8-- t S

<0 < 3_/2
ey2,ez2 for 3_/2-0 s _ t

+.y3.Cz3 for 3_/2 _ 0 _ 3_r/2+0- t S

Cy4,Cz4 for 3_/2+0s _0 t < 3_/2+0 d
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Defining the following integrals,
teristics of the Bij:

using the even and odd charac-

3_r +0 d

Bl3dOt=2 f

J_-_-_+o s

31T

Cli "_2 _- -o

__ s317
-e d

3_ 317 +0

Cl2=&2f _- 2f _- sB13dOt =

J z_o

Bl2d0 t

Bl3d0 t

3w

+0 d
311

[ . fdll A=2 _-- -0 B22dOt'2

+0
s

3_ 3_

d12=&2 B22dOt= B22dO t

J_-o j 3_s 2

31/

B23dOt'-2 [ 2-- +0 d

J,J-! +0 s

Bl2dOt (18]a)

317

ell_2f _- -Os

(183b)

B13dOt (183c)

(183d)

B22d0 t (183e)

(183f)

B23dO t (183g)
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3_ 3'n"

e12_2/ _/-- . ; _/--+SsB23de t -2

J_ ,-e J_
2 s 2

31T

y--ofll__2 s

J_2 -ed

3w

B33dSt.2; T+ed

J_+8 s

3_ 3_

f12 _2 B33dSt'2

J3_ -e
2 s

B23de t

B33d8 t

(183h)

(183t)

(183J)

and equation 181 can be rewritten over the appropriate intervals
in the following form:

gll c11"

dll ell

Le11 fll

(184a)

812 c12

d12 el2

"e12 f12

(184b)

_812 c12

d12 -el2

e12 f12

Ii IyEy3]

IzEz3J

(184c)
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-gll Cli

dll -ell

ell fll
m

AIyEy41

IyEz4J

(184d)

In order to maintain a zero average value for the small angle E
Y

commands about the large angle command define:

ey4--gy I (185)

ey3f-Cy 2

Since H is the sum of equations 184, substituting equation 185 into
-+

equations 184a thru 184d, H equals

H- | eli 0 0 2AlyCy I + 12 0

or, mere simply when 3z/2-(gd --<(gt

b12

0

b23

< 3"n"12-(9

b13

0

b33

0

3
H= _ _o -b23

0

< (gt < 3w/2+@and for 3_/2-8 s .__ s'

! b12 b13

3 0 0

b23 b33

blj=2fBijd(9 c

11 ],2 ly y2,
or 3"_/2+8 < (9 < 3_/2+(9d:_s s-- t

-_Iz (ezl-ez4) 1

2AIyeyl I

AT z (ezl+ez4)J

B

Alz (ez2-ez3)

2AI c
y y2

Alz (£z2+Cz3)

(186)

(187a)

(187b)

(187c)
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where the integral of equation 187c is evaluated over the proper

interval.

The momentum equations given above thus represents the momentum
and Z axes in

resulting from the small angle connands about the Yv v

the intermediate system. It is thus necessary to specify these

commands in such a way that the residual momentum is desaturated.

The momentum accumulation is obtained during the daylight portion

of the orbit by some sampling scheme and is of course obtained in

the quasl-inertlal XsYsZs coordinate system and defined as:

In order to perform the operations on the momentum in the inter-

mediate space, the components of equation 188 must be resolved

according to the transformation involving the previously defined

large angle maneuver £
yBn"

l'Dxi
I

_ w 1 ml

vi
i

Thus, in the intermediate space:

• 4

HDxC°S eyBn+l_Dz s in_:yBn

-tiDxS tneyBn+RDzCOSeyBn

(189)

The trim commands can now be obtained by inverting the equations

in H, after replacing H with -%. Considering that four intervals

are available for command definition, _iI approximately equal in

length, the additional definition will be made requiring one

quarter of the residual momentum be desaturated during each interval.

Consider equation 187a only over the interval 3_/2-8 d < 8 t < 3_/2-8 s

and setting H=- _ . The inverse can be given as:
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• .J

Alz(_zl-_z4 )

2AlyCy I

Iz(Czl+Cz4 )

1

0

0

-b23

0

3_oD_.

b12

0

b23

0

b23b33

2
-_23

b 13 -l_x

0 -H_y

b13b23-b12b23

0

0

where: Di"b23 (b12b 33-b 13b23 )

Thus:

b _t b I'It
33"'Dx- 13-D=

A1
eyl.'- 6_ ° y(b12b33-b13b23 )

Y

Ezl-Ez4 = _oAl zb23-

m

0

-b13b23

b12b23 %z
m, •

(190)

(191)

(192)

(193)

b23_x -bl2_z (194)

_zl+Cz4 = 3_o_[z(b12b33-b13b23)

Over the interval under consideration the bij can be expressed

in tams of the equations 183 as:

b12.B11, b13.c11, b23=e11, b33=fll (195)

Making the above notation change and solving explicitely for Ezl

and Ez4, letting Dl"DI/e11:

(196)
Cyl" 6¢aoAlyD I

e_l_+Dl%y-B11"lI%z (197)

Czl" 6_oAlzellD1
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Finally,

where:

2 ! ! t

z4 6w A
o IzellDl

,,9:substitutin8 from equation ,o

Cyl'A 1 (CIIRDx+CI3HDz)

Ey4"-_y I

czI=A2 (C2 IHDx +C 22}%y +C 23HDz )

_:z4"A2 (C21RDx-C22HDy+C23HDz)

o y

1
A_-. 6_%I

O z

C.l.l_ f11

CII-- D1 sine ...."--costyBn D 1 yBn

Cll fll

C13" D1 c°S_yBn D1 sinCyBn

el_l_slnEyBn gll
C21"- D 1 D 1 c°SEyBn

1

.-\-
ell gll

C23- D1 cost sln£yBn D1 yBn

Dl'gUfll-Cllell

ProceedinR in a parallel development from equation 1816:

_yFh(EII"Dx+EI3_ )

_:y3"-Cy2

ez2"A 2 (E21HDx+E22RDy+E23HDz)

tz3"A 2 (E21%x-E22HDy+E23%z)

(lqS)

(201)

(202)

(203a)

(2036)

(203c)

(203d)

(203e)

(203f)

(203g)

(204)

(205)

(236)

(207)

(208)
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where: c12 aim f12

Eli'- D2 yBn- D2- c°SE_yBn

_. f12

El3= D_2-2 cOs_yBn- D-2- sinLyBn

el2

E21"- D 2

1

E22= el2

el2

E23= D 2

g12

--- sineyBn- DT cOsCyBn

g12

--- cOs£yBn- DT sineyBn

(2O")a)

(209b)

(209c)

(209d)

(209e)

D2=g!2f12-c12e12 (21o)

Thus equations 199 thru 209 along with the integrals of

equations 183 give the trim maneuver angles about the large
angle maneuver as a function of the residual momentum to be

desaturated.

Logic and '£aneuverinB Summary - The implementation of

the desaturation control law derived above involves the determina-

tion of the large angle and trim maneuvers as given explicitely in

the preceeding two sections. It should be noted that all the

maneuvers for a given orbit depend only on constants for that

orbit and momentum samples taken during the daylight portion of

tt,e orbit, thus all commands can be computed as soon as momentum

information is available and prior to the [Irst maneuver, then

issued to the maneuver and vehicle control laws as indicated in

the subsequent outline. Since a large angle maneuver is required

it is necessary to provide the direction cosine matrix with re-

spect to the vehicle reference system of the desired orientation

for processing by the quaternion maneuvering law. The maneuver

Y Z coordinate sys-is made with respect to the quasi-lnertial X s s s

tern described previously which is related to the orbital X Y Z
O O O

system by a rotation @ about Z followed by a rotation _ about
O

Y'=Y . The transformation from X Y Z to X Y Z can then be
O S S S _ O O O

given as:

X
O

y m

O

Z
O

cos_cosO -sin0

cos_sinO cosO

-sin_ 0.

q

sin_cosO

sin_sin0

cos_

X
S

Y
S

,J
L.

(211)
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The transformation from X Y Z
O O o

given by the inverse of equation 123.

respect to X Y Z is:
SS8

[Eg]m

to the XRYRZ R reference system is

The matrix of L witll
yBn

COSEyBn 0 -slnEyBn"

0 1 0

sing _ 0 cosE _
. y_n y_n

(212)

The desired matrix to be passed to the maneuver law is thus given
by the product:

COS_ -cosi sins sini sins

na cosi cosS -sini cosa [¢so][Es]

-sini coss cosl

(213)

where [¢so ] is the matrix from equation 211 and [c ] is defined bys

equation 212. The idealized logic for a cycle of the large

axis desaturation control law is outlined below starting at the

sunrise quadrature point:

a. During daylight operation sample the CMG gimbal

angles at discrete times to be specified and compute

the primary momentum to be dumped HMy n and the residual

momentum HD .

b. Compute the large angle maneuver c from equa-
yBn

tion 180 and calculate the direction cosine matrix

elements from equation 213. Compute the trim

maneuvers from equations 199 thru 202 and 205 thru

208.

c. At 8t=3_/2-8 d pass the large angle matrix to the

maneuver control law and upon completion of the

maneuver set CycmEy I and EzcmEzl .

d. At 8tm3_/2-@ set E mE and Es yc y2 zcmEz2"
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e. At 0 =3))/2 set _y,:=_y3 and t ==[t zc z3"

f At I) =In/2+l) Het _ ,,) ,rod ) °) •
• l _ yc y4 z(' z l)

g. At 0t-3_/2+0d set t yc't z¢'O) then command return

to observation attitude by passir, g the Inverse ot

equation 213 as modified for variation tn the
angles to tile nmneuver control taw.

Reference 6 contains considerable discussion of this type of a

control and includes some qualitative simulation results which
c_n be utilized tn evaluation of this technique. Reference 7

contains the derivation of a similar desaturation law requiring

trim maneuvers about only one axis•

10.4.4 A Reflexive Control Law for Desaturatton From An Arbt-

trarv Attitude - While each of the techniques considered above
will accomplish t:Hb system desaturatton bv means of gravity

gradient torques, they share the common characteristic of

assumlng a particular vehicle orientation during tllat portion
of the ,orbit used t or experimental operation. For missions in

which the observing attitude cannot be constrained due to multiple

targeting requirements anti due to secondary limitations on the
attitude of the axe_ which are not pointed, a more general de-

saturation law is required• ,ks In most applications, a penalty

results from generality and in this case it is an increase in

the complexity of the equations involved and also a requirement

for large multi-axis maneuvers exists which was not present in
tile simpler laws ,:onsidered tn the previous sections. Tile desatura-

tion control law 5erived below assumes that tile vehicle orienta-

tion will be determined in flight by experimental and secondary

requirements and does not depend on any a-priori knowledge of
vehicle attitude. "this method is one conceived by S. C. Rybak

of The Bendix Corporation, Navigation and Control Division.

D,atermlnation of rho Large At_nK]:__e_l_aneuvers - It can
be shown that the torque acting on ,m arbitrarily oriented ve-
hicle in a circular orbit over hall an orbit can be exactly

reversed by tnaneuvering to a reflexive or mirror Image orlt.nta-
tion for the remaining half of the orbit. This property for_,s
the basis for the reflexive control law large angle maneuvers.
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The procedure to be followed is initially the same as that

of the previous laws, i.e., to obtain the idealized torque exerted

on the vehicle during the observation period. From figure 10.12, the

local vertical vector in the quasl-lnertlal orbital frame X Y Z
OOO

is simply:

r:o]Loiol- i (2147

ay o ot

L zo

where the orbital position is defined with respect to ascending
node. The transformation from orbital coordinates to vehicle

coordinates is taken to be completely arbitrary and defined by
the transformation:

J[:Zo]all a12 a13

= la21 a22 a23 Yo (215)

a31 a32 a33 o

_here the matrix with elements aij is the orthogonal rotation

aatrix taking any vector expressed in the orbital coordinates

into it vehicle coordinate components. The local vertical
^

vector aO thus is resolved in vehicle coordinates as:

Substituting the components from equation 216 into equation

15, the torques acting on the vehicle due to gravity gradient
are :

3

Txv" 2 _;[a21a31+a22 a ]2+(a21a31-a22a32)cos2_0o t

+(a21a32+a22a31)sin2_ t]AI (217a)
0 g
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T tyv" 2 _ talla31+a12a32+(alla31-a12a32)c°S2_o

+(alla32+a12a31)sin2_ot] AI
Y

(2175)

3 2 +
Tzv" 2 Wo[alla21 a12a22+(alla21-a12a22)coS2_ot

+(alla22+a12a21)sin2_ t]AIO Z
(217c)

Examination of equation 217 reveals that the averaKe torque

over any half orbit does not involve the orbital position due to

the terms sln2_ t and cos2_ t. The average torque is thus:
O o

f. °

T
XV (a21a31+a22L32)AI_

(alla31+a12a32)Aly

(alla21+a12a22)AIz

(21s)

Transforming the half orbit average torque back into orbital coor-

dinates, using the inverse (transpose) of the transformation _15:

Txo all a21 a31 ] T [

xvi

Ty ° " a12 a22 a32 Ty v

Tzo" a13 a23 a33 T- . ZV d

- 3 2

Txo" 2 _o[all (a21a31+a22a32) Alx+a21 (alla31+a12a32)Aly

+a31(alla21+a12a22)AIz ] (219a)

3 2

Tyo" 2- _o[a12(a21a31+a22a32)AIx+a22 (alla31+a12a32)AIy

+a32(alla21+a12a22)AIz] (219b)

T 3 .
zo" _ Wo ' I13 (a21a31+a22a32)AIx+a23 (alla31+a12a32 )AI Y

+a33(alla21+a12a22)AIz ] (219c)
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Expanding equations 219a and 219b gives, notlnR 41 +AI +41 =0:
x y z

- ] 2

TXO= 2- _o(alla22a32Alx+a12a21a32Aly+a12a22a31Alz) (220a)

- 3 2

Tyo" ;_ t°o(a12a21a31AIx')'alla22a31AIy+alla21a32AIz )
(220b)

Since the transformation matrix of equation 215 I_ hv definition

orthogonal, the product of the matrix and its transpose is the 3x3

unit matrix, and further since it represents a proper rotation its

determinant is unity. Expansion of the product results in the

following relatlons between the elements alj:

2 2 2

all+a12÷a13 "I

alla21+a12a22+a13a23 "0

alla31+a12a32+a13a33 "0

2 2 2

a21+a22+a23 "I

a21a31+a22a32+a23a33 "0

2 2 2

a31+a32+a33 "I

Substituting the 2nd, 3rd and 5th of the above expressions into

equation 219c _ives:

5 2= _ ( a a a 41 a a a AI a a a AI
zo 2 o - 13 23 33 x- 13 23 33 y- 13 23 33 z)

3 2

=- _ _oa13a23a33(Alx+&Iy+AIz )'0
(220c)

Thus, there is no net average torque acting about the orbit

normal when the torque is resolved in the orbital frame regard-

less of vehicle orientaclon. For total desaturatlon during the

remaining half orbit assuming instantaneous maneuvers and no

disturbance torques it is necessary to assume an orientation in

which the average torque is exactly reversed, that is we need an

attitude transformation blj given by:
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X
V

Y
v

Z
v

bll

= b21

b31

b12 b13

b22 b23

b32 b33

such that Txv,--Txv and _"rvv,=-Tyv.

K
o

o

Z
o

(221)

From the above development, the

8verage torque over half an orbit in the deaaturatlon attitude is:

_, = 3xo 2 _ (bllb22b32AIx+b12b21b32Aly+b12b22b31Alz)

- 3

T;O= 2 _(b12b21b31Alx+bllb22b31Aly+bllb21b32Alz)

¥' -0
zo

(222a)

(222b)

(222c)

The selection of the bij is made to reverse the average K and Y

torque components given by equations 220a and 220b while

satisfying all orthogonality constraints and can be given as:

bll'all b12"a12 b13=-a13

b21-a21 b22-a22 b23=-a23 (223)

b31"-a31 b32"-a32 b33"a33

Substitution into equations 222 will verify that this 3election

is sufficient. Further inspection of equation 221 reveals after

some thought that the desaturation attitude as defined by equation

223 is the reflection of the observing attitude in the orbital

plane, hence the desaturatlon attitude will be designated as the

"mirror image" orientation related to the orbital coordinate sys-

tem by:

)
HI

2
HI

all a12 -al!

a21 a22 -a23

"a31 -a32 a33

X
o

y (224)
o

Z
0

a
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Equation 224 thus defines the desaturatlon attitude which

will in general require large rotations about all vehicle axes

to be reached from the observing attitude. The total maneuver

from observation to desaturatlon attitudes is thus:

_m_ d

|

MI

[;MI
I.

all

sl

i

-a31

i

a12 -el3

a22 -a23

-a32 a33

all a21 a31 _

a12 a22 a32

a13 a23 a33

p q

X
v

Y
v

Z
v

(225)

and in general the maneuver will involve large angle rotations

about all vehicle axes. Since the maneuvering control law is

based on the quaternion formulation thl8 will present no

difficulty.

Derivation of The Trim Maneuvers - Since finite man-

euver times, nongravity gradient disturbance torques and a non-

ideal gravity field are all to be present in a real mission, the

above derived mirror image r_u_euver cannot reverse all the actual

momentum buildup during the desaturation period. It is thus

necessary to formulate a series of trim maneuvers Ex, £ and gy z

about the mirror image orientation in order to dump the residual

momentum not desaturated by the large maneuvers.

The unit vector along the local vertical in vehicle resolved

components after the trim maneuvers are made about the ralrror image

orientation is given by:

axv t

at= ayvt

i

z

Y

£
z

-E
x

-£y"

x

1

_iI b12 b13

b21 b22 b23

b31 b32 b33

= "cOSWot"

sinc_ t
o

0

z

6
Y

t,.

z

-c
x

-£y"

6
x

1

k 1

k 2

k3
b •

(226)
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where:
kl=bllCOS_ot+bl2Sln_ot

k2"b21cOS_ot+b22sin_ot

k3=b31cOS_ot+b32sin_ot

(227a)

(227b)

(227c)

Thus,

i.D

la
I xvt

Jawt

lazy t
II*

kl+Czk2-cyi:3]

= lk2-ezkl+exk31 (228)

The torque in vehicle space is given by substituting equation 228

into equation 15 and neglecting products of the £'s gives:

• , m

2 2

Tx-vt [k2k3+Cx(k3-k2)+Cyklk2-Czklk3]AI

2
ryvt-3_ [klk3-_klk2+_y(k__k3 _ k2k31_iy

Transforming back into the mirror image coordinate frame:

p

TxMI

TyMI

r.

"zMl
b

D • ,

TxMI

TyMI = - I"
1 -c e T

z y xvt

c 1 -e T
z x yvt

-£ E 1 T
y x zvt

m • I

=3_ 2
0

[klk2_ix+e x 2 2(k3-k2)_Ix-eyklk2_ly+£zklk3_I z

[k.k.Al _ k.k.Al _ (k_-];
a y x z J x y i :_)_I -£zk2k3_Iz]- y

[klk2Alz-Exklk3_Ix+_yk2k3AIy+Cz(k_-k_)Alz]

(229)

(230)
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+AI =-AI AIy+AIz=-AI x,where use of the relations _Ix Y z' z

has been made. Subs=Itutlng from equations 227 for the k i

simplifying the torque equations become:

3 2[_x(_l+U2coe2_ot+U3sln2_ot)A ITxMz=3_k2k3AZx + 2 o . x

-ey(a4+a5coS2_ot+a6sin2_ot)Al y

+ez(_7+<*8coe2_ot+agSin2_ot)Al z ]

AI +AI --AI
x y

and

(231a)

' 3 2

TyMl=3_klk3Alv + 2 _o[Cx(a4+CXsC°S2_ot+a6sin2_ot)Alx

+_y(_lO+allCOS2_ot+al2sin2_ot)Aly

-Ez(al3+_l_COS2_ot+_lssin2_ot)Al z]
(231b)

where:

3 , 2o[_c x (_7+_8coS2_ot+a9sln2_ot)A ITzMl= 3_2o''Ik2AIz+ 2 x

+Cy (_13+_14coS2_ot+CXl 5sin2_0ot) AI z

+e z (_16+_i 7cos 2_ot+CXl8sin2_ot)Al z ]

2 2 2 2
_l=b31+b32-b21-b22

=2 2 2+2
_2 b31-b32-b21 b22

s3 -2 (b31b32-b21622)

s4 "bll b 21+b 12 b22

ss=bllb21-b12b22

s6"bllb22+b12b21

(231c)

(232a)

(232b)

(232c)

(232d)

(232e)

(232f)
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a7=bllb31+b12b32

c_8"b 11b 31 -bl 2b 32

_9 -blI b 32+b12 b 31

2 2 2 2
a10=bll+b12-b31-b32

2 2 2 2
_ll=bll-bl2-b31+b 32

_!2=2 (bllb12-b31 b32 )

a13=b21 b 31+b22b32

c114=b21 b 31-b22b32

als=b21b32+b22b31

2 2 2 2

u16=b21+b22-bll-b12

2 2 2 2

a17=b21-b22-bll+b12

a18 =2 (b21b22-bllb12)

(232g)

(232h)

(2321)

(232J)

(232k)

(232£)

(232m)

(232n)

(232o)

(232p)

(232q)

(232r)

and AI , maneuvers
z

Since A1 is some 20 times smaller than _I
x y

about X can produce relatively little torque compared to Y and Z
V V V

rotations. Therefore c will be set to zero, and the trlmmaneuvers
x

e and e will be used. The torque available by trim maneuverin B
y z

equals:

3 2 (_4+_scoS2_ot+_6sin2_ot)_iTxMI=3_k2k3_Ix + 2 _o[-_y y

+£z(a7+u8c°S2_ot+U9sln2_o t)AIz ] (233a)

TyHi=_o_klk3AIy+ _ _[ey(al0+allCOS2_ot+al2sin2_ot)AIy

-ez(_13+<Xl4COS2_ot+_lSsin2_ot)_Iz ] (233b)
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3 2
TzMl=3_klk2_Iz + _ [£y(_13+_14coS2_ot+_lbSln2_ot)A I

o y

+ez (al6+el7C°S2_ot+al8sin2_o t)Alz] (233c)

One app:oach to determine the trlm maneuwers is to express them

as some dynamic function of the residual angular momentum as ex-

pressed in mirror image coordinates, thus:

E

.m

-HxRMI

B C]F -HyRMI

-HzRMI

T

where _RMI=(HxRMI,HyRM I,HzRMI) is the residual angular momentum

(234)

to be dumped expressed in the mirror image coordinates, and

A through F are function or operations yet to be determined. The

residual momentum can be computed by sampling the stored momentum

(through reading out CMG gimbal angles) Just after desaturation

is completed and the samples as taken during an observation

orientation must be transformed by equation 225 to express it in

mirror image coordinates. In addition prior studies have indicated

that time history dependence can be important so the form chosen

for HMR I will be:

HMRI'Hs-Ha+kM (HMRIp -H s ) (235)

Where H is the sampled momentum, H is some reference or desired
s a

is the residual momentum from the previousmomentum state, [Rip

orbit and kM is some constant gain which can best be determined

from simulation studies.

in order to define the functions A through F required for

residual desaturation equation 234 is substituted into the

equations 233 yielding:
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TxMl'3_k2k3Alx + _ _HxRMI [A_ly

-DAI
Z

3 m_RyRM.I[BAIy+g

-_I
Z

3 _HzRMI[CAIy÷g

-FAI
z

3 _HxRM I[AAIyTyMI=_klk3AIy-

-DAI
g

- _2 _HyRMI[g_Iy

-EA 2
Z

- _2 _HzRMI[CAIy

-FAI
z

3 _HxRM I [_lyTzMl=_klk2Alz -

(_4+_5coS2_ot+U6stn2_ot)

(a7+_8coS2_ot+a9sin2_ot)]

(_4+UsCOS2_ot+_6sin2_o t)

(a7+u8coS2_ot+_9sln2_ot)]

(a4+UsCOS2_ot+_6sin2_ot)

(aT+C_8coS2_ot+U9sin2_ot)]

(al0+_llCOS2_ot_12sln2_o t)

(u13+u14coS2_ot+a15sln2_o t)

(al0_llCOS2_ot+_12sln2mot)

(a13+u14coS2_ot+_lsSln2_o t)

(_lO+UllCOS2_ot+<x!2sln2_o t)

(Ul3+al4COS2_ot+Ul5sln2_o t)

(_13+_l_/:oS2_ot+_15sln2_o t)

+DAI z (a16+_17coS2_ot+_18 sin2_ot)

- _ _ HyRMI[BAI (a13+_14coS2_ot+_15sln2_ot)Y

+ELlz (a16+u17c°S2_ot+_lsSln2_ot)]

3 _HzRMl[CAly(al3+Ul4COS2Uot+UlSSln2_ot )

(236_)

] (236b)

+FAlz(U16+_17coS2_ot+_lSSln2_ot)] (236c)
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If all momentum is to be removed in a half orbit (At=_/_o o), the

integrals of the above equations must equal the negative of the

accumulated momentum. The first term in each equation reverses

the primary momentum accumulation by the development of the pre-

vious section, thus the integrals of the remaining terms must
-k

reverse the residual accumulation HRS. Defining the final three

terms of each equation as TxRHI, TyRH I, and TzRMI respectively:

t+ _-- _RMldT'-HP, M

0

I
(237)

This can be accomplished without any cross coupling by requiring:

Jr÷3 o2 _o_ AI A (_4+Qscos 2_oT+_6sin2_o_) dT

wt

t+_ --32_2AIo z o D(_7+_sCOS2_oT+_9stn2_oT)dT=_l

-t

7T

f+ _ B (C_4+_sCOS2_oT+C_6stn2_oT)dT3_2_ 2oh-Iy _o

"t

IT

t+_ 23 _2oAI z o E(aT+_8coS2_o_+_9stn2_o_)d_. 0

t

w

y/t+32° o_ _I C(a4+ _sCOS2a_o_+CL6sin2_0o_)d_

t

TT

t+- -32_2gIoz o F(a7+_8coS2_o=+_9sln2_oT)dT= 0

"t

(238a)

(238b)

(238c)
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t

"IT
t+--

0J

O A(_10+ellC°S2_ot "_12 sin2_oT)dT

_T
E+--

U_

O D (_13"l_14eos2a_o'r4_lss In 2_oT) d'r-O

w

y_t t+ ---
_3 2hi o B (el0+ellCOS2_0oT+_12 sin2wo_)dT2 o

t+ --

w

_ 3 cu2AI o E(al3+_14cos2C0oT+Ul5sin2C0o_)d_= I2 o z

(238d)

(238e)

7T

2 o y

3 2oAIz COo

C (_10+_llCOS 2_oT+_12 sfn2_oT) dz

F (s13+_14c°S2_oT+_15 sin2_or )dTffi0
(238f)

+

y_'t-_ _--

_o
_2AI A(al3+_14coS2_oT+el5sln2_oT)dz2 o

t+ --
3 _

2AI o D(al6+_17COS2_oT+_lSsin2_oT)d_=0o
(238g)

t+ _--
3 2AI o
2 o

r.+ --
+ _ _2oA[z o

_"(_13+u14c°S2_oT+a15 sfn2tdoZ )dT

E(Sl6+C_17coS2_oZ+UlsSln2_o T)dT=0
(238h)
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_J

3_ to261 o C (Ul3+_14c°S2moT+C_lssin2t°o ? )dr2 o y

/t+ _--
3

co2Al o F(al6+_17cos200oT+_iBSln2_oT )dT-I
+

-- O Z

"t

After examination of the equations 238 select A through F as
follows:

A_alsgn{sin2_ot}+a2s_n{coS2_ot}

B_blSgn{sin2mot}+b2s_n{coS2=ot}

C_ClSgn{sin2_ot}+c2sgn{coS2_ot}

D_d sgn{sin2_ t}
O

Z_e sgn{cos2_ t}
o

FAf sgn{cos2_a t}
0

Also, note that:

t+ _

_0

t+ --

o

W

s&nn{sin2a_o T }sin260oZd T _oo

t

sgn{cos2_ _}cos2_ Tdz= 2__
O O

O

Tr

t+ --

W

sgn{sln2_o z }coS2_o_dZ - o sgnfcoS2_o z }sin2C0oZdT. 0

"t

Substituting equations 239a and 239d into equations 238a,
238d, and 238g and using equations 240 and 241 then

gives the following simultaneous equations in a I, a2 and d:

1

c16AIyal+_5Alya2-ct9Al zd=- 3_0---o

_12AIyal+CZllgIya2-alSAIzd=O

a15Alyal+a146Iya2+c118&lzd=O

(238i)

(239a)

(239b)

(239c)

(239d)

(239e)

(239f)

(240)

(241)

(242)

(243)

(244)
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Solving for aI, a2 and d by Cramer's Rule glve_.

AI AI

y z (alla18._14a15)
al= 3_oAa, d

AI 4I
y, z, 2

a2=- 3_o4a, d (_15+a12a18)

412

d- 3_o 4ya,d (a12a14-_lla15)

where: _a,d=41_Al 2z(SSSlS+_5_12_lS+_9a12a14

(245)

(246)

(247)

-_6allalS-_6_14a15-S9Ulla15) (248)

Following the same procedure with the other equations, tLe remaining
constants are found _o be:

AI AI

,,,y z _,tSSa17"_8a14 _
bl= 3_oAb, e

(249)

41 41

y z (_6_17+_8a15)
b2=- 3OOoAb,e

AI 2

Y (a6_14-aS_15)
e- 3_0o_, e

(250)

(251)

=A1241 (s u a, +_ a s 4<x a u
_,e y z 514 _5 5 12 17 8 12 14

2

-a6Ulla17-s6a14-a8 allal5 )

41 4I

and cl= ___y__z (a5_14__8all)
' 30Jo4c,f

AI 4I

(a6a14-aSa12)

(252)

(253)

(254)
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AI 2

(255)

A 2
c,f=AlyAlz(S5_14Ul5+_5Ul2_17+_8Ul2Sl4

2

-e6ellelT-e6Sl4-S8Sllel5) (256)

The trim maneuvers are defined by equation 234 along with

the equations 239, 245 thru 256 and 232. Examination of the

equations 239 reveals that the maneuvers are piecewlse constant

about the mirror i_age orientation switching as sln2_ t or cos2_ t
o o

change sign. Like the large maneuver, the trim maneuvers are de-

pendent on the observation orientation, but they are influenced

directly by the residual momentum as obtained by sampling the
stored momentum.

Logic and Maneuvering Summar Z - As in the previous developments,

the large angle maneuvers will be accomplished by passing the di-

rection cosine matrix of the desired orientation to the quaternlon

maneuver law. Ti_e transformation from orbital coordinates to the

mirror Image desaturatlon attitude is given by equation 224 in
terms of the direction cosine coefficients of the observation

attitude. The relation between orbital and reference coordinates

is given by the inverse of equation 123. Yhe matrix to be sup-

plied to the maneuver law to move to the desaturation attitude
is thus :

all

a21

-a31

a12 -a13

a22 -a23

-a32 a33

cos_ -cosi sins slnl sins

sins cosi coss -slni coss

0 sini cosi

(257)

In performing the maneuver back to the same observation attitude

at the end of the desaturatlon period the matrix is:

a21 a22 a23 no* cosi cos_ -slnl cos_

a31 a32 a3j j sini cosi J

(258)

The basic operation of over one orbit measured from target reacqul-
sltlon thus can be outlined as follows:
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a. When demaneuver to observation attitude is com-

plete sample the stored momentum and compute HRM I

to determine trim maneuvers during tile desaturst_on

period.

b. During the observation period monitor the momentum

accumulation to determine the total accumulated momentum

"4,

c. Just prior to the initiation of desaturation compare

the magnitude of H D with the gross desaturation capa-

bility of the trim maneuvers H R . If I< set

HMRI= _ and go directly to the trlmmaneuvers (step

e) without performln R the mirror image maneuver.

d. If IHd]>iHRI move to the mirror image orientation

by passing the matrix 257 to the maneuver control

law.

e. Begin the trim maneuver sequence about vehicle

axes as defined by equation 234.

f. At the end of the desaturatlon period set the

trim commands to zero, and if step d was performed,

demaneuver to the observation attitude by passing

the matrix 258 To the maneuver control law.

During the above procedure, the angle s will require periodic up-

date as the orbit precesses, In addition if a new target is to

be acquired the demaneuver at step f will be to that new target

and the start of the next desaturatlon period will be altered

depending on the relation between the old and new target points.

10.4.5 A Gravity Tracking Control Law }or Desaturatlon From

an Arbitrary Attitude - The gravity tracking technique consists

of large ankle maneuvers about at least two vehicle axes selected

to place the minimum axla of inertia in the vicinity of the local

vertical vector for maximum torque regulation about all axes.

The rationale for this can be understood by recalling that

gravity torques tend to align the minimum axis of inertia with

the local vertical and maximal torques may thus be developed

by bringing this axis close to the vertica] in an orientation

determined by the accumulation of anBular momentum in the CMG
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system. The method is thus more complex than the single axis

large angle law presented in section 10.4.3 since in general at

least two large angle maneuvers are required. Like the law of

the previous section, desaturation can be accomplished from an

arbitrary attitude, however this method requires continuous

maneuvering duri_g desaturation to maintain the desired rela-

tionship between the vehicle minimum axis of inertia and the local

vertical vector, i.e., to track the gravity vector, ;nd the tacit

assumption Is made that observdtlon will be along the vehicle X
axis.

The basic gravity tracking method was presented in reference
4 and variations are Eiven in references 5 and 6 from which the

following development is made.

Determination of the Maneuver Format - For a vehicle

having an inertia distribution approximating a cylinder, the

gravity torques tend to align the minimum axis of inertia with

the gravity vector. Thus, the torque vector is always perpen-

dicular to the plane formed by the minimum axis and the gravity

vector. The magnitude of this torque is proportional to the

angle between the minimum axis and the gravity vector and, in

particular, is related according to the sine of twice that angle.

A torque plane is formed, as shown in figure 10.16, by rotation of

the vehicle about the gravity vector through a specified angle

&y. This torque plane is always normal to the local vertical,

i.e., tangent to the orbital path of a circular orbit when

viewed perpendicular to the orbital plane.

As the vehicle center of mass moves in orbit, the torque

vector moves as shown in figure 10.17. The object is to maneuver

the vehicle during the desaturation cycle in such a manner that

the resolved components in the inertial frame are favorable for

desaturation. Visualization of the torque in this manner allows

a design that accomplishes momentum control about all axes.

Since the torque vector is in a plane tangent to the orbital

plane, it is often desirable to maneuver such that the torque

component in the orbital plane changes the sign of a specific

component. Thus, maneuvers are often performed at points which
yield the additional necessary control.

Before considering the dasaturatlon maneuvering sequence, it

is worthwhile to Justify the preceding remarks concerning th_

general gravity torque behavior. If it is assumed that the vehicle

orientation is arbitrary, then the relation between the orbital

coordinates XoYoZ ° and vehicle coordinates may be represented by

an arbitrary direction cosine matrix as in equation 215. To
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Figure 10.16. The Gravity Torque Plane
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verify the existence of the zorque plane it _s necessary to

resolve the torque into a coordinate system in which the X

axis is directed along the local vertical. The Y axis will be

confined to the orbital plane and Z will thus be normal to the

orbit plane and is taken to be directed above it. The relation

between the vehicle coordinates and this system is thus:

all a12 a13 [cOS_ot sinco t 0 X

Yv = 21 a22 a23 sl _o t coS00ot

a31 a32 a33 0

 i112Pl3]l]= IP21 P22 P23

LP31 P32 P33

(259)

denoting the matrix product of equation 259 as P with elements

PiJ and noting that the local vertical unit vector in XYZ coor-

dinates is simply (i,0,0) T, gives the local vertical vector in

vehicle coordinates as:

a- IP21

[P31

(260)

Substituting into equation 15, the gravity gradient torque in

vehicle space is:

[P21P31AI_

_v =3t°2o IPIIP31_IY

(261)

Since P is the product of two orthogonal matrices it is also

orthogonal and the torque resolved into the XYZ system is thus:
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"PII P21 P31

PI2 P22 P32

IP13 P23 P33
B

_21P31AIx

PIIP31AIy

PIIP21AIz

PIIP21P31(AI +AI +AI )x y z

PI2P21P31AIx+PIIP22P3!AIy+PIIP21P32AIz

P13P21P31AIx+PIIP23P31AIy+PIIP21P33AIz

(262)

Since the sum of the AIi is identically zero, there is no torque

in the X direction, that is about: the local vertical, thus the

gravity gradient torque is always in a plane normal to the local

vertical regardless of vehicle inertia distribution or orientation

and the existence of the torque plane is confirmet!.

The actual torque resolved into the XXZ system can be obta_led

by substitution of the Pi_ from equation 259 into 262, using

the orthogonality of the aij giving:

T -0 (263)
x

Ty'3_[(a12a21a31cOS_ot+alla22a32sln_ot)_I x

+(alla12a31c°S_ot+a12a21a32sin_ot)_!y

+(alla21a32cOS_ot+a12a22a31sln_ot)_l z ] (264)

Tz" _ [a13(a21a31-a22a32)c°S2_ot-a13(a21a32+a22a31)sln2_ot]AIx

+[a22(alla31-a12a32)coS2_ot-a23(alla32+a12a31)sln2_ot]_ly

+[a33(alla21-a12a22)coe2_ot-a33(alla22+a12a21)sln2_ot]_Iz}

The equations 263, 264, and 265 yield the _ravity torques on

an arbitrarily oriented vehicle resolved into the local vertical

coordinate system XYZ.

(265)
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In general, large rotations about any two vehicle axes will

be sufficient to place the Xv axis near the local vertical when

maneuvering from an arbitrary orientation. Conslder an orbital

frame Xo,Yo,Zo, with Xo, directed along the target line projected

in the orbital plane and Yo' leading Xo, by z/2 in the orbit plane.

The orbital position @t is measured from the post desaturation

quadrature point (i.e., the -Yo' axis). From this system a rota-

tion of _ t-n/2 about the Z , axis will place the X axis along
o o v

the local vertical. A rotation about the Y axis of py

will develop the angle _, while small maneuvurs £ and c
x z

can generate the angle A_ thus setting up the general orientation

of figure 10.15. The total maneuver with respect to the Xo,Yo,Zo,

frame can be represented by:

v 1 _: 0 -sln_ t cos_ t 0 i 0

bvj= 1 -c i -cos<o t -sln_ t I

Z O O

ZDv [s_nUy 0 cOS_yj 0 0 0 0 -cx

where the Xo,Yo,Zo, system is related to the Xo o oY Z system of

figures 10.12 and 10.13 by a rotation of @ degrees about the Z ° axis.

The sequence of rotations is relatively unimportant slnce the

maneuver will ultimately be generated by the quaternion maneuver

law and will be about an eigenaxis. The order shown in equation

261 involves a small roll e to initialize the position for the
x

g_f maneuver followed by the yaw of u) t-w/2 to place the X axis
o

near the vertical, then additional yaw of £ to develop Ay
x

followed by pitch of Uy to complete the maneuver. The total

transformation from observation to desaturation attitudes is

given by the combination of equation 215, _ rotation about Z
o

by 9, and equation 266.

01
1

Derivation of the Required Maneuvers - The first step

in determlnlng the desatura_ion maneuvers is the determination of

the gravity torques in the desaturation attitude. Resolving the

-(sin_ot , t,0) T into the vehiclelocal vertical vector So, -cos_ °

desaturation attitude coordinates using equation 266 gives:

Xo]

Yo' 1

Zo'J

(266)
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L zv j sin_y+CxC°S_yC°S_o

Substituting into the torque equation 15 gives:

q

rdxv I

Tdzvl

a

_" _CzSin_yAl x

1

(_ sin2_y-ExCOS2_yCOSWot)Aly

-gzCOSDyAI z :
J

Transforming back to orbital coordinates using the Inverse of

equation 266:
a

Tdx o '

Tdyo' l=J_ 2
.

(267)

i

(CxCOS2_yCOS_ot - i stn2_y) COSmotAl

1

(_xCOS2_yCOS_ot- _ sln2_y)Sin_ tAlo o y

1 E sin2_ sln_)AI
Tdzo' £zAlx+(_zC°S2t_y- 2 x y y

where all products o3 the smell maneuvers have been neglected.
Further since e is by definition small and AI is an order of

z x

magnitude smaller than AIy, the product _zAIx can be neglected

in the Z component of 269 leaving:

"'- " [(CxCOS 2_y s in2_y) cos_ °
I "dxo' COS_ t- _ t _o

I

I "dvo'• " "3_2AIo y 1( xC°S2 y c°s ot- 21 sln2_y)Sln_o t
1

LTdzo* J L1 (_z+_zC°S2_y-CxStn2_ystn_o t)

The momentum components 8enerated durlng occultetlon are obtained

by InteEratlng the torque components of equation 270 over

the interval el_et!_2 where:

(268)

(269)

(270)
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e -_ t (271)
t o

8,-3_/2+c_-_ (272)
U Z

@2"3z/2+ee+_z (273)

As shown in figure 10.18, £e represents a sh_ft of mid-desaturation

with respect to mld-occultation, the significance of which will

be apparent upon examination of the momentum equations. The angle

between 3_/2+E@ +_A_z is the range of orbital positions beginning

after all maneuvers placing the X axis near the local vertical
V

and ending Just prior to the demaneuver to observing attitude.

The nominal vehicle orientation will be constant with respect to

local vertical for _l_ot_@ 2. The momentum equations in orbital

coordinates are thus:

/t2 i___/82Hdo' Tdo 'dr" _do 'd(_o t) (274)

Performing the indicated integration yields:

1
Hdxo '= 23 _o_ly[gxCOS2_y(O2_Ol)+ 26xCOS 2_y (sin282-sin20 I)

-sin2Uy(Sin82-sln@l)]

1
Hdyo,. 23 _oAly[sin2Uy(COSe2_cOSSl)_ 26xCOS2Uy(COS282-cos2el)]

3 _oAly[(£z+ezCOS2_y)(@2_@l)+e sln2_y(COS82_cos@l)]Hdzo'" 2 x

Assuming Px and 2c o are sufficiently small that their product is

negligible and the sine of either equals the angle (cosine = I).
Then the momentum ec

Hdxo 1"

Hdy o , "_o_Iy

Hdz o '
• •

uations become:

i

ExC°S2Uy(2AUz-sin2AUz)-E0sin2UySin_uz

sln2UySinA_ z

c sin2U sinA_I +£ AU (l+cos21J)
x y , z z y

(275)
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STELLAR TARGET -
NOT IN ORBITAL PLANE

X0,

0t = _-

0

YO

01

ORBITAL PATH

PROJECTED %',_RGET

LINE

9t =0

e o

INSTANTANEOUS

MIDNIGHT

Ot o

+ A_Z

Figure 10.18. Control Sw_.tchln8 for the
Gravity Tracking Method
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Denoting the momentum to be desaturated as --KD-(Hx_D,HyD,HzD )T, deter-

mined from appropriate sampling during observation, it is necessary

that IIdo,=-,_. ._ ..... e cub ...... iv,, of the momentum to be dumped

into equation 275, it is necessary to in some sense invert the

equation and solve for the five unknowns Cx, Uv, Cz, g_z and Eo.

The expressions will be chosen in a manner similar to that of

reference 4. As can be verified by substitution, the equation in

HxD is completely satisfied if:

HxD sta2____
- (276)

_0= 30_o_I sinA_z
Y

HxD 2coS2_y
E - • - (277)

x 3_oAI (2&_z-Sin2&_z)Y

An expression for c z can be obtained from the HzD as:

z

HzD

3w AI +exSin2DySinA_z
o y

A_z(l+coS2_y)

(278)

An expression for _ly is obtained basically from the following

reasoning. Since principal momentum accumulation is about y
v

and is proportional to sin 2_, an initial mmneuver about Y
v

of -2_ would tend to compensate for the primary accumulation.

In any case, after having chosen an initial value, subsequent

values should be updated to account for variations in rrimary

momentum accumulation AHy D. Thus, a recurrsion in _y develops

as:

_K 3.H
Pyn=_*yp yy yD

(279)

where p denotes the previous orbit and K is to be determined.
YY

From the previous equation, K is related to the differential
YY

and H . Such a differential relation-
relationship between _ly Y

ship is obtainable from the equation in Hy D. Thus, from that

equation:
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1 d(HyD/sinA_z )d(sln2_y)-- 3_ AI
o y

(280)

Or, since A_z is a constant angle when once determined:

dHDy_D___.

2coS2_yd_y" _oAi .inAUz
Y

(281)

A change in tJy is thus approximately:

yu

_Uy_d_y" 6_oAIysinAUzCOS2_y

(282)

Thus,

YY AHy D 6AIy_oSlnAUzCOS2_y

(283)

The expression for _bz Is obtained directly from consideration

of the allowed desaturatlon angle e£ and the angular maneuvers

required to move to the initial desaturation attitude. In

particular if the total _igenangle required to maneuver from

observation attitude to initial desaturation attitude is _ and

the maximum maneuver rate is _£, then:

A z-O -KEJCJ (2s4)

"_ /_ (285)where: K£ o

Logic and Maneuvering Summarz - The equations required

to generate the desaturation maneuvers may be summarized as follows

where the subscript p is used to denote the previous orbit:

Uy'_yp+KyyAH (286)Y

KYY=(6AI YC0osinAUzpC°S2Uyp )-I (287)

e -e +K AH (288)
x xp xx x
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2cos2_
K - YP

xx 3&l co (sin2A_zp-2AUzp)yo

(289)

e =e +K AN +K e
Z zp ZZ Z ZX X

K =-(6AI coAu cos'u )
ZZ y O ZO yp

-I

(290)

(291)

sin2_ sinA_

K .... YP zp

xz 2A_ cos2_
zp yp

(292)

_:O'gsp+KoAHx
(293)

sln2_
YP

KO= 3_ly_oSin_z p

(294)

A_zffi0£-K £ I* )
(295)

whe re: AH
X

K£'c0o/;

m, a

HxD-Hx_

AH ,,
Y HyD*HyDp

(296)

(297)

AH z HzD+HzDp

The basic operation is thus to sample the momentum during
observation, then i,enerate the above angles and gains prior to

desaturatlon maneuvering. The matrix of the maneuver is generated

from these parameters along with knowledge of the relation between

the observing attitude and the target oriented orbital plane.

Once the primary maneuver has been completed the vehicle rates

--_ sin_ and _ =co cos_ must be conlnanded in order to track
x o y z o y

the gravity vector. At the end of the desaturatlon period de-

maneuver to the observing attltude is accomplished by generating

the corresponding demaneuver direction cosine matrix after updating

the parameters dependent on the time varyin_ orbital elements.

If demaneuver is to be to a new target additional computation is

requirel to generate the maneuver matrix and update the history

values accordingly so the subsequent desaturatlon attitude is

valid.
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10.4.6 Gravity Gradient CMG Desaturatlon La_ Comparison -

In sections 10.4.2 thru 10.4.5, four representative gravity grad-

ient desaturation laws were developed for an inertlally held vehicle.

The four laws are: (I) a small angle multiaxls maneuver law, (q)

a large siv_le axis maneuver law, (3) a reflexive law requiring

large multiaxis maneuvers, and (4) a gravity trackln_: law also

requiring large multiaxls maneuvers. All of these laws involve

maneuvering the vehicle at the start of the desaturatlon period

to a favorable orientation where the gravity gradient torques acting

on the vehlcle will cause the magnitude of the CMC momentum to

decrease.

The first two laws (i) and (2) place constraints on possible

vehicle attitudes for which these desaturation laws will operate.

For the candidate vehicle attitudes specified in sections 4 and 5,

these vehicle attitude requirements are automatically met. Desatura-

tlon laws (3) and (4) are "all attitude" gravity gradient desaturatlon

laws which means there are no constraints placed on possible vehicle

attitudes. In other words, these desaturatlon laws can be used

independent of the inertial attitude of the vehicle. Because of

the vehicle attitude constraints already imposed on the system,

there is no particular advantages in havln_ an "all attitude" de-

saturation law such as laws (3) and (4) over the attitude restric-

tive laws (i) and (2).

Of the four gravity _radlent desaturatlon laws derived in this

study, the small angle multiaxls CMG desaturation law, law (I),

was selected because of the following reasons: (i) the computa-

tional requirements associated with this law are fewer than those

associated with the other laws and (2) the resultant small angle

desaturation maneuvers can be performed by the CMG control system.

This latter reason is important because the other candidate desat-

uration laws require at least a single large angle maneuver. To

perform these large angle maneuvers, the baseline reaction control

system (RCS) would probably have to be used in order to generate

the large torque and momentum required to perform these maneuvers

in a reasonable period of time. Firing the baseline RCS to per-

form these large angular maneuvers tends to defeat the principal

purpose for adding a CMG control system to a vehicle llke the

Shuttle that of reducing RCS contamination.

For the computer verification task documented in section 12,

this small angle multlaxis O4C desaturatlon law is simulated using

option 2 for computing e.

10.4.7 Small AnEle Gravity Gradient Z-LV Desaturatlon Law -

In section 10.4.6, the four gravity gradient C_C desaturatlon laws
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for an inertially held vehicle derived in sections 10.4.2 thru

10.4.5 were compared. For this particular application, the small

angle gravity gradient CMG desaturatlon law, section 10.4.2, was

selected. In this section, a small angle desaturation law is

derived for desaturating the CMG system from a Z-LV attitude. This

law is basically identical to the small angle desaturatlon law

derived in section 10.4.2 for an inertially held vehicle. The

torques acting on the rotating vehicle are resolved into an iner-

ttal reference frame where the appropriate small angle desaturation

maneuvers are determined. For an inertially held vehicle, the de-
saturation maneuvers are computed in vehicle coordinate because

this coordinate frame is inertial. But for a Z-I,V attitude, the

vehicle coordinate frame is not Inertial, but rotating. This is

the only significant difference between these two desaturation
laws.

For a vehicle held in an ideal Z-LV attitude, the vector sum
-+ -+

of the vehicle momentum }tv and CMG momentum HCMG imparted to the
.+

vehicle as viewed from an Inertial frame is a constant H .
c

+.()
Hv "CMG = H (298)

C

The vehicle momentum H equals
V

H = [I]_ (299)
V

where [I] is the vehicle inertia tansor and _d Is the vehicle an-

gular velocity. For an ideal Z-LV attitude, _ [s constrained to

be perpendicular to tbo e_bital plane and therefore m has at most

only two components, m and w .
x y

W=

Y

In order to keep the Z axis pointed along the local vertical, the

norm of _ must equal the orbital rate w .
o

Assume that at time t the vehicle is maneuvered instantane-
O

ousley through a small angle e where £x' _y' and e z, are the X,
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¥, and Z angular components of _, respectively. Also assume the
vehicle is constrained at all times to rotate about the axis per-

pendicular to the orbital plane at approximately the orbital rate

co . As a result of the small maneuver e, the vehicle angular
o

velocity _ equals

_(ei) = -e z i _y

ey -Cx I 0

r :_ zy

= COy - £Z_X

Cy_x x y
(i=x,y,z)

The vehicle momentum Hv(e i) due to this Instanteous maneuver e

now equals

Hv(el) = [l]_(el)

I
xx

o o

o I o
YY

o o I
zz

The change in H
v

co+ £ co
x z y

co -E co
y z x

E to -E CO
yx xy

AHv(Ei) " Hv(Ei) - Hv(to)

Ixx(co+_z_y)

= lyy (Wy-e z_x )

Izz (£y_x-£x y

-db

due to the maneuver e equals

m

I £ co
xxzy

= -I e oa
yy z x 1

z__(E co-E co)/
zz yx xy J

(301)

(302)

(303)

Hv (to) is the vehicle momentum Just prior to the maneuver c. Hv(to)

is equal to H computed in equation 299, Hv(£ t) equalsv

Hv (El) = Hv(t:) + _Hv(_i) (304)

During the maneuver £, the total system momentum H
c

Substituting equation 304 into equation 298,

H:M_ +_v(t_)+ AH (ei) + I)(to)-_c

is conserved.

(305)
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_(_)t +
where _CMG.to ) Is tile CMC momentum Just after the instantaneous

maneuver e. Note that lnorder for the above expression to hold,
._ (I)

the CMG momentum "CMG must also change instantaneously.

_IM)G(to+) = ,+,(1)(to-) + +(I). rtCMG AHCMG (ei) (306)

where

A:_(1). l) = __ (_i) (307)_CMG __ v

Due to the small maneuver E, the vehicle Z principal axis is

slightly misaligned from the local vertical resulting in a non

zero gravity gradient torque T to act on the vehicle. TLe result-
gg

ant gravity gradient momentum imparted to the vehicle must there-

fore be absorbed in order to keep H constmIt. H is completely
c v

determined by the vehicle attitude therefore, this gravity gradient

momentum must be absorbed by the CMG control system. The constant
÷ +

momentum H for time t greater then t equals
c o

= _ (t -) + _c(_i) + _(1),t -) + __(z).c v o NCMG_ o aHCMG[£i)

(I) t (_gg) dt for t>t ++ AHcBG(t) + ft I o (308)
o

(Tgg) I is the gravity gradient torque acting on the vehicle as

measured in an inertial coordinate frame. At time tf, assume the

vehicie is instantaneously maneuvered back to the initial Z-LV

attitude. The instantaneous change in vehicle momentum H and
v

HCM G at tf as measured in the inertial reference frame equals

v (tf+) = -AHv(Ei)

+(I)(tf+ _ +(I)AHcM G = -AHcMG(6 i)

Addlug thest' Instantaneous changes to equation 308, ti
c

grv.iler than I i equals

-" , - +--([) - + ,(t) _ .. H (t). .... (to) '_"cMc.+ t_
c v o t_._l_, t + ( ggII dt

o

(309)

(31o)

at time t

(31:)
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Because the total momentum H must be conserved, the net change in
C

the inertial momentum AH_(t) during the desaturatton interval,

t o to tf, equals the negative of the gravity gradient momentum mea-

sured in the same inertial frame.

_(I) -f:f (Tgg) dt_HcMc (t) = I
(312)

From the above expression, one can see that the only torque acting
on the vehicle that can be used for desaturatlng the CMG system is

the gravity gradient torque due to the small maneuver c.

The gravity gradient torque acting on the vehicle Tgg in vehicle

coordinate equals

2
Z = 3_ (_ x [I]_) (313)
gg o

where _ is the unit local vertical vector. For an ideal Z-LV

attitude _ equals

[iI
During the desaturatlon interval from time t

O

vertical vector _ equals

(314)

to tf, the local

i1.z-"lIl't::l_(cl) = -cz i Ex (315)

Substituting _(E i) into equation 313 and neglecting all second

order terms of ci, Tgg equals

_gg" 3_o2 ]Cx(Izz- Iyy)

-ey (Ixx- Izz)

0

(316)
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z(1) { as ob-
In order to compute the change in CMG momentum nCMG, gg

served in vehicle coordinates must be transformed into some iner-

tial frame. Let

. [_ (m)(t)] _ (317)
(Tgg) I o_v gg

_ (m)
where [Sony (t)] is the time varying transformation from vehicle space

to some inertial orbital reference frame. Because there are only

two candidate Z-LV attitudes, X-POP Z-LV and X-IOP Z-LV, two In-

ertial orbital frames are defined, one for each attitude, in order

to simplify the problem. These two orbital reference frames are

defined in figure 10.19. For an X-POP Z,LV attitude, assume the

inertial orbital reference frame X 'Y 'Z ' is defined as shown
o o o

' and Z ' axes are constrained to lle
in flgl,re 10.19a. The Yo o

in the orbital plane. At time t equal zero, the vehicle X,Y, and

Z axes are allgn.d with the X O , o ' and Z ' axes, respectively.
(m) o

The corresponding transformation [$c_v (t)] for a X-POP Z-LV attitude

equals

1 0 0

(318)

[_2 )(t)] = 0 cOS_ot -slnC0ot

X-POP
0 sin_ t cos_ t

o o

For a X-IOP Z-LV attitude, assume the orbital reference frame

Xo'Yo'Zo' is defined as shown in figure 10.19b. The Xo' and Zo'

axes are constrained to the orbital plane. The transformation

[@c_(m)(t)]-- for a X-lOP Z-LV attitude equals

cOSWot 0 slnt_ot ]
|

(m)(t)] = 0 1 0 /_o_-v (319)

JX-lOP _sin_o t 0 cOS_ot

From equation 312, the change in CMG momentum state _ equals

_£tf (m) dt (320)
A*(1)
"cMc = . [¢_v (t)]_gg

o
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t=O

I (m) 1
0o, v (t) =

X-POP

0 cos _ t
o

0 ain _ t
o

0

-sin _ t
o

cos _t

(a) X-POP Z-LV INERTIAL ORBITAL REFERENCE FRAME

t=O
f(m) ]

o'_, (t) =

X-lOP

cos m t 0 sin _ t
o o

o 1 o

-sin _ t 0 cos _ t
o o

(b) X-lOP Z-LV INERTL_L ORBITAL REFERENCE FRAME

NOTE: X' Y' Z'
o' o' o' AXES ALIGNED WITH VEHICLE XYZ AXES AT TIME t-O

Figure i0.19. Z-LV Inertial Orbital Reference Frames
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._,(I)
AnCMo,_,(1)is the desired change in CMG momentum state riCHG ms

observed in the appropriate orbital reference frame. AnCHG'_'(1)can

be computed by .4ampllng the CMG system momentum imparted to the

vehicle H_G as measured in vehicle space. Note that the CHG

momentum imparted to the vehicle is tile negative of the CMG morn-

:;([)
entum stored in the CMC system. Attc_C equals

= - t@o+_ (ts)] HCMG (t)} (321)G s

_(I) is the desired CMC momentum state as observed from the

appropriate orbital reference frame. The time ts is the

sample time when HCM G is measured, ts can correspond to any

time during the observation portion of the orbit although the

most logical time to sample HCMG is just prior to desaturatlon.
+

A_ (I) is the CMG momentum "dump" command used to compute g, the
--'CMG

desaturation maneuver conunand. Let the components of AHCMG+ (I) be

described as follows:

HEx

,- (1) (322)
AHcM G " HEy

X-POP Z-LV Desaturatlon Case - For a X-POP Z-LV attitude,

(Tgg) I equals

2

o

2

o

(_g) - (m) +[ = l$o+m (t)] Tgg

X-POP

I 0 0 _[Cx(Izz-, Iyy)]

0 cos_ ° - I )
zz

0 sln0_ot co%tj

I Cx(Izz- Iyy) 1

-Cy(txx- Izz) cOS_ot

-Cy(tyy- Ixx) s|n_ot

(323)

i
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Note from equation 322 that the X axis component of (_gg)I is de-

coupled from the Y and Z components of (_gg)I" The small maneuver

c can be used to desaturate the X-axis, the axis normal to the
X

orbital plane, but it will not result in any change in the CHG

momentum state _HCMG(I) in the orbital plane. The desired maneuver

e can be readily computed using equation 320.
X

HEx " -/it 3_O2eX(Izz - lyy)dt

O

Assume that c
X

324 for E ,
X

is a constant offset maneuver.

(324)

Solving equation

HF_x

Ex =- 30_o2(Izz- Iyy)(tf- to) (325)

Also assume that the desaturation inter._l corresponds to a half

orbit, _o(tf- to ) equals w, and Ex equal=

J
X

3_OOo(lzz- Iyy) (326)

The maneuver _ must aesaturate both the Y and Z axes and
Y

therefore Ey_must be a function of both _H-y and _H-z, the desired
(1)

changes in ^_ along the Y and Z axes. Let c have the follow-
-"CMG y

Ing form.

Ey - A HEy + BHEz
(327)

There are a number of possible solutions for the coefficient
A and B. One possible solution is

A = a sgn (cOS_ot)

B = b sgn (slmOot)

where sgn ( ) corresponds to the algebraic sign of the quantity

enclosed within the parentheses. _ therefore equals
Y
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gy = a HEy sgn (cOS_ot) + bHEz sgn (sln_ot)

From equation 320,

_Y = ftf 3_ 2£ (I - Izz) cos_ t dt (331)
t o y xx o
O

HEz ffiftft 3_°2_y(Ixx- Izz) slneot dt (332)
o

Substituting gy given in equation 330 into equations 331 and 332,

tf

HEy - 3_0o2(Ixx- Izz) fro [a HEy sgn (cOS_ot)

+ b _z sgn (sin_ot)] cOS_ot dt (333)

tf

HEz ffi3_°°2(Ixx- Izz)ft [a HEy sgn (coSt0ot)

o

+ b HEz sgn (sin_ot)] slnt0ot dt (334)

Integrating the above equations over half an orbit,

HEy= 6C_o2a (Ixx- Izz) HEy

HEz _ 2b (Ixx- 1= o zz ) HFz

(335)

(336)

Noting that

fsgn(sincOot ) cos_i)ot dt = 0

fsgn(coS_0ot ) slmOot dt = 0

(337)

(338)

when integrated over a half orbit. Solving equations 335 and

336 for a and b,

1 (339)

a = b = 6_o2(Ixx - Izz)
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Substituting the above expression for a and b into equation 330,
equals

Y

E [by sgn(c°S_ot)+ HEz sgn(air_ot)]- (340)

Y 6_o2 (Ixx- Izz)

Note that _ has two discontinuities, one when sln_ t switches
y o

sign and another when cOSeot switches sign. The CHG momentum state

(I) will change Instantaneously at these switching points due to
_4G

.@

the instantaneous changes in vehicle momentum H . But as long as
v

the vehicle returns to the same Z-LV attitude it had prior to de-
-4.

saturation and therefore to the same momentum state Hv(to-), the

change in CMC, momentam _CHC(!)Is due only to the gravitynet

gradient torques acting on the vehlcle.

The only remalning task is to compute the desired vehicle

rate command a__ that will keep the vehicle spinning at the orbital

rate _o about an axis normal to the orbital plane during desaturatlon.

For an ideal X-POP Z-LV attitude, the vehicle angular veloclty _ equals

[ ol_ - (341)

During the desaturation interval, _D equals

-4.

_D " 10JI O0 1 c
x

c -c 1
y x

= 0

Cy_ o

(342)

Also note that whenever Cy has a discontinuity so does _D" The

desaturatlon offset maneuver c and _ given in equations 326 and
x y

340, respectively, and the above vehicle rate cmmand a_ are im-

plemented by the vehlcle control law defined in section 7. Another

thing that should be noted is that there are no maneuver c about
g
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the Z axis. A maneuver g about the Z axis produces only a very
z

small second order gravity gradient torque, a torque that is too

small to effectively desaturate the CMC system.

X-lOP Z-LV Desaturatlon Case - For a X-10P Z-LV attitude,

(Tgg) I equals

(_gg)I " [_ )(t)] Tgg

X-lOP

I t 0 sln0J t

COSLO0 0

=3_0 2
o 0 1 0

-slm0ot 0 cOS_ot

Cx(Izz- Iyy) cOS_ot 1
=3_o 2 /_Cy (ixx- Izz) (343)

-Cx(Izz- I ) sin_ tyy o

E
Y

and _ for this X-lOP Z-LV attitude
The procedure for computing cx Y

is identical to the method previously described for the X-POP Z-LV

case and therefore the derivation of E and E for this X-lOP
x y

Z-LV case is despensed with. The resultant expression for Ex and

derived from equations 320 and 343 are:

g

x _o2(Izz - Iyy)

[HEz sgn(sim0ot) - HEx sgn(cOS_ot)] (344)

Cy 3_rm° - Izz)
(345)

..t.

For an Ideal X-lOP Z-LV attitude, the vehicle angular velocity

 [oj(0 " (_0

, 0

equals

(346)
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During desaturation, the desired vehicle rate command _D equals

"11 0 ._y 0 0 l
._ I

X. 0 0

Cy -ex 1 0 ] -exOJ° [
J

Both the X-POP and X-IOP Z-LV desaturatton laws utilize

half an orbit to desaturate the CMG system.

(347)

Other Potential Solutions for E and E - The solutions
x y

given above for both the X-POP and X-lOP Z-LV attitudes are

not unique. For the X-POP Z-LV attitude, the form of _ was
assumed to be Y

Ey - a HEy sgn(cOS_ot) + b HEz sgn(slr_ot) (348)

Another possible form of E that would also work is
Y

_y = c HEy cos%c + d REz sin_ot (349)

where c and d are constants. A similar form for _ in the X-lOP

Z-LV case could also be used. x

10.4.8 Gravity Gradient (24(;Desaturatlon Law Signal Flow

Diagrams - Figures 10.20 and 10.21 are the logic signal flow dla-

grams for the recommended inertial and Z-LV small angle gravity

gradient CMG desaturatlon laws, respectively.

Figure 10.20 is the signal flow diagram for the recommended

gravlty gradient CMG desaturatlon law derived in section 10.4.2.

in box i of figure 10.20, the CMG momentum desaturatlon command

A_C_4G Is computed. There are a number of methods of determining

_HCMG" The one used in box 1 is to compute the average CMC mom-

entum state usLng N equally spaced CMG momentum samples over a

half orbit during the CMG observation interval and then comparing

this average value with a desired average momentum state

RD. In box 2, the desaturation control matrices [A 1] and [C] are

computed. [A'] and [C} are defined in section 10.4.2. In box 3,

using the momentum desaturation command _HCM G and the control

omrrices [A'] and [C], the gravity gradient offset maneuver co_and

is computed. _ is then sent to the vehicle control law where

this maneuver c is implemented.
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START "i

I
i

O C/MG SYSTEM MOMENTUM DE'SATURA-

T ION COMMAND

AHCMC,= _ (H(_G)I - _%

i=l N

!

COM_UTE [A ] _ [C]

Q DESATURATION MANEUVER COMMANU3

L

. i [A 'I r [c]-IAI_cM(:
o

E
_-- TO VEHICLE CONTROL LA14

Figure 10.20. Internal Small Angle Gravity Gradient

Desaturatlon Law Logic Flow Diagram
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Figure 10.21 is the ,_;ignal flow dl_gram for the Z-LV gravity

gradient CMG desaturatlon la_ dcrlved Ill section 10.4.7. In box

1 of figure 10.21, the appropriate Z-LV attitude is determined.

Depending on the vehicle 7-LV attitude, the momentum desaturatlon

A_ (I) is computed [l_ box 2. 'n box 3, the appropriate man-
command _"_|G

euver command g is determined. Tl_e logic flow then proceeds onto box

4 where the desired vehicle rate cmm_and _D is computed. The de-
.%.

saturation maneuver conu_and _ and vehicle rate command _D are sent

to the vehicle control law. Note that thls Z-LV desaturatlon law

utilizes a full t_alf orbit.

10.5 Selection of Baseline _iG Desaturatlon System - Two

basic types of CMG desaturatlon systems have been described in

this report; they are: (!) a RCS system that utilizes the vehicle

baseline RCS and (2) a gravity gradient system. ARCS CMG desatur-

ation system is more versatile than a corresponding gravity grad-

ient system in that it can develop large desaturation torques in

any direction thus desaturatlng the CMC system in a very short

time. On the other hand, a gravity gradient CMG desaturatlon sys-

tem requires on the average a significant portion of each orbit

to desa_urate the CMG system because (i) the gravity gradient

torque T produced is orders of magnitude smaller than that gen-
gg

erated by the baseline RCS and (2) the gravity gradient torque

generat.-d is constrained to the plane perpendicular to the local

(-_gg 2 [_ x [I] _]). Because of this secondvertical vector _ = 3_0°

constraint, the vehicle must be maneuvered away from its desired

observation attitude in order to orient the vehicle Into a favor-

able attitude where the gravity gradient torque will result in the

desired desaturatlon.

The chief advantage of a RCS CMG desaturatlon system is that

it can quickly desaturate the (_G system from any arbitrary momen-

tum state in a very short period of time thus maximizing the time

available per orbit for exp,,rimentation. Its major drawback is

that it expells mass during Jesaturatlon that can be a severe

source of experiment contamination, A gravity gradient desatura-

tlon system requires on the average that a significant portion

of each orbit be set aside for desaturatlng the CMG system, thus

greatly limiting the available experimentation time. The major

advantage of a gravity gradient CMC system over a RCS one is that

it is a contamination free system in th,_t it expells no matter.

Because the principal reason for adding a t_C system to the Shuttle

is to mlnimize RCS contaminants, the use of a RCS CMG desaturatlon

system would tend to defeat this purpose. Therefore, the preferred
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baseline CMG desaturatton system is the reco_ended small angle

gravity gradient desaturation system documented in sections 10.4.2

and 10.4.7 for an inertial and a Z-LV held vehicle, respectively.

The recommended RCS desaturation system described in section 10.3.2
is retained as a backup CMG desaturation system in order to give

the system an emergency CMG desaturatton capability.

10.6 Pseudo-Axls Alignment Scheme - Up to this point, the

only momentum management system that has been discussed has been

(2_G desaturation systems. In this section, a pseudo-axls align-

ment control law is described that attempts to minimize the aver-

age m_aentum that is stored in the CHG system for the X-POP and

X-lOP inertial vehicle attitudes. By minimizing the momentum

stored In the CHG system, the momentum that the CHG desaturation

system must "dump" on a per orbit basis is also minimized.

It has been assumed that the vehicle principal and control

axes have been aligned. In general thls is not the case; the

vehlcle control and principal axes are normally slightly misallgn-

ed. The result of thls mlsalfgnment Is that the vehicle cross

products of inertia Ixy , Ixz , and ly z are not zero. The general ex-

presslon for the components of the gravity gradient torque T
gg

acting on a vehicle with non zero cross products of inertia are:

Tg x = 3_ 2 {ayaz(izz - I ) + a a 1o yy x z xy

- a a I + (az 2 - a 2) } (350)x y xz . y lyz

= 2 {a a (Ixx- I " + a a ITgy 3(00 x z zz: x y yz

- axazxyl + (ax2 - az 2)lxz} (351)

2 {a a (Iyy- Ixx) + a a ITgz " _°o x y y z xz

a I + (ay 2 2)I } (352)- ax z yz - ax xy

Because the vehicle principal end control axes are assumed to be

only sllshtly mlsallgned, '.he vehlcle's cross products of inertia

can be approximated by

Ixy- Coz(lyy- Ixx) (353)
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Ixz - Cov(Ixx- I ) (354)
. ZZ

lyz = eox(Izz- lyy) (355)

where Cox, Coy , and Eoz are the misaliRnments between the X, Y, and

Z principal and control axis, respectively. It is the above cross

products of inertia resulting from these misalignments Cox , Coy , and

Coz that increases the magnitude of the gravity gradient torque

acting on the vehicle and therefore the maRnitude of tlle resul-

tant gravity gradient momentum that the 6_G system must store.

The basic idea behind the pseudo-axls alignment scheme is

to compensate for the small axial misalignments Cox, Coy, and Coz by

performing small offset maneuvers about the vehicle control axes

that minimize the CMG system momentum requirement for a particular

vehicle attitude. Compensating for Cox, Coy, and Coz effectively re-

duces the vehicle cross products of inertia Ix,y, Ixz , and ly z to

zero. For an inertial X-POP attitude, the pseudo-axls alignment

scheme performs small offset maneuvers about the vehicle's Y and

Z control axes in an attempt to keep the vehicle's X principal axle

perpendicular to the orbital plane. By keeping the vehicle's X prin-

cipal axis perpendicular to the orbital plane, the vehicle cross

products of inertia are effectively reduced to zero thus minimiz-

ing the gravity gradient momentum stored in the CMG system. For

an inertia X-lOP attitude, the vehicle's principal X axis is kept

in the orbital plane by performing a small offset maneuver about

the Z control axis.

10.6.1 Derivation of Inertlal X-POP Pseudo-Axis Alignment

Control Law - Assume that the unit local vertical vector _ in

vehicle coordinate equals

IOIOHIO t
O

In0o t
O

(356)

After the pseudo-axis alignment maneuvers E and E are performed
ya za

about the vehicle Y and Z control axes, respectively, _ equals
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e_| - - za 1 o cOS_ot

ya 0 1 L.i, ot

za o ya sln"_o

- t
CO_ 0

sin_ot

Computing the averages of a'a'yz' axaz"' a'a'xy' (ax)2-

(a_) 2, and (a;) 2 neglecting ali terms containlnR products

or squares of E and
ya za'

(3S7)

a'a' = 0 (358)
yz

a'a' - 0 (359)
X Z

a'a' = Cza (360)

xy T

, 2
(a x) - 0 (361)

(a'y)2 - 1/2 (362)

(a'_)2 • 1/2 (363)

Substituting equations 358 thru 363 into equations 350 thru 352,

the average gravity gradient torques acting on the vehicle are:

--Tgx = _3_o2 [_yaixy + ezaixz ] (364)

2

'_gy = -3_o 2 [_ya(Ixx- Izz) - CyaIy z + Ixz] (365)

T--gx =-3_o 2 [_za(lyy-

2
Ixx) + EyaIy z + Ix./] (366)
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By integrating the above average gravity gradient torques over one
orbit, the resultant average gravity gradient angular momentum equals

H--gx ffi-3Tr_° [eyalxy + CzaIxz ] (367)

-Hgy = -3_o [eya (Ixx- Izz) - _zalyz + Ixz] (368)

Hgz " 3_o [eza(Iyy - Ixx) + Cyalyz + Ixy] (369)

By Judiciously substituting the approximations for Ixy, Ixz, and ly z

given in equations 353 thru 355 into equations 367 thru 369, the gravity

gradient momentum equations are:

- 0 (370)
gx

= -3nw [eya(Ixx- Izz) + Ixz] (371)gy o

Hgz = -3_o[eza(lyy- Ixx) + Ixy]
(372)

If £ and £ are zero, the momentum that the CMG system wlll a_cumulate
ya za

during one orbit equals

- 0 (373)
x CHG

H
y CMG

-3_ I
o x'y (374)

H
z C_G

- -3_ I (375)
o xy

Equations 370 thru 372 can be written as

= 0 (376)
gx

tl'-gy " k I eya + H"y CHG (377)

Hgz " k2 E za + Hz CMG
(378)

where

kI " 3_w ° (Izz- Ixx)
(379)

k2 3_;o x:x- (Iyy- I ) (380)
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If this pseudo-axis misalignment scheme operates properly H and
gY

H will equal zero.
gz

_i -= kl _ya + H = 0 (381)yCMG

Hgz " k2 eza + Hz CMG = 0 (382)

Solving equations 381 and 382 for the pseudo-axis alignment man-
euvers E and e

ya za'

ya y CMG (383)

kI

za z CMG (384)

k 2

The averase momentum stored in the CMG system H and
y CMG z CMG

can be determined by sampling the momentum stored in the CMG sys-

tem. The above offset maneuvers e and e correspond to off-

sets from the previously held vehl_e attl_de. The total vehicle

offset commands e (T) and £ (T) equal
ya za

(T) . _ (P) + c (385)
ya ya ya

(T) (P)
- E + ._ (386)

za za za

(P)
where

ya

(T)
L and £

ya za (T) (T)
once an orbit these offset maneuvers £ and e

ya za
formed at the end of each desaturation interval.

and e (P) are the previous orbit offset co_mnds
az

(T)
Assuming that the CMC system is desaturated

are per-

]0.6.2 Derivation of Inertial X-lOP Pseudo-Axis

Ali_tunent Control Law - Assume that _ In vehicle coordinates

equal
m

-COS_ t
O

= sin I slnt0ot

cos I sin_ t
0

(387)
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After the pseudo-axis alignment maneu,'er £
za

vehicle Z control axls, _ equals

a' I 1 _ 0

X za
!

= a' = -£ 1 0
y za

a' 0 0 1
Z

-COStOot + Cza sin I sinmot ]" I £za c°S_ot + sin X sln_ot

L cos I Sl_ot

is performed about the

-cosco t
o

sin A sln_ t
O

cos A sin_ t
0

(388)

Computing the averages of a'a'yz' a'a'xz' a'-'xay,(a_) 2, (a_)2,

and (a_) 2 and neglecting all terms containing squares of Cza ,

sln21 (389)

yz 4

a' a' = £za sln2A (390)
x Z

4

a'a' £zaC°S2_
.- (391)

xy 2

" , 2 1/2 (392)
(a x) =

(a;) 2 = sln2l (393)
2

(a_) 2 = cos2A (394)
2

Substituting the above expressions and the approximations for IxY'

Ixz, and IFz given In equations 353 thru 355 into the gravity grad-

ient torque equations and neglecting all products of eza, eox, Eoy,

and e , the average gravity gradient torques acting on the inertial
oz

X-lOP vehicle are:
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_gx" 3_o2 {(Izz- lyy) sin 2X + 2(cos 2X)Iy z}

4

(395)

-- . 3_o 2 {(Ixx.. Izz ) E sin 2k + (sin 2_)Ixy
Tgy za (396)

4
+ 2(sln 2_)Ixz}

2_ + (sin 2X)Ixz
- 2 {_2(IF/_ I_) Cza cosml

Tgz 3___9_o .
4 (397)

-2 (cos 2X)!xy}

Integrating the above average gravity gradient torques over one
orbit, the resultant average gravity gradient angular momentum

equals

{(IZ z- I ) sin 2k + 2(cos 2X)Iy z} (398)
Hgx " 3TrC°o YY

_ sin 2_ + (sin 2_)Ixy
- 3_ {(Ixx- Izz) _,,_a (399)

Hgy o
2

+ 2(sln 2A)Ixz}

- 3_w {-2 Ixx) e cos 2X + (sin 2X)Ixz
o (frY- za

(400)

- 2(cos 2X)lxy }

the momentum that the (24G system will accumulate

__x Otc = Ugx

gz

If Eza is zero,

during one orbit equals

_y CHG = 3_mo [(sin 2X)txy
2

+ 2(sin 2X)txz}

- 2(cos 2X)Ixy}

Hz CMG " 31V_o
2

{(sin 2_)Ixz

(401)

(402)

(403)
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Equations 398 thru 400 can be written as

gx x CMG

- kl_ + HHgy za y CMG

Hgz = k2eza + Hz CMC

(404)

(405)

(406)

where

3_w

= o (Ixx- Izz) sin 2A (407)kl 2

2A
k2 =-3_ ° (lyy- Ixx) cos (408)

If this pseudo-axls mlsallgnment scheme operates properly Hgy and

H will equal zero.
gz

= klg + H = 0 (409)gy za y CMG

Hgz = k2_za + _ = 0 (410)z CMG

Solving equations 409 and 410 for gza' Eza equals

= -H
Eza y CMG (411)

kI

•, -H
eza z CMG (412)

k2

From equations 411 an,l 412 there appears to be two possible solu-

tions for Cza. But if the vehicle moments of inertia lyy end Izz

are approximately equal, the two values of _ computed above are
za

also approximately equal; this can be shown by substituting the

appropriate expressions of H Hz kl, and k 2 into the above
y CMG' CMG'

equations. Since for the vehicle used in this study, section 3,

1 and I are approximately equal, either of the two above expres-
yy zz

sions can be used to compute gza" The average momentum stored in
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the CMG system Hy CMG and H z CMG can be computed by sampling the

momentum stored in the CMG system. As in the X-POP case, e
(p) za

corresponds to an update of the total offset angle £ from

(p)Za (T)
the previous orbit. The new updated value of 6 , e

za za

equals

(T)=c (P)+c (413)
za za za

Assuming that the CMG system is desaturated once an orbit this

offset maneuver c (T) is performed at the end of each desatura-
za

tlon interval.

If a gravity gradient desaturation system is used to desatu-

rate the CMG system, the effects of the pseudo-axis alignment

offset maneuvers for both the X-_P and X-lOP cases must be

accounted for in the desaturation law.

10.7 Notes

10.7.1

A

a

A

a
o

CMn

g

H

c

HCMG

CMG

_(_)
HD

H
V

_HcM c

z(_)
_CMG

Symbols and Abbreviations

Unit local vertical vector in vehicle coor-

dinates

Unit local vertical vector in orbital

reference frame

Control moment gyro
Gravitational acceleration of the Earth

(32.2 ft/sec 2)

Magnitude of CMG wheel momentum

Total system momentum measured in Z-LV inertial
reference frame

CMG system momentum imparted to the vehicle

CMG momentum state measured in Z-LV inertial
reference frame

Desired Z-LV CMG momentum state

Vehicle momentum

_IG momentum desaturation co_mand (inertial

case)

CMG momentum desaturation command (Z-LV case)
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V

I

lil

Itj

I
sp

[II
L

i

rain

P
R

r

RCS

s

t

T
gg
-@.

(Tgg)

W. O. F.

X-lOP

X-POP

Z-LV

61(i)

.3(i)

6.1(i)

_3(i)

c

Eya,_za

o

[ergo]

[@D j

0

Change in vehicle momentum

Identity matrix

Vehicle moments of inertia (i-x,y,z)

Vehicle cross products of inertia (i=x,y,z,

J=x,y,z, l#J)

RCS fuel specific impulse

Vehicle inertia tensor

Lagrange adjoin equation

RCS moment arms (i=x,y,z)

Arc minute

Performance index

Mean radius of the Earth

Distance from the center of the Earth to vehic_.e

center of mass

Reaction control system

Laplace operator
Time in seconds

Gravity gradient torque

Z-LV gravity Bradlent torque observed in Z-LV

inertial reference frame

Weight of fuel
X axis in the orbital plane

X axis perpendicular to the orbital plane

Z axi_ along local vertical

Inner CMG glmbal angle (izl,...,6)

Outer CMG glmbal angle (i=I,...,6)

Inner CMC gimbal rate (i=i,...,6)

Outer CMG gimbal rate (i-i,...,6)

Vehicle offset maneuver

Vehicle prlnclpal and control axis mlsallgnmemt

(l=x,y,z)
Pseudo-axis alignment maneuver

RCS attitude deadband llmlt

Transformation from orbital to vehicle coordinate

frame

Trans[ormatlon from reference to desired vehicle

attitude

Lagrange multtpller

Vehicle angular velocity

Desired vehicle rate co,and

Vehicle orbital rate
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REVIEW OF SELECTED CMG CONTROL LOGIC

The CMG control logic selected in sections 8 thru i0 are:

CMG Maneuver Control Law

• Quaternion CMG Maneuver Control Law (section 8,2)

CMG Cimba| Rate Command Law

• Pseudo-lnverse CMG Control Law (se,_tlon 9.4.4)

• Optimal CMG Distribution Law (section 9.5.3)

• Operational Mode: six individual CMG operating mode

CMG Momentum Management

• Primary CMG Desaturation Law: Small Angle Gravity

Gradient CMG Desaturatlon I,aw (inertial, section

10.4.2; Z-LV, section 10.4.7)

• Back-Up CMG Desaturation Law: RCS Attitude Control

CMG Desaturarlon Law (sectiou 10.3.2)

• Pseudo-Axls CMG Alignment Control Law (section 10.6)
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12. COHPUTE_ VERIFICATION

The purpose of this section is to document the hybrid com-

puter simulation study used to verify proper operation of the

selected CMG attitude control system described in section II.

12.1 Simulated CMG Control System - The selected CMG control

system consists of six Skylab ATM type double gimbal CMGs. Each

CMG has a wheel momentum of 2,300 ft-lb-sec. Therefore, the total

CMG system momentum storage capability is 13,800 ft-lb-sec. The

assumed L_G mounting configuration is shown in figure 12.1. Two

CMGs are identically mounted along each of the three vehicle prin-

cipal axes as shown in thls figure, The CMG sys_e_ was operated

as six individual actuators rather than the slaved c,_MGoperational

mode also described in thls report.

The vehicle was assumed to be a rigid body. _ie vehicle dy-

namic equations of motion along with the assumed vehicle inertia

matrix [I] are contained in section 3. Gravity gradient torque

was assumed to be the principal vehicle torque environment. The

gravity gradient torque equation used is contained in section 5.2.1.

The vehicle control law employed was the standard rate plus

position law described in section 7.1. The function of the v_hlcle

control law is to generate an appropriate CMG torque co_tnd TCO M.

The vehicle control law was

_COM = [Kr](%- gs ) + [Kp](_E + _)

where ' -s' , e are the desired vehicle angular velocity,

sensed body angular velocity, vehicle attitude error, and gravity

gradient CMG desaturation command, respectively. [Kr] and [Kp]

are the vehicle control law rate and position gain matrices, res-

pectively. The gain matrices used in thls simulation are computed

in section 7.

The control logic associated with a CMG attitude control

system consists of four basic elements: (I) a CMG maneuver con-

trol law, (2) a CMG control law, (3) a CMG singularity avoidance

scheme, and (4) a CMG desaturatlon law. Listed below is the select-

ed CMG control logic corresponding to these elements along with

the sections in this report where these control laws are derived.

CMG Maneuver Control Law: Quaternion Maneuver

Control Law (section 8.2)
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CMC Control Law: Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law

(section 9.4.4)

CMG Singularity Aviodance Scheme: Optimal CMC

Distribution Law (section 9.5.3)

CMG Desaturatlon Law: Small Angle Gravity Gradient

CMG Desaturatlon Law (inertial case: option 2,

section 10.4.2, Z-LV case: section 10.4.7)

Figure 12.2 is a block diagram of the CMG attitude control

system as implemented on the hybrid computer. Inasmuch as open

loop integration on an analog computer over long periods of time

is inaccurate, the vehicle orbital position and quaternion were

computed on the digital computer. The gravity gradient torque

was also computed on the digital computer since it is a slowly varying

quantity, having a rate of change equal to twice the vehicle orbital

rate of 0.001108 rad/sec as compared to the digital computer sample

time of 0.7 seaond. To reduce %he analog computer errors due to

torque scaling (maximum CMG torque is an order of magnitude larger

than maxlmum gravity gradient torque), the vehicle dynamic equa-

tions were implemented on the analog in momentum form, i.e.,

HT"  CnG + [I]

ti (_g- _ x I'IT ) dt

Hv - I_i + AHT- HeM G

* -1
[I]

v

12.2 Computer Study Results - The results of the computer

study are given in figures 12.3 thru 12.15. The quantities shown on

each of these figures are as follows:

0 - calcuated vehicle orbital position (des)
oc

I_ II - Euclidean norm of the unlimited Pseudo-Inverse Steering Law
s

gimbal rate vector (rad/sec)

I_SII - Euclidean norm of the limited (I l_Sllmax = 0.05 rad/sec)

Pseudo-Inverse Steering Law gimbal rate vector used to

control vehicle attitude (rad/sec)

IVfll - Euclidean norm of the gradient of f (dlmen|ionless)
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- Euclidean norm of the CMG torque that would be generated

by the unlimited Singularity Avoidance Distribution Law

glmbal )ate vector. Since theoretically this quantity

is zero, it is an error. (ft-lb)

T
gx

T
gY

T
gz

II vll

f

II ll

- vehicle X principal axis gravity _radlent toroue (ft-lb)

- vehicle Y principal axis gravity gradient torque (ft-lb)

- vehicle Z principal axis gravity gradient torque (ft-lb)

- Euclldean.,_.,norm of the limited (HI[([A]+[B]+[C]+[D])_D[[ma x

}ITE]Imax = i0.0 ft-lb) Sin_ularlty Avoidance Dis-

tribution Law gimbal rate vector (rad/sec)

- determinant of [A][A]T+[B][BIT+[c][c]T+[D][D]T defined in

section 9.4.4 (dimensionless)

- Euclidean norm of the CMG Desatuzatlon Law small ankle

gravity gradient CMG desaturatlon maneuver (deg)

[IHCMG] I- Euclidean norm of the total CMG momentum vector (ft-lb-sec)

tO
X

- vehicle X principal axis rate (rad/sec)

0J
Y

- vehicle Y principal axis rate (rad/sec)

W
z

- vehicle Z principal axis rate (rad/sec)

ql - first component of the vehicle quaternion vector (dimen-

sionless)

q2 - second component of the vehicle quaternion vector (di,aen-

sionless)

q3 - third component of the vehicle quaternion vecter (dimen-

sionless)

q4 - fourth component of the vehicle quaternion vector (dimen-

sionless)

_Ex - vehicle X principal axis attitude erroz- (desired attitude

minus achieved attitude) (arc-mln)

_Ey - vehicle Y principal axis attitude error (arc-mln)



_Ez - vehicle Z principal axis attitude error (arc-min)

Computer runs were made to determine the response of the CMG

attitude control system, to determine the ability of the distribution

law to avoid CMG singularity, and to determine the ability of the

desaturatlon law to avoid CMG saturation.

12.2.1 System Response Runs - Figure 12.3 shows the system response

to impulses and steps in gravity gradient torque. These runs were per-

formed for a vehicle orientation with the X axis perpendicular to the

orbital plane (X-POP) and the vehicle Z axis pointing toward an inertlally

fixed target (Z-TT). The vehicle was inittallzed at an orbital position

of 45 ° from mid-occultation (9oc _ 45@). The CMCs were Inlt[alized

with their inner gimbal angles at zero and their outer gimbal angles

at 45 degrees, which gives zero total momentum and also satisfies

the dlstrlbution law, i.e., Vf - 0.

The distribution law was initially allowed to bring f to its max-

imum value of 64. This took approximately 700 seconds. Then a step

input of 0.00005 rad/sec was added to all three vehicle rate compon-

ents. The position errors were allowed co settle out. Then the steps

were removed and the system allowed to _ettle out again. The proce-

dure was then repeated for vehicle rate eteps in the opposite direction.

The system response to gravity gradient torque step inputs of 20 ft-lb

in the three axes was investigated in the same way. The system took

approximately 30 seconds to settle out in both cases of vehicle dis-

turbances.

12.2.2 Singularity Avoidance Runs - Figure 12.4 shows the

results of the singularity avoidance runs with X-POP and Z-TT.

The initial vehicle orbital position was the same as for the response

runs. The initial CMG gimbal angles were selected to put four

Chic momentum vectors along the Y axis, two in each direction, and

the other two momentum vectors along the X axis, one in each d[r-

ectlon. The initi_l gimbal an_les used were:

61(i)i= 0 63(I)i = _, 61(2) i O, ,_ = = ,• = '3(2)I O, 61(3) i 0

= n, 0
63(3)i = O, 61(4) i O, 63(4)i = O, 61(5)i = 2 _3(5)i-- '

6 0, 6 n
l(6)i = 3(6)i-- Y"
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A disturbance torque of 3 ft-lb was added to the Y axis gravity

gradient torque to force the X axis momentum vectors toward the sin-

gular conf[guratlon with all vectors along tile Y axis, four posl-

tive nnd two negative. Three values for maximum dtstrlhutlon law

torque ,_rr_,r jl' ElJmax w,.re used: zero, which corresponds to havin_

no _ingularlty avoidance scheme; one ft-lb; and ten ft-lb, which

was found to be the strongest law obtainable without causing

significant vehicle attitude errors. The results show the necessity

and effectiveness of the distribution law in avoiding singular mom-

entum configurations. Without a dlstrlbut_on law, f comes close to

zero about halfway through the run. Thus, the steering law rates

become large at this point in the run. With a strong distribution

law, f is quickly driven to its maximum value of 64 and held there

throughout the run so that the steering law rates do not become

large.

12,2.3 Orbital Runs - Figures 12.5 thru 12.15 show the re-

sults of the orb__al runs. Each run shows four orbits. The cal-

culated vehicle orbital position and quaterolon were updated once

per orbit at the beginning of the orbit. The _.IGs were initial-

ized in the same way as for the system response runs. With no

desaturatlon law active, the four orbit run was started inm_edlately.

With the desaturation law active, the four orbit run was started

when the CMG momentum settled into steady state.

Figures 12.5 thru 12.10 show the results of the inertial runs

with the vehicle Z-axis pointing toward an inertlally fixed target

(Z-TT). In the runs corresponding to figures 12.5 thru 12.7, the

vehicle X axis is in the orbital plane (X-lOP) and the target is

45 degrees above the orbital plane. In figures 12.8 thru 12.10,

the X axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane (X-POP). The veh-

cle orbital position for all inertial runs was initialized to be 45

degrees from mld-occultatlon (8oc = 45 °) in order to minimize CMG mom-
entum buildup.

In figure 12.5, (X-lOP, Z-TT) no desaturatlon law was used.

It is seen that the CMG _omentum as measured by !IHc GI I builds

up. The pzimary momentum accumulation occurs on the X axis be-

cause of a bias term in the X component of gravity gradient torque.

Figure 12.6 shows the results of repeating the run of figure 12.5,
except that the CMG desaturatlon law was active about mid-occultatlon

for half an orbit. It is seen that the law is effective in holding

the momentum to below 8,000 ft-l_-sec with a maneuver angle

of six degrees as measured by I1_11.
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In figure 12.7 the vehicle principal axes were each offset 1/2

degree from the nominal orientation (Z-TT, X-lOP). This was done

in order to show the effect on momentum buildup and subsequent

desaturation maneuvers of mlsalignment between vehicle axes and

vehlc]e principal axes. For this orfentatlon, no significant effect
resulted.

Figures 12.8 thru 12.10 show the results of repeating the

runs of figures 12.5 thru 12.7, respectively, except that the

X-POP orientation was used. In figure 12.8..no,_.desaturation law

used. The heavy part of the trace of II_DI [ occuring on sheetwas

2 of figure 12.8 is due to the distribution law turning on when f

drops below 64 and off when f reaches 64. Theoretically, there should

be no CMG momentum buildup. The momentum buildup seen on this

sheet is due to analog computer inaccuracy. In the absence of

a desaturation law, CMG momentum is open loop. Therefore, any bias

in the analog computer gravity gradient torque due to inaccur-

acles causes a CMG momentum buildup. For instance, a one percent

bias in the maximum scaled value of gravity gradient torque of 0.2

ft-lo would result in a momentum buildup of approximately 1,000

ft-lb-sec per orbit. The computer inaccuracy momentum buildup
does not invalidate the orbital runs since it can be considered

due to some small vehicle disturbance torque.

From figure 12.9, which repeats the run of figure 12.8

with the desaturation law active when the vehicle is behind the

earth from the target (136°), it is seen that the momentum is held

to below 2,000 ft-lb-sec with a maneuver angle of 6 °.

Figure 12.10 shows the results obtained with a 1/2 degree

offset of each vehicle principal axis from th_ nominal orientation

of Z-TT and X-POP. A much larger momentum buildup resulted with

a 9° maneuver angle required for desaturatlon.

Figures 12.11 thru 12.15 show the results of the Earth point-

ing runs with the vehicle Z-axis pointing toward the local vertical

vector (Z-LV). In the runs corresponding to figures 12.11 thru

12.13, the vehicle was in the X-lOP orientation. The runs of figures

12.14 and 12.15 are for the X-POP orientation. For all Z-LV orbital

runs, the vehicle orbital position was initialized at zero (Ooc- 0°).
The vehicle rate for the axis about which the vehicle turned

was initialized at the orbital rate.

Figure 12.11 corresponds to the run with X-lOP, Z-LV and no

desaturation law present. Theoretically, no momentum buildup
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should occur. The observed buildup is due to analog computer in-

accuracy as explained above. Figure 12.12 repeats the run of the

previous figure with the desaturation law acclve for half an orbit

every other orbit. As can be seen, computer Inaccuracy momentum
buildup wag not the same for each orbit. An average maneuver angle

of I ° was required for desaturatlon.

In ftgure 12.13 with I/2 degree vehicle offset of each

axis from the nomlnal X-IOP and Z-LV, much larger momentum build-

ups are observed. Furthermore, they are the same from orbit to
orbit. This is because the momentum accumulation is mainly due to

induced vehicle position errors and not to analog computer inaccur-
acy. A maneuver angle of 1.5" was required to desaturate 3,000
ft-lb-sec of momentma.

The results of the X-POP, Z-LV run with the CHG desaturatlon

law are shown in figure 12.14. No momentum buildup occured when

this run was made. Ther@fore, although present, the desaturatlon

law was not required.

Similarly, referring to figure 12.15 when the vehlcle was

offset 1/2 degree on each axis from the nominal X-POP and Z-LV

orientation, only cyclical momentum buildup occured so that de-
saturation was not necessary.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

SYHBOL

AQ

6I(J)

D

S

C

_E

H

HCHG

ItT

!tV

[I1

[Kpl

DESCRIPTION

Finite chang, in the quantity Q

Inner gimbal angle of the Jth CMC;61(j)s_j_l )

(J-l,... ,6)

Outer glmbal angle of tho .Ith CMG;83(j)_(2.| )

(J=l,... ,6)

Limited Singularity Avoidance Distribution Law

gimbal rate vector

Limited Psuedo - Inverse Steering Law gimbal rate vector

Unlimited Psuedo - Inverse Steering Law gimbal rate

vector

Gravity Gradient Desaturation Law small angle maneuver
vector

Determinant of [A][A]T÷[B][B]T+[c][c]T+[D][D] T defined

in section 9.4.4.

Vehicle principal axes attitude error vector

CHG wheel momentum

Total CHC momentum vector

Total (CHC plua vehicle) momentum v:ctor

Vehicle momentum vector

Vehicle prinicpal axes inertia matrix

Vehicle Control Law position gain matrix
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I
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I
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I
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SYMBOL

Qi

Q_ax

ql

t

"_COM

T E

T
g

8oc

Vk

X-IOP

X-POP

Z-LV

Z-TT

_0

_oD

_0
s

Vf
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DESCRIPTION

Vehicle Control Law race gain matrix

Initial value of the quantity Q

Maximum value of the quantity Q

ith component of vehicle quaternion vector (1=I,...,4).

time

CMG torque command

Unlimited Distribution Law torque error vector

Gravity gradient torque vector

Calculated vehicle orbital position

Vehicle principal axes kth component of the vector V

(k=x, y, z)

Orientation with vehicle X principal axis in orbital

plane.

Orientation with vehicle X prlnclpal axis perpendicular

to orbital plane

Orientation with vehicle Z principal axis pointing to-

ward the earth

Orientation with vehicle Z principal axis pointing co-

ward an inertial target

Vehicle angular velocity vector

Desired vehicle angular velocity vector

Sensed vehicle angular velocity vector

Gradient of the quantity f with respect to CMG gimbal

angles

Time derivative of the quantity Q.

Euclidean norm of the vector V
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13. CONCLUSIONS

In this report, a control moment gyro (CMG) attitude control

system is designed for a large orbiting spacecraft. The purposes

of this study are: (I) to demonmcrate the basic procedures that

should be followed in designln£ a CMG control system, (2) to define

the various software control.options available, and (3) to verify

the proper operation of the selected control loKJc utilizing a

hybrid computer simulation of the CMC contr, l system.

For this study, the vehicle llsed was the Space. Shuttle.

Using the Shuttle sortie missions defined |n the (:enerai l)yuam[t's/

Convair Phase B Research and Application Module (RAM) program, an

analysis was performed to define the vehicle mission requirements.

These mission requirements are listed in table 13.1. From table

13.1, two distinct advantages of adding a CMG attitude control sys-

tem to the Shuttle become apparent. The first one is that the

baseline Shuttle reaction control subsystem (RCS) is [oo large to

meet the vehicle pointing and stabilization requirements list but,

that these requirements are within the projected capabilities of a

CMG control system. The second and the most important advantage

of a CMG system deals with the contamination control requirements

listed in table 13.1. ARCS system controls the attitude of a

spacecraft by expelllng matter which is a potential source of

experiment contamination whereas a CMG control system is a con-

tamination free system. The contamination requirements listed in

table 13.1 are fairly stringent and in all likelihood could not

be met if the baseline Shuttle RCS was used for attitude control.

The next step in designing a CMG control system is to

translate the mission requirements into appropriate CMG system

requirements. The resulting CMG system requirements derived

using the mission requirements listed in table 13.1 are:

CMG system momentum: 13,000 ft-lb-sec (spherical)

CMG system torque: 200 ft-lb about each axis

CMG redundancy: "fail operational, fail safe"

The above CMG system torque and momentum requirements were sized

based on projected disturbance torques acting on the vehicle and

the momentum that the CMG system must store in order for the

vehicle to maintain the required vehicle attitudes for one orbit.

19_e CMG torque and momentum requirements assocl_ited with the

v_.hicle maneuw, r rate requirements listed in table 13. I are

_.x_,ssive and are not reflected in the above CHG torque and
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Table 13.1. Hission Requirements

, , , ,, ,

Absolute Shuttle Pointing Requirement: 3 min

Shuttle Stabilization Requirement: 3 m_n/observation

Shuttle Attitude Requirements:

X-POP Inertial (X axis perpendicular to the orbital plane

X-lOP Inertial (X axis in the orbital plane)

Z-LV (Z axis aligned with the loc_il vertical)

CMG System Momentum Desaturation: once an orbit capability

Vehicle Maneuver Rate Requirement: 0.i degree/second about

each vehicle control axis (rate must be attainable in

15 seconds)

Contamination Control:

Particles: i0,000 class

Gas: 10 -6 to 10 -7 torrs

I

l

I
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momentum requirements. A decision was made to perform all large

angle Shuttle maneuvers (i.e., from a X-POP inertial attitude to

a X-IOP inertial attitude) by using the baseline RCS. The CM¢
system is u_ed to provide fine maneuver control by reducing system

overshoots and nettling t[_,s.

Using these CM(; system requirements, varimlu (]MC configura-
tions were devised to meet these requirements. Both double glmbal

and single gtmbal CMg systems were considered. Each configuration
was evaluated on the basis of the number of CMgs needed, _tze,

weight, power, and the impact on the system of a single CMG failure.

The selected CMG system consists of six double gimbal CMGs with each
CMG having a wheel momentum of 2,300 ft-lb-sec and no gimbal stops.

The mounting configuration used in this study has two C_Gs identically

mounted along each vehicle axis. Because of the absence of glmbal

stops, the _ounting configuration is not critical. Logically, the

CMGs should be mounted based on vehicle space and structural con-

sideratimLs.

Next, a vehicle control loop is designed that will result in

a stable system and one that can meet the vehicle pointing and

stabilization requirements listed in table [].l. The vehicle

control law used in this study is a standard rate plus position
control law. The function of the vehicle control law is to

generate an appropriate CHG torque cormmand based on the sensed
vehicle motion. 'tne v_h±c,e control law rate and position gain

matrices are selected to meet the vehicle pointing and stabiliza-

tion requirements.

The vehicle control system has been designed. The only re-

maining task is to select the CMG control logic needed to implement

the CMG control system. The required CMG control logic consists

of three components; they are: (I) a CM6 maneuver control law,

(2) a CMG gimbal rate command control law, and (3) a CMG system

momentum management scheme. In each of the above categories,

there are a number of possible candidates. In order to select

the "most" appropriate control logic mix, a trade study is per-

formed. From each set of candidates, a law is selected based

primarily on its computational complexity and performance.

In section 8 of this report, three candidate CHG maneuver

control laws are derived; they are based on (1) quaternion, (2)

direction cosine, and (3) Euler angle strapdown implementations

for describing the attitude of a spacecraft. The functtm_s of

these three maneuver control laws are to generate the appropriate

errors signals that will enable the vehicle to maintain or tr_c_

specific attitudes and to perform particular maneuvers from one
attitude to another. The resultant attitude error and/or rate
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maneuver commands are implemented by inputting these signals

into the vehicle control law. The quaternion nmneuver control

law was selected because (1) tile vehicle maneuver produced is

opt lmal and (2) the as_ociated 8trapdown and mJmeuver equations

can t_e simply and readily computed. The resultant vehicle

maneuver is optimal because the vehicle is rotated about a single

axis through the smallest angle required to produce the desired

attitade change.

The CMG glmbal rate command law consists of two parts: (I)

a CMG control law or steering law that generates a set of glmbal

rate commands that will result in the desired CMG torque as com-

puted by the vehicle control law and (2) a singularity avoidance

scheme that generates another set of CMG glmbal rate commands that

drives the CMG system away from singularity without producing any

additional CMG torque. For a doubic glmbal CMG system, the singu-

larity condition that this singularity avoidance scheme must avoid

is the "antl-parallel" condition where the individual CMG wheel

momentum vectors are aligned, but with some of them pointed in

opposite directions. In this condition, the CMG system is phy-

sically unable to generate the desired CMG torque. The CMG con-

trol law and singularity avoidance glmbal rate commands are

summed and sent to the appropriate CMG actuators as a single

glmbal rate command. In section 9, four candidate CMG control

laws are derived; they are: (I) the Cross Product CMG Control

Law, (2) the H-Vector CMG Control Law, (3) the Scissored Pair CMG

Control Law, and (4) the Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law. From

these four candidates, the Pseudo-lnverse CHG Control Law was

selected because (i) it is a decoupled control law meaning that

the resultant CMG control torque generated identically equals the

CMG torque command and (2) this law minimizes the CMG glmbal rate

commands therefore minimizing the energy required to generate the

desired CMG torque. Also in section 9, three singularity avoidance

schemes are derived; they are: (i) Arbitrary Torquing of CMGs

Away From Singularity, (2) Isogonal CMG Distribution Law, and (3)

Optimal CMG Distribution Law. The Optimal CMG Distribution Law

was selected because (I) it maximizes a singularity function that

is a measure of the "distance" the CMG system is away from an "anti-

parallel" condition and (2) it is very compatible with the selected

Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law. An attempt was made to combine the

Pseudo-Inverse CMG Control Law and the Optimal CMG Distribution Law

into a single CMG glmbal rate command law. The obvious advantage

of combining these two laws is that only a single expression is

needed to generate the total CMG glmbal rate command. The resultant

expression for this combined glmbal rate command is so complex that

there is no computational savings or improved performance capability

resulting from combining these two laws. Therefore, the recommended

mode of operation is to use the individual gimbal rate command laws

and then to add their corresponding glmbal rate commands to form

the total command,
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The function of the CMG system momentum management scheme

is to insure that the CMG momentum scheme does not become saturated

from a momentum storage standpoint. The primary mechanism for

accomplishing this objective is a CMG momentum desatt,ratlon system.

This mechanism desaturates the CMG system by applying a properly

directed torque to the vehicle which reduces the momentum stored

in the CMG system. In section i0, two general types of CMG de-

saturation systems are described; they are: (I) a reactlon Jet

desaturation system utilizing the baseline Shuttle RCS and (2) a

gravity gradient desaturatlon system which uses the natural gravity

gradient torques acting on the vehicle. ARCS desaturation system

desaturates the CMG system by sending appropriate jet firing com-

mands to the baseline RCS. For a gravity gradient desaturatlon

system, CMG desatsration is accomplished by sending vehicle maneuver

commands and rate commands to the vehicle control law where these

commands are implemented. ARCS desaturation system is more

versatile than a corresponding gravity gradient system in that it

can develop large desaturation torques in any direction thus de-

saturating the CMG system in a very short time. Its major drawback

is that it expells mass during desaturatlon that can be a severe

source of experiment contamination. For tbls reason the two RCS

desaturation systems devised in section in were el_minated from

consideration as the prime CMG desaturation system. Four gravity

gradient desaturation laws were derived in section i0; they are:

(i) a small angle multiaxls maneuver law, (2) a large single axis

maneuver law, (3) a reflexive law requiring large multiaxis maneuvers,

and (4) a gravity tracking law also requiring large multiaxis man-

euvers. All of these laws involve maneuvering the vehicle at the

start of the desaturation period to a favorable orientation where

the gravity gradient torque acting on the vehicle will cause the

magnitude of the CMG momentum to decrease. Of the four gravity

gradient desaturation laws, the small angle multiaxis CMG desatura-

tion law, law I, was selected because of the following reasons:

(I) the computational requirements associated with this law are

fewer than those associated with the other laws and (2) the resultant

small angle maneuvers can be performed by the CMG control system.

This latter reason is important because the other candidate desatura-

tion laws require at least a single large angle maneuver. To per-

form these large maneuvers, the baseline RCS would probably have

to be used in order to generate the large torque and momentum re-

quired to perform these maneuvers in a reasonable period of time.

Firing the baseline RCS to perform these maneuvers tends to defeat

the principal reason for adding a CMG control system to a vehicle

like the Shuttle that of reducing RCS contamination. It is recom-

mended that a RCS desaturation system be retained as a back-up CMG

desaturation system in order to give the system an emergency CMG

desaturatlon capability.


